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In presenting every new edition - and this is the 7th - there is always the 
danger of repeating oneself.
I have been writing these introductions since 2011 and I must confess 
that, re-reading what I wrote in the past few years, I did repeat myself 
quite a lot.
In recent years I remarked more than once about the increase in the 
number of projects and participants and about the growing interest 
around this event in Trieste, but this being an annual occurrence I often 
tended to say the same things year on year. This time I shall not mention 
this, not because the numbers would contradict me, but because the 
2017 edition has a new format, and I think it's more important to 
highlight this aspect, which will also characterise future editions. 
From this year we shall focus both on an eastern and on a western 
european region: this new formula aims to open new horizons in the 
multifaceted European cinema scene and is based on the idea of 
facilitating mutual interests shared by two chosen geographic areas.
To inaugurate this new format france has been chosen to represent the 
West, and the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) the East. This 
means that WEMW has selected producers from Eastern Europe who 
have projects suitable for co-productions with France (or Italy), and 
producers from Western Europe looking for co-producers in the Baltic 
States (or Italy). Moreover, all Italian producers who are developing a 
documentary or feature with co-production potential with the areas in 
question, have also been invited.
Otherwise, the sections launched two years ago remain unchanged. 
These are first cut lab - the workshop dedicated to fiction films in their 
editing stage; and last stop trieste - which gives the very valuable 
opportunity to present documentaries at an advanced editing stage to a 
restricted audience of sales agents, festival directors, and broadcasting 
company reps. The excellent results from previous editions are ample 
justification for keeping these components as they are.
I wish all participants, new and old, a pleasant stay in Trieste, and 
I shall allow myself (I hope you will forgive me) to repeat only the 
concept (and one that unfortunately is being continually questioned), 
which I really believe embodies WEMW's founding idea: “Culture 
is an economic factor of prime importance; it is above all what links 
people together; it is a catalyst which will manage to destroy the last 

few existing barriers. As Europeans we must believe that the cultural 
diversity of the Continent is a source of richness to exploit - not a 
limitation but a resource to be harnessed, to encourage growth for all”.

WEMW is an event organised by the friuli-Venezia-Giulia Audiovisual 
fund together with the trieste film festival, in collaboration with eAVe, 
Maia workshops, creative europe desk Italia, eurimages and with 
the support of creative europe - MedIA programme; direzione 
Generale per il cinema – MiBAct; ceI (Central European Initiative); 
confartigianato Udine; and regione Autonoma friuli Venezia Giulia. 
The 2017 edition of WEMW, with the support of the cnc - centre 
national du cinéma et de l’image animée, estonian film Institute, 
lithuanian film centre and national film centre of latvia, and in 
collaboration with the creative europe desks from estonia, latvia 
and lithuania, will be a three-day event dedicated to producers, 
commissioning editors, sales agents, representatives of markets and 
regional/national funds from all over Europe. Our aim is, as ever, to 
create an event that can generate close ties between the participating 
regions and countries. An international array of cinema professionals 
gather in Trieste for a series of round-tables, master-classes and case 
studies organised to facilitate opportunities for collaboration between 
Eastern European producers and Western companies, and vice-versa. 
This makes the Friuli-Venezia-Giulia Region a unique point of reference 
for such initiatives.
Film and documentary producers from over 40 countries will meet 
with commissioning editors, distributors and representatives of funding 
bodies and markets, so as to present the whole range of production 
and distribution opportunities, as well as financial resources, available 
to the industry.
We are confident that the 2017 edition of wHen eAst Meets west 
will again prove very popular with industry insiders and consolidate 
what is, in our opinion, an essential initiative for the development of 
audiovisual companies of the New Europe.

pAolo VIdAlI
FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA AUDIOVISUAL FUND
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The weMw international committee led by Danijel Hocevar (Vertigo) 
and Leena Pasanen (Dok Leipzig), and composed by Manuela Buono 
(Slingshot Films), Didar Domehri (Maneki Films), Alessandro Gropplero 
(WEMW) and Jozko Rutar (SPOK), has selected 22 projects in 
development from 15 different countries. The 2017 final line-up includes 
12 fiction feature films and 10 documentaries selected amongst 292 
applications from 48 different countries.

The weMw jury, including Matthieu Darras (TorinoFilmLab), Marge 
Liiske (Industry@Tallinn/Baltic Event), Nikolaj Nikitin (SOFA), Kristina 
Trapp (EAVE) and Marie Pierre Valle (Wild Bunch), will deliver the CNC 
Development Award, the EAVE 2017 Producers Workshop Scholarship, 
the Flow Postproduction Award and the Producers Network Prize. All 
feature-length projects budgeted at over €1M will also be eligible for 
the TRL Espresso Award, an automatic selection at MIA|New Cinema 
Network and at Film London PFM in October 2017. Last but not least, 
the European Women’s Audiovisual Network will deliver the brand new 
EWA Network Best Woman Director Award.

In addition to the 22 projects selected for the pitching forum, WEMW 
invited two guest projects (one documentary and one fiction feature) 
previously presented at one of the 2017 partners platforms: DOCSP and 
Les Arcs Coproduction Village.
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 LOGLINE 

A film about the apocalypses that we survived and those that might 
lie ahead.

 SYNOPSIS 

“The End”, whether seen as a religious experience bound to a final 
day of judgment, as a political threat of weapons of mass destruc-
tion, a natural disaster or an ecological issue, evokes the universal 
human fear of our powerlessness and finiteness. Through a highly 
visual and immersive sensory style, ABOUT THE END will explore 
the concept of “apocalypse”, in its metaphorical, philosophical 
and socio-political manifestations, ultimately touching on themes 
such as human transiency and vulnerability and our relationship 
with the forces surrounding us and with time itself. 
The film will develop as the interplay of three different narrative 
lines, unfolding through three extreme situations, across different 
continents.
We will travel to Northern Quebec, where workers are dismantling 
a series of radar stations that were built during the cold war to de-
tect nuclear attacks. In Indonesia, we’ll explore a community living 
at the edge of Mount Merapi, one of the world’s most active vol-
canoes. In Italy, we’ll accompany the everyday life of a “prepper”, 
a person who is getting equipped and mentally ready to survive to 
an imminent yet uncertain catastrophe. In an increasingly unstable 
and ever changing reality, reflecting over “The End” and the way it 
is perceived opens up possibilities of a deeper conversation about 
our current fear-based society as well as a fascinating exploration 
over of the essence of what it is to be human, and our relationship 
with the forces surrounding us, as well as with time itself. 

AbOuT ThE END

ContaCt details
Soda Pictures
London, United Kingdom
T: +44 020 7377 1407
emily@sodapictures.com
www.sodapictures.com

Genre Documentary
direCtor Cristina Picchi
Writer Cristina Picchi
ProduCers Emily Morgan, Simone Catania, 
 Annick Blanc, Cristina Rajola
BudGet € 400.000 (€ 43.000 in place)
ComPanies Soda Pictures, Indyca
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents, Festivals

Cristina Picchi  Cristina Rajola
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 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

My work has often dealt with aspects of life that I have found per-
plexing, if not plainly worring: from the personal strength it takes to 
survive in conditions as extreme as the Siberian Winter in ZIMA, 
to coping with the transiency of relationships, as in CHAMPS DES 
POSSIBLES. 
In my lifetime, I’ve witnessed the final years of the Cold War, while 
the nuclear cloud from Chernobyl floated over Italy, watched the 
twin towers crumble on TV while I was preparing for my first univer-
sity exam and stared helplessly at the collapse of global finance 
and the job market disintegrating straight after finishing my first 
MA. These events have made “the end of all things” more tangible 
than a childish fear and have pushed me to explore the darker side 
of our society and our psyche. Through ABOUT THE END, I look to 
create an immersive audiovisual experience that depicts the beauty 
and horror of what being alive - and therefore vulnerable – means.
I feel deeply passionate about making ABOUT THE END. I think 
that using very visual and immersive storytelling, while dealing with 
such a timeless and universal issue will shed new light on our pre-
sent. It will reflect on the death of many of certainties in the post-
modern society, on the instability that global terrorism has brought 
to our daily lives, but also highlight our sometimes-irrational fear of 
the unknown, and the unmutable and ever lasting questions which 
are simply part of our human nature. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Soda Pictures is an Anglo-Canadian producer and film distributor of 
art house, independent and world cinema. Established in London 
in 2002 by Eve Gabereau and Edward Fletcher, the company re-

leases 25+ films a year and has a library of over 300 films from all 
corners of the world. In 2014 Soda Pictures was acquired by the 
Canadian production company Thunderbird Films in order to join 
a greater media group, build a theatrical film division in Canada 
and expand their existing business in the UK and Ireland, including 
a move into production. Previous productions include INVENTION 
by Mark Lewis (TIFF 2015, Berlinale 2016) and REMAINDER by 
Omer Fast (London 2015, Berlinale 2016) and theatrical releases 
include Phillip Warnell’s MING OF HARLEM (Grand Prix Georges 
de Beauregard International Jury prize, FID Marseille Film Festival, 
2014) and INNOCENCE OF MEMORIES by Grant Gee.

Indyca is a dynamic company based out of Turin, Italy with ex-
tensive experience in creating quality audio-visual projects. Estab-
lished in 2007, Indyca specializes in making creative documenta-
ries, art house films, and creative sensory presentations, including 
theatre and experimental video art installations. Indyca has been 
working with mainly European broadcasters, dealing with pub-
lic financing such as European Media funds and Eurimages. Its 
films have won several prizes in festivals around the world such 
as Biografilm Festival LifeTales Award 2015, Best Film at Festival 
dei Popoli 2014, Jury Prize at Visions Du Réel 2014, Los Angeles 
Movie Awards 2013, MIFF Award 2012, “Doc on Air” Award for 
best documentary project EDN (European Documentary Network) 
in Thessaloniki 2012 and many others. Always seeking interna-
tional collaborators and new expressions of the human spirit, In-
dyca is heavily invested in the artistic landscape of Europe and the 
world beyond. Recent works include Becoming Zlatan (nominated 
as Best Documentary at the European Film Awards 2016), SmoK-
ings and Prison Lullabies.
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 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Emily Morgan is an in-house producer at Soda Pictures where she 
is developing a diverse slate of narrative fiction, documentary and 
artist films. She joined Soda in 2014 to work on “Invention”, set-
ting up the project in Paris, Toronto and São Paulo. The feature 
premiered at the Toronto Film Festival 2015 and screened at the 
Berlinale. Previously, Emily worked at Studio Canal, Hot Property 
Films and as a freelancer for Steel Mill Pictures, The Bureau and 
Parti- zan. Emily’s feature credits include Andrew Haigh’s “Week-
end”, Simon Pummell’s “Brand New-U” (Edinburgh 2015) and 
Grant Gee’s “Innocence of Memo- ries” (Venice 2015). She has 
Producing MA from the NFTS, a BA in Spanish and Portuguese 
and has participated in the Rotterdam Producers’ Lab, Cannes 
Producers’ Network and Berlinale Talents. She was featured as a 
Screen International Star of Tomorrow 2015.

Simone Catania is a producer, director and artist. Graduated at 
Brera Fine Arts Academy, he’s one of the founders of INDYCA. 
Graduated at Eurodoc and EAVE, Simone has worked on several 
feature documentary and films. Drive Me Home is his upcoming 
new feature film project as a director.
As producer and director, Catania has been working for INDYCA on:

“Samia” 
"Happy Winter" 
"The Butterfly" 
“Drive me Home” 
”Imprisoned Lullaby” 
“Becoming Zlatan” 
«The colour of Grass»

“smoKings” 

Annick Blanc graduated from Film Production at Concordia Univer-
sity in 2004. Her love of visually intriguing and innovative storytell-
ing has led her to produce cutting edge films that have been shot 
locally as well as abroad. She has produced more than ten shorts 
that have been shown at major film festi- vals such as Locarno, 
Sundance, Toronto International Film Festival, Oberhausen Short 
Film Festival, San Francisco Film Festival and many others. Many 
of these films have also picked up awards along the way. As line 
producer, she just finished up work on “A Touch of Spring”, a Ca-
nadian dramatic feature that was shot in China last fall. Branching 
out into TV, she is currently line producing a documentary series 
that will be shot in the United States. Annick Blanc is currently 
based in Montreal Quebec.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Cristina Picchi is an award winning Italian filmmaker, writer and 
visual artist based in London. Her films have been screened in 
festivals and gal- leries worldwide, winning prizes in festivals such 
as Locarno, Clermont-Ferrand, Thessaloniki and many others. In 
2013 she was nominated for Best Short Film at the European Film 
Awards, while her last short film was in competition at the 72° 
Venice International Film Festival. She is the recipient of the EMAN/
EMARE residency program in Montreal and the Quartier21 resi-
dency program at the Museumsquartier in Vienna. She holds a de-
gree and an MA in European Literature from the University of Pisa 
and a master’s degree in Screen Documentary from Goldsmiths 
University of London. 
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 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

2016 Unfolded (ITA/LITHUANIA – in pre-production)
Currently developing my first fiction short film (supported by MI-
BACT, the Italian National Film Fund).

2015 Champ des Possibles (CAN/SWE/ITA, 14 minutes)
Short experimental documentary, premiered at the 72° Venice Film 
Festival (Orizzonti Short film competition).

2015 Impossible Landscapes (AUSTRIA)
Multi screen installation, displayed at Asifakeil Gallery, Museums 
Quartier, Vienna - June 2015. 

2014 Killing Time (UK, 3 min.)
Commissioned by The 404-th Wall, a satellite project of the Inter-
national Symposium on Electronic Art (ISEA), taking place in Dubai, 
30 October-8 November, 2014. 

2014 Cinetrain: Russian Winter (RUS, 90 min.)
My short film Zima is one of the seven episodes of this feature film. 
European premiere and Prix Du Public at Visions Du Réel 2014.

2013 Zima – Winter (RUS, 12 min.), part of the project Cinetrain 
– Russian Winter. Short art documentary about one of the harshest 
climates of the world and its inhabitants. A reflection on life, adap-
tation and the immutable cycles of existence. Premiered at Locarno 
Film Festival in August 2013 where it won the Pardino d'Argento 
and the nomination at the European Film Awards as Best Short Film 
2013, along with several other prizes. Screened in almost 200 
festivals and galleries. 

2012 Eyes On the Ground (UK, 3 min.) creative re-editing of the 
footage from the award winning TV documentary Sri Lanka's Killing 
Fields. Commissioned by ITN Productions for Channel 4 and pub-
lished on Channel 4's website (most watched video of the week). 
Subsequently screened in several collective art exhibitions (such as 
“Another thought – think again” (30th October - 23rd November 
2014) at the DIAS Digital Interactive Art Space, Denmark.)

2011 Under Your Skin (UK, 8 min.) short experimental documen-
tary inspired by the London 2012 Olympics. Commissioned by 
the National Portrait Gallery, BT and the Olympic Commission. 
First exhibited at the National Portrait Gallery in August 2011 and 
selected as part of the video art travelling exhibition Time is Love 6. 

SELECTED AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

2016: Champ des Possibles wins Jury Honorable Mention to at 
AsterFest, Macedonia
2015: Champ des Possibles premieres at the 72° Venice Film Festi-
val (Orizzonti International competition); Zima wins as Best Interna-
tional Short Film at Sguardi Altrove Film Fest
2014: Zima wins: Special Mention of the Jury, 22nd Arcipelago 
Film Festival, Italy; Audience Award for the "Made In Russia" selec-
tion of Shnit International Film Festival; Best International Short Film, 
Short Shorts, Mexico; Jury Award, Concorto Film Festival, Italy; 
Emidio Greco Award for best emerging Italian director from the 
European Festival of Lecce and CNC - Italian National Centre of 
Short Film; WWF Award at Thessaloniki Documentary Film Festival; 
Honourable Mention at Oslo Screen Festival; Special Mention of 
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the Jury, Clermont Ferrand Short Film Festival
Prix Du Public at Visions Du Réel, Nyon for the feature film Cinetrain: 
Russian Winter.
2013: Zima wins the Pardino d'Argento Swiss Life, Pardi di Domani 
International Competition and Locarno short film nominee for the 
European Film Awards – Pianifica Prize, 66° Locarno Film Festival.
2012: Eyes On the Ground is the most watched video of the week 
on 4OD – Channel 4's website.

SELECTED RESIDENCIES / WORKSHOPS

2016 Selected for IDFAcademy Summer School (Amsterdam), Fea-
ture Expanded development program (Manchester/Florence) and 
Crossing Border development program (South Korea/Germany) 
with the feature film project About The End.
2015 Jury member for the Austrian Competition at VIS – Vienna 
Independent Shorts Film Festival, Austria. Selected artist for the VIS 
– Vienna Independent Shorts Residency at the Museums Quartier, 
Wien.
2014 Selected for the European Film Academy program A Sunday 
in the Country for emerging European filmmakers. 
Participant of LUX – Artist's Moving Image Critical Forum, London.
Selected artist for the EMARE Residency, taking place in Montreal, 
Canada at PRIM Centre – Productions Réalisations Indépendantes 
de Montréal in Winter/Spring 2015.
ESP – European Script and Pitch selected participant with the short 
film script Unfolded. 

Director's previous works

2015 Champ des Possibles (CAN/SWE/ITA, 14 minutes)
Short experimental documentary, premiered at the 72° Venice Film 
Festival (Orizzonti Short film competition).

2013 Zima – Winter (RUS, 12 min.), part of the project Cinetrain 
– Russian Winter. Short art documentary about one of the harshest 
climates of the world and its inhabitants. A reflection on life, adap-
tation and the immutable cycles of existence. Premiered at Locarno 
Film Festival in August 2013 where it won the Pardino d'Argento 
and the nomination at the European Film Awards as Best Short Film 
2013, along with several other prizes. Screened in almost 200 
festivals and galleries.
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 LOGLINE 

Alfa is a drama about status quo, about a mother's desire to hold 
onto it and her daughter's need to break free.

 SYNOPSIS 

AZRA(44) and her daughter SARA(18) live in Alfa, an obsolete 
catholic drug rehab commune in a bleak countryside of Calabria, 
run by CESARE(58) and TERESA(55). They arrived 3 years ago, 
when Sara, a promising star of Bosnian basketball, got scouted 
to train with an Italian club. Azra is working in Alfa as a cook in 
exchange for food and accommodation. Committed to the dream 
of a better future away from their dreary homeland, they wait for 
Sara to get old enough to sign as a pro so their Italian life can 
finally start.
But one evening Sara doesn't return in time for Alfa's curfew. 
Azra catches Sara intimate with a boy at a friend’s party. Azra 
is shocked. Sara doesn't feel guilty; she laments the pressure and 
Azra's devoted conformity to Alfa.
Azra secretly goes to find a job outside of Alfa. She once more 
tries to get closer to Sara only to find out that she's been skipping 
trainings. The trainer doubts she'll get signed as a professional for 
the next season.
Azra slowly looses control of herself and ends up being discovered 
for having sex with Fabio, an addict she became a friend with. Sara 
is shocked and ashamed. Pandora's box of unspoken resentments 
finally opens. Azra accuses Sara of abandoning her and their future, 
after everything she's done for her. Sara blames Azra for living off 
her life and holding her prisoner for her own happiness.
Police arrests Azra for soliciting illegal work. Sara and Cesare 

ALFA

ContaCt details
SCCA/pro.ba 
Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
T: +387 61188869
amra@pro.ba
www.pro.ba

Genre Fiction
direCtor Una Gunjak
Writer Una Gunjak
ProduCers Amra Baksic Camo, Cecilia Frugiuele,   
 Sinisa Juricic
BudGet € 936.053,74 (€ 98.567 in place)
ComPanies SCCA/pro.ba, Nukleus Film 
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents, Festivals

Una Gunjak   Amra Baksic Camo Cecilia Frugiuele
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have to pick her up at the station. Cesare has a go at her but Sara 
stands up to Cesare. Azra is fragile as a child. Sara promises she 
will train more. Next year she's bound to become a professional 
with a salary. Future will finally start.
Students are celebrating the end of their A-level exams. Sara is 
having fun with her friends, performing rituals. Azra enjoys the 
show and then loses Sara out of sight. She returns to Alfa and 
starts packing.
The boat marches on slashing the waves of Adriatic sea. Despite 
the cold wind, Azra sits on the deck waiting for dawn.

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

Alfa is a coming of age film for a mother and her daughter, ex-
plored through the prism of their intense friendship which turns bitter 
and toxic as they pursue the dream of a better future outside of 
their defunct home country. The sacrifices they both commit to and 
the expectations they have from each other ultimately culminate in 
conflict, as they try to find their place in the new world. 
Film speaks about the contemporary Bosnian society who, betrayed 
by the 'better tomorrow' that never came after the war, sees its only 
hope in physically escaping the socio-economical abyss the country is 
syncing in. Of course pragmatically, hardly anything can stand up to 
the hardships of war, but the lack of progress, constant degradation 
makes it very difficult to decide when it was more urgent to leave and 
seek this 'better future' we were promised somewhere else. 
Alfa is a limbo for people waiting for a new life, offering a sac-
rifice for a better future. Situated in the midst of bleak and so-
cially depressed Italian provincia, is far from the postcard vision 
we attribute to the idea of Italy, and certainly an anti-climax to the 
dreams of making it abroad. 

Alfa will be an impressionistic film drawing from documentaries 
and verité. The narrative will not be told chronologically, with the 
Bosnian past and memories, constantly interrupting Italian real-
ity. Different visual format is used when treating the past, namely 
phone video footage that Azra and Sara have taken, of their life 
and of each other. I want to bring the audience closer to the main 
characters and emotionally and viscerally make them partake in 
their world in Sarajevo. I will focus on naturalistic performances, 
very closely collaborating with the mixed cast of professional and 
non professional actors. As the characters witness the increasing 
decomposition of their illusions the tone of the film evolves and 
becomes more daring, surreal and rebellious.

 COMPANY PROFILE 

SCCA/pro.ba is a film and TV production company, established 
in 1998. 
From the beginning we have been producing documentaries, fic-
tion, TV programme and art videos. Our films have participated 
and won awards in festivals around the globe including Berlinale, 
Venice Film Festival, Cannes Film Festival, Rotterdam Film Festival, 
Locarno Film Festival, IDFA, Clermont-Ferrand Film Festival, Goth-
enburg Film Festival, Sarajevo Film Festival. 
The year 2016 we started with a premiere of our coproduction 
film “Mama” by Vlado Skafar in the Bright Future programme of 
the Rotterdam Film Festival, which we coproduced (the producer 
of this film is the production company Gustaf Film from Ljubljana). 
This year’s Berlinale hosted the world premiere of Danis Tanovic’s 
new film “Death in Sarajevo”, wich has won Grand Jury Prize and 
FIPRESCI award by International Federation of Film Critics. At Kar-
lovy Vary in Competition we presented our minority coproduction 
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Night Life by Damjan Kozole (delegate producer of the film is Ver-
tigo from Ljubljana). At Locarno and Sarajevo in Official Selection 
this year we presented a film All cities of North by Dane Komljen.
selected titles / features
Death in Sarajevo by Danis Tanovic, fiction feature, France, Bosnia 
(co-delegate producer)
All the Cities of the North of by Dane Komljen, Serbia, Bosnia, 
France (co-delegate producer)
Nightlife by Damjan Kozole, Slovenia, Macedonia, Bosnia (co-
producer)
With Mum, fiction feature, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Germany, 
Slovenia, 2013

An Episode in the life of an Iron Picker , fiction feature, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, France, Slovenia, 2013

1395 days without Red, fiction feature, UK, Bosnia and Herzego-
vina 2011

Isola Bella, video installation, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Germany, 
2009, color, HDV,

Slovenian Girl, fiction feature, Slovenia, Germany, Croatia, Bos-
nia and Herzegovina, 2009, 87’, color, 35mm,

Iko, documentary, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2009, 24’, color, 
HDV,

Nightguards, fiction feature, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2008, 
87’, color, 35mm,

Diagnosis SBH, documentary, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2008, 
40, color, HDV,

Interrogation, documentary, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2007, 45’, 
color, DigiBeta,

What do I know, short fiction, Bosnia and Herzegovina/Slovenia, 
2007, 15’, color, 35mm,

Mum 'n' Dad, fiction feature, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2006, 
colour, 35 mm, 65 min.,

borderline lovers, documentary feature, Bosnia and Herzegovina/
Czech Republic, DigiBETA, Color, 85 min. 2005

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Amra graduated from comparative literature 1996. Since 1995 she 
has been involved in new media and video production in the SEE 
region. While living in Slovenia, Amra worked for Ljubljana Digital 
Media Lab. She is one of the founders of SCCA/pro.ba, independ-
ent film, video and TV production from Sarajevo. She has produced 
and coproduced awarded short films and art videos, documenta-
ries, TV programs and feature films. In 2013, An Episode in the Life 
of an Iron Picker by Danis Tanovic won Jury Grand Prix and Silver 
Bear for Best Actor at Berlinale 2013. In 2016, Death in Sarajevo 
by Danis Tanovic won Jury Grand Prix at Berlinale.
For 15 years, she is head of the CineLink, regional co-production 
market and project development and financing platform of Sarajevo 
Film Festival.
She is a member of ACE and EAVE networks and member EFA. 
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Amra is working at the Academy of Preforming Arts in Sarajevo, 
Department Production as a lecturer.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Una was born and raised in Sarajevo. She completed her studies 
in Italy and then in the UK, graduating with an MA in Editing, at the 
prestigious National Film and TV School. In her previous lives, Una 
has extensively worked as drama and documentary editor and has 
occasionally directed commercials. Her short film 'The Chicken', 
won the EFA Award for Best European Short, after premiering in 
Critics' Week 2014 and screening on more than 200 world wide 
festivals including Sundance Film Festival and New Director, New 
Films – and winning more than 35 awards along the way. Una is 
currently developing her first feature film, called 'Alfa' which was 
selected for the Cannes Cinefondation Residence programme.

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

Chicken, short feature, 2014
*Critics Week, Cannes Film Festival, Sundance Film Festival, EFA - 
Best Short Film 2014
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 LOGLINE 

Iman and Eva, two muslim friends from the Pankisi Gorge in Geor-
gia, are waiting for their fathers to come home, after they left to 
work abroad. Expensive black jeeps with bearded men are cross-
ing the village, women are told to have lost their sons in battle, and 
Tarkhan Batirashvili, an ISIS warlord, was born here... Will Iman 
and Eva’s fathers ever come back?

 SYNOPSIS 

Iman (12), a girl from Pankisi, Georgia, is waiting behind her lap-
top for her father to connect on Skype. This will be the first time they 
will talk since his departure six months ago. Her best friend Eva 
(13) had no chance to speak with her father, who also left. Eva 
looks at pictures of her father Every day. While waiting for their fa-
thers, the girls share everything: their secrets, fears, and passions.
The project ‘Cinema in Schools’ offers weekly films to Pankisian 
kids followed by debates that often become connected to their 
own reality. Iman and Eva are particularly fond of these lessons, 
and started filming and observing each other with a hand camera.
Muslim children in Pankisi have limited freedom – for instance, 
they love drawing, but they cannot portray human faces. Iman and 
Eva are entering their teens and have to deal with new restrictions 
their fathers make sure they observe: Iman has to start wearing 
a headscarf, and Eva, who loves dancing, is now forbidden to 
do so. Besides the restrictions, they’re kept oblivious of what hap-
pens outside Pankisi. But news on TV or on the radio about local 
men who perished abroad hard to conceal. The families of the 
deceased are told by radicals they shouldn’t grieve, but instead 
rejoice as they died for Allah.

bEFORE FAThER 
IS bACk

ContaCt details
Nushi Film
Tbilisi, Georgia
T: +995 598177600
nushi.film@gmail.com

Genre Documentary
direCtor Marine Gulbiani
Writer Marine Gulbiani
ProduCers Tekla Machavariani, Laurence Ubersfeld, 
 Stefan Tolz
BudGet € 136.403 (€ 59.000 in place)
ComPanies Nushi Film, LuFilms, Filmpunkt
lookinG for Financing, Sales Agents, Festivals

Marine Gulbiani  Tekla Machavariani
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On the village’s square, elderly people remember the young men 
who left to fight abroad. They deplore the rise of radical Islam 
in the region, and have debates about whether Pankisians leave 
for ideological reasons or because they want to resolve social or 
financial problems.
A message from Eva's father arrives: he wants to take his whole 
family abroad. While Iman will stay in Pankisi waiting for her father.
Where exactly are the men from the valley going? What kind of 
repercussions does this have on society, and especially on the 
children and the mothers?
Through the story of friendship an separation, in the lives of the 
girls, the documentary tells the bigger story of people in Pankisi, 
once the men have gone. 

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

In 2015 I visited Pankisi for the first time, in the framework of the 
educational project ‘Cinema at Schools'. On my arrival, I was 
looked at with suspicion, as not many outsiders come to this re-
gion, but once the school children watched the film I brought, they 
opened up.
Amongst them are Eva and Iman, both from Muslim families. We 
became friends, and Iman even invited me to stay with her family. 
There I found out that their fathers had gone abroad. To Denmark, 
as their mothers let them believe. It immediately made me realize 
there is an important story to be told here. A story about the im-
portance of education, gaining personal freedom, and the roots of 
terrorism in a remote society like Pankisi. 
The conflict between “usual” religion and Wahhabism in this 
Gorge is well known for everyone, however I want to discover 
deeper issues and factors behind these problems.

I was lucky enough to be accepted as a teacher by Pankisians, 
and at the same time, I am an observer who will tell Pankisi’s story 
through the two girls’ perspective. My protagonists are waiting for 
their fathers to come back, reflecting the whole society’s expecta-
tions, which is noticeable as soon as you arrive in Pankisi. These 
expectations will raise questions in the audience – What is the truth 
and what is a lie? Why have the fathers left? What will happen 
after “father is back”? 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

NUSHI FILM was founded in 2015 by Tekla Machavariani and 
Aleksandre Shervashidze as a film production company focusing 
on creative documentary, fiction and short animation genres. Since 
its creation, Nushi Film has taken part in various forums, festivals, 
workshops and markets with different projects.

Current and former film projects:
• 2015-present – Documentary film ‘Before father is Back’ (Geor-
gia/France/Germany)
• 2016-present – Feature fiction film ‘The Border Game’
• 2016-present – Short Fiction film ‘Tradition’ (as a co-producer 
with Germany)
• 2016-present – Short Documentary film ‘Babu’
• 2015-present – Animation film ‘Wordgame’
• 2015-present – Short Fiction Film ‘The Novice’
• 2016 – Short Fiction film ‘Duraka’ (5 min)
• 2016 – Short fiction film ‘Selfie with the Gas Stove’ (10 min)
• 2015 – Short fiction film ‘Three Steps’ (19 min) – as an executive 
producer for the production company ‘New
Georgian Film’ (Georgia/Germany)
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Nushi Film has taken part in the following events:
• SOFA (School of Film Agents) 2016 – SOFA workshop with the 
media package ‘Nushi’.
• 2016 Annecy Festival – Animation development program with 
the project ‘Wordgame’.
• EurasiaDOC 2016 – Script development residency with the 
documentary project ‘Before Father is Back’.
• CineDOC Tbilisi/Caucadoc 2015-16 – Workshop in “Docu-
mentary Storytelling with a Personal Voice” with Karin
Ekberg and Johanna Bernhardson.
• Tbilisi International Film Festival 2015-2016 – Pitching of the 
projects ‘No one’s Land’, ‘Quiet Mountain’, ‘Someone
Else’s Child’.
• PitchDoc 2015 – Workshop/pitching session with the project 
‘Before father is back’.
• American Film Showcase – ‘The Art and Craft of Documentary 
Storytelling’ with Lisa Leeman
Created in 2007, LuFilms is a Paris-based production company 
focusing on international projects. Its primary purpose is to serve as 
a development vehicle for projects written or co-written by authors 
around the world reflecting original points of view.
Its existence reflects a long history of collaboration between direc-
tors and producers who have worked together in wide range of 
different formats – from Channel 4 documentary to arthouse fea-
ture films – for over 15 years.
A SELECTION OF DOCUMENTARY FILMS
• 2015 Happiness at work directing M. Meissonnier ARTE/RTB-
FSERVUS TV
• 2014 On the Road with Socrates directing D. Cohn-Bendit, N. 
Appel L. Boeken ARTE/ RTS/Radio-Canada

Art, Drugs and Fantasy Director J. de Missolz/ ARTE
Jean-Louis Crémieux-Brilhac, Director: T. Miller Toute l’histoire/ 
Radio-Canada
2013 Capitalisme (6x52’) Directing Ilan Ziv / ARTE
2012 The Electricity Fairy Directing Martin Meissonnier /France 5
• 2011 Washington 93- Productions Campagne Première/Ca-
nal+ – Director Martin Meissonnier
• 2010 David Bailey LuFilms/ZDF/Sundance Channel – Director 
Jérôme de Missolz
A Treasure in my garbage PCP /France Télévisions/RTBF – Direc-
tor M; Meissonnier
• 2007 Who was Joan of Arc? –PCP /ARTE/CRFT – Director 
Martin Meissonnier
• 2006 Margaret Garner
Filmpunkt is based in Cologne, Germany. Since 2004, the focus of 
production are feature documentaries and high end TV documen-
taries ('The Search for Happiness', a TV series co-produced with 
WDR/ARD being one of the best-sold German doc series world-
wide). The faces behind the company are Thomas Riedelsheimer 
('Rivers & Tides') and Stefan Tolz ('On the Edge of Time'), both 
with more than 20 years of experience in documentary filmmak-
ing, having received awards like the Lola (German National Film 
Award), BAFTA Scotland, Grimme, Prix Semaine de La Critique 
(Locarno), Golden Gate (San Francisco) among others. The com-
pany is currently co-producing three feature length documentaries 
with partners from the US, the UK and Switzerland: 'The Human 
Touch', 'Cahier Africain' and 'The Colour of Yearning'. 
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A SELECTION OF DOCUMENTARY FILMS

• 2016 THE COLOR OF YEARNING by T. Riedelsheimer with 
WDR/BR
• 2016 CAHIER AFRICAIN by H. Specogna with PS Film, Zurich 
and ZDF/3SAT
• 2013 FULL SPEED WESTWARDS by S. Tolz with WDR/ARTE
• 2012 BREATHING EARTH by T. Riedelsheimer with Skyline, Ed-
inburgh and WDR/ARTE
• 2009 SOUL BIRDS by T. Riedelsheimer with WDR
• 2007 TRADERS' DREAMS by M. Vetter & S. Tolz with ZDF/
ARTE and NDR,YLE, SBS
• 2005 THE SEARCH FOR HAPPINESS by A. Dittert with WDR/
ARD 

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Executive Producer – Tekla Machavariani was working as an inde-
pendent producer for different companies until 2015. Since then, 
she has won grants from the Georgian National Film Center three 
times, and has co-produced the film ‘Three Steps’ with the German 
production company ‘Color of May’.
Executive Producer – After writing for San Francisco local newspa-
pers, Laurence Uebersfeld became technical director for Viacom 
cable network. Back to France, she joined Martin Meissonnier to 
produce Megamix, a 52' music show for ARTE. She then worked 
for Point du jour with directors like Rony Braumann, Gonzalo Ari-
jon, Jérôme de Missolz and Ilan Ziv.
As an independent producer in France and the US, she has 
produced many documentaries such as Art, Drugs and Fantasy 
(ARTE) Margaret Garner(RFO(France)/ARTV,(Canada), Klimt or 

the Adele’s will (France5/ORF/VPRO), E=MC2 (ARTE/WGBH, 
France/USA), the life of Bouddha and Who was Joan of Arc for 
ARTE. All films were supported by Europeans broadcasters, and 
sold internationally. They also won many prizes in festivals. Since 
2011, she teaches documentary production in the Media Master 
(INSEEC) and at INA.
Stefan Tolz is a multi-award winning filmmaker with more than 30 
documentaries he directed or produced in the past 25 years. His 
films are known for his sensitive approach to controversial issues 
and human drama. He directed films for several German televi-
sion stations about topics from all over the world, before choosing 
Georgia as his second home. He has directed and produced sev-
eral TV programmes and three feature length documentaries about 
Georgia - also broadcast on ARTE, ARD, 3SAT, TSR, YLE among 
others. For the past 15 years Stefan Tolz also has been teaching 
at international film schools and tutored many projects of young 
filmmakers in Eastern Europe. He also has been jury member of 
film festivals and institutions as the Georgian National Film Center.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Mari Gulbiani is a Georgian film director and screenplay writer. 
After finishing her education in philology (1989-1994) at the Tbi-
lisi State University, she studied film directing at the Theatre and 
Film State University from 2001 to 2006. She then fine-tuned her 
experience in the field at the Parisian film school ‘Ateliers Varan’ 
from 2006 until 2010 to become a fully-fledged documentary film 
director. She has worked in the culture department of the main 
Georgian public TV station (TV1) in the years 1997-1999, and the 
program department of TV9 in 1999-2003. She founded the pro-
ducing company Midifilm in 2007. From 2013, she worked for the 
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Noosfera Foundation in the context of the ‘Documentary Monday’ 
project and in the program department of the documentary film 
festival CineDoc Tbilisi. She also worked for CineDoc Young as a 
section coordinator. In 2012, she coordinated the EFA Young Audi-
ence Award in Tbilisi.

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

- Moscow Business Square 2013
Film Project: ,The Shelter''
Moscow Film Festival
- Docstories Black Sea 2012
Film Project: ,,The Shelter''
3 Sessions /Tbilisi (Goethe Institut), Sibiu (Astra FF), 
- Amsterdam (IDFA)/
- Cinema du Monde 2009
Film Project: ,,I am in the home, you are on the way "
Cannes Film Festival
- Baltic Sea Forum 2008
Film Project: ,, High Above the clouds '
- Abbas Kiarostami’s Workshop 2008
Short films trilogy
- Krzysztof Zanussi’s Workshop 2007
One Shot Films
- Documentary film script development
2007
Organised by Institut Francais
Filmography
- Hey, Kesane, Kesane”/ 2006/ - Tbilisi VII International Film Festival
o IstambulIXFilmFestival
o The Shadow Festival 8th in

Amsterdam
o Doclisboa VII IternationalFilmfestival
- ,,High Above the clouds'' /2011/ - Paris- Musée du quaiBranly
Paris-Centre culturel européen
o Corsica Festival Iternational Du Documentaire
o Patras International Film Festival

- Trilogy /2007/ - Golden Apricot Inrernational Film Festival
- „Green Yarn“/2011-2012/ documentary film series, Georgian 
public broadcasting TV
- ,,Children, Open Notebooks’’ '/2012/ - TV 9
- ,,No One’s Land’’ /2015/- The project is developed Sarajevo 
Film
Festival / Berlinale Film Festival
- The project “Before father is back” 2015-2017
o Pitchdoc 2015 (in the frames of “CineDOC-Tbilisi) o American 
showcase- workshop “storytelling in Documentary” 2015
o Workshop “Personal voice in Documentary storytelling” 2015 
(Swedish Institute/CineDOC-Tbilisi)
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 LOGLINE 

48 000 Estonians are currently working in Finland, while their 
children growing up alone at home in Estonia. They all hope there 
will be a better tomorrow.

 SYNOPSIS 

Among the great migration wave in the World today there are 
smaller but non the less important migration stories close to us. This 
documentary will investigate the family relationships in such situa-
tions. The story will be not so much about the migration process, 
but about the impact of the migration. 
There has been 4 different migration waves from Estonia. Peo-
ple leave to work abroad because of higher wages, better social 
guarantees and a better standard of living. Commonly to all the 
new countries after the fall of Berlin fall. Closest destination for 
Estonians is Finland, however it is often not the paradise these 
people might have dreamt about. Working at long distance from 
one’s family brings about problems and difficult choices at both 
ends. There is a generation of children in Estonia growing up 
without one or both parents or sometimes completely alone, forced 
to grow up overnight. 
Is this the normal process of migration that we talk about so much 
today or should someone take responsibility for the fact that so 
many capable people are leaving to the new countries and there 
is growing up a new lost generation?
What do the different members of a family feel and think of these 
arrangement? What are the relationships between the parents and 
children in such families? How will it influence the family tradi-
tions? What will the children think of the situation and what are 

ChILDREN OF 
TALSINkI

ContaCt details
Amrion
Tallin, Estonia
T: +372 677 6363
info@amrion.ee
www.amrion.ee

Genre Documentary
direCtor Moonika Siimets
Writer Moonika Siimets
ProduCers Riina Sildos, Kadri Pahla
BudGet € 350.000 (€ 193.214 in place)
ComPany Amrion
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents

Moonika Siimets  Kadri Pahla  Riina Sildos
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the sacrifices they have to make as they wait for their parents to 
come home? 
Although “Children of Talsinki” is a regional story it has universally 
appealing subject matter which carries a message that is relatable 
by the audience globally. Our take on this topic is putting the view-
ers into the position of the children, who are influenced by this. 

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

I plan to tell the story through multinational families with different 
social backgrounds, to observe their commuting lifestyle and to 
tell their stories on a human/personal level. I am not interested so 
much what to the politician or statistics will think about the situa-
tions, I am interested in real people stories and opinions. 
I as the documentarian will definitely be an observer and would 
like to use interviews as little as possible, preferring to let the situa-
tions and people speak for themselves. 
I’d like to film the situations I describe above both in Finland and 
Estonia. I will start filming and working with my characters in 2017 
and the shooting period will last for two years. I also will have the 
possibility to use the academic studies of the Estonian and Finnish 
anthropologists Laura Assmuth, Pihla Siim and Keiu Telve.
In working with the children, I would also like to use methods like 
storytelling, looking at photos, drawing, etc. I’m searching for an 
attractive, visual-poetic form for the film that would make the story 
comprehensible to the viewer. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

AMRION Ltd. is a production company founded by Riina Sildos in 
2003 to produce high quality feature films and documentaries for 
local and international cinema and TV markets. The main aim is 

to make international co-productions with young promising talents 
and already acclaimed directors. What all the projects have in 
common is filmmakers’ personal vision, both with regard to subject 
matter as well as visual aspects.
Besides applying creative criteria, Amrion develops projects with 
clear audience profile. Amrion offers filmmakers an emphasis on 
development and international financing and distribution of the 
projects. As a former head of Estonian Film Foundation Riina Sildos 
has extensive knowledge and experience in international financing 
and marketing and is one of the most recognized persons in Baltic 
film industry. She established the Baltic Films, the promotional body 
for marketing Baltic films and the Baltic Event – the international 
co-production market. She has also acted as the member of the 
Media Committee of the European Council. In Berlinale 2007, 
Riina Sildos was a member of the Short Film Jury. She is the na-
tional representative of EAVE and EMPA, and a member of ACE 
and European Film Academy. 
Amrion has produced four documentary films, „Wounds of Afghan-
istan” (2005), „Is the Best Enough” (2005), „Lieutenant, Von and 
the Manor of Leetse“ (2006), „Viru. The Embassy of Freedom“ 
(2013) and ten feature films, box office hits „Mat the Cat” (2005), 
multi-award winning youth drama „The Class” (2007), „I Was 
Here“ (Estonia, Finland 2008), „The Poll Diaries“ (Estonia, Ger-
many, Austria 2010), „Hella W“ (Finland, Estonia 2011), „Une 
Estonienne à Paris ” (Estonia, France, Belgium 2012), “Kertu. Love 
is Blind” (2013), „I Won’t Come Back“ (co-produced by CTB Film 
Company (Russia), Amrion (Estonia), Helsinki-filmi OY (Finland), 
Belarusfilm (Belarus), Kazakhfilm (Kazakhstan) 2014), “Seneca’s 
Day” (co- produced by Studio Uljana Kim (Lithuania), Locomotive 
Production (Latvia) 2016), “Pretenders” (co- produced by Studio 
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Uljana Kim (Lithuania), Locomotive Production (Latvia) 2016) and 
a shortfilm “Pink Cardigan” (2014).
Riina Sildos also produced the animation feature „Lotte from Gadg-
etville” (Estonia, Latvia 2006) with Eesti Joonisfilm, an international 
co-production, which was chosen to Berlin Film Festival Generations 
Kplus competition programme in 2007 and sold to more than 50 
countries. The sequel, „Lotte and the Moonstone Secret“, premiered 
in August 2011 and has already become the fifth largest Estonian 
domestic film launch in 10 years and was selected again to Berlin 
Film Festival Generations Kplus competition programme in 2012.
The other international co-productions: documentary „Paradise Be-
hind the Fence” (in post-production), “Mihkel” (in development), 
“Erik Stoneheart” (in development), documentary “Children of Tal-
sinki” (in development).
In script development are feature films „Afterwar”, “Innocent Lies”, 
“Masters of The Sea” and “The Look of Love”.
In production is currently feature film “The Little Comrade”. 

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Riina Sildos established Amrion Productions in 2003 and is active 
in development and production of high quality feature films and 
documentaries for local and international cinema and TV markets. 
Her productions include internationally awarded drama „The 
Class” (2007), the box-office hit „I Was Here” (2008), successful 
animation features „Lotte from Gadgetville“ (2006) and „Lotte and 
the Moonstone Secret” (2011), both premiered at Berlinale Gen-
erations KPlus and dramas „The Poll Diaries” (2010, Germany-
Austria-Estonia) and „Hella W” (2011, Finland-Estonia). In 2012 
„Une Estonienne a Paris” (Estonia-France-Belgium) premiered at Lo-
carno FF international competition programme. The latest produc-

tions include features by Ilmar Raag „Kertu. Love is Blind“ (2013), 
„I Will Not Come Back“ (2014 Russia- Belorussia-Estonia-Finland-
Kazakstan), „Seneca’s Day“ (2016, Estonia-Latvia-Lithuania) and 
„Pretenders” (2016, Estonia-Latvia-Lithuania).
As the former Head of Estonian Film Foundation Riina Sildos has 
extensive knowledge and experience in international financing 
and marketing and is one of the most recognized persons in Baltic 
film industry. She is a national representative of Estonia at EAVE 
and a member of ACE and European Film Academy. Riina is also 
the head of international co-production market Baltic Event and 
B’EST training program. 
In 2008, Riina Sildos was awarded the National Honour, the Or-
der of the White Star, for the outstanding work in Estonian cinema.
Kadri Pahla has a BA in cultural science from Tallinn University. At 
the moment She is graduating MA from Tartu University cultural man-
agement. Kadri has coordinated the behind-the-scenes life of films 
for the last nine years. Since 2010, when Amrion decided to start 
managing the domestic distribution of their own films, Kadri has 
acted as the head of distribution department. To date, seven of the 
company's feature films have been distributed - "Kertu. Love is Blind" 
(2013) becoming the most successful domestic film of the year. Cur-
rently, Kadri primarily works as post-production and distribution man-
ager for Amrion, but also as production manager on a documentary 
“Baradise Behind the Fence”. In 2016 she attended EP2C. Kadri's 
filmography includes 26 animated and 12 feature films.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Moonika Siimets is a talented young Estonian director and script-
writer. She graduated from the Baltic Film and Media School of 
Tallinn University as director and has completed Judith Weston's 
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scriptwriting and directing masterclasses in Los Angeles. She is also 
completing her MA studies at the Baltic Film and Media School. 
Since graduating cum laude in directing from Tallinn University in 
2006 she has written and directed numerous successful shorts and 
documentaries. Her work has been recognised at film festivals both 
in Estonia and abroad. Moonika has also directed documentaries 
for television and managed the animation (Animated Dreams) and 
youth (Just Film) sub-festivals of the Black Nights Film Festival. She 
is the scriptwriter for her debut feature film “The Little Comrade” 
which is currently in shooting. The project is part of the Estonian Re-
public 100 anniversary film-funding scheme. "The Little Comrade" 
was chosen to Berlinale co-production market (2016) and received 
Special Mention Prize from the Eurimages Jury. 
Her work has been recognised at film festivals both in Estonia and 
abroad. Moonika is the laureate of the Jüri Sillart "Püha Jüri" award 
(2013) and the laureate of the Anri Rulkov award (2014).

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

2014 – short fiction “Pink Cardigan” (Amrion, 2014), director
2013 – short fiction “The Last Romeo” (Baltic Film and Media 
School, 2013), director,
scriptwriter
2013 – short fiction “Is it you?” (Baltic Film and Media School, 
2013), director, scriptwriter.
Screened at Stockholm Film Festival
2012 – short fiction “As time goes on ” (Baltic Film and Media 
School, 2012), director,
scriptwriter
2012 – documentary film “Another dimension” (Osakond, 2012), 
director, scriptwriter

2010 – documentary film “Trendy Dog” (Osakond 2010), direc-
tor, scriptwriter (Annual film award of the Cultural Endowment of 
Estonia)
2009 – documentary film “World champion”(Osakond 2009), 
director, scriptwriter (Annual film award of the Cultural Endowment 
of Estonia)
2009 – short fiction „Hello! My name is Tom” (Kuukulgur 2009), 
scriptwriter, director
2007 – documentary film „Report: Green Estonia” (SEI 2007), 
director
2005 – short fiction (B.A diploma film) „Deus ex Machina” (All-
film/Tallinn University
2005) – scriptwriter, director
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 LOGLINE 

On an assignment in Sinai a Western female journalist Ingrid (40) 
is kidnapped by ‘Palestinian terrorists’, but soon she finds herself 
falling in love with one of the abductors.

 SYNOPSIS 

In the prelude of the film, INGRID - an intelligent and beautiful 
40-year old Eastern European/Swiss photojournalist visits Sinai 
to finalise her photoshoot for her upcoming exhibition on female 
circumsision. She has made a decision to end her increasingly 
more dangerous foreign fieldworks and stay home and finally start 
a family with her boyfriend DANIEL.
After the successful opening night of her exhibition, Ingrid decides 
to surprise her boyfriend Daniel by returning home early and catch-
es him cheating on her with their cleaning woman. It's clear that 
their relationship is and has been long over, although she has 
worked hard to convince herself otherwise. After talking to her 
mother at her decadent birthday party the same night, Ingrid de-
cides to accept her latest assignement back to Sinai, which she 
has previously refused.
Back in Egypt, Ingrid and her Bedouin guide ZAID visit a remote 
oasis in the middle of the Sinai desert. On the way, Ingrid is greet-
ed by a complete apocalypse – empty, littered beaches; Stars 
of David crossed out as traffic signs. She is anxious and cannot 
recognize her beloved Sinai. After the encounter with the Sheikh 
and nearly escaping an air strike on the oasis where they’ve just 
left, Zaid takes Ingrid back to her hotel. 
In the early morning however, Ingrid is being kidnapped. ALI (38), a 
handsome dark haired guy with a moustache and western clothes, 

DEAD WOMAN
Genre Fiction
direCtor Kadri Kõusaar
Writers Kadri Kõusaar, Leana Jalukse, Al Wallcat
ProduCer Aet Laigu
BudGet € 1.600.000 (€ 50.000 in place)
ComPany Meteoriit
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents

ContaCt details
Meteoriit
Tallinn, Estonia
T: +372 58258962
aet@meteoriit.ee 
www.meteoriit.ee

Kadri Kõusaar   Aet Laigu
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and BASHIR (35), a fat guy with a tight yellow sweatshirt (both Palestin-
ians), have broken into her room and on gunpoint, force her to wear a 
niqab, swallow some sleeping pills, and get to a van with them.
Soon Ingrid finds herself falling in love with Ali. Ali's boss Moussa 
suspects that something is going on and becomes increasingly 
dangerous and violent. 
In a dramatic sequence, Ingrid manages to escape and live, but this 
turns out be an illusion – she finds herself completely dead inside. 

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

I've been interested in the Middle East since I was 22 years old. It's 
hard to say exactly what triggered it, but since then I've explored 
literature, music, films, and articles related to the Middle-East and 
visited Sinai many times. I also got acquainted with the Israeli 
director Amos Gitai who invited me to participate in his film “Prom-
ised Land”, shot in Egypt and Israel in 2004.
The initial idea for “Dead Woman” was originated in 2008 – al-
though it seemed psychologically too complicated for me at the time. 
In 2011 seven Estonian cyclists were kidnapped in Lebanon, and 
the following media storm and speculations resuscitated my old idea.
The protagonist of “Dead Woman”, Ingrid, is in a way my alter 
ego. I have various girlfriends like her and I was myself inclined 
towards a similar direction of single and childless women.
Ingrid is brave, beautiful and sophisticated, but feels increasingly 
depressed, as she longs for love and family. She drowns herself in 
work not only to serve her talent but to combat loneliness. 
Then something happens to her that is the fear of every photojour-
nalist: she gets kidnapped by a bunch of ordinary criminals who 
claim to have higher motives. Mysteriously, Ingrid develops incred-
ible sexual chemistry with her captor Ali.

I placed the action in Sinai not only for the reason that I've been 
there many times but also because desert encompasses visual poetry 
– mild soothing dunes contrasting with dramatic canyons and cliffs; 
lush oasis in midst of sad emptiness, perfect silence, perfect light.
Tonally “Dead Woman” would be hypnotic and haunting. During 
Ingrid's captivity a handheld camera would be used, in a similar 
way the pedophile scene in my previous film “The Arbiter" was shot. 
In contrast, there will be static, stylised shots of the enchanting de-
sert landscapes that always have a soothing influence, no matter 
the circumstances. 
I hope that “Dead Woman” will be a thrilling, subtle and tabooless 
tour-de-force.

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Meteoriit is an independent production company focused on the de-
velopment, production and co-production of international film content.
Meteoriit's latest feature MOTHER (EMA) opened internationally 
in competition at Tribeca, won Best feature at Kitzbühel and is the 
official selection from Estonia for the 89th Academy Awards® Best 
Foreign Language Film. 
Meteoriit has currently several projects in various stages of de-
velopment and production, including director Maria Avdjushko’s 
debut feature IT, and director Kadri Kõusaar's next two feature films 
entitled NORDIC INSTINCT and DEAD WOMAN, respectively. 
Meteoriit is founded and managed by producer Aet Laigu. Aet 
holds a business degree and M.A. in Film and TV Studies from the 
University of Warwick (UK).
She is also the alumni of EAVE (2010) and the prestigious film busi-
ness programme of National Film and Television School in London 
- Inside Pictures (2013).
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SELECTED FILMS

Mother (Ema), 2016 – OFFICIAL SELECTION FROM ESTONIA 
FOR THE 89th ACADEMY AWARDS® Best Foreign Language 
Film,
officical selection of Tribeca Film Festival
by Kadri Kõusaar
(Estonia)

The Arbiter, 2013 – official selection of Karlovy Vary Film Festival
by Kadri Kõusaar
(Estonia, Sweden)

Magnus, 2007 – official selection of Cannes Film Festival
by Kadri Kõusaar
(Estonia)

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Aet holds a business degree, and M.A. in Film and TV Studies 
from the University of Warwick (UK). Prior to establishing the in-
dependent production company and brand METEORIIT in 2008, 
she worked on the production of several short films, TV commer-
cials, documentaries, and cinematic features in Estonia, including 
MAGNUS (2007), the first Estonian film ever to be selected for 
competition in Cannes International Film Festival in the section of 
Un Certain Regard.
Aet is also the alumni of EAVE (2010) and the prestigious film busi-
ness programme of National Film and Television School in London 
- Inside Pictures (2013), and was Producer on the Move (2016).
She is member of European Film Academy.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Kadri Kõusaar (1980) is an award-winning young female writer 
and director from Estonia. Her latest film MOTHER opened inter-
nationally in competition at Tribeca, won Best feature at Kitzbühel 
and is the official selection from Estonia for the 89th Academy 
Awards® Best Foreign Language Film.
Her media debut started at the age of 13 writing and drawing 
cartoons and comic strips for newspapers. She has since published 
numerous film, literature and music-related articles, as well as best-
selling novels EGO (2001), FREE RISE (2004) and ALFA (2011) in 
Estonia. She has also worked as a radio-DJ and TV-host, and has a 
university degree in Spanish language and literature.
She presented her feature debut MAGNUS in 2007, about a fa-
ther trying to help his suicidal son, which was the first Estonian film 
ever to be selected for Cannes (Un Certain Regard). MAGNUS 
toured successfully dozens of festivals around the world, including 
Rotterdam, Busan, and Seattle.
Her second feature THE ARBITER (2013) premiered internationally 
in competition (East of the West) at the Karlovy Vary International 
Film Festival. That same year she participated in the experimental 
CPH:DOX LAB program, shooting the 30-min feature AUSTER in 
Spanish with the Argentinian director Maximiliano Schonfeld. 
Kadri is currently working on her next two feature film projects 
DEAD WOMAN and NORDIC INSTINCT. Both projects are de-
veloped with producer Aet Laigu for Meteoriit. 
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 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

SELECTED FILMS

Mother (Ema), 2016 – OFFICIAL SELECTION FROM ESTONIA 
FOR THE 89th ACADEMY AWARDS® Best Foreign Language 
Film,
officical selection of Tribeca Film Festival
by Kadri Kõusaar
(Estonia)

The Arbiter, 2013 – official selection of Karlovy Vary Film Festival
by Kadri Kõusaar
(Estonia, Sweden)

Magnus, 2007 – official selection of Cannes Film Festival
by Kadri Kõusaar
(Estonia)
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 LOGLINE 

In Mauritania most women have to become fat or rather obese in 
order to be desired. Verida has to put on 20 kilos to impress her 
future husband's family. On her path she will encounter pain and 
nausea, but also a boy who courts her. She is about to challenge 
everything she thought was normal.

 SYNOPSIS 

Western women trouble themselves to lose weight. In the rest of the 
world, vice versa, women struggle not to starve, while oppressed 
by famine and diseases. 
In Mauritania, where our story takes place, everything works in re-
verse. Women - in order to be desired - have to gorge themselves 
on food, through the method of gavage, the same used for the 
fattening of foie gras geese.
Women force-feeded like geese in an area as poor as the Sahara, 
in which half of the population still lives with roughly two dollars 
per day.
Full of contradictions is also our protagonist: Verida is 22 years 
old and occasionally works in a beauty salon, she hangs out with 
friends at cyber-cafes. She's a modern girl, apparently. But she's 
about to get married to a man chosen by her family and her goal 
is to put on 20 kilos in order not to make a bad impression on her 
future husband’s family.
What she doesn’t know is that on her path she’ll encounter nau-
sea, pain and Sidi, a boy who courts her. She doesn’t know she 
is about to challenge everything she always thought was normal. 
Verida’s story is so incredible to let us think it could only happen in 
remote Sahara, but that far out is maybe not far enough. 

FLESh OuT
Genre Fiction
direCtor Michela Occhipinti
Writers Michela Occhipinti, Simona Coppini
ProduCer Marta Donzelli
BudGet € 448.500 (€148.800 in place)
ComPany Vivo Film
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents

ContaCt details
Vivo Film
Rome, Italy
T: +39 068078002
martadonzelli@vivofilm.it 
www.vivofilm.it

Michela Occhipinti Marta Donzelli
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 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

Through the reference to the unique and whimsical case of Mau-
ritania, where women decide - in order to look sexier and more 
attractive - to get fatter and fatter, putting at risk their own health, 
the film reflects on the relationship between women and their bod-
ies on a much wider scale.
How do social models, often built to correspond to male desires, 
influence and condition women all over the world? How close are 
Mauritanian women to the many women from other parts of the 
world going on unbearable diets or submitting to plastic surgery?
“Flesh Out” deals with these issues, posing questions, trying not to 
judge... Most of the time with a light tone and the right self-irony, 
without avoiding - although - to face the most dramatic aspects of 
these problems.
The work on the film is not merely of a documentary approach. 
“Flesh Out” lays in a territory between reality and imagination. The 
Mauritanian reality, the fact of having come across this story, ONE 
story, is the starting point to develop something that moves on a dif-
ferent territory, the one of fiction, of the cinematographic mise-en-
scene and that exactly thanks to this leap transforms into something 
universal, but also absolutely personal because the subjective filter 
is me, my work as a director. 
The subject, extremely wide, is the female body. The singularity 
of Mauritanian reality talks to me because it inserts itself within a 
framework of questions and urgencies that deeply concern me and 
that I believe concern all of us in the end...
Mauritania in my film works as an “elsewhere” as opposed to the 
world from which I, director, come from and where I live in and 
that yet, in its paradoxical inversion of a series of relations, trans-
forms into a mirror of the distorted way in which the female body 
is perceived in nearly all societies.

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Vivo film, established in Rome at the beginning of 2004 by Gre-
gorio Paonessa and Marta Donzelli, is an independent production 
company for art-house films. 
Vivo film’s productions include works by Laura Bispuri, Guido Chie-
sa, Jean-Louis Comolli, Emma Dante, Michelangelo Frammartino, 
Jennifer Fox, Chiara Malta, Masbedo, Susanna Nicchiarelli, Nelo 
Risi, Corso Salani and Daniele Vicari. 
Among Vivo film’s more recent credits: Sworn Virgin by Laura 
Bispuri, which had its world premiere in the main competition at 
the Berlinale in 2015; Innocence of memories - Orhan Pamuk Mu-
seum and Istanbul by Grant Gee, a coproduction with the UK, 
which was shown as a special event at Venice Days in 2015; The 
wedding, a documentary by Paola Salerno, world premiered at 
Cinéma du Réel in 2016 and Molly Bloom a short film by Chiara 
Caselli world premiered at Venice Film Festival 2016 - Orizzonti). 
Vivo film is currently committed in the sale of Children of the Night 
by Andrea De Sica and in the production of Nico, 1988 by Su-
sanna Nicchiarelli.

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Marta Donzelli lives and works in Rome. In 2004 she established, 
together with Gregorio Paonessa, Vivo film, an independent film 
production company with a catalogue of more than 30 titles, se-
lected and awarded by the most prestigious festivals worldwide.
Among Vivo film productions: Le Quattro volte by Michelangelo 
Frammartino (2010, Director’s Fortnight - Europa Cinema Label’s 
Award), Via Castellana Bandiera, by Emma Dante (2013, Venice 
Film Festival Competition - “Coppa Volpi” for Best Actress), Vergine 
giurata by Laura Bispuri (2015, Berlinale Competition).
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With Vivo film she has recently co-produced Innocence of memo-
ries. Orhan Pamuk Museum and Istanbul by Grant Gee (2015, 
Venice Days’ at Venice Film Festival) and Where is rocky Ii by 
Pierre Bismuth (Hot Docs 2016).

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Michela Occhipinti was born in Rome, she lived in Milan and 
London, where she starts working in documentary and advertising 
production.
Since 1995 she has been living in Rome, working in cinema, docu-
mentaries and advertising covering various positions in production, 
direction and casting. In 2003 she travels throughout South Amer-
ica where she independently produces and films her first work: 
¡Viva la Pepa! (give us back the Constitution), a documentary on 
Argentina’s social crisis. 
After directing various reportage on immigration issues, in 2010 she 
produces and directs Letters from the desert (eulogy to slowness), 
her first feature length docu-film that has participated in around 70 
Festivals and received several awards that made it one of the most 
awarded documentaries of 2010. 

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

− “¡Viva la Pepa ! (give us back the Constitution)” (documentary, 
2003): Romadocfest 2005; Tekfestival 2006: Special Jury Men-
tion; "Cinema for Rights", Maori TV, RAI 1 30’ version).
− "Un Mondo a Colori" (TV series, reportages 2005-2007)
− "Sei Uno Nero" (www.seiunonero.it) (non-profit documentary, 
2008)
− "Letters from the desert (eulogy to slowness)"(feature lenght docu-
film, 2010). 

Selected festivals: IDFA, Best of Fests 2010, Montreal World Film 
Festival 2010, Festival do Rio 2010, Doc Buenos Aires 2010, Jean 
Rouch International Film Festival 2010, International Film Festival 
Mannheim-Heidelberg 2010, Annecy Cinéma Italien 2010, New 
York City International Film Festival 2010, Anuu-ru Aboro Festival In-
ternational du Cinéma des Peuples 2010; Thessaloniki Documenta-
ry Film Festival 2011, Kassel Documentary Film Festival 2010, Docu-
mentariesaregreat Kolkata 2011, Planete Doc Review 2011, Cape 
Winelands Film Festival 2011, La Semaine du Documentaire de Fes 
2011, Ambulante 2011, DOCAVIV 2011, Green Film Festival Seoul 
2011; Tiburon International Film Festival 2011, EDOC Documentary 
Festival 2011; Ankara International Film Festival 2011, Festival de 
Invierno Cinemateca Uruguaya 2011; Romania International Film 
Festival 2011; Split International Film Festival 2011; Kenya Interna-
tional Film Festival 2011; World Film Days 2011, Docudays Beirut 
International Documentary Festival 2011. 
Selected Awards: Best Narrative Feature at Athens International Film 
Festival 2010; Best Special Film at Philadelphia Independent Film 
Festival 2010; Honorable Mention at Plus Camerimage 2010; Best 
Documentary, Best Direction, Best Cinematography; Best Original 
Soundtrack at Premio Libero Bizzarri 2010; Special Jury Mention at 
Gdansk Doc Film Festival 2011; Audience Award at Innsbruck Inter-
national Film Festival 2011; Silver Magnolia at Shanghai TV Festival 
2011; Best Documentary at Genova Film Festival 2011; Best First 
Film at Gallio Film Festival 2011; Best Documentary at Sciacca Film 
Festival 2011; Best Cinematography at Levante International Film 
Festival 2011; First Prize at Sole Luna Festival 2012.
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 LOGLINE 

In order to become women, five girls are choosing a life of a 
warrior.

 SYNOPSIS 

On March 2015, the Lithuanian President announced the country 
to be under threat of Russian attack and, for the first time since the 
Soviet period, decided to reintroduce conscription in the country. 
More than 37,000 young men found their surnames on the list 
of compulsory army service and some of them started to look for 
ways to escape the army...Meanwhile, 79 young women regis-
tered as volunteers to the military service.
In our film we are following 5 girls who are serving voluntary 
military service. They live and train in an isolated military facil-
ity among 600 men for nine months. They are here for different 
reasons. One came to start a new life, another - to find the love of 
her life, third - to prove her strength. They all are very different but 
united by the same aspirations, dreams, and the romantic vision of 
the military service. We're following their journeys before, during, 
and one year after their military training. In this time we'll explore 
what it takes for a girl to become a woman in the most masculine 
surroundings.
In the beginning, some of them have a romantic idea what it 
means to be soldiers, however everything changes when they en-
ter the army, and their expectations meet reality. The transformation 
and growth of each girl is the core of our film. When will their first 
collision with reality happen? The so-called "first discharge".

GENTLE   
WARRIORS

ContaCt details
Moonmakers
Vilnius, Lithuania
T: +370 65901278
giedre@moonmakers.lt

Genre Documentary
direCtor Marija Stonyte
Writer Marija Stonyte
ProduCer Giedre Žickyte
BudGet € 152.000 (€ 21.337 in place)
ComPany Moonmakers
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Festivals

Marija Stonyte   Giedre Žickyte
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 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

Gentle Warriors is a story about five girls who are serving in the 
Lithuanian army, but ultimately it is also the universal story of a girl 
becoming a woman. My similarity in age to the characters pro-
vides me with an opportunity to closely observe their lives whilst 
reflecting on the challenges of being a young woman in today’s 
predominantly masculine society. This film is a journey of a girl 
becoming a warrior both in the military and in her own life. Dur-
ing the researching process I have formed close bonds with the 
girls - the main characters in the movie. The camera in this film will 
be their closest companion, capturing the most intimate moments 
of their journey. We will introduce the camera as a part of the 
daily military routine. It will be very responsive and patient, some-
times becoming a partner in an intimate conversation, and at times 
simply documenting the events.We will film the girls prior to their 
military service and will use the juxtapositions of then and now to 
reveal the characters in more detail in both the role of the military 
fighter and that of a complex young woman. 
Visually, the film will be very dynamic and contrasting. We will 
regularly juxtapose the toughness of military and the frailty of a hu-
man being. We will show girls’ endurance during the training and 
their weariness afterwards when they are in the privacy of their 
dormitories. We will film the military life in sharp, dynamic shots, 
intending to document the routine filled with rules, repetitive action, 
penalties, and orders. 
When does the girl become a woman warrior? What does she 
need to sacrifice in order to be able to carry out her tough military 
duties?These nine months will undoubtedly be a life changing ex-
perience for our characters. As a film director, I will have a great 
opportunity to raise questions about the role of a woman in our so-

ciety and investigate the opinions of my generation. A generation, 
which is actively trying to define its role in the contemporary world. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Moonmakers is a Lithuanian film production company founded 
in 2013. “Moonmakers” aim to produce high standard, narra-
tive–driven documentaries with a strong author’s vision and inter-
national release. Currently, one of the main aims of the company 
is to work with young and perspective filmmakers, providing them 
support and a solid platform for creativity.
Filmography:
I"M NOT FROM HERE, 2016, co-directed by Maite Alberdi and 
Giedre Zickyte, '25, documentary. Visions du Reel - Winner of 
the Sesterce D’or Goblet, for Best International Shortfilm; Sheffield 
Doc/Fest - award for Best International Short Film and Acade-
my Awards qualification; Krakow FF - Best European Short Film 
award; IFF Message to Man - Best documentary short film Award; 
Budapest IDFF - Best Short Film Award, Camerimage - Grand Prix; 
Audience Award at DocumentaMadrid, Special mention at Con-
corto FF and Huesca International Film Festivals. Nominated for 
European Film Academy Awards. "The New York Times Op-Docs" 
series selection.
THE JUMP, feature documentary in production (Lithuania, Latvia, 
USA, France), directed by Giedre Zickyte. IDFA Forum 2016 se-
lection.

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Giedre Zickyte (1980) is a Lithuanian director and producer. She 
has been working in the international documentary film market since 
2009. Her films have been screened at many international film festi-
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vals including IDFA, DokLeipzig, Vision du Reel, Hot Docs, Sheffield 
Doc/Fest, Rotterdam IFF, Goteborg IFF, Warsaw IFF, Krakow IFF and 
others, gaining awards and having theatrical releases.
Her latest co-directed and produced film “I’M NOT FROM HERE” re-
ceived best short film nomination at European Film Awards in 2016 
and her feature documentary “MASTER AND TATYANA” won Best 
Director, Best Documentary, Best Camera and Best Editing Awards 
at Lithuanian National Film Awards Silver Crane in 2015.
In 2013 Giedre opened her own film production company Moon-
makers. 
Giedre is a member of European Film Academy, European Docu-
mentary Network, Lithuanian Film Academy, alumni of Berlinale 
Talent Campus and EURODOC.
Selected filmography: “I’m Not From Here” (2016); “Master and 
Tatyana” (2014); “How We Played The Revolution” (2011).

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Marija Stonyte was born in Vilnius in 1991. She studied BA and 
MA in Film Directing at the Lithuanian Academy of Music and Thea-
tre. Prior to the studies she completed a course at Skalvija Film 
Academy. In addition, she studied at Escola Superior Artistica do 
Porto, Portugal. 
Maria’s short fiction and documentary films have received both 
national and international awards. She has worked on feature films 
and series directed by national and international directors and was 
a jury member at 61st San Sebastian Festival’s “International Film 
students meeting” in 2013. She took part in educational projects 
and seminars both as a participant and a lecturer. For example, 
Maria taught film directing and scriptwriting at the Film School 
“Youngblood”.

Maria is currently working on her first full length documentary ‘The 
Gentle Warriors’, which is being financed by the Lithuanian Film 
Centre and going to be developed in IDFA academy in Novem-
ber, 2016. The film is following a journey of five girls who are vo-
lutarily serving in the Lithuanian Armed Forces and find themselves 
living among five hundred men. 

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

2016 “Mountains to climb”, documentary, 30min., received Best 
Student Film award at the International Kino Pavasaris Film Festival 
2016.
2014 “Too young to drive”, short film, 24min., received Best Lithu-
anian Short Film award at European Film Forum “Scanorama”, 
also Audience Award at „Litauishen Kino goes Berlin“ film festival 
in Berlin (2015).
2010 “Before falling” short film, 23 min., co-directed with Marija 
Kavtaradze. Received Silver Crane Egg for the best student film 
at the Lithuanian Film Awards. Also selected as best Skalvija Film 
Academy film (2009-2010).
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 LOGLINE 

Maria is a Greek policewoman, struggling with her money prob-
lems, teenaged daughter, old mother and the crisis in her country, 
that affects her professionnaly. Yussof is a Syrian rebel, on his way 
out of a war-ridden Syria to go to Europe. Both have killed unwant-
edly, both feel guilty, but together, they will find some inner peace.

 SYNOPSIS 

Maria is a policewoman in Athens, she has to move to a new 
place, since the police station is shutting down. Her new job is 
in Mytilini, on the Lesbos Island. Maria leaves everything behind 
Daphne, her 16-year-old daughter and Panayota, her old mother. 
Yussof, a young Syrian activist, is missioned by the Anti Bachar re-
bels to kill a man. After the murder, he decides to leave Syria, man-
ages to pass in Turkey and leaves it on a dinghy he has to drive. 
They are spotted by the Greek coast-guards. Panic on board. The 
boat topples. Yussof is transferred to Moria, refugees’ camp in Les-
bos, where he is accused of being a smuggler. Maria is in charge 
of the interrogations. Yussof hits Maria by his assurance and calm. 
A few days later, Yussof is declared innocent and released from 
the camp. Few days later, Maria is swimming in the sea, she no-
tices Yussof. Maria croses the road and goes to the woods. Yussof 
follows her. They wrap into one another, make love. They come 
across each other, at the same place, the day after, they make love 
again. The next day, a Syrian refugee accuses Maria of stealing 
her money. Later, when she has to drop off some migrants in the 
port of Mytilini, she gets a call from her mother telling that Daphne 
has disappeared since two days. Just before leaving, the Syrian 
woman looks at Maria, despising, Maria is furious. She threat-

I WILL CROSS 
TOMORROW

ContaCt details
Ciné-Sud Promotion
Paris, France
T: +33 0144545477
thierry@cinesudpromotion.com
www.cinesudpromotion.com

Genre Fiction
direCtor Sepideh Farsi
Writer Sepideh Farsi
ProduCer Thierry Lenouvel
BudGet € 1.250.145 (€ 335.145 in place)
ComPany Ciné-Sud Promotion
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents, Festivals

Thierry Lenouvel
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ened her. Yussof is here and calms things down. In Athens, Maria 
asks Yussof for his help in order to find Daphne. They find her the 
morning after, in a square trying to sell fake IDs. Back to the apart-
ment of Maria’s mother, an illusion of happiness glides over them 
but soon they are catched up by reality. Maria has to come back 
to Mytilini, and Yussof gets not really good news from Syria. Ma-
ria and Yussof spend a last night together in a hotel room. A few 
days later, Maria is at the gate of the refugee camp, full of newly 
arrived migrants. At the Turco-syrian border, Yussof determined to 
come back to his family.

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

How many times have we passed by the groups of migrants that are 
covering the streets of central Europe these past months? And each 
time we go our way, and our life continues. Yet they could be any of 
us, and our lives could cross… The zones of conflict such as Syria, 
is not that far from Europe, and zones of crisis such as Greece, are 
even closer. I, as an Iranian, having fled repression and war, to a 
certain extent, though a number of years ago, definitely feel this. 
Freedom is always a subjective feeling… what would it mean to 
live a life when you are free in theory, but forced to obey rules that 
constrain you so much, that it’s like being in a prison. 
Maria is stuck in her life. Not much of ideology or empathy, quite 
indifferent to the migrant’s condition. But when she meets Yussof, 
her vision changes. He is full of illusions about revolution, life, 
future… He thinks the suffering is in Syria, but through Maria, 
gets closer to another kind of suffering, in Europe, that was, till 
then, very abstract to him. We live in a world where one dead is 
enough to demolish an existence, but where thousands of victims 
become a headline in the news. Where wars and collateral dam-

ages are too banal. Where other types of undercurrent battles 
are being fought, like in Greece. One could be on one side of a 
border, or the other, but the needs, aspirations and dilemmas of 
human beings are similar everywhere. The effects of globalization 
are such that the conflicts are more and more exported. And the 
values Europe is supposed to represent, by its creational myth and 
utopias, lose their essence if Europe chooses to close the doors, 
and shut the eyes. Yussof represents the youth, fighting, who has 
been taken hostage by the savagery of the war. Maria represents 
the present despair of the Greeks. Through their encounter, Maria 
changes from a woman drowning in her personal problems, to 
an openhearted one who lives along other people’s traumas and 
starts dealing with her life differently. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Started in 1993 as a company designed to promote art house films 
(Rachid Bouchareb, Wang Chao, Guillermo Del Toro, Raymond De-
pardon, Djibril Diop Mambety, Julio Medem, Jafar Panahi, Manuel 
Poirier, Arturo Ripstein, Paulo Rocha, Carlos Saura, Paolo & Vittorio 
Taviani, Jean-Philippe Toussaint… amongst others), which has de-
veloped a production arm since 2001 in the same way (30 films 
produced or co-produced till now, more 200 international awards). 
Editorial line is quality, without frontiers, constraints of form, style or 
genre, researching emerging talents and supporting as well confirmed 
directors with projects delivering a singular and important message on 
humanity and society Under a strong cinematic form.
TIRANA, YEAR ZERO by Fatmir Koci (France/Albania/ Belgium), 
Competition/Venice 2001, Golden Alexander/Thessaloniki 
RACHIDA by Yamina Bachir Chouikh (France/Algeria), Official Se-
lection/Cannes 2002
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FUSE ! (Gori Vatra) by Pjer Zalica (Bosnia/Austria/Turkey/France), 
Silver Leopard/Locarno 2003
WALL by Simone Bitton (France/Israel), Directors Fortnight/Cannes 
2004, Special Jury Prize/Sundance, Grand Prix/Marseille, Pesaro, 
Montreal, Jerusalem
MOOLAADE by Sembene Ousmane (Sénégal/France/Burkina/
Maroc), Grand Prix Un Certain Regard/Cannes 2004, Best Foreign 
Film/American Critics Awards
FALAFEL by Michel Kammoun (Lebanon/France), Bayard d’Or/Na-
mur, Silver Muhr/Dubai, Bronze Palm/Valencia 2006
POMEGRANATES AND MYRRH by Najwa Najjar (Palestine/Ger-
many/France), 1st price in Doha 2008, Competition/Sundance 
2009, Rotterdam, 
RACHEL by Simone Bitton (France/Belgium), Forum/Berlin 2009, 
Competition/Cinema du Réel 2009
EVERY DAY IS A HOLLIDAY by Dima El Horr (France/Lebanon/Ger-
many), Toronto, Roma, Dubai 2009, Rotterdam, New Directors New 
Films 2010
MOTHERS by Milcho Manchevski (Macedonia/Bulgaria/France), 
Toronto 2010, Panorama/Berlin 2011
THE STOPLIGHT SOCIETY by Ruben Mendoza (Colombia/France/
Spain/ Germany), best Colombian film of the year/Cartagena 
2011, Best Director/Amiens 2010, Best 1st film/Huelva 2010
EL CAMPO by Hernan Belon (Argentina/Italy/France) – Critics 
Week/Venice 2011
FAT, BALD, SHORT MAN by Carlos Osuna (Colombia/France) 
– Biarritz, Chicago, Warsaw, Vancouver, Bafici/Buenos Aires 
2011/2012
LA PLAYA by Juan Andres Arango (Colombia/Brazil/France) – Of-
ficial Selection, Un Certain Regard/Cannes 2012

VILLEGAS by Gonzalo Tobal (Argentina/France) – Official Selection/
Cannes 2012
LA SIRGA by William Vega (Colombia/Mexico/France) – Directors 
Fortnight/ Cannes 2012
QISSA by Anup Singh (Germany/India/France/Nederlands) – NET-
PAC award/Toronto 2013, Audience Award/Rotterdam 2014
DUST ON THE TONGUE by Ruben Mendoza (Columbia/France) – 
Best film, best director/Cartagena 2014
MATEO by Maria Gamboa (Colombia/France) – Jury Special 
award/Cartagena, Audience award/Miami 2014
RUN, BOY, RUN by Pepe Danquart (Germany/France) – Cannes 
Junior 2014
RED ROSE by Sepideh Farsi (Iran/France/Grèce) – Toronto 2014
LOS AUSENTES by Nicolas Pereda (Mexico/Spain/France) – Lo-
carno 2014
FLAPPING IN THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE by Nguyen Hoang Diep 
(Vietnam/France/Norway/Allemagne) – Critics Week award/Ven-
ice 2014
AUSENCIA by Chico Teixeira (Brazil/France), Panorama/Berlin, 
Grand Prix/Toulouse 2015
LAND AND SHADE by Cesar Acevedo (Colombia/France) – Cam-
era d’Or and 2 Critics Week awards/Cannes 2015
TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE by Fejria Deliba (France)
THE BLIND CHRIST by Christopher Murray (Chili/France)
MOUNTAIN by Amir Naderi (Italie/France)
JUZE by Miransha Naik (Inde/France/Pays-Bas)

In post-production 
THE SONG OF SCORPIONS by Anup Singh (Swiss/France/India)
THE CONTESTANT by Carlos Osuna (Colombia/Chili/France)
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In shooting :
MOSTRO by Jaime Osorio Marquez (Colombia/France)
LOS SILENCIOS by Beatriz Seigner (Brazil/France/Colombia)

In development :
I WILL CROSS TOMORROW by Sepideh Farsi (France/Greece)
ME, MYSELF AND MURDOCH by Yaya Abdallah (Jordan/Pales-
tine/France)
NINA ERRANTE by Ruben Mendoza
ZYARA by Simone Bitton

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

BA in Modern Literature and Cinema.
Co-founder and General Delegate of the Mediterranean Film Fes-
tival, Montpellier (1980-1995). 
Founder and organizer of the Script Development Fund Inside Ami-
ens Film Festival (since 1996). 
Co-founder of Cinema in Motion/San Sebastian (till 2012) and 
Final Cut in Venice (since 2013). 
Member of CICAE (Art house theaters association), Fonds Sud Ci-
néma, EFA (European Film Academy), SPI (Syndicate of Independ-
ent Film Producers) and several film festivals jurys. 
Associate of the distribution company Les Films du Sémaphore 
(1983-1989) which has released films by Pedro Almodovar, 
Youssef Chahine, Benoît, Jacquot, Gaston Kaboré, Emir Kusturica, 
Philip Noyce, Roman Polanski, John Sayles, Don Siegel, Shinji 
Somai, Billy Wilder... 
Independent press agent (1990-2000) of 150 art house movies.
Creation in 1993 of CINE-SUD PROMOTION, a company de-
signed to promote art house films. 

Creation of the production arm in 2001. 
More 30 films produced till today, multi awarded around the world.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Born in Tehran (Iran), Sepideh Farsi moved to Paris to study math-
ematics. After several years of photography, she started making 
shorts and documentaries, amongst which HARAT and TEHRAN 
WITHOUT PERMISSION which both premiered in Locarno. Her 
first two features DREAMS OF DUST and THE GAZE premiered in 
Rotterdam. She then directed THE HOUSE UNDER THE WATER, 
followed by CLOUDY GREECE and has just finished a new feature 
film: RED ROSE.

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

RED ROSE - Feature 2014 
CLOUDY GREECE - Documentary 2013 
THE HOUSE UNDER THE WATER - Feature 2010 
TEHRAN WITHOUT PERMISSION - Documentary 2009 
HARAT - Documentary 2007 
THE GAZE - Feature 2005 
DREAMS OF DUST - Feature 2003 
THE JOURNEY OF MARYAM - Docu-Drama 2002 
MEN OF FIRE - Documentary 2002 
HOMI D. SETHNA, FILMMAKER - Documentary 2001 
THE WORLD IS MY HOME - Documentary 1999
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 LOGLINE 

The truth is not “out there”. The truth is here - Krists walks on the 
surface of the water until he drowns.

 SYNOPSIS 

At Insect Night (an educational outdoor event organised by the 
Entomology Society) Krists is bitten by an insect brought to the 
event by Gravedigger who finds insects while digging graves. 
Most possibly there exists connection between Krists being bitten 
by a large, strange, never-before-seen insect and the fact that now 
he is able to walk on the surface of the water. 
But Mum’s Dog eats the same insect (Mother has a habit of using 
alcohol, and her dog has a habit of wandering around). In order 
not to lose the never-before-seen-insect, the scientists have to follow 
Mum’s Dog all night long.
A Boy falls asleep and in his nightmares sees his Mum selling their 
Dog. When he wakes up, it appears that exactly this has hap-
pened – Mum has sold the Dog to the scientists. One of scientists 
thinks that the insect inside the dog is so precious that the dog’s 
belly should be cut through. But Krists saves the dog – takes it in 
his hands, brings until the middle of the pond and the scientists are 
not able to get the dog.
This is how the world functions – there is always someone saving 
somebody in the very last moment. Despite this fact, Krists dies. And 
he drowns not only because is not Jesus. He drowns because there 
is nobody to save him. Although very many see him drowning. 

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

I want to create a film environment that allows the viewer to see the 

INSECT NIGhT
Genre Fiction
direCtor Laila Pakalnina
Writer Laila Pakalnina
ProduCer Laila Pakalnina
BudGet € 846.204 (€ 51.204 in place)
ComPany Hargla Company
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing

ContaCt details
Hargla Company
Riga, Latvia
T: +371 29235618
laila_pakalnina@diena.lv

Laila Pakalnina
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fantasy of real life and the reality of fantasy. Maybe this can be de-
scribed as wanting to make a film in which normality is abnormal, 
but abnormality is normal.
For me, the otherness, or special way of looking, in this film is not 
so much a decoration or a special effect as a special choice of 
viewpoint. I wish to work with extreme viewpoints even more than I 
have previously (or, more extremely than before). And also extreme 
close-ups (macro plane). And extreme contra lighting. I think this 
will result in something fantastic.
In addition, I’d like to work with these planes and viewpoints not 
only as they relate to images but also to sound. For example, to 
hear the strange insect in the stomach of Mother’s Dog, a water 
strider’s steps across the water in a puddle and what it sounds like 
when the road becomes so dusty that you cannot see anything. 
My team will be especially fantastic in order to achieve all I’ve 
imagined.

 COMPANY PROFILE 

HARGLA COMPANY was founded in 1997 in order to enable 
the founders of the company to make their own films. So far by 
producing 5 feature films , 12 creative documentaries and 4 short 
fictions the activities of HARGLA COMPANY have been targeted 
at the same direction. 
Almost all the films have festival awards. They were selected for 
Cannes,Venice, Berlinale, Locarno, Busan, Rome, Karlovy Vary, 
IDFA etc. And Trieste IFF as well!
Filmography:
2016 WATERFALL, documentary, DREAM, documentary;
2015 DAWN, feature, HI, RASMA! documentary
2014 SHORT FILM ABOUT LIFE, documentary HOTEL AND A 

BALL, documentary
2013 THE CHIMNEY, documentary, FORTY TWO, documentary
2012 PIZZAS, feature
2011 33 ANIMALS OF SANTA CLAUS, documentary
2010 ON RUBIKS’ ROAD, documentary
2009 SILENCE, short, 
2008 STONES, short, 
2007 FIRE, short
2006 THE HOSTAGE, feature, WATER, short
2004 THE BUS, documentary, IT’LL BE FINE, documentary
2003 THE PYTHON, feature
2002 MARTINS, documentary 
2001 PAPA GENA, documentary
1998 THE SHOE, feature

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Laila Pakalnina is producer of following films by director Laila Pa-
kalnina:

2016 DREAM
2016 WATERFALL
2015 DAWN
2015 HI, RASMA! 
2014 SHORT FILM ABOUT LIFE
2014 HOTEL AND A BALL
2013 THE CHIMNEY
2013 FORTY TWO
2012 PIZZAS
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2011 33 ANIMALS OF SANTA CLAUS 
2010 ON RUBIKS’ ROAD
2009 SILENCE
2008 STONES
2007 FIRE
2006 THE HOSTAGE
2006 WATER
2004 THE BUS
2004 IT’LL BE FINE
2003 THE PYTHON
2002 MARTINS
2001 PAPA GENA
1998 THE SHOE
1996 THE OAK
1995 UBANS

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

1991 graduated from the Moscow Film Institute (VGIK), Department 
of Film Direction.
Director and scriptwriter of 28 documentaries, 5 shorts, 5 fiction 
features. So she has 38 films, 2 children, 1 husband, 1 dog, 2 
bicycles. And many ideas for new films.
Her films were screened in official programmes of Cannes IFF, Ven-
ice IFF, Berlin IFF, Locarno IFF, Busan IFF, IDFA, Rome IFF etc. Her 
films were awarded in many international festivals. 

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

Fiction Features: Dawn 2015/ Pizzas 2012 / The Hostage 
2006/The Python 2003 / The Shoe 1998 
Fiction Shorts: Silence 2009 / Stones 2008 / Fire 2007 / Wa-
ter 2006 / Anna’s Christmas 1992
Documentaries: Dream 2016 /Waterfall 2016 / Hi, Rasma! 
2015 /Short Film about Life 2014/Hotel and a Ball 2014/The 
Chimney 2013/ Forty Two 2013 /Snow Crazy 2012 / 33 Ani-
mals of Santa Claus 2011 / On Rubiks’ Road 2010 / Three Men 
and Fish Pond 2008 / Theodore 2006 / Dream Land 2004 / 
The Bus 2004 / It’ll Be Fine 2004/ Martins 2002 / Papa Gena 
2001 / Wake up 2000 / The Oak 1997 / Ubans 1995 / The 
Mail 1995 / The Ferry 1994 / The Church 1993 / The Pilgrim-
age 1991 / The Linen 1991 / The Dome 1991 / The Choice 
1990 / And 1988
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 LOGLINE 

A story full of music, friendship, desires and dreams that can be 
lived despite unlucky fate.

 SYNOPSIS 

What would you do with your life, if you knew that you have a 
limited time ahead of you? Much shorter than an average life? 
Members of The Tap Tap - a music band made up of physically 
disabled students of Jedlicka Institute in Prague have a pretty clear 
idea. They want to live and enjoy every single minute of it.
They met at the boarding school of the Jedlicka Institute. There was 
not much to do there so when Simon Ornest, a musician and a vol-
unteer assistant decided to start a band 15 years ago, they decided 
to give it a try. Since then the band has grown big and its members 
became local stars. They sell out big concerts, they have traveled 
across Europe, their music videos have millions of views on YouTube 
and they appear on TV shows. But they want more, setting up a new 
goal almost every year to reach yet another dream. 
TTT shows how to confront difficulties and obstacles, how to beat 
the odds. And above all, how to have fun in your life. They’re full 
of humor, constantly teasing each other, no holds barred. But what 
lies behind this cheeky exterior? What motivates them to go this 
route at all? Is it their own inner motivation or is it pressure from 
their bandleader? 
Lust For Life is a road movie, following a “rock star lifestyle” of The 
Tap Tap members. They drink, smoke, enjoy themselves. And as 
rock stars, their lives are short. Their diagnoses are in many cases 
progressive, that means they don’t know when the end comes. But 
they don’t care about pity and remorse. They don’t feel sorry. They 

LuST FOR LIFE

ContaCt details
Pink Productions 
Prague, Czech Republic
T: +420 777161552
viktoria@pinkproductions.cz
www.pinkproductions.cz

Genre Documentary
direCtor Radovan Síbrt
Writer Radovan Síbrt
ProduCers Viktoria Hozzova, Radovan Síbrt, 
 Tereza Polachová
BudGet € 238.785 (€ 111.102 in place)
ComPanies Pink Productions, HBO Europe 
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents, Festivals

Viktoria Hozzova
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overcome obstacles with a great sense of humor. Black humor that 
makes anybody who does not know them well a bit uncomfortable.
The film will follow the intimate story of the band members against 
the background of their adventures. But it will also offer a peek 
behind the scenes of building TTT’s media image, revealing the 
positive (and negative) efforts of commercial entities to participate 
in this project, or just to make themselves visible.

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

The first TTT concert I went to more than ten years ago was a fateful 
one for me. It wasn’t an exceptional artistic experience that blew 
me away - at that time, TTT’s members struggled with the simple 
rhythms of their mostly unmelodic songs. But there was something 
else to them. The joy of simple movements, an enthusiasm that they 
couldn’t hide. Gradually I got to know them and started to appre-
ciate their uncompromising humor, although it made me nervous 
at first. No political correctness or careful stepping around things. 
They always radiated optimism, no one ever complained. And 
why should they? The “worst” that could happen already hap-
pened to them at birth. They usually have a limited time, which is 
difficult to determine. And they want to enjoy every last minute of it.
I’ve been cooperating with the members of TTT for 8 years (direct-
ing and producing TTT's music videos and TV broadcasts from 
the State Opera). I know them all very well; the bandleader is a 
childhood friend of mine. This relationship allows me unlimited ac-
cess to the group, although I don’t hold back from taking a critical 
look at some of the band’s activities (conflict over TTT’s involvement 
in politics or in marketing campaigns for commercial companies 
within its members).
I’d like to make a musical film. I want to build up positive energy 

using rhythm, songs, as well as the band members’ sense of hu-
mor. This easygoing atmosphere will then be disrupted by stories 
of the TTT members, conflicts between the band members and the 
conductor, and by highlighting challenging issues. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

PINK is a Prague-based production company. It's main interest lies 
in discovering new talents with the aim to develope and produce 
author-driven documentary & fiction films intended for the interna-
tional market. 
PINK has produced feature documentaries ON DECENCY (d. 
Radovan Síbrt) and BYEWAY (d. Ivo Bystrican), along with short 
fiction films by the prestigious Chalupecky Award winner Mark 
Ther - ENKEL and DAS WENDERNDE STERLEIN.
PINK has recently co-produced (w/ Libra Film & HBO Europe) a 
feature documentary CINEMA, MON AMOUR (d. Alexandru Belc) 
selected for the Next Masters Competition of the 58th DOK Leipzig. 
PINK is currently producing two feature documentaries along with 
HBO Europe (WHEN THE WAR COMES / d. Jan Gebert, LUST 
FOR LIFE / d. Radovan Síbrt), developing a new documentary 
film of an Iranian director Mohammadreza Farzad, DON'T GAZE 
LONG INTO THE ABYSS and debut fiction film of a Polish director 
Tomasz Winski, IMAGES OF LOVE. 
PINK is also co-producing a first feature fiction film of an acclaimed 
director Adina Pintilie, TOUCH ME NOT.

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Radovan Síbrt (1975) graduated from The Faculty of Humanities 
and The Faculty of Arts at Charles University, and from the Academy 
of Performing Arts (FAMU). In 2009 he co-founded production com-
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pany PINK. Director and producer. He is a producer of short fiction 
films Enkel and Das Wandernde Sternlein directed by the prestig-
ious Chalupecky Award winner Mark Ther. In 2013 he produced 
feature length documentary Byeway (dir. by Ivo Bystrican). In 2014 
he was selected as an Emerging Producer at Jihlava IDFF. Radovan 
has recently co-produced feature length documentary Cinema, Mon 
Amour by Alexandru Belc, which was premiered at DOK Leipzig 
Next Master Competition.

Viktória Hozzová
Born in 1981 in Košice, Slovakia. Graduated from Film School Zlin 
in Production Management. She participated on several student films 
as a production manager and co-organized the Zlin Dog Student FF. 
During her studies she was also involved in several feature films 
and began her cooperation with Czech TV where she worked on 
many documentary series. Between 2009-2013 Viktoria worked as 
a production manager and coordinator of the Ex Oriente Film work-
shop & the East European Forum at the Institute of Documentary Film. 
She joined PINK in September 2013 and is in charge of documen-
tary projects. In 2014 she participated at IDFA Academy. Viktoria 
has recently co-produced feature length documentary Cinema, Mon 
Amour directed by Alexandru Belc, which was premiered at DOK 
Leipzig Next Master Competition.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Radovan Síbrt (1975) graduated from The Faculty of Humanities 
and The Faculty of Arts at Charles University, and from the Acad-
emy of Performing Arts (FAMU). In 2009 he co-founded production 
company PINK. His critically acclaimed short documentaries & fic-

tion films (MRG, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, BAMBINO DI PRAGA) 
received multiple awards and traveled to several international festi-
vals. His thesis film ON DECENCY premiered at the 2012 Jihlava 
IDFF, was screened at One World 2013, earned a nomination for 
the 2013 Pavel Koutecky Award and was shortlisted as one of 10 
best Czech documentaries of 2012. His first feature documentary 
THE PRISON OF ART premiered at the 2012 Jihlava IDFF, with 
a cinema release in 2013. Radovan also directed the short fiction 
DARLING OF THE NATION for the anthology film GOTTLAND, in-
spired by the eponymous book by Mariusz Szczygieł. The film was 
premiered (independently of the feature film GOTTLAND) in Poland 
& was selected for the Camerimage FF. He has directed several 
short documentaries for Czech TV but as a director & producer 
focuses mainly on author-driven films. In 2014 he was selected as 
an Emerging Producer at Jihlava IDFF. 

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

On Decency (2012, documentary)
The Prison of Art (2012, documentary)
Gottland - Darling of the Nation (2014, short fiction)
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 LOGLINE 

Madame Luna is a thrilling drama about an Eritrean girl who tries 
to escape to Europe, but who is washed ashore in Libya. With 
time she becomes one of the most notorious human smugglers with 
deep ties to the Sicilian Mafia.

 SYNOPSIS 

With only the moon as their compass, boat after boat sets out on 
the misty sea. Somewhere out there Europe lies waiting in the dark. 
Hopefully. A woman stands next to a boat. Her face is soft, but her 
gaze is hard, unaffect-ed. She gives nearly inaudible instructions to 
the people who are climbing aboard the boat. It is the third boat 
that human smuggler Awa Tewelde, a.k.a Madame Luna, is send-
ing out into the pitch-black sea this evening.
Awa arrived in Libya when she was 15. Together with her family she 
wanted to get to relatives in Sweden, where shelter awaited them 
beyond war-torn Eritrea. When Awa washed ashore in Zuwarah, 
she was the only survivor of the capsized boat. Ten meters away, 
the body of her younger sister lay on the beach. When Awa sees 
her dead sister, she breaks inside; since childhood, she has always 
taken care of her. In order to survive, both emotionally and eco-
nomically, this becomes the starting point of the story of one of East 
Africa's most infamous human traffickers: Madame Luna. A woman 
who becomes more cold-hearted than any of her competitors, and 
who will become responsible for the death of thousands of people 
on the very sea that she herself has only recently been saved from. 
A sudden shift in the political situation in Libya puts Awa in danger, 
and she is forced to blend in among the refugees and make the dan-
gerous journey to Italy herself. Once there she starts working for the 

MADAME LuNA

ContaCt details
Momento Film
Stockholm, Sweden
T: +46 735082418
david@momentofilm.se
www.momentofilm.se

Genre Fiction
direCtor Binyam Berhane 
Writer Suha Arraf
ProduCers David Herdies, Vicky Miha
BudGet € 2.087.822 (€ 107.724 in place)
ComPany Momento Film
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents

David Herdies  Vicky Miha
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Sicilian mafia, who recognize her talents and her legendary reputa-
tion. On the way she meets young Eli, a Eritrean refugee trying to 
make it to Europe. In Eli, Awa sees both herself and her dead sister. 
Through Eli, Luna is slowly changing and she starts seeing what is 
happening to the refugees and what role she is playing herself. In 
the end, Eli breaks through her surface and Luna is forced to face 
herself and her history. And the fact that she herself is a refugee. 

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

It all started with a newspaper article which caught my attention. 
A human trafficker had been seized by the Libyan authorities and 
deported to Italy where she was to face trial. At only 25 years old 
she was one of East Africa’s biggest human traffickers, arrested as 
an accomplice to the death of hundreds of people in the Mediter-
ranean Sea on their way to the Italian island of Sicily in frail and 
dangerous boats. I remember that I was shocked; how my own 
memories were brought to life, memories from my own flight with 
my family - even if it was in the 80s and under completely different 
circumstances. The woman in the article was from my homeland, 
Eritrea. How had she ended up as a trafficker in Libya, instead of 
going to Europe? I felt that I needed to know more. Who exactly 
are the traffickers? The media’s image, if it is even depicted, is 
one-sided and stereotypical: simple stories about concealed be-
ings who hide themselves in the dark. I started to do research 
about trafficking, read hundreds of articles. But I also felt that it 
was important to experience the situation there, so I travelled to 
Sicily and interviewed refugees. During my research, I discovered 
that the gangs sometimes recruit specifically women. They become 
welcoming figureheads who are used to create a sense of trust and 
a false security for the refugees before their journey. Their stories 

were heartfelt, and touched and inspired me. I then understood – 
as a filmmaker and narrator – that I had to make this film.
The film gathers these real events and uses them as starting point for 
the story. Through the film, the audience steps into the main charac-
ter Awa’s reality, and her perspective as a female human trafficker. 
Europe’s borders are becoming increasingly closed. To tell the 
story of smuggling is also about telling the story of the refugees’ 
way in behind Europe’s walls, about how smuggling has become 
the only alternative which remains. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Momento Film was founded in 2011 by director and producer 
David Herdies. Since the start, Momento Film has established itself 
as one of the most vibrant independent documentary production 
companies in Sweden, producing numerous short and feature doc-
umentaries and establishing strong networks internationally. 
With 15 films already produced and premiered in some of the most im-
portant international film festivals (IDFA, HOT DOCS, CPH:DOX, GIFF 
etc), Momento Film has successfully moved into fiction film production 
with the compilation of shorts BREAK THE SILENCE, with MADRE pre-
miering in the Official Short film competition in Cannes 2016.
Since the start, the focus has been to find the most interesting new 
voices who want push the borders of film-making which means that 
the company is working with a lot of international directors and 
producers. Momento Film has been continuously supported and 
endorsed by the Swedish Film Institute and the Swedish broad-
caster, SVT, as well as the regional funds. The films have been 
financed by Sundance Documentary Fund, Eurimages, Creative 
Europe, Nordic Film & TV Fund alongside European film institutes 
such as DFI, CNC and Procirep. The productions have been 
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screened at among other BBC, DR, ZDF/ARTE, NHK, NRK, YLE, 
VPRO, ITVS, NRK and Al Jazeera. The producers of the company, 
David Herdies, Michael Krotkiewski and Vicky Miha, are part of 
the Eurodoc, EAVE and ACE networks.

SELECTED FILMOGRAPHY
OUAGA GIRLS (82 min documentary), 2017 – Directed by The-
resa Traore | Produced by David Herdies

DEAR KID (13 min fiction), 2016 – Directed by Frida Kempff | 
Produced by David Herdies

MADRE (14 min fiction), 2016 – Directed by Simon Mesa Soto | 
Produced by David Herdies

WHAT REMAINS (17 min fiction), 2016 – Directed by Anahita 
Ghazvinizadeh | Produced by David Herdies

MILES OF SAND (14 min fiction), 2016 – Directed by Sonejuhi 
Sinha | Produced by David Herdies

FRAGILITY (73 min documentary), 2016 – Directed by Ahang 
Bashi | Produced by David Herdies

YELLOW BRICK ROAD (13 min documentary), 2015 – Directed 
by Eloy Domingues Serén | Produced by Michael Krotkiewski

WINTER BUOY (86 min documentary), 2015 – Directed by Frida 
Kempff | Produced by David Herdies

A SEPARATION (73 min documentary), 2014 – Directed by Karin 

Ekberg | Produced by David Herdies

GIVE US THE MONEY (58 min documentary), 2012 – Directed 
by Bosse Lindquist | Produced by David Herdies

THE GUERILLA SON (72 min documentary), 2011 – Directed by 
David Herdies & Zanyar Adami | 
Produced by David Herdies.

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

David Herdies is a Swedish producer, director and the CEO of 
Momento Film. Herdies started directing and producing films in 
2008, and since then he has produced over 20 feature documen-
taries and short films that have been screened and awarded at fes-
tivals around the world. Among his prior films: MADRE by Simón 
Mesa Soto (Official Short Film Competition in Cannes 2016), THE 
GUERILLA SON (director & producer), Peabody-awarded GIVE US 
THE MONEY by Bosse Lindquist, A SEPARATION by Karin Ekberg 
and WINTER BUOY by Cannes-awarded director Frida Kempff. 
Since 2014, David Herdies is developing a fiction department at 
Momento Film. He has several features in development and has 
just finalized the short film project BREAK THE SILENCE, that gath-
ers four Cannes-awarded directors on one topic. 
David Herdies is a member of the EAVE and EURODOC NET-
WORKS and he has participated in various international work-
shops (ACE Producer’s Lab in Tokyo, Twelve for the future, Young 
Producer’s Club in Cannes). He is presently the Swedish repre-
sentative for Nordisk Panorama, and has been a board member of 
Tempo Documentary Festival and the national institutional distribu-
tor Filmcen-trum (chairman between 2011-12).
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 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Binyam Berhane is an Eritrean-born director who is now based 
in Stockholm, Sweden. He started working in advertising, televi-
sion and with music videos in 2005 as a director and an editor. 
In 2011 he graduated with a bachelor degree from Stockholm’s 
Academy of Dramatic Arts, SADA. He has directed films such as 
YES WE CAN depicting the everyday life of an afro barber shop 
in Stockholm, RADIO SAMJAH following a radio host in Burkina 
Faso and, his graduation film, KIIPA PAPA about a father’s strive 
to reunite with his family after they have been deported. The films 
have all been screened at film festivals internationally. 
Binyam Berhane approaches his subjects with a deep curiosity and 
has a unique talent to blend the visual of cinematography with an 
eye for strong stories from reality.

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

2011 / Kiipa papa , 30 min documentary
2010 / Radio Samjah , 10 min documentary
(Co-Director with Salam Zampaligre), Burkina Faso
2010 / Papparazi, 30 min documentary
(Co-Director with Michael Krotkiewski)
2009 / Yes w e can , 15 min documentary
2009 / I hjärtat av Vera, (In Vera’s heart)
6 min documentary
2007 / Ovissheten (Unc ertain) 30 min documentary
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 LOGLINE 

The escape of a man chased by the law in the land in the border at 
the top of the Alps, towards the severe philosophy of the mountain.

 SYNOPSIS 

It is the Seventies. A man in his fifties, maybe a victim of political 
persecution, maybe a murderer, is fleeing towards the Alps, aim-
ing for the French-Italian border. Terrified, he is running as fast as 
the deep wound in his right calf will allow. Leaving behind him 
civilization and the mystery of his crime, his escape leads him 
into woods and valleys in an interminable, breathless ascent. All 
he has with him is a haversack holding little more than a bit of 
food and a bottle of grappa. In his pocket he carries an official 
document, maybe political, a dwindling supply of tobacco, and 
a broken watch. Before him lies the loneliness of wild woods and 
valleys wrapped in snow. Further ahead still awaits the harsh as-
cent to the cruel greatness of the mountain peaks. The suspense of 
the hunt is exacerbated by an unforgiving landscape. Two police-
men sniff out his trail like blood-thirsty predators. At the end of the 
first day of his escape, he reaches an abandoned caravan, which 
serves as a temporary refuge. The following day, his wound even 
worse, he sets off again; running desperately; pushing higher and 
deeper into the wild mountainous terrain. He scrambles across 
the bleak landscape, tackling stony ground and ravines; at times 
in bright sunlight, others, he is immersed in the ghostly fogs that 
swoop in to haunt the mountains without warning. Far from the 
world of man, he is now in wild territory, in the daunting realm of 
the mountains. Alone and terrified, he flees from his past. The night 
of the second day of escape, like a temporary sign of salvation, 
a hut suddenly appears; home to an strange, laconic writer who 

MONTAIGNE

ContaCt details
Effendemfilm
Rome, Italy
T: +39 3496363543
federico.minetti@effendemfilm.com
www.effendemfilm.com

Genre Fiction
direCtor Luca Ferri 
Writers Luca Ferri, Sofia Petraroia, Alessandro Rota
ProduCer Federico Minetti
BudGet € 520.000 (€ 64.000 in place)
ComPany Effendemfilm
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing

Luca Ferri  Federico Minetti
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ungraciously takes him in. The two quickly learn to communicate 
by way of stark, ambivalent gestures and expressions. The police-
men then reach the hut: after a sleepless night of anguish curled 
up in a dark hiding space, he is betrayed by the very person who 
seemed to be a friend.

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

The work is divided into three parts, using three codes, from the most 
complex to the simplest: cinema, theatre and radio.
The first part, concerning the hunt, is cinematographic. The escape 
is narrated alternating fixed filming (medium and long shots) and 
subjective angle. Diegetic sounds, cries and the characters’ brief 
conversations are heard.
The second part, set in the hut, is theatrical. The frantic chase scenes 
come to an end and the camera and crew have time to breath. 
The images no longer have to follow the fugitive as he has finally 
arrived at the hut. The movie set is now reduced to theatre scenery, 
with simple and balanced images and slight camera movements in 
composed long takes.
The third part is radio. The fugitive must squeeze into a panel in 
the wall to hide from the policemen who have shown up at the hut. 
Movement is reduced, as are the images, almost to the point of 
being non-existent, as the camera films the man in his hiding space 
in almost complete darkness; we can only hear the voices of the 
characters inside the hut. From the total sensorial experience in the 
first part, we have moved to near-total incapacity in the third, where 
we have only our hearing and minimal sight. 
The direction, which was so active, empathetic and participating in 
the first part, tapers off to the static classical nature of the second in 
order to follow the non-verbal communication of the main characters. 

It then fades in the third part, incapacitated due to the protagonist 
being squeezed into his hiding space. It is here that tension peaks.
The more the orgy of senses dissipates, the more the suspense is ex-
acerbated; paradoxically, the chase turns out to be the least nerve-
wrecking part of the story. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Effendemfilm Ltd. is an independent documentary and film produc-
tion company founded in 2009 by Federico Minetti, selected to 
represent Italy at Emerging Producers 2014 in Jihlava, and Stefano 
Brustia, lawyer. 
From the beginning of its existence Effendemfilm has specialized 
in documentaries. In its choices Effendemfilm favours young and 
emerging filmmakers, as well as the consecrated ones who are 
ready for new challenges. In these years it has been produced 
several works: among the documentaries should be noted “Stand-
ing Army”, an investigative documentary film on military bases 
around the world with exclusive interviews with Noam Chomsky, 
Gore Vidal and Chalmers Jhonson. The directors are the pair of 
newscomers E. Parenti and T. Fazi. The film has been distributed in 
more then 15 countries and has been selected to more then 30 int. 
Festivals. His last documentary are "Moo ya - The spirit of The river" 
by Filippo Ticozzi, Special Jury prize at Torino film festival 2016 
(Italana doc.) and "Inseguire il vento" (Chasing the wind), directed 
by the Filippo Ticozzi, awarded as best documentary at cine veritè 
iranian documentary film fest and selected in a number of Film 
festival such as the Visions du reel 2014 and Full Frame doc film 
fest. About fiction production his last short film, “Vistamare” by Ezio 
Maisto has been selected at Giffoni film festival 2014.
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Track record:
2009 “Doc on the Road”,documentary, directed by E.Parenti,

2010 “Standing army”, 75', col. Documentary, directed by T.Fazi 
and E.Parenti, Distributed in Italy by Fazi Editore and Fox Italy 
Channels, In Finland by YLE, in Polland by TVPKultura, In Slovenya 
By TVS Slo with a distribution in the arabic speaking countries by 
Pro-activa , a Japan Teatrichal distributios by Alstare, a rest of the 
word distribution by Java. The film has screened in a number of 
important documentary festival as BAFICI (Argentina), IDFA ( The 
Nederlands), DOK Leipzig (Germany) DOCDF (Mexico), MED-
IMED (Spain), IIDFF (Turkey), TAMA Cinema forum (Japan) and 
has been awarded as best documentary film at Italiambiente Doc 
Festival (Sicily) and at Tekroma as best photography;

2010 Il Pacco ( “The package”), a shortmovie produced by Bili-
rubina, directed by
Desideria Rayner, starring Luigi Lo Cascio, broadcasted on Me-
diaset.

2011 Il maialino, Breve storia di un grande amore (“the little pig, 
short story of a Great love”), 40', co-produced by Effendemfilm, 
directed By Massimiliano Zanin, distributed by Finegil Editoriale, 
starring: Tinto Brass, Augusto Zucchi, Ivana Monti.

2011 La panchina (” The parck bench”), 12' ,col. Shortmovie , 
produced by Effendemfilm, directed by D. Niola with the support 
of Regione Piemonte, Provincia di Novara. 

2012 Figli di chi si amava (“Broken homes”), 52', col. Docu-

mentary, produced by Effendemfilm & Capetownfilm ,directed by 
Aurelio Grimaldi with the support of the Italian Ministry of Culture 
(MIBAC), Film declared of National Interest. Selected at Arcipela-
go Film festival 2012

2014 “Un inseguire il vento” (“ Chasing the wind”) 60', col. HD, 
Documentary, Produced by La città incantata & Effendemfilm, di-
rected by Filippo Ticozzi. awared as best mid-lenght documentary 
film at Cinema Veritè, Iran Int. Documentary Film Fest., selected at 
Visions du reel 2014, Full Frame int. film. Fest, Genova film festival 
2014, Milano Filmaker

2014 “ Vistamare”, 14', col. Red, Short, directed by E.Maisto, 
produced by Effendemfilm with the support of Campania Film 
Commission. Selected at Giffoni Film Festival 2014

2016- Moo-ya- The spirit of river. (65', col , 4k) directed by Filippo 
Ticozzi. Special Jury prize at Torino film Festival 2016. The project 
has been Financed by Mibact . 

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Federico Minetti (16/04/74) was born in Torino. He studied 
economics matters then he started to work in film industry as edi-
tor. In 2009 he founded Effendemfilm a company mainly focused 
on creative documentaries. Effendemfilm's films have regularly 
participated and been awarded in national and international film 
festivals all over the world.Main titles are: Moo ya, by Filippo 
Ticozzi- special Jury prize at Torino film Fest (2016); “Chasing 
the wind" by Filippo Ticozzi has been awarded as best middle-
lenght documentary film at Cinema Veritè, Theran int. film festival 
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2015, officially selected at Filmmaker, FullFrame doc. film fest. 
and Visions Du Reel 2014; Standing army by E.Parenti and T.Fazi 
-Best documentary at Siciliambiente Film Festival, best cinematog-
raphy at Tek Film Festival of Roma, selected at São Paulo Intl Film 
Festival, Bafici, Dok Leipzig, Ronda Intl Film Festival, Romania Intl 
Film Festival, Istanbul Intl 1001, Tama Cinema Forum, Festival des 
Libertés, etc..etc..) and Broadcasted on: YLE, RTV SLOVENIA,TVP 
KULTURA,FOX ITALY, EST TV, ETB, PRESS TV, RTTV, TVI, ARD ). 
Federico was the Italian producer selected to represent Italy in the 
emerging producers 2014. He is member of AGPCI and EDN.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Luca Ferri (bergamo, italy, 1976) works on images and words.
Self-taught, since 2011 he has been dedicating to the writing, pho-
tography and direction of films presented to Italian and interna-
tional festivals.
His first feature film abacuc, released in 2015, was presented at 
torino film festival and mar del plata festival de cine. In 2016 he 
is in competition at the 73rd Venice festival in the orizzonti section 
with the film colombi.

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

- habitat [piavoli], 2013, 61 min, prod. luca ferri - claudio casaz-
za
- caro nonno | dear grandpa, 2014, 18 min, prod. lab80film
- abacuc, 2014, 83 min, prod. lab80film
- ridotto mattioni | mattioni reduced, 2014, 10 min, prod. luca 
ferri - giulia vallicelli
- curzio e marzio, opera picaresca in due atti di dario agazzi 
cinematografata da luca ferri |

curzio e marzio, picaresque work in 2 acts by dario agazzi filmed 
by luca ferri, 2014,
versione integrale | original version 45 min; director's cut 35 min, 
prod. luca ferri – enece film
- tottori, 2015, 6 min, prod. luca ferri – enece film
- cane caro | dog, dear, 2015, 18 min, prod. luca ferri 
- una società di servizi | a society of services, 2015, 30 min, 
prod. luca ferri – enrico mazzi
- white out, 2016, 7.25 min, prod. luca ferri - pietro de tilla
- colombi, 2016, 20 min, prod. lab 80 film - enece film
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 LOGLINE 

Robi is a catholic priest, in a small south Hungarian village for 9 
years. Robi is a father of 3 children. The eldest is 8 years old. 
Time has come, he has to decide: which life is more important?

 SYNOPSIS 

Robi is a 37 years old young, enthusiastic vicar who made his 
canonist studies in Italy under the Vatican’s umbrella. He was a 
talented student with great abilities and promises. 
Robi is a 37 years old young father of three children, Lorka (8), 
Hanna (6) and Palkó (4). They love to be together, however the 
children miss their father a lot because of his busy work. 
Even if the early Church resisted asceticism, the Second Lateran 
Council (1139) and later the Council of Trent (1545–64) stated 
the celibacy mandate. Today, forced celibacy by the Ecclesiastic 
Authority has become an issue on the table.
More than 10 years ago Robi was placed to Siófok as a young 
priest, to start his clerical work where he met Anka, a brave and 
warmhearted young woman. They fell in love immediately. They 
tried to oppress their feelings with distance and time, all in vain. 
Today Robi spends most of his time as a vicar, caring and serving 
2500 souls in 2 villages. After work, the Sunday masses, he goes 
home to his family to spend the next one and a half day together. 
Robi knows, that this has to stop, that he can’t raise his children 
surrounded by a secretive lie. 
Our Father follows the inner and external moments of the decision 
making process, how hard it is, even if the goal is crystal clear 
from the very beginning. The only man on earth, who can absolve 
him, is Pope Francis. 

OuR FAThER

ContaCt details
Éclipse Film
Budapest, Hungary
T: +36 202128636
julianna.ugrin@eclipsefilm.hu

Genre Documentary
direCtors Márton Vízkelety, Julianna Ugrin
Writers Márton Vízkelety, Julianna Ugrin
ProduCer Julianna Ugrin
BudGet € 202.051 (€ 38.051 in place)
ComPany Éclipse Film
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing

Julianna Ugrin   Márton Vízkelety
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 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

Robi’s story reached us through one of our friend, who told us 
about the priest who is a father of three children at the same time. 
It wasn’t the first time, that we heard about such situation, we can 
also say that it is more and more common. And as it is against the 
rules of the Catholic Church, we easily furrow our eyebrows and 
say: well well…
It is easy to judge without knowing any details and circumstances. 
In our case we learned more and more, about Robi as a vicar, but 
also what a great father he is. As our friend kept telling about him 
and his inner conflict he lives with day by day, about one year ago 
we decided to meet him in person.
Robi is a very charismatic, determined young priest, to whom be-
ing a vicar in a small village is a vocation, even if he could have a 
great clerical career. When we asked him about the situation, he 
honestly sad, that he does his best in both role, but he knows that 
the day when all this has to stop is approaching. 
What we saw during the first few visits inspired us to initiate the 
idea of the documentary. The question of celibacy is an actual 
issue in the Catholic Church. Robi’s life could have been a harmo-
nious full life, without compromise as a vicar with a great family, 
if the rule of celibacy wasn’t obligatory for all catholic servants of 
God. But because the rule exists, Robi has to stop this life, what 
process we film. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Éclipse Film is a Budapest-based independent film production 
company, founded by Julianna Ugrin in 2011. The company con-
centrates on high-quality productions with relevant, particular or 

artistic content. It develops and produces mainly documentaries, 
but also author fiction films, commercials and corporate films on 
an international level. However, our primary focus is on creative 
documentaries. Since its foundation, Éclipse Film has managed to 
connect young, talented Hungarian filmmakers with experienced 
members of the industry. Our films have participated in festivals like 
IDFA, DOK Leipzig, Sarajevo IFF, to name but a few. The company 
is also a co-organizer of DunaDOCK, EURODOC and KineDok.

2015 – Train to Adulthood – documentary 79’ – dir: Klára Trenc-
sényi
DOK Leipzig – Golden Dove – Next Masters Competition 2015
ZagrebDOX – Special Mention 2016
2015 – Song Brothers – documentary 77’ – dir: Balázs Lévai
Best Documentary in 2015 – Kamera Korrektúra
2015 – Tititá – documentary 87’– dir: Tamás Almási
Sarajevo IFF – Special Jury Prize for competition programme docu-
mentary 2015
2015 – HOT Men COLD Dictatorships – documentary 90’ – dir: 
Mária Takács
2013 – Stream of Love – documentary 70’ – dir.: Ágnes Sós 
IDFA – main competition 2013
Trieste IFF – Best documentary award 2014
- Espansioni award 2014
Zagreb DOX – Special Mention 2014 
2013 – The Sailor – documentary 52’ – dir.: András Kollmann

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Graduated from ELTE University in 2005, she started to work in the 
film field at Flora Film International. In 2009 she was selected to 
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EURODOC producers workshop. From March 2009, she worked 
at Havas Films as producer and production manager. In 2011 
and in 2016 she co-organized sessions of EURODOC in Buda-
pest. She established Éclipse Film, an independent film production 
company in 2011. She developed projects at various international 
workshops and pitching forums like in Trieste - When East Meets 
West, IDFA Summer School, Ex-Oriente FIlm or ZagrebDOX. Films 
produced by her were screened and awarded at festivals like 
IDFA, DOK Leipzig, or Sarajevo IFF. Since 2013 she teaches at 
the Hungarian Film Academy in Documentary MA studies and is 
a DLA student. She is part of Emerging Producers 2014 and is an 
EAVE graduate. She joined Café Film also as a producer in 2014. 
She is organizer of DunaDOCK Master Class & Pitching series, 
and member of EDN.

FILMOGRAPHY and AWARDS
In development / in production
Afterglow – doc in production - dir. Szakonyi Noémi Veronika
Liquid Gold – doc in production – dir. Tamás Almási
Six easy lessons – doc in production – dir. Dorottya Zurbó
Stories from the Field – doc in production – dir. Dorottya Zurbó, 
Arun Bhattarai
Letters – short in pre-production – dir. Teréz Koncz
My Marish – doc in development – dir. Bernadett Tuza-Ritter
God’s Own Country – doc in development – dir. Klára Trencsényi
Our Father – doc in development – dir. Márton Vizkelety

2016 - Loop – feature – executive producer – dir.: Madarász Isti
2015 – Train to Adulthood – documentary 76‘ – dir.: Klára Trenc-
sényi

DOK Leipzig 2015 – Golden Dove Award - Next Masters Com-
petition
Zagreb DOX 2016 – Special Jury prize 
2015 – Song Brothers – documentary 77‘ – dir: Balázs Lévai
2015 – Tititá – documentary 87’– dir: Tamás Almási
Sarajevo IFF – Special Jury Prize for competition programme docu-
mentary 2015
2015 – Hot Men Cold Dictatorships – documentary 90’ - dir: 
Mária Takács
2015 – War of Wits – feature – executive producer – dir: Béla 
Paczolay
2013 – Stream of Love – documentary 70’ – dir.: Ágnes Sós 
IDFA – main competition 2013
Trieste IFF – Best documentary award 2014
- Espansioni award 2014
Zagreb DOX – Special Mention 2014 
2013 – The Sailor – documentary 52’ – dir.: András Kollmann
2012 – Pietà - short fiction 11’– dir.: Dániel Márton Szerencsés 
2011 – Farewell Comrades! – 6 x 52’ documentary series – dir: 
Andrei Nekrasov 
2010 – Une île de musique au cœur de l’Europe – documentary 
90‘– ARTE –dir.:Laurent Hasse

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

He started taking black and white photos when he was thirteen 
years old. After finishing high school he went to the University of 
Theatre and Film Arts Budapest, where he graduated as a cinema-
tographer in 2007. In 2009 he participated at Berlinale Talent 
Campus. He took part twice of the Cinetrain project in Russia, first 
in 2009, and than in 2013. 
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He works as a freelance cinematographer and camera operator in 
several kind of productions in and outside of Hungary. Our Father 
is his first documentary as a director.
Selected Filmography as cinematographer:

Passion Pictures - AJH Films
Keep Quiet - documentary d: Joseph Martin, Sam Blair
Tribeca FF - in competit

SL Studio - Russia
My Dear Fish - short film d: Taya Zubova

HBO Europe – Éclipse Film
Train to Adulthood – documentary d: Klára Trencsényi
DOK Leipzig - Golden Dove
Zagreb DOX - Special prize

Duna Workshop Studio
Something Blue – short film d: Virág Zomborácz
17. Sarajevo Film Festival 2011;
Mediawave International Film Festival - Best Short Film; 
42. Hungarian Film Week – Certificate of Appreciation; 

Cinetrain – (Russia)
Trans Siberian Voices short documentary d: Jochem Devries
Semaine de la Critique du Festival de Cannes 2009 – special 
screening, 
Vladivostok International Film Festival 2008 – special screening

SZFE – Campfilm 

Step Test – short film d: Zsófia Szilágyi
24th Brest European Short Film Festival – jury’s special mention
BUSHO – International Film Festival, Budapest, 2011
40th Hungarian Film Week

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

2015 – Train to Adulthood – documentary 79’ – dir: Klára Trenc-
sényi
DOK Leipzig – Golden Dove – Next Masters Competition 2015
ZagrebDOX – Special Mention 2016
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 LOGLINE 

Set in post-Soviet Vilnius, a modern city still coming to terms with 
its past, three parallel stories unfold as the people face their inhibi-
tions despite the fear of losing stability and security.

 SYNOPSIS 

Three parallel stories of people seeking new lives and facing their 
own fears of loosing security and stability, set in post-Soviet Vilnius, 
a modern city still in search for it’s relation to the past. 
Goda (42) – a seemingly confident woman, renovates Soviet-era 
apartments transforming them into Scandinavian style dwellings. She 
has been avoiding close relationships with other men having lost her 
husband to suicide. Returning home one day, she gets a fright when 
she discovers a strange pair of men’s shoes next to her. She has to 
overcome her biggest fear of being close with another man. 
And Vytas (53) – a middle aged man finally asks his wife for a 
divorce, but still can’t tell the real reason – that he’s a homosexual. 
The fact that VYTAS will have to come out to his family prevents 
him from embracing the experience of his freedom: he is unable to 
be as open about his sexuality the way the younger generation is. 
Therefore, his teenage son waits for some answers. 
Juste (24) works in a youth help line. But at the same time she 
feels stuck in her own relationship with her high-school sweetheart 
Paulius. When she realizes she might be pregnant for the first time, 
instead of letting others make decisions for her – she makes her 
own choice. She prepares to take the crucial step during a con-
versation with a strange caller to the Youth Helpline ANATOLIJUS 
who is predicting a storm.

PEOPLE WE 
kNOW ARE 
CONFuSED

ContaCt details
Just a moment
Vilnius, Lithuania
T: +370 68688980
dagne@justamoment.lt
www.justamoment.lt

Genre Fiction
direCtor Tomas Smulkis
Writers Birute Kapustinskaite, Tomas Smulkis
ProduCer Dagne Vildziunaite
BudGet € 560.000 (€ 22.000 in place)
ComPany Just a moment
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents

Tomas Smulkis   Dagne Vildziunaite
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 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

Vilnius, Lithuania 2017. 26 years ago, Lithuania regained its Inde-
pendence. The citizens of the country are presented with increas-
ingly more choice and opportunity. However, how does one make 
a choice and learn to take responsibility and doesn’t get lost in the 
crossroads in search of self-discovery when one lives in a country 
which is ineffectively molding its own cultural identity? At this point 
in time, Lithuania is in a state of transformation – from the Eastern 
block into the Western. Even though the material conditions are 
improving, the spiritual state is overcome with chaos – statistically, 
we are in the lead when it comes to suicide, ridicule, and alcohol 
abuse. After many years of enslavement, we stepped into freedom 
with a crushed spine and each step towards the new existence 
remains as difficult and painful. 
I was only 5 years old when Lithuania regained its independence 
and I can’t remember much from those days, however at the 
same time, I can’t help but feel that the Soviet era had a strong 
affect on my life, same as on many others including the protago-
nists of this film. 
All three characters bring different experiences and traumas from 
the past. 24-year-old Juste comes with a projection of an “ideal” 
family concept which was formed in the Soviet times that she did 
not experience herself. Goda is struggling with keeping her guard 
up from forming intimate relationships with other men after her 
husband’s suicide. 53-year-old Vytas, a closet homosexual, finally 
takes the step to free himself from a marriage as contemporary 
Lithuania is becoming more open-minded and accepting of homo-
sexual orientation, which “didn’t exist” in the Soviet era. 
Although the three characters do not meet, they all endure unifying 
motions, when one is faced with crossroads; when one finds one-

self in some sort of mirror maze offering many avenues of choice, 
but providing no right or wrong answers. Their only constant com-
panion and silent witness is the city itself. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Vilnius–based independent production company JUST A MO-
MENT gaining experience in international co-productions and de-
veloping projects with young as well as experienced filmmakers. 

PEOPLE WE KNOW ARE CONFUSED feature film, ± dir. Tomas 
Smulkis, co-writer Birute Kapustinskaite, in pre-production

BREATHING INTO MARBLE / feature film, ± 100, dir. Giedre 
Beinoriute, in co-prod. with Mistrus Media (Latvia) and Aning Film 
(Croatia), in post-production

DIALOGUE WITH JOSEPH / documentary film, 47 min., dir. Elzbi-
eta Noemi Josade, in co-prod. with ANANKE (France)
International premiere and special mention at Jihlava Documentary 
Film Festival (Czech Republic, 2016)

TOGETHER FOR EVER / feature film, 84 min., 2016, dir. Lina 
Luzyte, in co-prod. with Alien Film Production (Romania)
- International premiere at Karlovy Vary Film Festival, East of the 
West Competition (Czech Republic, 2016)

EASTERN BUSINESS / feature film, 86 min., 2016, dir. Igor Co-
bileanski, prod. Alien Film (Romania) in co-production with Just a 
moment (Lithuania) 
- International premiere and several awards premiere at Tallinn 
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Black Nights Film Festival (Estonia, 2016)

WHEN WE TALK ABOUT KGB / documentary, 72 min., 2015, 
dir. Virginija Vareikyte & Maximilien Dejoie, in co-prod. with Indas-
tria (Italy) / already selected to more than 15 international festivals 
- International premiere at DocPoint (Italy, 2016)

MASTER AND TATYANA / documentary, 84 min., 2015, dir. 
Giedre Zickyte / already selected to more than 15 international 
festivals, IDFA and Leipzig among them.
- Four awards at National films and TV awards “Silver Crane 
2015” - The Best Director, The Best Editing, The Best Documentary 
Film, The Best Cinematography
- The Award for the Best Cinematography at National Cinematog-
raphy Awards organized by Lithuanian Society of Cinematogra-
phers, 2015
- The Award for the Best Cinematography at annual Awards organ-
ized by Lithuanian Filmmakers Union, 2014

NON PRESENT TIME / feature film, 80 min., 2014, dir. Mykolas 
Vildziunas – national premiere on 28th of February, 2014 
- Six nominations at National films and TV awards “Silver Crane 
2014” 
- The Award for the Best Supporting Actor at National films and TV 
awards “Silver Crane 2014” 

JULIA/ documentary, dir. J.Jackie Baier, 89 min., 2013, in co-
prod. with Gamma Bak Filmproduktion (DE) and J.Jackie Baier 
Filmproduktion (DE)
- International premiere at Venice Days (Venice Film Festival 2013)

- Queer Lisboa - Festival Internacional de Cinema Queer, 2014 
(PT);
Special mention at Guadalajara International Film Festival Premio 
Maguey, 2014 (MX);
- Best Documentary at Athens Outview Film Festival, 2014 (GR);
- Jury Award and Press Award for Best Documentary at Side by 
Side International Film Festival, 2014 (RU)
- Best Documentary at Tel Aviv LGBT International Film Festival, 
2014 (IL)

IGRUSHKI / documentary, dir. Lina Luzyte, 58 min., 2012 – 
- Best Documentary Film Award at International Documentary Film 
Festival CineDOC Tbilisi, 2013 (GE) 
- Nomination for the Best Documentary at National films and TV 
awards “Silver Crane 2013″
- Nomination for the Best Cinematography at National Cinema-
tography Awards organized by Lithuanian Society of Cinematog-
raphers, 2013

FATHER / documentary, dir. Marat Sargsyan, 59 min., 2012 – 
- Best Film Award at Visions du Reel International film festival, me-
dium length film competition, 2013 (CH);
- Best Film Award at 53rd Krakow International Film Festival, me-
dium length film competition, 2013 (PL);
- The Award of the Polish Society of Cinematographers (PSC) to 
Linas Dabriška for the best cinematography at 53rd Krakow Inter-
national Film Festival, 2013 (PL).

MARINA’S HOUSE / documentary, dir. Dali Rust, 54 min., 2012, 
in co-prod. with VITA AKTIVA (RU) / selected to more than 10 
International festivals.
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HOW WE PLAYED THE REVOLUTION / documentary, dir. Giedre 
Zickyte, 52 min., 2012, in co-prod. with 13 PRODUCTIONS (FR) 
/ selected to more than 25 international festivals; 
- Nominated for the best documentary film of the year at Lithuanian 
National Film Awards “Silver Crane’12”;
The winner of the Baltic Sea Film competition at Vilnius Interna-
tional Documentary Film Festival, 2012 (LT).

THE LAST DAY OF THE HONEYMOON / short fiction, dir. Rokas 
Eltermanas, 30 min., 2012, in co-prod. with Lithuanian Academy 
of Music and Theatre (LT) 
- The Best Lithuanian Film at 17th Vilnius International Film Festival 
“Kino Pavasaris”, 2012 (LT)

A STORY OF A DEPORTEE EXILED BY HER OWN FATHER / docu-
mentary, dir. Andrius Blazevicius, 14 min., 2012, in co-prod. with 
Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre (LT)

I‘VE GOT CLINICAL DEPRESSION AND I HOOVER THE GRASS 
/ documentary, dir. Rokas Eltermanas, 25 min, 2010, in co-prod. 
with Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre (LT)

MAGPIE II / documentary, dir. Mykolas Vildziunas, 28 min., 
2010

BARAS / TV documentary, dir. Giedre Zickyte 50 min., 2009, in 
co-prod. with LRT, Lithuania National TV Channel (LT) 
- Award for the best TV film of the year at Lithuanian National Film 
Awards “Silver Crane’09” (LT)

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Dagne Vildziunaite is member of Lithuanian Film Academy, EAVE 
National representative in Lithuania, participant of PRODUCER 
ON THE MOVE 2016, ROTTERDAM LAB 2013, EAVE 2012, 
EURODOC 2010.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Tomas Smulkis is Vilnius based filmmaker. He graduated Lithuanian 
Academy of Music and Theatre with MA in Film directing. 

WORK EXPERIENCE OF LAST 5 YEARS
2015 ‘Breathing Into Marble’, feature, dir. G.Beinoriute, 1st AD 
2012 ‘Skalvija Film Academy’, educational platform for youth, fea-
ture cinema tutor, Lithuania
2012 ‘Creative Partnerships’, educational project for schools, crea-
tive practitioner, Lithuania
2011 - 2013 - ‘Learn From The Cinema’, national educational cin-
ema project for schools, workshops about cinema making for stu-
dents, tutor, Lithuania
2012 ‘Non Present Time’, feature, dir. M. Vildžiunas,1st AD, Lithu-
ania
2012 ‘Dog’s Life’ short feature, dir, I. Veiveryte, 1st AD, Lithuania
2012 ‘Julia’ documentary, dir. J. J. Baier, assistant director, Lithu-
ania, Germany
2012 ‘Santa’, feature, dir. M. Ivaškevicius, film about film, Lithuania, 
Finland
2011 ‘Second Class’, documentary, dir. M. Dauliute, assistant di-
rector, Sweden 
2010 ‘Vertical Exile’ (platform for contemporary arts), video docu-
mentation, Sweden
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OTHER PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2015 CPH:LAB, participant, Denmark
2014 ‘Gotland Film Lab’, residency programme for scriptwriting, 
participant, Sweden
2014 ‘MFIScript2’ workshop, developing script, participant, 
Greece
2009 -‘Park 79’ - Experimental feature film project, Lithuania. Direc-
tor of Lithuanian section 
2007 - A. Mitta workshop of scriptwriting ‘Cinema between the 
hell and heaven’, Lithuania

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

2012 – ‘Paradise Road’, documentary, 20 min., Sweden, Lithuania

FESTIVALS
2014.08 Concorto FF, Pontenure Piacenza, Italy
2014.06 Curt.doc Vidreres International Short Documentary Fes-
tival, Spain
2013.10 Ljubljana IFF, Ljubljana, Slovenia
2013.10 Badalona FF FILMETS, Barcelona, Spain
2013.10 PRAVO LJUDSKI FF Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina
2013.10 SLEEPWALKERS International Student & Short FF , Tal-
linn, Estonia
2013.09 Concorto IFF, Italy
2013.09 Monterrey IFF, Mexico
2013.09 Helsinki IFF, Finland
2013.08 Huesca IFF, Espania
2013.03 Vilnius IFF ‘Film Spring’, Lithuania
2012.09 Vilnius IDFF, National premiere/closing film

2009 – ‘Souther’, short fiction, Lithuania
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 LOGLINE 

The Kusztrich family lives a very happy life in the suburbs of Vi-
enna, in which all decisions are based on democratic discussions. 
But when the first small crack appears on the pefect surface, the 
internal balance leads to destruction and anarchy.

 SYNOPSIS 

The story unfolds in late summer in a small town of the Viennese 
suburbs. The Kusztrich family lives in a house next to the grandpar-
ents traditional business.
The family doesn’t care much for tradition and defines itself through 
openness, freedom and basic democratic decision making.
Everything is allowed as long as it was agreed upon by the fam-
ily council. Explaining and sensitivity are the words that dominate 
their everyday lives.
But the family construct soon starts to crack as hidden yearnings 
start to breach the calm family surface. The parents, Susanne and 
Andreas learn that not everything can be dealt with using reason-
ing and by being responsible. The two older sons discover love 
and the youngest son longs for recognition and security that he 
seems to only get from his cat. 
The family system threatens to break down and the family council 
becomes an instrument of selfishness.
Susanne convinces Andreas, through the careful manipulation of 
family members, to move out and to leave the house and garden 
to her and her younger lover to experiment with new family and 
life concepts. Andreas ends up being a spectator of his own life. 
He circles around the house and the family like a satellite but he 
doesn’t belong to it or the parental business anymore.
Andreas finds joy in inner and outer neglect. He enjoys failure and 

quEENS

ContaCt details
Mischief Films
Vienna, Austria
T: +43 1585232421
david@mischief-films.com
www.mischief-films.com

Genre Fiction
direCtor Stefan Bohun
Writer Stefan Bohun
ProduCer David Bohun
BudGet € 1.653.861 (€ 202.361 in place)
ComPany Mischief Films
lookinG for Co-producers, Sales Agents, Festivals

Stefan Bohun   David Bohun
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gladly lets himself and the family business got to ruins, whilst he 
fails to realize that anarchy has also broken out next door. 

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

The film sketches out a family microcosmos that creates its own 
rules. It is a realistic Drama that is seen from a tragi-comedic point 
of view. Adults act like children and the opposite but they all want 
to be seen as being “mature”. The seriousness and the natural of 
the self-optimizing middle class family and the realism in the act-
ing style give this claustrophobic setting an air of normality. The 
absurdity comes from the fact that the everyday life is constantly 
negotiated and supposedly without any selfish motivations. 
It is important, just like in my last film MUSIK, that none of the pro-
tagonists are denounced but to reveal with care and understanding 
the conflicts that affect the characters. This seems however difficult 
to achieve, as the film is an ensemble film in which the personalities 
are dissected and individual facades break apart. Power conflicts 
are shown through specific character constellations. Like in MUSIK, 
the tragic blends with the comedy in QUEENS and exact timing and 
balanced interactions and dialogues are the foundation of the film. 
The story is fictitious but also incorporates autobiographical ele-
ments that are well known to me. I grew up in a “nice and safe” 
suburb of Vienna, in which the feeling of loneliness hides in plain 
sight. This world points out the characteristics of a parallel world in 
which bringing up children perfectly has become a fetish.
The film brings the balancing act between lived out openess and 
the emotional abuse of the family system to the highest point. Under 
the cover of Democracy lies heartless manipulation and attempts 
to legitimize each of their own deep-rooted longings. The private 
becomes public and in doing so is diminished. The family maxim is 

about trying to prove that one is a “good” person and not irrespon-
sible. Happiness is allowed. Unhappiness is on the other hand, the 
worst that a person can inflict on another.All of this creates a structure 
in which it becomes difficult to take anyone seriously. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Mischief Films is a Vienna-based independent production com-
pany, founded by producer Ralph Wieser and director Georg 
Misch in 2002. We collaborate with innovative auteurs, who 
tackle socially significant stories, and encourage directors to de-
velop their own cinematic style. By now we have produced vari-
ous documentaries for cinema and TV, many of them international 
co-productions and co-operations with BBC, Channel 4, ITVS, Al 
Jazeera, Arte, Austrian Broadcaster ORF and German Broadcast-
ers like WDR, SWR, ZDF. 
Mischief Films has been awarded numerously, including the Vi-
enna Film Award, Hot Docs Toronto- Special Price for International 
Feature or Jury Regard Neuf-Visions du Reel. Mischief Films is 
board member of the Austrian Documentary Association (dok.at) 
and member of the European Documentary Network (EDN) as well 
as the Austrian Producers Association (AAFP).
Since 2013, David Bohun, long-time production manager of Mis-
chief Films, works as a producer in order to widen the range of 
production into fiction films and hybrid-projects between documen-
tary and fiction. 
TRACK RECORD (selection):
CINEMA FUTURES, A, 122 min, docu
Venice Film Festival 2016, DocLisboa, Jihlava DFF, Dok Leipzig, 
Duisburger Filmwoche, BAFICI 2017, etc.
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GIRLS DON'T FLY, A/DE, 90 min, docu
HotDocs 2016, Rejkjavik IFF 2016, Winner Max Ophüls Preis 
2016, etc.

WASTECOOKING, A/DE, Seasons 1+2, 12x26 min, docu-se-
ries, ARTE/SWR/ORF

THE UNBEARABLE PRESENCE OF ASMAHAN, A/Q71 min, 
docu
Yamagata FF 2015, Beirut IFF 2015, Women's Festival Creteil 
2016, Carthage FF 2014, etc.

FOCUS ON INFINITY, 78 min, docu
HotDocs 2014, Dok Leipzig 2014, IDFA Amsterdam 2014, Ji-
hlava IFF 2014, Docville 2014, Melbourne IFF 2014, Pariscience 
2014, etc.

WHEN IT BLINDS, OPEN YOUR EYES, A/RU, 75 min, docu
Duisburger Filmwoche 2014, Jihlava IDFF 2014, Moskau Art Doc 
Fest 2015, This Human World Filmfestival 2014, etc.

THE FIVE CARDINAL POINTS, A/MX, 94 min, docu
Viennale 2009, Duisburger Filmwoche 2010, IDFF Thessaloniki 
2010, Morelia IFF 2010, etc.

COOKING HISTORY, A/SK/CZ, 88 min, docu
Nominated for the European Film Award 2009, Special Jury Prize 
Hot Docs 2009, Vienna Film Award Viennale 2009, FIPRESCI 
Jury Award Leipzig 2009, Golden Hugo Award Chicago 2009, 
Visions du Reel 2009, BAFICI 2010, Silverdocs 2009, Karlovy 
Vary 2009, Canvouver FF 2009, etc.

A ROAD TO MECCA, A, 92 min, docu
Visions du Reel, 2008, Hot Docs 2008, Sarajevo IFF 2008, Sao 
Paulo FF 2008, Kasseler Dok Fest 2008, Duisburger Filmwoche 
2008, Best Camera for Documentary Diagonale 2008, etc.

CASH & MARRY, A/HR/MR, 76 min, docu
Visions du Reel, Jury Regard Neuf Award 2009, DOK Leipzig 
2009, Hot Docs 2009, Kasseler Dok Fest 2009, Diagonale 
2009, etc.

Calling Hedy Lamarr, A/GB/D, 72 min, docu
Locarno IFF 2004

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

David studied Production as a major at Filmakademie Wien. 
There he produced two feature documentaries ("Muezzin" and 
"Mata Tigre") and three award winning medium length fiction films. 
Throughout his projects, there runs a golden thread of global and 
sociocultural subjects and co-productions with international partners. 
He always looks for a unique and artistic form of expression of the 
directors he choses to work with and always approaches a collabo-
ration with the idea of establishing a long-lasting teamwork.
Between 2009 to 2013, he worked as a production manager for 
documentary films at Mischief Films. Since 2013, he works as a 
producer, developing projects from documentaries to fiction and in 
between, aiming at an audience beyond the Austrian borders.
Current projects are, among others: 
„Brother Jakob“, a personal feature-documentary about four broth-
ers dealing with the suicide of their fifth brother, set in Portugal and 
Austria (in post-production)
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„Iron Route“, a genre mix between documentary and fiction, dealing 
the topic of Nigerian car-exporters in the Austrian provinces going 
back to Nigeria (in financing) 
„Queens“, his first fiction-feature (more details in this application, in 
financing).

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Stefan Bohun, born in Vienna, studied acting in Toronto, Canada at 
the School of Physical Theatre and directing at the Vienna Film Acad-
emy under the direction of Peter Patzak and Michael Haneke. His 
fiction short films, documentary films and video clips have been shown 
at international film festivals and on television. In addition to his films he 
directed theatreplays (including within the framework of "Istanbul 2010 
European Capital of Culture"). His graduation film "Music" (40 mins.) 
won the 2014 prize for the best short film at the „Diagonale - Festival 
of Austrian Film“ and was awarded with the „First Steps Award" by the 
German Film Academy. It was sold to ARTE and ORF.
Currently he is in the post-production-process of his first feature-
documentary for theatrical release with the working title „Brother 
Jakob“. It is a personal documentary about 4 brothers dealing with 
the death of their fifth brother, who has committed suicide. The 
project is being funded by Austrian Filminstitute, Filmfunds Vienna, 
ORF-Broadcaster, Province of Lower Austria and Province of Tirol. 
„Queens“ is his first feature-fiction-film project and was funded in 
project-development by MEDIA, Austrian Filminstitute and Filmfunds 
Vienna.

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

"Königinnen" / "Queens" Winter 2017/2018 (in financing) 
Fiction-Feature Film

"Brother Jakob" 2017 (in post-production)
Feature Film Documentary

"Musik" 2014
38 minutes, Short Fiction, Graduation Film at the Vienna Filmacad-
emy
AWARD BEST SHORTFILM: Diagonale 2014, Festival of Austrian 
Film 
FIRST STEPS AWARD: German Filmacademy 2014 
In Competition for the "Max Ophüls Preis" - Saarbrücken 2015
Preselection for the Austrian Filmawards 2014 in the category of 
"Best Shortfilm"

"Mata Tigre" 2009 
70 minutes, Documentary
In Competition: 
International Documentary Filmfestival Beirut, 2009 
Havanna International Filmfestival 2009 
Istanbul International Documentary Filmfestival 2009 
Fid-Marseille, Documentary Filmfestival 2010 

"Amo Beethoven" 2007 
35 minutes, Documentary, ORF/3Sat 2007 
In Competition: 
International Studentfilmfestival Vienna 2007 
Filmriss International Studentfilmfestival Salzburg 2007 
International Studentfilmfestival Hollywood 2007 
Latin American Filmfestival Austin 2008 
Diagonale, Festival of Austrian Film 2008 
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"Omid" 2005 
5 minutes, Shortfilm Fiction, 3Sat/ZDF/Vienna Filmacademy 
In Competition: 
International StudentfilmfestivalTel-Aviv 2006 
International Studentfilmfestival Berlin Babelsberg 2006 
Diagonale, Festival of Austrian Film 2007 

"Nohelia" 2005 
32 minutes, Documentary 
In Competition: 
AWARD BEST DOCUMENTARY: International StudentFilmFestival 
Vienna 2005 
AWARD BEST DOCUMENTARY: International StudentFilmFestival 
Salzburg 
International Studentfilmfestival Munich 

"Disciple of Mockery" 2003 
7 minutes, Documentary 
Diagonale, Festival of Austrian Film 2005 

"Volar" 2003 
19 minutes, Shortfilm Fiction
Diagonale, Festival of Austrian Film 2004
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 LOGLINE 

A film about destructive, possessive, but simultaneously creative 
power of motherly love. It seeks an answer to a question of how a 
young, caring mother becomes a woman sued in court by her own 
son for emotional blackmail.

 SYNOPSIS 

Raitis (32), a gifted mathematician, starts to recognize his psycho-
logical dependency from his mother. He’s not married and hasn’t 
got much experience with the opposite sex while his younger broth-
er Maris is happily married and lives in France. Raitis decides to 
break his navel cord by committing to the Internet dating, but in 
every woman he meets, he is, first of all, looking for his mother.

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

My mother is a lawyer, I have good relationship with her now 
when I have my own family but she was quite dictatorial when I 
was a child. Psychological violence interests me as a theme, in the 
framework of a family. I perceive this film as a part of a diptych 
– my previous film was about my father - a banker who run away 
with all depositors’ money in early 1990s. He loved us but his love 
didn’t do us any good. In this film there’s similar dilemma – how 
mother’s love can destroy her child’s life.
We mix interviews with ‘fly-on-the-wall” camera in order to main-
tain a certain distance from the characters. It helps to create hu-
mour that wraps the story in the lighter form. 
Raitis is very enthusiastic about this film, I have a feeling that he 
associates it with one of the “small victories”, similar to juggling 
that makes him gain self-worth. His mother Sylvia was more scepti-

SOLvING MY 
MOThER

ContaCt details
FA Filma
Riga, Latvia
T: +371 26995300
madara@fafilma.lv
www.fafilma.lv

Genre Documentary
direCtor Ieva Ozolina
Writer Ieva Ozolina
ProduCer Madara Melberga
BudGet € 87.500 (€ 45.500 in place)
ComPany FA Filma
lookinG for Co-producers, Sales Agents, Festivals

Ieva Ozolina  Madara Melberga
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cal but after sharing a bottle of vine and exchanging family stories 
with her I feel that the ice has melted. We also are planning to 
meet Raitis’ younger brother Maris in France. He has become a 
respected scientist, has successful academic career and is happily 
married to a French woman(also scientist). Raitis went to his wed-
ding two years ago and haven’t seen him since then. Although he 
doesn’t like direct comparison, sometimes he envies Maris for be-
ing able to break out of the magic circle of motherly love.
Background information:Ieva Ozolina met Raitis and Maris in a sci-
entific conference a year ago. They exchanged facebook contacts 
and she forgot about it until she saw a post in facebook - Raitis was 
trying to analyze his relationship with his mother-“It’s not easy to 
admit, but I have a peculiar problem – I’m stuttering and I think it has 
something to do with my mother. Sometimes she puts me down with 
no apparent reason. Because of that,I have tension and difficulties 
communicating with others but she doesn’t understand me.
It’s not clear how to solve this, maybe try a treatment with hypnosis? 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

FA Filma was founded by film director Juris Poskus at 1998, when 
he arrived from California where he studied film directing. He pro-
duced and directed his first feature length documentary, shot in LA 
and Moscow produced by FA Filma. The film was selected for Ann 
Arbor FF (award) in USA and Roterdam FF. Feature film Monotony 
(main prize in Perspectives at Moscow IFF) received wide festival.
Our creative documentary Family Instinct (directed by Andris Gauja 
2010 has been selected to more more than 20 film festivals and 
was nominated between three best mid-lengh films in IDFA, got 
Sterling Award for Best World Feature, Silverdocs 2011. 
Our last feature Kolka Cool (b/w, 90 min, directed by Juris Poskus) was 

released on December 16, 2011 and during two weeks on screen it 
became the third most favorite national film of the year (2011). 
Currently we have two documentaries in production. Naked Ma-
dona is a comedy about young and sparkling electronic music per-
formers. The film will be released in November 2016. Second with 
the title Solving my Mother will be premiered in 2017 and is the 
story about genius mathematician and his problems with woman. 

•Potassium Park'21,,fiction,2015,(director:Peteris Kimelis)
-11 nominations in National Film Festival Lielais Kristaps 

•Kolka Cool 90’, 35 mm, fiction 2011 (director, script:Juris Poskus)
St Petersbourg IFF , (Russia); Grand Prix
Cottbus IFF, FIPRESCI award,
Listopad IFF, (Belarus), 2012; best DOP, best actor 
Lielais Kristaps (Latvia National festival): best actress, best editor, 
best supporting role
“Diena” national award in culture, 2011.

•Family Instinct 57',documentary:2010 (director:Andris Gauja)
Kathmandu International Mountain Film Festival (KIMFF) 2011 sec-
ond best film. Award"MASLACAK" - International Competition, 
Sterling Award for Best World Feature, Silverdocs 2011-Best 
World Feature

•Monotony 92', feature,2007 (director:Juris Poskus): 
Moscow IFF, (Russia); “Perspectives", best film,
Kinoshock IFF, (Russia); best director,
“Lielais Kristaps“ (Latvia National festival) 2007; best director, best 
actress
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Molodist IFF, International film club association prize "Don Qui-
chote", (Ukraine) 
Listopad IFF, (Belarus), best DOP 
“Diena” national award in culture, 2007.

• But the Hour is Near 87’, DV/35 mm, documentary: 2004: 
(director:Juris Poskus) 
Lielais Kristaps (Latvia National festival),2004, best documentary, 
FIPRESCI award
“Diena” national award in culture, 2004.

• Angels of Death 26', DV, documentary, 1999: (director, Juris 
Poskus) 
International FF “Arsenals”, best documentary.

• Meanwhile in Copenhagen, 26’, BetaCAM, documentary, 
1998 (director:Juris Poskus)

• 110/220 53', 16 mm, documentary 1997 (director:Juris 
Poskus)
Ann Arbor IFF (USA) best experimental documentary

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Madara Melberga is head of development and producer at the 
same time. She is working in FA Filma since the project Monotony, 
for which she received her first producer credit. Graduated with a 
degree in philosophy, she has also some film and theatre acting 
experience. Madara has developed and produced director driven 
films, always working close with the content. She has worked with 
state financing, Media Programme and other EU financing, cultural 

funds, TV, and private investment too. Madara was taking part in 
program Emerging Producers 2014 and European co-production 
and legal aspects 2015.

FILMOGRAPHY 
• 24h Sunshine 90', fiction: 2012, (in pre –prod)
• Naked Madona 30’ documentary (in production)
• Solving my Mother 58` documentary (in production)
• Potassium Park 21’ fiction 
• Kolka Cool 93', 35 mm, fiction: 2011 , Saint Petersburg IFF- 
best film, Cottbus IFF FIPESCI award.
• Family Instinct 57', HDV, documentary; 2010 (Nomination IDFA 
Mid-lengh documentary, Sterling Award for Best World Feature, 
"MASLA?AK" - International Competition
• NRT, 10', fiction/documentary on Riga New Theatre 
• Monotony 92', fiction: 2007: (Best Film award, Competition 
"Perspectives", 29th Moscow International Film Festival, Best Direc-
tor award "Kinoshock 2007" IFF, Anap, Russian Federation, main 
competition etc.).
• Contactshow 18', DV, documentary, director Jules Buche, 2007

OTHER PROJECTS
• From Nowhere videoart project for exhibition in Paris (artist Gints 
Gabrans) producer
• Proshenija Music video for Kasta (Russian hip-hopband) 2012 
- producer
• Kolka Cool (35mm, 2010), Monotony (35 mm feature, 2007), 
Ebb Tide (theatre show), various commercials - actress
• Horizon Film Club (2008-2009; 2014-2015 ) weekly series of 
lectures on film issues – producer
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EDUCATION
• University of Latvia, Department of philosophy

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2561618/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Ieva Ozolina. Born in 1974, Riga. Studied sculpture and ceramics 
in the Academy of Arts of Latvia. For more that ten years designed 
museum exhibitions, did production design for theatre shows, par-
ticipated in art symposiums and art shows. Due to her personal 
interest in human relationships and implementation of that in art, 
took up film studies in the Academy of Culture of Latvia. Her gradu-
ation film “My Six Million Dollar Father” – about father/daughter 
relationship - was awarded Latvian national prize “Big Kristaps”. It 
also received the annual award by Latvian Ministry of Culture in 
film, was widely distributed and shown on numerous TV including 
Al Jazeera. Currently she’s working on her second documentary 
feature “Solving My Mother” on mother/son relationship that ap-
pears to be continuing the theme.

Courses :
2012 - Nordisk Forum for Co- financing of Documentaries Oulu
2012 - IDFA Development course, Prague
2011 - Baltic Film Forum, Riga
2011 - IDFA Summer School, script development, Amsterdam

Education: 
• 2012 - 2015 Latvian Academy of Culture, Audiovisual Arts, 
Master's Degree
• 2000 - 2002 Art Academy of Latvia, Master's Degree

• 1996 - 2000 Art Academy of Latvia, Bachelor's Degree

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

•My Six Million Dollar Father (documentary, 71 min, 2015) direc-
tor, scriptwriter
- Latvian National Film Festival Lielais Kristaps best debut film 
- Latvian National Film Festival Lielais Kristaps best editing 
- Purvisa Award (Latvia) nomination 
- Jihlava International Film Festival Silver Eye Award nomination
- East Silver Caravan 2016 Programm
- Broadcasted on Al Jazeera and Yle

• Financist (Fiction, short, 2015), producer
• Djomin and Muse (documentary, 29 min, 2014), researcher 
• Lonely Wolf (documentary short, 8 min, 2010), director
• Commode (fiction short, 10 min 2011), DOP
2010 
• Institute of Instincts (animation short, 3 min, 2010), animator
• Bob on track ( fiction short, 4 min. 2011) director
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 LOGLINE 

Telephone Suicides shows how Telecom and Telefonica in Argen-
tina used psychological terrorpolicies with the aim of reducing the 
number of workers.Compulsive transfers hundreds of kilometers 
away from family, unexpected changes in tasks or confinements 
in an empty office where they were to remain 8hours doing noth-
ing, are some of the methods designed by HR people to induce 
employees to resign.This technique was known as Mobbing (office 
bullying). This is how the conversion of public business to private 
hands began in the 90s. Ten years later, already in the XXI century, 
the same operation was repeated in France; this time the conse-
quences took on tragic tones, since, in less than a year, 25 people 
working for FRANCE TELECOM commited suicide.

 SYNOPSIS 

France 2000: twenty-five employees of Orange/France Telecom 
kill themselves while twenty-two thousand are dismissed in a kind 
of global restructuring as Delphine Ernotte the director of the com-
pany describes it to try to justify it. Ten years earlier, with the rise 
of privatization, Argentina appears on the map as a Lab Country: 
fertile ground to experiment with coercion methods that corpora-
tions will later take to their countries of origin.
The passage from state inefficiency to private efficiency was ex-
tremely painful and claimed many lives. Employees of the former En-
tel (the previous name of the public telephony company in Argentina) 
were accused of being lazy, useless, and unable to adapt to the 
new business model. A plant of forty thousand employees had to be 
reduced and transform it into a dynamic and productive enterprise.
The tactics that were used for this conversion were very cruel and 

TELEPhONE   
SuICIDES

ContaCt details
Ojoblindado
Caba, Argentina
T: +54 91154012497
ojoblindadoproduccion@gmail.com

Genre Documentary
direCtor Sandra Gugliotta
Writers Sandra Gugliotta, Miguel Zeballos
ProduCer Silvia Lamas
BudGet € 245.647 (€ 171.952 in place)
ComPany Ojoblindado
lookinG for Co-producers, Sales Agents

Sandra Gugliotta
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were applied across both continents: transfer the employees to 
remote parts of the country, make the staff who did not adapt to 
changes feel useless, and absolute suppression of tasks.
Those who resisted this abrupt change and did not resign, were 
transferred to an empty office that Telecom uses for these cases. 
There eight hours a day employees were forced to look at one 
another without having to perform any tasks. Another maneuver is to 
subject employees to meetings with professionals in psychological 
torture: Human Resources people seeking to break the employees at 
all costs. In these meetings, the victims are informed that technologi-
cal changes are advancing by leaps and bounds, and that the em-
ployees are not prepared to adapt to progress Both in France and in 
Argentina, some of the employees who undergo this experience end 
up with severe psychological problems, others suffer heart attacks; 
or, overwhelmed by the pressure and anxiety, attempt suicide. A 
whole system of psychological harassment was perfectly designed 
employing very similar methods to those used in torture.

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

In the 1990s, the neoliberal government of Carlos Menem in Ar-
gentina began the privatization of public enterprises. The media 
imposed on the public the idea of “modernization”, “open compe-
tition” and “increased productivity”. It was the end of the concept 
of public service; it was necessary to kill it, to destroy it. But to do 
so implied to exterminate people, to implement a plan to carry it 
out and an ideology to justify it. The employees of publicly-owned 
companies were considered lazy, corrupt and unrecoverable, too 
unionized. Apparently, they were offered tempting proposals to 
get rid of them. Employees who did not accept these terms were 
subjected to “the retrenchment plan”. Former managers were re-

placed by yuppies who ran over anything and anyone that got in 
their way. Nothing would have been possible without the complic-
ity of the unions. A lucrative business was fixed up in which share 
dividends were split between managers,
business operatives and trade unionists. Collaboration with the sys-
tem was rewarded. Every employee who quit left a profit margin.
I was surprised to find, many years later, the same methodology 
of psychological torture with the same results in France. From the 
induced suicides in Argentina , we now move on to the induced 
suicides in the Gallic country. Again, Argentina was the testing 
ground for practices that multinational corporations then applied in 
their own countries of origin.
In France the mutation of telephone companies is supported by 
a drastic reduction of personal and an internal restructuring on a 
large scale, extending from privatization in 1997 until today. The 
goal: to reduce by all possible means the number of staff, consid-
ered undesirable in a company subject to the restrictions imposed 
by competition and market price.
Now in 2016, the same arguments against public companies re-
surface in Argentina, The subject of the documentary film I thought 
was “historical” is alive and becomes more urgent than ever. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

OJOBLINDADO S.R.L is a film production company settles down 
in Buenos Aires.
We try to innovate in the production forms, to integrate different knowl-
edge, to create a dynamic teamwork and to adapt the production 
work to the individual and unique characteristics of each project. The 
partners are Sandra Gugliotta and Juan Pablo Gugliotta..
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 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

OJOBLINDADO S.R.L is a film production company settles down 
in Buenos Aires.
We try to innovate in the production forms, to integrate different 
knowledge, to create a dynamic teamwork and to adapt the pro-
duction work to the individual and unique characteristics of each 
project. The partners are Sandra Gugliotta and Juan Pablo Gug-
liotta.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Born in Buenos Aires. She studied at the ENERC (INCAA Film 
School).. In 1996 she got an award for her short film "ATTIC 
NIGHTS", part of the film "SHORT STORIES 1", which was a 
launching pad for many filmmakers who came to be known as 
New Argentine Cinema. From there, she did two films as direc-
tor, screenwriter and producer: "A LUCKY DAY", co-produced with 
Spain and Italy, which premiered at the Berlin Film Festival Forum 
and was shortlisted for the Goya Spanish-Speaking Award; and 
"POSSIBLE LIVES", co-produced with Germany, which premiered at 
the Locarno Film Festival and won the support of the World Cinema 
Fund, Vision Sud Est and the Global Film Initiative. From there she 
carried out activities in various areas of the film industry, with numer-
ous awards, nominations and invitations to international festivals.
Her latest works are the documentary “THE OCCUPATION”, about 
the development of political participation among adolescents within 
a secondary school in Buenos Aires (premiered at BAFICI 2013) 
and the fiction film “RAPTURE”, premiered o September 2014 with a 
great audience reception in her country, later participating at the Chi-
cago Latino Festival, La Habana y Nuevas Tendencias in Madrid.
For her various works, she received grants and support from various 

agencies, such as Vision Sud Est, Ibermedia, World Cinema Fund, 
Global Film Initiative and Incaa.

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

FEATURE FILMS AS DIRECTOR (FICTION)
"A LUCKY DAY" (released in 2002). Director, writer, co-producer. 
Starring Valentina Bassi, Fernan Mirás, Dario Vittori, Damián de 
Santo, Lola Berthet and Claudia Lapacó. Co-produced with Baraka-
cine, The Enchanted Mechanism (Spain) and Bross Film (Italy). The 
film received numerous awards, among which are the Critics Award 
"Caligari" and the "Don Quixote" mention at the Berlin Film Festival, 
the FIPRESCI Prize at the Festival Flying Broom of Turkey, the nomina-
tion for Best Spanish Language Film Awards in Goya 2003, Clarín 
Award nomination for 2002 (Best Actress and Best Supporting Ac-
tress) and Condor Awards (Best First Film, Best Supporting Actress). 
In addition the film featured in over 40 international festivals such as: 
Toulouse, London, Karlovy Vary, Miami Latino Cinema Novo, Ha-
vana, Sao Paolo, Innsbruck, Afi Fest, San Sebastian, Toronto, etc. 
It was distributed in film and/or television in England, Spain, Italy, 
Germany, Finland, Holland, USA, Uruguay, the Czech Republic, 
Japan, HBO Latino, Eurochannel, and TVE International

"POSSIBLE LIVES" (released in 2008). Director, screenwriter, produc-
er. Starring Germain Palacios, Ana Celentano and Natalia Oreiro. 
Film co-produced with Fieber (Germany) and 16M (Argentina). It 
was selected by the Coproduction Forum Huelva 2003, the Man-
nheim Meetings 2004/2006 and the Berlinale Talent Campus in 
2005. The film was made with support from Incaa, with the prize 
of the World Cinema Fund (Berlin Festival) and the award from 
the Global Film Initiative of the United States. Premiered at the In-
ternational Competition of the International Festival of Locarno in 
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2007 and received the CICAE and BEST ACTRESS AWARD for 
Ana Celentano in the Latin American Film Festival of Ceará, and the 
Award for BEST ACTRESS for Ana Celentano at the Argentine Jour-
nalism Association. Also obtained the following nominations: Clarín 
Awards: Nominated for Best Supporting Actor for Osmar Nunez; 
Film Critics Awards: Best Original Screenplay, Best Actress, Best 
Actor, Best Supporting Actress. At its international launch, it also par-
ticipated in the Cannes Festival du Cinema in the Pavillion du Sud, 
in BAFICI (Argentina, section Special Nights) and more than 30 
festivals, among which are: Havana, Cairo, Huelva, Sao Paolo. So 
far, it has been distributed in Germany, Switzerland, France, USA, 
HBO Latin America, Peru, Ecuador.

“RAPTURE” (release in 2014) . Director, screenwriter, producer. Co 
produced with Fox Latinoamerica . Participated in Chicago Latino 
Film Festival La Habana and New Tendences Madrid

MOVIES AS DIRECTOR (DOCUMENTARY)
POINTS OF VIEW (cycle Visionaries, Channel 7, subject: the blind) 
– 2003
BRUKMAN’S WOMEN (Theme: Occupation of the factory Bruk-
man) -2004
THE INVISIBLE BORDER (Theme: Public School) – 2010

MOVIES AS DIRECTOR (Telefilm)
FOREVER IN OUR HEARTS (co-directed with JavierDaulte) - 2007. 
Cycle: 200 Years. Produced by Channel 7. Starring Arturo Puig, 
Verónica Llinás, Luis Machin, María Onetto, Monica Scaparone, 
Carlos Santamaria, Arturo Goetz, Nicolás Scarpino, Pilar Gam-
boa.

MOVIES AS DIRECTOR (SHORT FILMS)
Attic Nights (Short Stories 1996)
Posadas (Cycle 200 years. Ministry of Culture. 2010)
Epica ( 2012)

AWARDS AND NOMINATIONS:
For ATTIC NIGHTS 
Short Film Screenplay Award 1995

For A LUCKY DAY
Caligaris Award 2002 (BERLIN FESTIVAL)
Don Quixote Award 2002 (BERLIN FESTIVAL)
Fipresci Award 2003 (FLIYNG BROOM FESTIVAL, TURKEY)
Nominated for Goya Awards 2003: Best Spanish Language Film
Nominated for Clarín Awards 2002 (Best Actress, Best Supporting 
Actress)
Nominated for Condor Awards 2002 (Best First Film, Best Support-
ing Actress)

For POSSIBLE LIVES 
World Cinema Fund Award (BERLIN FESTIVAL)
Global Film Initiative Award
CICAE Award (LOCARNO FILM FESTIVAL 2007)
Best Actress Award (CEARA LATIN AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL)
Special Jury Award (FESTIVAL OF TANDIL)
Award for Best Actress Revelation for Ana Celentano, Writers' As-
sociation of Argentina
Clarín Awards: Nominated for Best Supporting Actor, for Osmar 
Nuñez
Film Critics Awards: Nominations for Best Original Screenplay, Best 
Actress, Best Actor, Best Supporting Actress
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 LOGLINE 

As a result of an armed conflict, the Georgian population, living in 
the region of Abkhazia, is forced to flee through Caucasus Moun-
tains' toughest pass in hopes of reaching a safe area.

 SYNOPSIS 

Two soldiers from the opposing sides have to cross together one of 
the most dangerous passes in the Caucasus mountains amidst the 
chaotic flood of war refugees. The Georgian Zaza is determined 
to lead his Abkhazian prisoner Adgur to a safe place, in order to 
request an exchange for his captive brother. Abkhazian Adgur tries 
to escape at all costs.
During the journey, they meet refugees, young and old, rich and 
poor, walking and driving; all of them carrying their most precious 
belongings. They were denied access to the main highway along 
the Black Sea coast because of the civil war, and have to cross the 
pass, 3000 meters above the sea level.
As Zaza and Adgur ascend the 60km road, they have to briefly 
unite their forces to help save people they meet on the way. The 
higher they go, the more suffering people they encounter and the 
less can continue the journey. Nobody cares about their belong-
ings any more. Soon they learn that the only enemy is not the one 
they left behind, but also the local people living in the mountains, 
who raid and assault the refugees. 
The Events take place briefly after the collapse of the Soviet Union, 
when a violent conflict erupted around historical claims by Geor-
gian and Abkhaz ethnic groups on the territory in the north-west 
Georgia.

ThE PASS

ContaCt details
Wagonnet
Tbilisi, Georgia
T: +995 591010911
george@wagonnet.com

Genre Fiction
direCtors Siddiq Barmak, George Ovashvili 
Writers Guram Odisharia, Siddiq Barmak
ProduCers George Ovashvili, Guillaume de Seille
BudGet € 1.200.000 (€ 7.170 in place)
ComPanies Wagonnet, Arizona Productions
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing

Siddiq Barmak  Nino Chichua Guram Odisharia 
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 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

It seems that there is no end to the tragedy of mankind from the 
day of the fight between Cain and Abel. And this trend continues 
today...
The Pass follows the refugees as they start a hard road through the 
mountain range. The actions take place in snowy mountains, against 
the backdrop of the gravest period of the Abkhaz-Georgian war. 
The audience will see an intertwined historic-geographic world 
brought to life right in front of them. The camera will follow in the 
footsteps of the human tragedy: death, hunger and mental disorder, 
as well as focus on physical and spiritual exhaustion of the characters. 
Against the background of general struggle, the viewer observes 
the main story: a conflict between the two main characters. A 
Georgian soldier – Zaza, and his Abkhaz captive – Adgur, be-
come witnesses of chaotic stories, inhuman confrontation and vic-
tims of the pass. They confront each other but at the same time, try 
to help other people. Further they walk through the pass, the more 
unbearable the road gets. Death is everywhere. When the tension 
between the two soldiers, fighting on the opposite sides, reaches 
its peak, they find themselves in each other’s personalities. 
Similar to the victims of the war, the camera will constantly be 
on the move between the characters as if a witness. It will be 
fair, showing the truth without any exaggeration, the truth which 
discloses mysterious feelings and emotions of the people and their 
relationship to things that happen around them. 
Our aim is to follow the Georgian school of cinematic narrative style 
which creates distinctive image, independent of other trends. We 
will be using elements from Georgia’s rich culture such as myths and 
music in order to help achieve our goal and immerse the viewer fully. 
We will use the real locations where the story happened in 1992. 

The cast will consist of professional as well as nonprofessional ac-
tors, to underline the genuineness of the tragedy. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

After producing his own works through Alamdary Films, George 
Ovashvili founded an independent film production company Wag-
onnet in 2016. The company's debut project is The Pass which is 
currently in development.
Arizona Productions, Paris based, is led by Guillaume de Seille 
to mainly produce art-house feature films directed by non-French 
emerging talents. Bénédicte Thomas is handling domestic theatri-
cal French distribution for most of the coproduced titles.

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

George Ovashvili, film producer from Georgia has produced his 
own works, including The Other Bank in 2009 (Berlin Genera-
tion), and Khibula , scheduled to premiere in 2017.
Guillaume de Seille - film producer from France, produces art-
house feature films.
Some of his works include:
To Kill A Man (2014) by Alejandro Fernandez Almendras (Chile) 
Sundance, Rotterdam. Corn Island (2014) by George Ovashvili 
(Georgia) Karlovy Vary, San Sebastian. Much Ado About Nothing 
(2016) by Alejandro Fernandez Almendras (Chile) Sundance, Ber-
lin & San Sebastian. I, Olga Hepnarova (2016) by Tomas Wein-
reb & Petr Kazda (Czech Rep) Berlin Panorama opening. Haifa 
L’ultima spiaggia (2016) by Thanos Anastopoulos (Italy) Cannes 
Official Selection. Zoology (2016) by Ivan I. Tverdovsky (Russia) 
Karlovy Vary, Toronto, San Sebastian.
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 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Born in Afghanistan in 1962, Siddiq Barmak earned an MA in 
film from the VGIK institute in Moscow. His debut feature, Osama, 
received the Golden Globe award for Best Foreign-language film 
in 2004, and was awarded at film festivals in Cannes, Busan and 
London among others. His second film, Opium War (2008), was 
named Best Film at the Rome Film Festival, Batumi international Film 
Festival and many other film festivals around the world.
George Ovashvili is a Georgian director, writer and producer. He 
made his debut with two short films Wagonnet (1997) and Eye Level 
(2005). His first feature film The Other Bank premiered at the Berlin 
Film Festival's Generation section in 2009 and won over 50 interna-
tional prizes. His second feature Corn Island won the Crystal Globe 
at Karlovy Vary International Film Festival in 2014 and was shortlisted 
for the Academy’s best foreign language film in 2015.
George's most recent feature film, Khibula, is scheduled to premiere 
in 2017.

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

Siddiq Barmak:
Opium War - 2008
Osama - 2003
Stranger - 1987 (short)
The Circle - 1985 (short)
The Wall - 1984 (short)

Documentary films: 
Invasion File - 1997
Narration of Victory - 1991
The disaster of withering - 1988

George Ovashvili:
Khibula - 2017
Corn Island - 2014
The Other Bank - 2009
Eye Level - 2005 (short)
Wagonnet - 1996 (short)
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 LOGLINE 

A tragic story of a love triangle in a Home for teenagers with 
special needs.

 SYNOPSIS 

Robert is a melancholic teenager, a user of Home for children 
and youth with special needs, whose tendency to lock in more 
than once resulted in cut wrists. These infertile attempts for suicide 
were often accompanied by Dragana, his faithful friend and ac-
complice, very much in love with Robert. Their relationship is inter-
rupted when Marija, a new user with aggressive behaviour, comes 
to the Home. She also falls in love with Robert, hiding this from 
Dragana, her instant-new- best-friend. 
The triangle is broken when Dragana, hurt, ends communication 
with both and Robert's councilor separates Robert from Marija be-
cause of the bad influence she has on him. When Marija tries to 
stab him, the councilor transfers her to another home. After months 
of separation and psychical pressure he's been under by his coun-
cilor, Robert meets Marija again, determined to complete their 
plan of cutting their wrists together. 

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

The users are children who were born with mental handicaps, 
abandoned by their families and placed in specialised institutions 
where most of them live their whole lives. The users rarely come in 
contact with the outer world, they almost never have visitors, and 
they have nowhere to go.
As a film student at the Belgrade Faculty of Dramatic Arts, I had the 
opportunity to visit one of these institutions and do some documen-

ThE uSERS

ContaCt details
SENSE Production
Belgrade, Serbia
T: +381 669399869
milan@senseproduction.rs
www.senseproduction.rs

Genre Fiction
direCtor Ivan Ikic
Writer Ivan Ikic
ProduCer Milan Stojanovic
BudGet € 783.800 (€ 31.500 in place)
ComPany SENSE Production
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents, Festivals

Milan Stojanovic
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tary work there. There, I met Robert, an introvert boy who could 
break dance fascinatingly well. He could see these choreogra-
phies only on TV and managed to replicate them with great detail. 
Robert had stopped talking and his only means of communication 
with the other users was through his break dance choreographies 
which he performed in the public rooms of the institution. There 
was one more detail about Robert that spoke more about him, and 
that was the vast amount of scars on his hands from many unsuc-
cessful attempts to slit his wrists. The mystery about this boy was 
that which left a strong impression on me and convinced me that 
he was the hero of my documentary work. His new caretaker was 
optimistic about Robert's lack of communication, as there were 
earlier periods of time where he had stopped talking, and sug-
gested that we start shooting when Robert came out of his depres-
sive phase. During filming, which was focused on the relationship 
between Robert and his caretaker, who was trying to socialize 
him using his own “methods”, the mystery about his attempted 
suicides that preceded his withdrawal began to become clear. A 
love triangle with a melodramatic plot between him and two of 
the female users, almost had a fatal ending for him in his delicate 
emotional state and started a chain of events that luckily did not 
end in tragedy. Like in every melodrama, social norms and morals 
stood in the way of love. This story surpassed the possibilities and 
limits of the documentary work at that moment, but became the 
core inspiration for this film. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

SENSE Production is a film & video production company from Bel-
grade (Serbia), gathering young authors and professionals with an 
exciting approach to drama and visual. Producers team is young, 

but with significant experience in Serbian and international pro-
ductions. We are present at the festival markets, always looking for 
new, exciting projects and new ways for financing and distribution 
of films.
In the first years of company’s life, we’ve produced the award-
winning film BARBARIANS (2014) by Ivan Ikic, viral-hit video cam-
paign SOULFOOD SERBIA for Serbia Touristic Organization and 
BATTLE OF KUMANOVO, a high-quality history TV documentary.
Aside from THE USERS, current slate of projects includes THE FOR-
BIDDEN AUNT, a documentary by Bojana Novakovic, musical 
comedy CLASSROOM RASCALS by Slobodan Skerlic and THE 
FURROWS by Vladimir Tagic.

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Milan Stojanovic was born in 1983 in Belgrade, Serbia. 
Education includes MA in Film & TV Producing at Faculty of Drama 
Arts in Belgrade (2002-2006); New York Film Academy (2008); 
EAVE Producers Workshop 2014 and Berlinale Talents (2016). 
First laureate of Promotional prize for young East European produc-
ers at Cottbus Film Festival (2007). Part of Producers on the Move 
2016 and member of the European Film Academy.
Founded SENSE Production (2010) within which he produced 
BARBARIANS (2014, dir: Ivan Ikic / Special Mention at Karlovy 
Vary FF / Seyfi Teoman Award, European FF Palic) and viral hit 
video SOULFOOD Serbia (2011).
www.senseproduction.rs
Since 2014, works as the Program Director at Cinema City Inter-
national Film Festival in Novi Sad, Serbia.
www.cinemacity.org
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 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Ivan Ikic (born in 1982, Belgrade, Yugoslavia) studied film and tel-
evision direction at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts within the University 
of Arts in Belgrade. He attended both the Berlinale Talent Campus 
and the Berlinale Dox Clinic in 2008. 
He has made several short films and documentaries, including the 
documentary road movies Tarot Serbia! (Tarot Srbija! 2010). Bar-
barians (Varvari, 2014), his feature film debut won Special Jury 
Prize in East of the West program at Karlovy Vary Film Festival and 
was screened and awarded at numerous film festivals. 

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

BARBARIANS (2014)
feature film
Awards:
Karlovy Vary International Film Festival, Special Mention / Cross-
ing Europe Filmfestival Linz, Best Film ex-aquo / European Film 
Festival Palic, Seyfi Teoman Award / Avvantura Zadar Film Forum, 
Best Actor / Montenegro Film Festival, Best Actress / Mediter-
ranean Film Festival Brussels, Cineuropa Prize / LIFFE, Grand Prix 
''Zivojin Pavlovic'' / Slovenian Film / Festival, Best Co-production 
/ FEST, Best Debut Film
Other festivals:
Trieste International Film Festival / Gijon International Film Festival 
/ Raindance / Tbilisi International Film Festival / Santa Barbara 
Film Festival / St. Petersburg International Film Festival / Helsinki 
International Film Festival / Thessaloniki International Film Festival 
/ Manaki Brothers International Cinematographers' Film Festival / 
Motovun Film Festival / Istanbul Film Festival...

TAROT SERBIA! (2010)
documentary film
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 LOGLINE 

There is a wind in the Polish mountains that strikes the local com-
munity several times a year. The increased number of suicides, 
heart attacks, and acts of violence signals that something unusual 
and dangerous is coming. When the wind starts to blow, anything 
can happen.

 SYNOPSIS 

Once it arrives, the mountains are no longer peaceful and quiet. 
Animals look scared, people act differently. Those who are weath-
er sensitive suffer from migraines. Driven by an inexplicable need, 
neurotics wander around the streets. The sounds of emergency 
sirens fill the air in Zakopane. The halny wind strikes the Podhale 
region a few times a year. Even before its arrival, there is an 
increased number of heart attacks, acts of violence, and suicide 
attempts. The tension continues for several days. Then, the wind 
starts to blow. In a very short time, this destructive force can dam-
age hundreds of trees, roofs, and power lines. Yet, it is not only 
a part of the scenery. The wind also signals changes in the life of 
the local community. Some of its representatives are tough Podhale 
inhabitants, others – sensitive people badly affected by the wind. 
Doctors from the Zakopane hospital and employees of a mountain 
hostel. Meteorologists of the Kasprowy Wierch observatory, forest-
ers, firemen and police officers. While they all struggle against the 
element, the multi-thread narrative turns into a cliff-hanging docu-
mentary symphony, the form of which is shaped by the halny wind.

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

The depiction of the halny wind invites the viewers to a discussion 

ThE WIND. A 
DOCuMENTARY 
ThRILLER

ContaCt details
Telemark 
Warsaw, Poland
T: +48 508154480
maciej.kubicki@telemark.com.pl

Genre Documentary
direCtor Michał Bielawski
Writer Michał Bielawski
ProduCers Maciej Kubicki, Anna Kepinska
BudGet € 250.000 (€ 167 500 in place)
ComPany Telemark 
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents, Festivals

Maciej Kubicki
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about transgression of the rational order of things as well as elusive 
and incomprehensible issues. It asks them to fall into a lm trance 
to touch the unknown. I hope my parallel, intensifying observation 
of the characters and their behaviour will let the viewers access 
a secret and surprising world so that they learn something new 
about the Tatra inhabitants and, in their critical experiences, dis-
cover their own universal fear of the forces of nature. Trying to de-
scribe the project titled The Wind, I decided the most appropriate 
phrases would be ‘a documentary symphony’ and ‘a documentary 
thriller.’ The word ‘symphony’ implies an open, multi- -thread form 
with visual sumptuousness, a series of documentary observations 
of many characters and their interactions with nature and each 
other. When depicting halny, I’ll move between distinctive places 
of the region, which are most exposed to its activity and can also 
show its role in the daily life of Podhale from a fresh perspective. 
The characters will be like musicians participating in a concert. An 
orchestra at work, their actions change as the phases of the wind 
come in succession. The main subject of the lm remains halny, the 
prime mover and the conductor of events in Podhale. Its progress 
is as follows: a calm period, waiting for the wind during which 
tension among people grows, the arrival and the blow of the wind 
when it blows faster, eases the tension, but becomes the most de-
structive, and nally the calm and waiting for the next arrival of the 
wind. For the story to be evocative, the cinematography will be 
done by a DOP who lives in Zakopane and knows how to work in 
dif cult conditions in the mountains. The properly recorded sound 
of the wind should organically harmonize with the music. I’m sure 
that the composer will lead the viewers through emotions of the 
wind’s phases, the music blending with the concept for the project.

 COMPANY PROFILE 

TELEMARK is managed by two experienced producers: Anna 
Kepinska and Maciej Kubicki. They develop and produce crea-
tive documentaries as well as TV drama series, both original and 
creatively adapted. Their productions are meant to combine a new 
insight into issues of the contemporary world with attractive film-
making. They look for powerful characters and innovative ways 
of storytelling.
TELEMARK'S productions were awarded at the 2012 Kraków Film 
Festival (Lidia Duda’s ENTANGLED) and the 2015 Koszalin Debut 
Film Festival (Marta Prus’s TALK TO ME). Currently, TELEMARK is 
working on two feature-length documentaries, OVER THE LIMIT di-
rected by Marta Prus and THE WIND. A DOCUMENTARY THRILL-
ER by Michał Bielawski, both made in international co-production. 
The films are scheduled to premiere by the end of 2017.
Typically, TELEMARK seeks to develop projects in cooperation 
with creators who use a distinctive cinematic language to offer 
them maximum artistic freedom and support at every stage of film 
production. The company has collaborated with renowned polish 
directors: Agnieszka Holland, Wojtek Smarzowski, Marek Lechki, 
Leszek Dawid, Bartek Konopka, Agnieszka Glinska, Anna Kaze-
jak, Kasia Adamik, and Jacek Borcuch.
TELEMARK is the first company on the Polish market to have pro-
duced feature series for HBO Europe: three seasons of BEZ TA-
JEMNIC (a Polish adaptation of IN TREATMENT) and two sea-
sons of PAKT (THE PACT). Other series made by TELEMARK are 
LONDYNCZYCY (LONDONERS for TVP1) and documentary Teen 
Mom Poland (for MTV).
Additionally, TELEMARK is developing a number of feature film 
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projects with directors and writers, which helps both producers to 
be creatively engaged in every step of the filmmaking process.

TALK TO ME dir. Marta Prus (2015)
The Koszalin Debut Film Festival ‘The Youth and Film’: award for 
the best short documentary film
The Szczecin European Film Festival: award for the most moving 
film in the European Competition
ENTANGLED dir. Lidia Duda (2012)
The Kraków Film Festival: the National Competition: the Golden 
Hobby-Horse Award
New York Film Festivals: Silver Medal
The International Documentary Film Festival of Mexico City (Doc-
sDF): award for the best TV documentary

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Maciej Kubicki – A film and TV writer-producer with a story edi-
tor background. A graduate of the Institute of Polish Culture at the 
University of Warsaw and the Program for Creative Producers at 
the Wajda School, he works as a creative producer and a board 
member for TELEMARK, where he develops ideas for creative docu-
mentaries (Entangled by Lidia Duda, One Man Show by Jakub Pi-
atek and Talk to Me by Marta Prus) original innovative prime time 
TV shows and feature forms. Currently, he’s working on two feature 
length documentaries (THE WIND. DOCUMENTARY THRILLER by 
Michał Bielawski and OVER THE LIMIT by Marta Prus).

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Michał Bielawski – A graduate of the University of Warsaw. An 
author of documentaries and TV forms. Worked for TVP Kultura and 

the Warsaw Planete Doc Review Film Festival. Awarded the Polish 
Film Institute Prize for One Scene, a series of interviews with accom-
plished Polish filmmakers. His cinematic debut was a 2013 feature 
documentary MUNDIAL. THE HIGHEST STAKES (in co-production 
with Canal+) which won the Special Jury Mention Award at the 
10th Planete Doc Review in Warsaw and awards at festivals in 
New York, Los Angeles, and Zamosc. In 2014, Bielawski directed 
two feature documentaries: 1989, about the crucial year of politi-
cal and social changes in Poland (in co-production with TVP) and 
the Eastern Bloc, and THE TEAM, about the Polish national volley-
ball team (in co-production with POLSAT).

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

THE TEAM (DRUZYNA / 2014), 71'
1989 (2014), 57'
MUNDIAL. THE HIGHEST STAKES (MUNDIAL. GRA O WSZYST-
KO / 2013), 96'
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 LOGLINE 

A simple, but effective way, to change your destiny by taking a trip 
on the day of your birthday.

 SYNOPSIS 

Our destiny is written in the stars. The place and time when we 
were born has a deep influence on who we are and what we 
could become. This is why we read the predictions of astrologers 
with melancholic resignation, hoping that sooner or later we will 
find love and live a healthy life. But sometimes we wonder: is there 
any way to escape this astrological birth-mark? Yes, we can take 
a trip on the day of our birthday.
Luciana de Leoni d’Asparedo, born in Naples under the sign of 
Cancer 63 years ago, is one of the exponents of active-astrology. 
As she likes putting it: "a simple way to change your destiny by 
being under the right sky at the right time". Luciana's job is partly 
that of an esoteric strategist and partly that of a travel agent. While 
rigorously triangulating latitude, longitude and ephemerides on 
maps, she keeps an eye on the best offers on Skyscanner. 
The prescribed birthday-trips are often to remote places of the 
globe, and therefore expensive, but Luciana is offering a powerful 
gift to her clients: a tailored horoscope, valid till the next birthday.
The documentary follows Luciana’s daily life in a XV century castle 
of the Italian North-east and the journeys of four of her clients: 
Ilaria, a 25 year old girl who does not know what to do with 
her life; Giuseppe, a guy in his sixties concerned with the critical 
health of his mother; Annalisa, looking for love after her second 
divorce; and Vladimir, a Russian billionaire whose goal is to cut 
down hectares of forest in Brazil in order to build a luxury resort. 

WIShING ON   
A STAR

ContaCt details
Videomante
Cividale del Friuli, Italy
T: +39 3496187698
erica@videomante.it
www.videomante.it

Genre Documentary
direCtor Peter Kerekes
Writers Erica Barbiani, Peter Kerekes
ProduCers Erica Barbiani, Ralph Wieser, Peter Kerekes
BudGet € 422.000 (€ 37.000 in place)
ComPanies Videomante, Mischief Film, Peter Kerekes Film
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing

Peter Kerekes   Erica Barbiani
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All the character’s desires have something in common, they are all 
“First World” birthday wishes that will appear small when com-
pared to the vastness of the sky. 
Underneath the humorous mood, the film has a deeper thematic 
core. Through the quixotic perils of the characters, the documenta-
ry intends to be a tender and empathic reflection of a very human 
need: longing for meaning in a cosmos filled with endless chaos.

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

Both the main protagonist of the film, Luciana, and the most famous 
Italian meal lasagna come from the city of Naples. Therefore, I 
imagine this documentary following a “lasagna concept”: a lot of 
layers, mounted on top of each other, creating an unforgettable 
delicious taste. 
The first layer shows the desires and hidden wishes of the “first 
world” people. Luciana’s clients are mostly middle-class Italians, 
rarely someone wealthy.
The second layer will tell us about the human urge to believe in 
something. By predicting the “right sky”, Luciana gives her clients 
the feeling that their wishes will come true. 
The third layer depicts the confrontation between the “first world” 
travelers and the inhabitants of the “third world” destinations they 
visit. Random observers like taxi drivers, waiters, masseurs, have 
their own worries and daily problems. 
The last, and the base level of the story, is Luciana's microcosm. 
She teaches her daughter Floriana the secret art of astrology. On 
the other hand, Floriana separates herself from the mother, on the 
other side, she sees the opportunity to make business.
As a visual reference, I would like to point out my own film, Velvet 
terrorists. I worked with real protagonists, but the scenes were shot 

as in a featured film. The protagonists could freely express them-
selves – I always informed them on the ongoing shooting, – but 
I never knew how they would behave. This is the methodology I 
would like to apply, because Luciana's approach is also based on 
it: she has a precisely calculated horoscope but, at the end, she is 
the one interpreting the information extracted from that horoscope.
Coming back to the “lasagna concept”, humor will be a crucial 
ingredient of the documentary. The shortest distance between two 
destinations is a joke, because humor helps to understand each 
other better. Therefore, in the connection of the parallel stories, I 
would like to create moments where a laugh will help us to under-
stand the whole picture.

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Videomante was set up in 2004 by Erica Barbiani and Elena 
Vera Tomasin, both with an academic background in sociology 
and anthropology. The company is dedicated to the production of 
creative documentaries for the international market. 
These are the films that established Videomante in the last years:
"Valentino's Gift", 2012, a portray of an old couple tending a rose 
garden, was developed at Eurodoc. Directed by Pier Paolo Gia-
rolo, it was co-produced by Arte G.E.I.E in association with YLE, 
Finland. The broadcasting rights of the documentary, distributed by 
Autlook Filmsales, Austria, were sold to Japan, Spain and Estonia.
"The Special Need", 2013, directed by Carlo Zoratti, was co-
produced with Detailfilm and ZDF Das kleine Fernsehspiel. It is the 
story of Enea, a 33 years old autistic guy who is looking for sex 
and love. The film was premiered at the Locarno Film Festival and 
won the Golden Dove at Dok Leipzig. Distributed by Wide House 
Films, it has been selected by more than forty festivals including 
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IDFA (Best of the Docs section), CPH-DOX and Hot Docs Toronto. 
The documentary was released in cinemas by Tucker Film, Italy 
and Farbfilm, Germany.
"The Good Life", 2014, a portray of Italian hippies who moved to 
India in the 1960s and never came back, was directed by the Ital-
ian writer Niccolò Ammaniti. The documentary was broadcasted 
on RAI5 and it is distributed on DVD by Feltrinelli Editore.
In 2016 we finalized “From Cremona to Cremona”, directed by 
Maria Averina. The documentary is a co-production with the Bul-
garian company Agitprop. 
In line with the production strategy of Valentino’s Gift and The 
Special Need, whose characters live in the Friuli Venezia Giulia 
region, we favor subjects based locally, but with an international 
appeal. This choice allows us to follow attentively the develop-
ment of the story and benefit from the two film funds based in the 
region. "Wishing on a star" follows this editorial line and resultant 
production strategy.

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

After a PHD in Sociology of Cultural Processes, Erica left the aca-
demic world with a longing for story-telling. Plots, she suspected, 
were a better way to capture the audience’s attention. 
Since 2004, she has been working full time in Videomante as head 
of development and she is the current legal representative of the 
company. Erica Barbiani attended Eurodoc in 2010 and the Torino 
Film Lab in 2016 as story-editor.
Parallel to the activity of creative producer in Videomante, Erica also 
worked as an author of documentaries and she is a published author 
of two novels. Her latest work, Pericolo Gattino – an illustrated short 
story about a group of cats who enjoy crossing the streets unsafely 

– was just released in Italian bookstores.
Erica has been knowing Luciana the astrologist since 1988, when 
her oldest aunt left for a solitary journey to Cabo Verde looking for 
love. After a persisting fascination with the theme, it was Erica’s 
experience as a producer that convinced her that birthday-trips (and 
the desires that animate them) would make a great creative docu-
mentary. Attending festivals and pitching forums, she understood that 
documentaries that address human existential issues with an ironic 
and tender touch are well greeted by the audience. Independent 
from the ebbs and flows of current affairs, they make good long 
lasting stories that appeal to viewers of all ages. 
Erica will be the head of development for “Whishing on a star” and 
co-write the script with the director Peter Kerekes.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Peter Kerekes (born in 1973 in Košice, Slovakia) studied film directing 
at the Academy of Performing Arts in Bratislava in 1991 – 1998. There 
he continued to lecture on the given subject. Together with director 
Dušan Hanák, he participated in founding the atelier of fiction and 
documentary film. Although he wanted to direct fiction films, which 
he also studied, since his first documentary about the Slovak poet Erik 
Groch, his interest in this form of film expression prevailed. Made in 
the production of Austrian director and producer Georg Misch, his 
documentary Ako sa varia dejiny/ Cooking History was awarded at 
numerous international festivals (e.g. Hot Docs, Leipzig) and nominated 
for the prestigious European Award Arte 2009.

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

VELVET TERRORISTS / 2013 documentary
FEDEORA Award at the IFF Karlovy Vary 2013 
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Tagesspiegel Readers´Award, Berlinale 2014

COOKING HISTORY / 2009 documentary
PRIX ARTE 2009 nomination for the European Film Academy 
Award
Special Jury Prize - International Feature, HotDocs Toronto, 2009
FIPRESCI Award - Dok Leipzig, 2009
Golden Hugo award for the best documentary, IFF Chicago, 
2009
Memorimage Award for the Best Production, IFF Memorimage 
Reus Barcelona, 2009
Vienna Film Prize - Viennale, 2009
Best Docuemntary, IFF Sofia, 2010

ACROSS THE BORDER /EPISODE 3 – HELPERS
Film by: Pavel Lozinsky, Jan Gogola ml., Peter Kerekes, Robert 
Lakatos, Blijana Cekic - Veselic
Golden Dove, DOK Leipzig, 2004
The MDR (Central German Broadcasting Corporation) awards for 
an outstanding Eastern European Documentary Film, DOK Leipzig, 
2004

66 SEASONS / 2003 documentary
Best Central European Documentary, Jihlava International Docu-
mentary Film Festival 2003
Kristian Award, Czech Critics Awards 2004
Best Film Award, DocAviv 2004, Tel Aviv
GRAND PRIX MEDIAWAVE 2004, Gyor
Best European Film, Syracuse International Film and Video Festival
Slovak Film Critics Award for Documentary Film of 2003
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 LOGLINE 

In Istanbul, a city on high security alert, Zuhal, a single English 
tutor in her 40’s tries to keep up with her daily routine. Her day 
gets even more complicated when she starts to hear a cat’s meow 
in her flat and realises that no one else seems to hear this voice.

 SYNOPSIS 

The pursuit of ZUHAL (40) starts with a meow. After a long day of 
hours in Istanbul traffic, teaching English in a corporation, leech 
therapy and meeting her secret lover, Zuhal hears a cat’s meow in 
her flat. First she pays no attention, but as the meow continues all 
night she thinks the cat might be stuck nearby. She looks around, 
but can’t find it.
Next day, each time she draws people’s attention, the sound dis-
appears. The doorman comforts her saying it’s forbidden to have 
pets in the building, her students don’t even hear it, her neighbors 
follow the doorman’s argument or treat her as the ‘lunatic cat-lady’, 
kids tease her with ‘meows’ from the diaphone. Her reputation is 
at risk, but worst is that she doubts her mental health. 
Her pursuit ends as the doorman discovers that the sound comes 
from the wall of the empty flat in the 1st floor. Locating the cat was 
hard, convincing the stubborn land agent to break the wall seems 
impossible. As the conversation turns to a vicious circle she leaves 
desperately for her friend’s wedding.
Everything in the party seem meaningless to her. She gets locked 
in the toilet for some time, but noone hears her cry for help. As she 
goes home, no meow is heard anymore. Silence is unbearable 
now. She tiptoes holding a hammer, breaks in the next balcony. 
Police sirens, ferry signals, birds, radio news. As battering keeps 
on, a cat meows. 

ZuhAL

ContaCt details
Istos film
Istanbul, Turkey
T: +90 5352175210
annamaria@istosfilm.com
www.istosfilm.com

Genre Fiction
direCtor Nazlı Elif Durlu
Writers Nazlı Elif Durlu, Ziya Demirel
ProduCer Anna Maria Aslanoglu
BudGet € 596.212 (€ 59.393 in place)
ComPany Istos film
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents, Festivals

Nazlı Elif Durlu  Anna Maria Aslanoglu
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 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

Once at a friends’ gathering I met a woman who told me of a 
constant meowing she kept hearing in her flat. While searching 
for the cat she discovered that noone else hears it. Moreover, 
people started doubting her mental health. Later she found a cat 
stuck in one of the plumbing pipes. I was also intrigued: Would I 
keep searching or would I just ignore the meow in fear of being 
labeled as mad?
Mostly people answer Zuhal saying ‘it’s forbidden having a pet 
in this building’. This rational reasoning relieves them of the re-
sponsibility of further thought. As Zuhal insists, people feel more 
comfortable with the idea of her mental illness than acting for the 
cat; Zuhal’s solitary life gives people excuse to marginalize her.
Zuhal’s pursuit combines moments of urban madness characterized 
by ruthlessness and indifference of modern life. In our every-day ef-
forts to act coherently, alleged normalcy is often blurred with mad-
ness. Is our daily routine in a city under red alarm, bombs, extreme 
traffic-jam and unbearable construction roars more rational than 
the search of a cat stuck in a pipe?
Zuhal’s 36-hour-pursuit is depicted closely, in a tender and humor-
ous narrative. Talkative moments are as important as silences. 
Throughout the pursuit she faces various encounters, each a perfor-
mance. The film’s tone is based on the absurdity that comes of such 
human conversations in modern settings. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Istos film is a joint venture of the trilingual (Turkish, Greek, English) 
istos publishing that was founded in 2012 in Istanbul, aiming to 
produce pioneering publications and young, innovative, daring, 

art-house, short or feature length fiction or documentary films (since 
2014). As a collective coming together from various backgrounds, 
we work in close collaboration with our talents. While our first short 
film SALI (dir. by Ziya Demirel, premiered in Cannes FF Official Se-
lection 2015) is completing its festival circuit, we are working on 
the production and development processes of four debut feature 
films, the post-production of a feature-length documentary and a 
short film, in collaboration with national or international partners. 

FILMOGRAPHY 

RELEASED 
SALI / TUESDAY 
[dir: Ziya Demirel, Digital, 12’, Turkey-France, 2015] 
Premiered: 2015 Cannes Film Festival Official Selection 
Festivals & Awards: Toronto, Sundance, Rotterdam, Sarajevo FF 
Special Jury Mention, Les Arcs FF Best Short Film, Grenoble FF Best 
Short Film Istanbul FF Best Short Film, Istanbul Shot FF Special Jury 
Prize and many others.

IN POST-PRODUCTION
KÖRFEZ / THE GULF 
[Directed by Emre Yeksan, istos film (TR)– Kundschafter Films (DE) – 
Homemade Films (GR), Turkey-Germany-Greece, Digital, approx. 
110’] 

Funded by Turkish Ministry of Culture & World Cinema Fund & 
Greek Film Center
Participated at Meetings on the Bridge (2014), CineLink (2014), 
EKRAN (2015) 
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BEN APAÇI DEGILIM / I’M NOT AN APACHE 
[dir: Aytunç Akad, feature documentary, Turkey, est. 80’]
Participated Meetings on the Bridge, Work-in-Progress 

KIYMIK 
[dir: Enes Yurdaün, Turkish, 17’]
Funded by the Turkish Ministry of Culture

IN DEVELOPMENT
BOS ZAMANLAR / IDLE MOMENTS 
[dir: M. Cem Öztüfekçi, Turkey – Germany, S16mm, 85’]
Participated EAVE 2016, Nipkow Programm, Balkan Film Con-
nection, Montpellier Cinemed
Funded by Turkish-German Co-Production Development Fund (Me-
dienboard) 

ZUHAL 
[dir: Nazlı Elif Durlu, feature film]
Participated Meetings on the Bridge 2016, Int. Project Dev. Award 
@ Los Angeles Greek FF 

ELA ILE HILMI / ELA AND HILMI
[dir: Ziya Demirel, feature film]
Participated CineLink 2016 & ARTE International Relations Award

 PRODuCER'S PROFILE

Born in Istanbul, 1984. She holds BA in political science and MA 
in history. She started working as an assistant in documentary films 
and then she worked as an AD in various short and feature films, 

such as Eye Am (2013), The Blue Wave (2014) and Sivas (2014). 
Meanwhile she worked as production manager for foreign docu-
mentary productions in Turkey. She is among the founders of istos 
publishing & film that was founded in 2012 for producing books 
and films. She is the producer of Tuesday, the short film directed 
by Ziya Demirel (premiered in the Official Competition, Cannes 
FF 2015) and the associate producer of Innocence of Memories 
directed by Grant Gee (premiered in Venice Days 2015). She’s 
also the producer of The Gulf by Emre Yeksan (in post-production), 
Idle Moments by M. Cem Öztüfekçi (in financing), Ela and Hilmi 
by Ziya Demirel (development) and Zuhal by Nazlı E. Durlu (devel-
opment). She is among the EAVE 2016 graduates.

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Born in Ankara, Turkey, in 1979. She studied Film and Television 
in the Netherlands and got her master degree from University of 
Utrecht in 2004. During her studies she worked in various festivals 
of the Netherlands, as a volunteer, jury member or a mentor. In 
2006 she moved to Los Angeles, after getting the attention of the 
acclaimed director Hany Abu Assad, and they worked on several 
feature film screenplays together. In 2009 she came back to her 
homeland and since then she had written and directed three short 
films [Trust Me (2009), Later (2012), The Horse and the Nightingale 
(2013)] that were screened and awarded by various national and 
international film festivals. In 2010 she was one of the screenwrit-
ers of the omnibus called Do Not Forget Me Istanbul, in which the 
story she wrote was shot by Hany Abu-Assad. Since then she has 
been working as a screenwriter for TV series and feature films for 
productions of Turkey and of the Netherlands. She was the script 
consultant of the short film SALI [Tuesday], directed by Ziya Demirel, 
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premiered in the Official Selection of Cannes Film Festival 2015, 
and since then they have been collaborating in scriptwriting for 
various feature films. 

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

FILMOGRAPHY
(as writer-director) 
Short films: 
2013 THE HORSE AND THE NIGHTINGALE
2012 LATER
2010 TRUST ME

2010 ALMOST [as writer]
Director: Hany Abu Assad
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 LOGLINE 

Brazilian homeless and African refugees occupy a magnificent cin-
ema in São Paulo and reenact scenes of classics shown there 60 
years before.

 SYNOPSIS 

Cinema Morocco is about a once magnificent and later aban-
doned cinema in downtown São Paulo that became the home of 
2,000 Brazilian homeless, Latin American immigrants and African 
refugees.
The past of Cinema Morocco was glorious: in 1954, “the best 
and most luxurious cinema in South America” held the first interna-
tional film festival of Brazil. The event was attended by Hollywood 
stars (Errol Flynn, Edward G. Robinson, Joan Fontaine), cinema 
masters (Eric von Stroheim, Abel Gance, André Bazin) and the 
Brazilian elite. “Sunset Boulevard” (Billy Wilder), “Roman Holiday” 
(William Wyler), “Julius Caesar” (Joseph Manckiewicz), “Grand 
Illusion” (Jean Renoir) and “Sawdust and Tinsel”(Ingmar Bergman) 
were some of the classics shown during the event.
The present is troublesome: in 2013, 20 years after closing its 
doors, Morocco was occupied by homeless from 17 different 
countries, who created there a modern version of the Tower of Ba-
bel. The scenario was overwhelming, a mixture of luxury and mis-
ery: among the remains of the past glamour, people were sleeping 
in provisory rooms in the halls of the cinema and the building 
above it. The theater itself remained closed, as if the residents 
didn’t deserve to occupy that particular place.
In 2015, with the support from the residents, the crew of Cinema 
Morocco reopened the theater in guerrilla style. The same movies 

CINEMA 
MORROCO

ContaCt details
Muiraquitã Filmes
São Paulo, Brazil
T: +55 11 981216564
eliane@muiraquitafilmes.com.br 

Genre Documentary
direCtor Ricardo Calil
Writer Ricardo Calil
ProduCers Eliane Ferreira, Pablo Iraola
BudGet € 215.000 (€ 70.000 in place)
Country Brazil
ComPany Muiraquitã Filmes
lookinG for Co-producers, Financing, Sales Agents, Festivals

Eliane Ferreira  Pablo Iraola
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of the 1954 festival were shown again in the same place, but for 
a very different audience this time. They lived in a cinema, but 
lots of them never had the chance to watch a movie on the big 
screen. During the festival, we invited the audience for an acting 
workshop. Thirty residents – from Brazil, Peru, Congo, Angola, 
Cameroon and Cabo Verde – were selected in a casting process 
and spent one month rehearsing with two professional coaches. At 
the end of it, they reenacted famous scenes from the classical films 
they saw and lent their bodies, memories and talent to reinvent 
roles that were made famous by cinema stars.  

 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

Cinema Morocco was shot with urgency and in guerrilla style, 
because the repossession of the building was appointed for two 
months after the beginning of the shooting. With a modest start 
money and the passionate engagement of a reduced crew, we 
were able to record interviews with more than 20 people related 
to the past and present of Cinema Morocco; to bring the cinema 
back to life, with provisory screen, projector and seats; to show 
eight masterpieces for people who rarely had the chance of watch-
ing movies on the big screen; to promote an acting workshop for 
30 residents during one month and to reenact scenes from the 
classical movies. We were able to do a lot with very little. And the 
result, I believe, is beautiful and moving.
But now we still need support to guarantee an additional shooting 
and the rights to use film clips from seven very important movies 
and for the post-production process.
Why is this concept so important to “Cinema Morocco”? Because 
it allowed us to bring together universes that seemed distant to 
each other: past and present, documentary and fiction, glamour 

and decadence, fight for shelter and artistic invention.
Because the process offered the residents a chance to reinvent their 
realities trough the filter of fiction and occupy the building not only 
physically, but also symbolically – consuming and creating art in a 
temple created for this end.
Because we believe everyone deserves a chance to shine. And so 
they did, incarnating characters that once belonged to the greatest 
movie stars.
Because there’s a trend in Brazil right now – and, we believe, in the 
whole world – of criminalizing social fight and repelling homeless, 
immigrants and refugees. A movie that shows their creativity and tal-
ent can offer a modest contribution to oppose this sad vision. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Muiraquitã Filmes was founded by the producer Eliane Ferreira. 
Produced the feature documentary "Fabricating Tom Zé" by Decio 
Matos Jr., which won best documentary awards at Rio and São 
Paulo International Film Festivals in 2005. 
In September 2015, Pablo Iraola became partner of Muiraquitã 
Filmes, adding his international experience to the company.
Last year, the newly completed films "Russian Red” by Charly Braun 
and "The Fight of the Century” by Sergio Machado, won best 
documentary and best screenplay, respectively, at Rio International 
Film Festival.  
Upcoming projects are: “Querência" by Helvécio Marins Junior, 
“Aurora” by Karim Aïnouz and the features and documentary se-
ries "Verger" by Sérgio Machado, among others. 

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Ricardo Calil co-directed the feature documentaries “A Night in 
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67” (2010) – selected by IDFA as one of the most relevant Brazil-
ian documentaries produced in this century and awarded as best 
documentary by the Brazilian Foreign Press Association – and "I 
am Carlos Imperial" (2016), honorable mention at the In-Edit Brazil 
Festival. 

 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

“A Night in 67” (2010) – Feature Documentary
"I am Carlos Imperial" (2016) - Feature Documentary
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 LOGLINE 

Butcher Oleg leaves for Brussels in order to earn a decent salary 
at a local meat factory, yet his hopeful life turns into a desperately 
hopeless one, when he gets under the control of polish criminal 
Andrzej.

 SYNOPSIS 

The gaunt and dark-haired Oleg (29) has arrived in Belgium in 
hopes of finally making a decent living. While in Riga he used 
to work in a meat-processing plant. It was exactly 10 years ago 
when he did some job for a butcher and eventually chose this pro-
fession. Although he was very skillful in working with his knife and 
knew what should be done with a slaughtered animal, the salary 
in Riga was not sufficient. 
When arriving in Brussels his expectations fall flat. It turns out that 
his non- citizen’s status requires an agent to get a job. It turns out 
to be his stumbling block because his agent is a cunning East Eu-
ropean and pays Oleg only half of the salary. Also the Polish com-
munity is trying to slowly oust him from the meat plant in order to 
get a job for one of their compatriots. With the help of his friends 
he finds a team installing sun panels and finally it seems his life 
starts to move in the right direction. 
But couple of months later he finds himself in a physical and psy-
chological enslavement by his nervous Polish boss Andrzej. To es-
cape the confinement Oleg has only one solution – to try to estab-
lish a communication with the outer world. The only phone number 
he knows by heart is the mobile number of his semi-blind granny. 

OLEG

ContaCt details
Tasse Film
Riga, Latvia
T: +371 26466014
aija@tasse.lv
www.tasse.lv

Genre Fiction
direCtor Juris Kursietis
Writer Juris Kursietis
ProduCer Aija Berzina
BudGet € 1.544.500
Countries Latvia, Poland, Belgium
ComPany Tasse Film
lookinG for Sales Agents, Festivals

Aija Berzina
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 DIRECTOR STATEMENT

For Oleg as a man, this story symbolizes that which is most impor-
tant - the initiation into manhood. In today’s world, this question be-
comes increasingly important, because with the change of gender 
roles, young and not so young men end up in the middle zone. 
They are no longer teenagers, but in their thirties and forties they 
are still lacking in decisiveness. Thus they surrender to the problems 
life throws at them, unable to form long-term relationships in the 
areas requiring self discipline - at work and as a couple. Oleg’s 
story also draws attention to an important topic - the emigration of 
people from the country and their lack of belonging. Forced by 
circumstances, people head from a Eastern European to a West-
ern European country to work in order to earn a livelihood, but the 
huge impersonal mechanism gives rise to the possibility of being 
exposed to inhuman conditions. Because of their poverty, despera-
tion, ignorance and lack of language, these people may be ex-
posed to various manipulations carried out by the criminal gangs 
who pose as intermediaries between the employer and the labor 
immigrant. These gangs are made up of similar Eastern European 
immigrants, who are better acquainted with the labor market, lan-
guage and situation. This film is about how we treat ourselves and 
how much we are ready to sacrifice before it’s enough. 

 COMPANY PROFILE 

Founded in 2011, “Tasse Film” is an administrative and creative 
production team led by two experienced producers – Aija Berzina 
and Alise Gelze. This year was released the company’s first fea-
ture-length production “Mellow Mud” (directed by Renars Vimba), 

it has its world premiere at Berlin International Film Festival and it 
received Crystal Bear for the Best Film in section “Generation 14 
Plus”. Presently “Tasse Film” has three features in production - Janis 
Nords’ “Foam at the Mouth”, Madara Dišlere’s “Paradise 89”, 
Angelos Frantzis’ “Virus” as well as several international feature 
projects in development. 

 DIRECTOR bIOGRAPhY

Juris Kursietis (director/writer) started his career at the age of 20, 
when he worked for the Latvian Television news department as 
foreign news correspondent. At that point he was also taking his 
first steps in longer feature stories or mini-documentaries. In the 15 
minute slots that went on prime time TV, he developed and directed 
from character stories to journalistic investigations. 
After 6 years in television he turned to cinema. He went to the UK 
to do his masters in film directing at the Northern Media School. At 
the same time in 2007 and 2008 he worked as 1st assistant direc-
tor on several feature films in Latvia. He graduated his film school 
with distinction and his graduation mid length (42 minutes) fiction 
film received attention in the UK and Latvia. In 2008 he joined Red 
Dot Media, where since he has directed numerous TV commercials, 
directed full length documentaries, worked as a scriptwriter for fea-
ture films and shot his debut feature film MODRIS. His debut film 
premiered in 2014 official selection of Toronto International Film 
Festival, received Special Mention in San Sebastian Film Festival 
and the Best Directors award - Silver Prometheus in Tbilisi Interna-
tional Film Festival. 
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 DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPhY

“Modris”, feature, 2014
“Will Have It Tomorrow”, short, 2008
“The Bicycle Story”, short, 2007

MODRIS, feature, 2014, sales: Pluto Film (Germany)
LIST OF FESTIVALS – 
Toronto IFF 2014, Canada
San Sebastian IFF 2014, Spain - Special Jury Award
Warsaw IFF 2014, Poland
Film Festival Cottbus 2014, Germany
Thessaloniki IFF 2014, Greece
Leeds IFF 2014, UK
Indian IFF in Goa 2014, India
Tbilisi IFF 2014, Georgia - Best Director
Riga IFF 2014, Latvia - Best Debut Film, Best Supporting Actress
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“LAST STOP TRIESTE is for those who dare to share, talk, listen and 
reconsider”

Re-visit!  Re-think! Re-consider! - sounds like a mantra behind a well-
paved path towards a successful film. And indeed, it is our intention to 
give a hand to those who dare to share their unfinished work to many 
pairs of “fresh eyes”.  We invite some 30 top professionals – festival 
programmers, sales agents, distributors, and broadcasters – to give 
their honest, constructive feedback to the works that might be or just 
seem to be, almost finished. 
This stage of the edit can be sometimes difficult to the directors and their 
team, editor and producer. Often they encounter problems that seem 
unsolvable. We make sure that the project keeps moving forward. 
Even by analyzing what kind of questions arise in our in-depth debate 
after each screening, one can comprehend where are the holes in the 
storytelling or in the rhythm of the film that the creative team of makers 
might have missed.
LAST STOP TRIESTE is also a baby like the baby-projects we select 
hoping to find for them a suitable place to be born.  We are having 
only our 3rd edition this year and already now, we can proudly say, 
that our previous projects found great festivals to be premiered, have 
been picked up by trustworthy sales agents and reached immense 
visibility. They got awarded, appreciated and talked about.

LAST STOP TRIESTE brings for the 3rd time fresh, exciting works that 
the makers previously were developing at one of the platforms we 
collaborate with:  When East Meets West, Ex-Oriente Film, BDC 
Discoveries, Docu Rough Cut Boutique at Sarajevo Film Festival, Baltic 
Sea Docs and ZagrebDox PRO.
It is extremely exciting for us to have a selection of 5 projects, among 
which 3 debuts within feature-length documentary and 2 films directed 
by makers who are already widely known for their very specific 
aesthetics, for their author’s driven cinematic choices and intriguing 
approach to their topics.
It is also interesting that all of the selected projects are coming from 
countries with a rather small documentary production providing 
structurally quite modest budgets for documentaries: Serbia, Hungary, 
Italy, Lithuania and Poland.
Having major film festivals programmers visiting our screenings at LAST 
STOP TRIESTE and strong sales agents as well as broadcasters that still 
are able to find a good spot for creative documentary, we sincerely 
hope that our five projects will become shining stars in the Sky of 
Documentaries in 2017.
We welcome you all to LAST STOP TRIESTE where excellent projects 
become remarkable films.

rada sesic
LST artistic director



fabrizio Grosoli

Anette dujisin

rada sesic

Last Stop Trieste (LST) is a work in progress section for 
documentary projects that will potentially premiere by 
spring/summer 2017. 
LST will present five creative documentaries in advanced 
editing stage (fine cut) previously developed at one of the 
partners platforms Ex-Oriente Film, BDC Discoveries by 
Balkan Documentary Center, Docu Rough Cut Boutique 
at Sarajevo Film Festival or presented at the previous 
editions of Baltic Sea Docs, ZagrebDox PRO and When 
East Meets West. 
The LST international jury composed by Rudy Buttignol 
(Knowledge Network), Catherine Le Clef (CAT&Docs) 
and Claudia Schreiner (MDR) will deliver the HBo europe 
Award and the flow digital cinema Award.

TEAM
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"Arunas Matelis takes a risky move: he speaks not about the win-
ners, but instead the sweat-pouring sportsmen who remain in the 
shadow”, still in astonishment the Italian daily newsletter „La Re-
pubblica“ recently wrote that a foreign director was given a per-
mission to film the prestigious, for Italians almost sacred sport race 
„Giro d‘Italia“ from the inside.
After his previous award-wining film “Before flying back to Earth”, 
it takes him 7 years to negotiate and film inside the race. He is 
now able to tell an unexpected story, the unique unspoken side of 
cycling sport - cyclists who have no right to personal victories and 
self sacrifice their careers to help teammates. They are called wa-
ter carriers, domestics, gregario, Sancho Panchas of professional 
cycling, for 99% of the spectators - simply the losers. The film is 
about the undiscovered world of domestic, gregarios, wonderful 
losers, true warriors, knights and monks of professional cycling.

 DIRECTOR’S NOTES OF INTENTION 

For me, cycling is much more than a sport or film subject. It’s a very 
important part of my life. I dreamed to be a cyclist and trained until 
a serious trauma at a school time. I was forced to leave cycling and 
study Applied Mathematics. Later, I turned to filmmaking. But I have 
never left my first love, cycling. In a sense, this film is an attempt to 
overcome a dream that is following me throughout my life overcom-
ing scorching pain to cycle up the toughest Giro mountains.
The film is like an Odyssey with medical team and main charac-
ters; days and nights, the race in claustrophobically small medical 
car with wounded cyclist around as if on the front line of war, 
nights in massage sessions or hospital wards where life time do-
mestiques Svein, Daniele, Paolo  talk, open a doors to the human 
strength, pride and self-sacrifice, illnesses and essential values, ma-
jor discoveries and losses.

AbOuT STOPS, 
RuNS AND 
bANANAS

ContaCt details
Studio Nominum
Vilnius, Lithuania
T: +370 612 410 12
grupe1@nominum.lt, studionominum@icloud.com
www.nominum.lt

Genre Creative documentary
direCtor Arunas Matelis
Writers Arunas Matelis, Edita Pucinskaite
ProduCers Algimante Mateliene, Arunas Matelis
BudGet € 452.869
Countries Lithuania, Italy, Latvia, Switzerland, Ireland, 
 The United Kingdom/N.Ireland, Belgium, Spain
ComPany Studio Nominum

Arunas Matelis   Algimante Mateliene  
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In the last ten years, some fifteen thousand elder American citizens 
moved to Ecuador: men and women who have worked all their 
life and now can’t afford to support themselves in the US with the 
social security cheque alone. In Ecuador the climate is mild, the 
time zone is the same as in the States, the official currency is the 
American dollar, but above all, the cost of living is way lower and 
one can afford to pay the price for medical treatments.
These US expats have built their own precarious paradise in a 
sort of bubble, detached from the life of the local people. Mean-
while, an unexpected economic boom has come with the arrival 
of hordes of fellow countrymen who come to visit Cotacachi led by 
dedicated agencies, specializing in the sale of havens for seniors. 
Will the balance between the two worlds remain untouched?

 DIRECTOR’S NOTES OF INTENTION 

Country for Old Men isn't meant to be a full coverage neither 
to fully investigate the phenomenon of the immigration from the 
USA to Ecuador from a sociological, political or economic point 
of view. Our intention is to tell the existence of a group of people 
who live and interact in a context that is totally alien to their stories 
and their common experiences. 
What happens in Ecuador to the Americans, happens in other coun-
tries to other people. Cotacachi is Bulgaria, Portugal, Thailand. The 
economic crisis of the so-called developed countries exports itself and, 
paradoxically, exports the development model that generated it. 
The visual style is cinematic, made of calm long shots able to 
reveal the irony hidden in the everyday life. The mood is that of 
a sweet and deeply human touch, in order to uncover the epic 
dimension implicit in the 'normal' parable of life of the characters.

COuNTRY FOR 
OLD MEN

ContaCt details
GRAFFITI DOC
Torino, Italy
T: +39 011 1950 8620
info@graffitidoc.it
www.graffitidoc.it

Genre Documentary
direCtors Pietro Jona, Stefano Cravero
Writers Pietro Jona, Stefano Cravero
ProduCer Enrica Capra
BudGet € 219.280
Country Italy
ComPany GRAFFITI DOC

Pietro Jona   Enrica Capra
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A satirical documentary parable about Nothing, wherein Nothing, 
tired of being misunderstood, runs away from home and comes to 
address us, for the first & the last time. 
Filmed worldwide by 60+ complementary DoPs; scored by caba-
ret grandmasters Pascal Comelade & The Tiger Lillies; narrated – in 
simple childish verse – by Iggy Pop. 

 DIRECTOR’S NOTES OF INTENTION 

Iggy summed it up nicely: “This is like something from the Renais-
sance, or something.”

IN PRAISE OF 
NOThING

ContaCt details
DRIBBLING PICTURES
Belgrade, Serbia
T: 00 385 91 1255 845
boris@dribblingpictures.com
www.dribblingpictures.com

Genre Satirical documentary parable
direCtor Boris Mitic
Writer Boris Mitic
ProduCers Boris Mitic, Fabrizio Polpettini
BudGet € 424.720
Countries Serbia, Croatia, France
ComPany DRIBBLING PICTURES

Boris Mitic  Fabrizio Polpettini
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The participants of an extreme race run 240 kilometers in 52 
hours. During  two days they don't sleep, don't stop, they even eat 
while running. After a couple of hours they start to feel faint, suffer 
contusions and even hallucinate. Those who reach the finish line 
experience great euphoria. Why do people take part in races that 
are so challenging? Running helps them work through frustrating 
issues - a stressful job, personal troubles, trauma from the past. 
They miss the feeling of accomplishment and living life to the fullest. 
Only when they are running, they feel truly alive. 

 DIRECTOR’S NOTES OF INTENTION 

I want to illustrate the environment of long-distance runners, to show 
their motivation and their exceptional ambition and will power. 
First and foremost I want to showcase the ultramarathon that our 
heroes are taking part in. The film will focus on the emotions that 
accompany the runners – it will show their fatigue, fear, doubt, 
fortitude and the joy of overcoming their limits at the finish line.

ThE RuNNERS

ContaCt details
Wajda Studio
Warsaw, Poland
T: +48228511057
awinkler@wajdastudio.pl, zkrol@wajdastudio.pl
www.wajdastudio.pl

Genre Documentary
direCtor Łukasz Borowski
Writer Łukasz Borowski
ProduCer Zuzanna Krol
BudGet € 109.167
Country Poland
ComPany Wajda Studio

Łukasz Borowski   Zuzanna Krol
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Year by  year  runners  from  around  the  world  participate  
in  one of  the  most prestigious  and  challenging  of  races,  
the  Spartathlon. A historic distance of 246 km  from  Athens  to  
Sparta  within  36  hours. Bela, Annett, Gilles, Angel, and the di-
rector, Balazs all have their own personal  reasons  for  joining  the  
extreme  run.  None of them knows if they will ever be able to fulfill 
but they do know, that it is crucial for them to try and maybe reach 
the impossible. How far you have to go to get closer to yourself? 

 DIRECTOR’S NOTES OF INTENTION 

ULTRA is a human drama about everyday athletes who test their 
limits, heal their souls and release their demons during a really long 
run. I finished this race 4 times. As a runner and a filmmaker I pro-
vide a real first-hand experience, a unique insight of an unknown 
world punctuated  at times  with humor. This world is packed with 
touching stories of the  runners and  their universe  of  cathartic  self-
discoveries,  voluntary  suffering,  and  hypnotic  state  of  mind.

uLTRA

ContaCt details
Speak Easy Project
Budapest, Hungary
T: +36209208831
production@speakeasyproject.com
www.ultradocumentary.com

Genre Creative documentary, drama
direCtor Balazs Simonyi
Writer Balazs Simonyi
ProduCers Laszlo Jozsa, Balazs Simonyi  
(co-produced by HBO Europe / Hanka Kastelicova, 
and Anemon Productions / Rea Apostolides)
BudGet € 223.000
Countries Hungary, Greece
ComPany Speak Easy Project

Balazs Simonyi  Laszlo Jozsa
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First Cut Lab (FCL) is a programme designed for long feature 
fiction films in editing phase. Selected producer/director 
teams will receive expert feedback from ten top festival 
programmers, sales agents, creative producers and tailor-
made advice from a consulting editor. The main goal is to 
foster the artistic potential of the selected rough cuts and, at 
the same time, to increase the sales, festival and circulation 
potential of the completed films. 
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DIRECTOR: Martti Helde
PRODUCER: Elina Litvinova
THREE BROTHERS (ESTONIA)
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DIRECTOR: Gregor Božic
PRODUCER: Marina Gumzi
NOSOROGI (SLOVENIA)

 138 wHen tHe trees fAll 
DIRECTOR: Marysia Nikitiuk
PRODUCERS: Igor Savychenko, Roman Klympush
DIRECTORY FILMS (UKRAINE)
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Over the course of one evening, two apparent strangers – a mo-
ment ago released prisoner and a provocative young woman - 
must embark on an arduous journey on the road towards unveiling 
the truth about a dark secret, concealed for the past ten years, in 
order to finally lay to rest the guilt that consumes them.

 DIRECTOR’S NOTES OF INTENTION 

Scandinavian Silence is a melancholic ode to one of the probably 
most genuine traits of human nature – an instinct to suppress all the 
negative feelings and information. The fragmental form of the story 
told in three parts carries a vital role in delivering the message. The 
change of perspective shows vividly how multidimensional can the 
same problems become. 
To me, domestic violence, both psychological and physical kind is 
very important. Scandinavian Silence is my aspiration to create a 
painful, yet poetic world that could touch its audience with visuals, 
sounds, metaphors and deep humanity. And I believe that combin-
ing sensitivity and filigrane, yet minimal mode of storytelling is the 
best way to approach to these delicate topics.

SCANDINAvIAN 
SILENCE

ContaCt details
Three Brothers
Tallinn, Estonia
T: +372 5691 3377
elina@helde.ee
www.helde.ee

Genre Psychological thriller
direCtor Martti Helde
Writers Nathaniel Price, Martti Helde
editor Jaak Ollino Jr.
ProduCer Elina Litvinova
BudGet € 388.000
Countries Estonia, France
ComPanies Three Brothers (Estonia), ARP Selection (France)

Martti Helde  Elina Litvinova Jaak Ollino Jr.
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Benecija is a desolate borderland where a small community strug-
gles to survive the post-war years. Old Mario, a stingy carpenter 
is gloomier than ever. While he calculates his virtually nonexist-
ent earnings and losses, his wife dies without him even properly 
noticing it. Soon after her funeral, Mario crosses paths with the 
local chestnut seller Marta. She is desperate; after her husband left 
to find work in Australia months ago, she has recently lost every 
contact with him. No longer able to stand the uncertainty, she 
decided to leave, too. But an accident has happened, in which 
her annual crop of chestnuts – the only valuable thing she had to 
exchange for the passage across the ocean – got lost. Troubled by 
her misfortune, Mario helps her to make the journey nonetheless. 
After she leaves, he sinks deep into his imagination and tries there 
to reconnects with his wife. But it is now too late and instead, he 
is paid a visit by the Three Ghostly Kings.

 DIRECTOR’S NOTES OF INTENTION 

Stories from the Chestnut Woods is an ensemble film. Even though 
the narration is built around one main character, I wish to create a 
sense of the community of which he is a part. I will counterbalance 
the roughness of this community – Slovene minority living on the 
Yugoslav-Italian border – with a visually pronounced stylization of 
this same reality: of irrational and fantastic elements. By focusing 
on building up atmospheres, I will invite audience to immerse them-
selves into the minds and hearts of the lonely and the longing - into 
their fears, memories and dreams. My visual inspiration derives 
largely from the shooting locations, which have not changed much 
since the mid-20th century. I will frame and edit this world in a way 
to make it look almost as if taken from a fairytale book. In this way, 
the idea that we are not witnessing a naturalistic reconstruction of 
the past, but an abstraction of it – a parable – will be underlined.

STORIES FROM 
ThE ChESTNuT 
WOODS

ContaCt details
Nosorogi
Ljubljana, Slovenia
T: +386 31 482 637
marina@nosorogi.com
www.nosorogi.com

Genre Drama
direCtor Gregor Božic
Writers Gregor Božic, Marina Gumzi
editor Beppe Leonetti
ProduCers Marina Gumzi
BudGet € 1.003.800
Countries Slovenia, Italy
ComPanies Nosorogi, Transmedia Production

Gregor Božic  Marina Gumzi Beppe Leonetti
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In a godforsaken village in Ukraine a rebellious little girl learns 
about life watching her teenage cousin’s romance with a young 
criminal. But when he flees after a murder, her cousin is forced to 
marry someone else, and little girl has to understand how impor-
tant it is to fight for your dreams. 

 DIRECTOR’S NOTES OF INTENTION 

When the Trees Fall is an existential coming of age drama in the 
style of magical realism. The main character is a small girl, Vitka, 
who witnesses the tragic love between her cousin Larysa and a 
young gangster The Scar. 
This is my first full-length feature and therefore I chose themes that 
have had the most impact on my life.  The film is told from three 
perspectives: Vitka, Scar and Larysa. Larysa moves the story, she 
is the heart of it, her dramatic progress toward her happiness is 
the center of the dramatic tension. Scar's part  is a romanticized 
criminal line. Vitka is the third point of view. She is the soul of the 
film, the litmus test that reveals the meaning of the story.

WhEN ThE 
TREES FALL

ContaCt details
Directory Films
Kyiv, Ukraine
T: +380443614426
info@directoryfilms.com
www.directoryfilms.com

Genre Drama, Coming of age
direCtor Marysia Nikitiuk
Writer Marysia Nikitiuk
editor Ivan Bannikov
ProduCers Igor Savychenko, Roman Klympush, 
 Izabela Wojcek, Dariusz Jablonski, 
 Violetta Kaminska, Darko Baseski
BudGet € 792.000
Countries Ukraine, Poland, Macedonia
ComPany Directory Films

Marysia Nikitiuk  Roman Klympush Ivan Bannikov
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Rakauskaite Ramune Studio Nominum Lithuania 261
Razgute Marija M-films Lithuania 260
Reisen Christine Pariscience France 189
Rietuma Dita National Film Centre Of Latvia Latvia 255
Righetti Thomas ZeLIG School for Documentary, Television and New Media Italy 250
Rips Esko Nafta Estonia 172
Rivero Alexa Altamar Films France 174
Rizzoglio Claudia Nicoletta 4 ROOMS Italy 204
Robin You Estelle Les films du Balibari France 185
Rodrigues Alana Grafo Audiovisual Brazil 155
Romagnoli Pepi Michelangelo film  Italy 228
Rosak Hugo Karlovy Vary International Film Festival Czech Republic 167
Rosmann-lill Maie Kinosaurus Film Estonia 172
Rossi Erika  Italy 238
Roversi Roberto UCCA –Unione Circoli Cinematografici Arci Italy 247



Rožanovska Teresa Ketvirta Versija Lithuania 258
Russo Madelaine Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival Canada 158
Rutar Jozko Spok Institute Slovenia 274
Samani Laura  Italy 238
Sandrone Silvia Creative Europe Desk Italy Italy 210
Santrochova Marketa Czech Film Center Czech Republic 165
Sartori Federico Exit Media Italy 213
Sasso Gianandrea Transmedia Production  Italy 244
Satta Maria Nevina Sardinia Film Commission Italy 238
Savychenko Igor Directory Films Ukraine 276
Scarpa Giulia Tucker Film Italy 246
Schory Katriel The Israel Film Fund Israel 203
Schreiner Claudia ARD/ Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk Germany 193
Secen Rok Monoo Slovenia 272
Segre Daniele Redibis Film Italy 236
Selonk Aletéia Okna Productions Brazil 156
Sepp Edith Estonian Film Institute Estonia 171
Serpuhov Sergei Baltic Pine Films Latvia 252
Sesic Rada Sarajevo Film Festival Bosnia and Herzegovina 154
Siimets Moonika  Estonia 26
Sildos Riina Amrion  Estonia 26
Simkine Antoine Les Films d'Antoine France 184
Simonyi Balazs Speak Easy Project Hungary 202
Sinkevych Julia Odessa International Film Festival Ukraine 277
Smulkis Tomas  Lithuania 66
Sonaglioni Alessia EWA Network France 178
Soranzo Claudia Nefertiti Film  Italy 230
Spacapan Voncina Anton Transmedia Production  Italy 244
Spanou Patra Patra Spanou Film Marketing & Consulting Germany 196
Spazzali Beatrice Slingshot Films Italy 239
Spiehs Gerhard Red Film Sales Austria 151
Spina Paolo Revolver Italy 237
Sponda Paola Border Studio  Italy 207
Stanelyte Rita Vilnius International Film Festival Kino Pavasaris Lithuania 262
Steininger Wolfgang Moviemento Austria 151



Stojanovic Milan Sense Production Serbia 90
Stonyte Marija  Lithuania 38
Streiff Nathalie Institut français France 180
Stucovitz Andrea Partner Media Investment  Italy 233
Suppa Pasqualino Eufrasia Film Italy 212
Tanasescu Andrei Toronto International Film Festival Canada 159
Tealdi Stefano Stefilm International  Italy 241
Tibbo-hudgins Piret Estonian Film Institute Estonia 171
Ticconi Damiano Ang Film Italy 206
Tofing Ivan Zagrebdox - International Documentary Film Festival Croatia 164
Tomic Zuber Robert Toro Lab Croatia 163
Tosi Claudia Movimenta Film Italy 229
Tozzi Antonio Yanez Film Italy 249
Traila Alex European Film Festival Romania 268
Trapp Tina EAVE Luxembourg 262
Trevisan Nadia Nefertiti Film  Italy 230
Troccoli Maria Giuseppina MIBACT - Ministero Per i Beni e le Attività Culturali Italy 226
Ugrin Julianna Éclipse Film Hungary 62
Urbanska Sabina 42film  Germany 193
Urizzi Marco Eye On Films  France 178
Ustun Gülin Istanbul Film Festival Meetings on the Bridge Turkey 275
Vakarinaite Milda Lithuanian Film Centre Lithuania 259
Valle Marie-Pierre Wild Bunch France 192
Vasiljevic Ines Nightswim Italy 230
Vaslin Denis Mandra Films France 187
Venaki Electra Greek Film Centre Greece 200
Verbrugge Liselot Autlook Filmsales Austria 150
Vergou Angeliki Thessaloniki International Film Festival Greece 201
Vicente Eric Arp selection France 174
Vidal Cleisson Terra Firme Brazil 156
Vidali Paolo FVG Audiovisual Fund Italy 215
Vildziunaite Dagne Just a moment Lithuania 66
Vinovskis Roberts Locomotive Productions Latvia 253
Vizkelety Marton  Hungary 62
Vulpiani Carla Milano Film Festival Italy 228



Wasiak Agnieszka Lava Films Poland 264
Weiss Ida Bela Film Slovenia 271
Westergard Jenny Yle - Finnish Broadcasting Company Finland 173
Wieser Luca Cineofficina film production Italy 209
Wieser Sasha Eastwest Filmdistribution  Austria 150
Zaccaron Marta Quasar Multimedia Italy 234
Zamolo Martina  Italy 250
Zapane Agnese National Film Centre Of Latvia Latvia 255
Zelnik Jeremy Les Arcs European Film Festival France 183
Žickyte Giedre Moonmakers Lithuania 38
Zucconi Alessandra Farefotografia Italy 214
Zurhorst Meinolf ZDF/ARTE Germany 200
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AuTLOOk FILMSALES

Autlook Filmsales is a worldwide sales agent for powerful and acclaimed feature docs, auteur-driven, 
cinematic and or issue driven with strong international appeal. 
Our recent lineup include Song of Lahore by Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy & Andy Schocken, Who Is Gonna 
Love Me Now? by Tomer Heymann and Barak Heymann, Becoming Zlatan by Magnus and Fredrik Gert-
ten, The Visit-An Alien Encounter by Michael Madsen, Bikes Vs Cars by Fredrik Gertten, Art and Craft by 
Sam Cullman & Jennifer Grausman, Toto and his Sisters by Alexander Nanau. 

contact details: sales@autlookfilms.com | www.autlookfilms.com
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liselot Verbrugge

EASTWEST FILMDISTRIbuTION
EastWest Filmdistribution GmbH is a feature film sales company which specialises in the promotion and sale of 
quality European and Independent feature films. EastWest was founded in November 2004 by Sasha Wieser 
and Steve Walsh who each have over thirty years experience across all aspects of international film production 
and distribution. We start to work on our films from all stages (developing, production or finished film). With a 
strong global network of experienced film professionals, EastWest has a passion for world cinema and a firm 
belief that the films we represent deserve and will find a worldwide audience. Our recently acquired films are 
eg: RAFFI (DE 2015; Audience award Munich FF); THE PROSECUTOR, THE DEFENDER, THE FATHER AND HIS 
SON (BUL, NL, SE 2015; Competition Tallinn ); ATTACK OF THE LEDERHOSENZOMBIES (AUT 2016) 

contact details: sasha@eastwest-distribution.com | www.eastwest-distribution.com

sasha wieser

CINESTYRIA FILMCOMMISSION & FONDS

Cinestyria serves as a central contact Point of Styria for film and TV Projects with international Distribution 
potential and touristic value.

contact details: office@cinestyria.com | www.cinestyria.com

enrico jakob
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Ines pedoth

ORF

MOvIEMENTO

ORF is the Public Broadcaster in Austria with ORF eins and ORF 2 as main channels and two digital special 
interest channels: ORFIII and ORF Sport+. Programme Profile: ORF 2, Magazine Department. WELTjournal 
30’ and WELTjournal+ 45’ are our weekly current affairs programs being aired on ORF 2. Our shows report 
on international affairs and global impact stories with a topical angle (Green, Social, Politics, Human Inter-
est). The programs go out consecutively and are connected. Preferred Length: 30’ and 45’-50’. Recent Titles: 
Migration in Europe, Ukraine/Russia, Fukushima, Meat Consumption and the Planet, Women in India, Youth 
Unemployment in Europa, Old Age and Work, Roma in Europe Acquisition only. Presales occasionally.

Arthouse Cinema
Member of Cicae & Europa Cinemas (Best Cinema 2016 for Young Audiance Activities)

contact details: ines.pedoth@orf.at | www.orf.at

contact details: w.steininger@moviemento.at | www.moviemento.at

wolfgang steininger

RED FILM SALES
RED FILM SALES is an international sales agent for feature films and documentaries specializing in inde-
pendent film distribution and marketing. Red Film offers theatrical distribution in Austria and Germany.

contact details: efm2016@redfilmsales.com | www.redfilmsales.com

Gerhard spiehs
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Volia Films is a production company launched by the producer Volia Chajkouskaya in 2016. Based in 
Minsk, Belarus. It focuses on producing auteur documentaries with an experimental and creative back-
ground, beautiful cinematography and clear director’s vision. 
Filmography: The Road Movie (2016) by dir. Dmitrii Kalashnikov, a film edited from dashboardcam 
videos shot from all over Russia, selected for IDFA First Appearance Competition; Test-730 (2016) by dir. 
Daria Korol about pots-graduation assignments in Belarus. Having some projects in development now 
and looking for new ones at the moment. 
contact details: chajkouskaya@gmail.com

Volia chajkouskaya
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MFLOW POST-PRODuCTION
Flow postproduction is your one stop boutique solution. Our talented and diverse pool of both operational 
and creative talent combined with cutting edge technology make for exceptional and standout work that 
ignites the imagination.
We love telling great stories.
Let’s put your ideas into motion.
What we do: colorgrading / visual effects / animation / motion graphics

contact details: jules@flow-postproduction.be, paolo@flow-postproduction.be | www.flow-postproduction.be
jules debrock

paolo finotto

thierry detaille

vISIbLE FILM

Visible film gap-finances 6 to 10 projects and releases around 10 new completed films a year and 
focuses on one-off, feature length with TV reversion, contemporary society, human interest, geopolitics, 
current affairs, and history mini-series. Co-founder of EduDoc with Docs Online, Visible Film reaches 
European educational rights users. Though its participation to Agent Double prodco, Visible film enables 
tax shelter funding for post-production.
Ventes-CBAWIP-Sales, sales unit of Wallonie Image Production, and Centre de l’Audiovisuel à Bruxelles, 
two associations dedicated to promoting creativity while conveying accessibility to TV, providing belgian 
docs with promotion and distribution.

contact details: thierry.detaille@visiblefilm.com | www.visiblefilm.com
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SARAJEvO FILM FESTIvAL

Al Jazeera Balkans started broadcasting in November 2011 and our main studio is in Sarajevo, located 
in BBI center, as the team lead by General Director Tarik Đodic, Director of News and Programs Goran 
Milic. Al Jazeera Balkans is offering a new and exciting perspective in the regional media landscape. 
Program is broadcast in High Definition (HD), in XDCAM HD on 50Mbit/s. Al Jazeera Balkans is fully in-
tegrated in Al Jazeera Network, and that is allowing distribution of materials and documentary programs 
within the network. Al Jazeera Balkans will “give voice to untold stories, promote debate, and challenge 
established perceptions.” Al Jazeera Balkans is following Al Jazeera network Ethical code and report 
EVERY ANGLE / EVERY SIDE. 

The Sarajevo Film Festival is an international film festival focusing on the region of Southeast Europe. 
High quality programming, a strong industry segment, an educational and networking platform for young 
filmmakers, generates presence of the film industry professionals and media representatives alongside an 
audience of over 100,000 people. The main programme of the Sarajevo Film Festival, the Competition 
Programme, has become the most important meeting point of the East European Film representatives. 
The Sarajevo Film Festival competition highlights regional production. Next to the screenings of creative 
documentaries, SFF and BDC have opened a new platform for projects in a rough cut stage - Docu Rough 
Cut Boutique. 5 project teams work extensively with 5 + 2 tutors during 4 days, focusing on the quality 
of the material, trying to bring the project forward in its finishing creative process. Next edition SFF: 11-18 
August 2017.  see for more at www.sff.ba

contact details: lejla.dedic@aljazeera.net | www.balkans.aljazeera.net

contact details: info@radasesic.nl | www.sff.ba

lejla dedic

rada sesic
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Alana rodrigues de 
Asevedo Bomfim lima

GRAFO AuDIOvISuAL
The Grafo Audiovisual, founded in 2007 by students at that time, is well known by its cinema in Curitiba 
and all over Paraná state, moving in a continuous search of Brazilian cinema for its audience. Treasuring 
cooperation, innovation, commitment and respect, its existence and mainly its persistency, are synonyms 
of inspiration for young filmmakers who aim to undertake and keep themselves through film. Stirred by 
the desire of making, diffusing and affirming the arthouse movies/Brazilian smart-art, the Grafo Audio-
visual producer creates, produces and distributes audiovisual content for cinema and television.   Part of 
its portfolio are films such as “The Factory”, winner of more than 70 national and international awards, 
“Quadrangle”, winner of the “It’s All True” and shown in the Critics’ Week in Cannes and To my be-
loved”, which in addition to a great critical success, won seven awards at the Festival of Brasilia and 
best feature at the Montreal Festival.

contact details: antonio@grafoaudiovisual.com, asevedoalana08@gmail.com, ana@capicua.com.br | 
www.grafoaudiovisual.com

Antonio roberto 
Goncalves junior

Ana johann
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OKNA is a production bureau specialized in developing audiovisual products for all media platforms. 
It ś catalogue contains a wide range of different styles and views acquired through the management of 
projects and talents. The company establishes partnerships for production, executive production services 
and also to coproductions. In its 10 years of operation,  Okna has established itself as one of the most 
active companies in southern Brazil, having produced 6 feature, 14 medium, 20 short films and 3 TV 
series and won more than 70 awards in national and international festivals. 

contact details: aleteia@okna.com.br | www.okna.com.brAletéia selonk

TERRA FIRME
Terra Firme is a video company based in Sao Paulo, Brazil, that produces social, political and cultural films.
We have made films for ILO (the International Labour Organization), United Nations Television, Brazil's 
cultural channel, among many others. Our long and short features deal with crucial themes such as migra-
tion, urban and rural conflicts, crime and the judicial system, the environment and climate change, politi-
cal engagement and historical memory. We produce independently or in partnership with Brazilian and 
international broadcasters. Terra Firme is currently producing "Milton Nascimento - Intimacy and Poetry", a 
four-part series in co-production with HBO, and "The Cloud" on issues related to pollution and foods for 
Brazil's Cinebrasiltv channel.

contact details: litewski@gmail.com, cleisson@terrafirmeprodutora.com.br | www.terrafirmeprodutora.com.br

chaim litewski

cleisson Vidal
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AGITPROP is probably the most awarded Bulgarian film production company. AGITPROP has produced 
a number of films - creative documentaries and fiction films with a strong author’s style, among which the 
multi-internationally awarded GEORGI AND THE BUTTERFLIES (IDFA winner), THE MOSQUITO PROB-
LEM AND OTHER STORIES (Cannes), CORRIDOR #8 (Berlinale), OMELETTE (Sundance). AGITPROP 
produced the first original Bulgarian content for HBO and National Geographic Channel. The company’s 
latest films include LOVE & ENGINEERING (Tribeca NY, Visions de Reel; Karlovy Vary 2014), DAD 
MADE DIRTY MOVIES (sold to more than 30 territories), and THE BOY WHO WAS A KING (Toronto 
IFF). In 2016 AGITPROP was fully commissioned with production of a drama TV series. AGITPROP has 
co-produced with Germany, USA, Finland, Sweden, Switzerland, Italy, Greece, Romania, Croatia, UAE. 
Among AGITPROP’s leading TV partners are: Channel 4, Sundance Channel, HBO, ARTE, PBS, YLE. 

contact details: producer@agitprop.bg | www.agitprop.bg 

Martichka 
Bozhilova

buLGARIAN NATIONAL FILM CENTER
Bulgarian National Film Center is the Executive Agency of the Bulgarian Ministry of Culture that adminis-
trates the implementation of the Film Industry Act (FIA). The main functions of the Agency are to finance film 
production, film managing, distribution and exhibition of films, to support the promotion of Bulgarian films in 
this country and abroad, to keep the register under the FIA, to stimulate the development of the film culture.

contact details: kbalkanski@nfc.bg | www.nfc.bg
Kamen Balkanski

ONE MORE MOvIE
One More Movie Ltd is a Bulgarian production company, created in 2012 and centered around the 
production of  feature films and documentaries. Its first feature film was the Spanish-Bulgarian-French 
co-production "Nobody wants the night", starring Juliette Binoche, Gabriel Byrne and Rinko Kikuchi. It 
was selected to open the 65th Berlin International Film Festival. Currently the company is focused on the 
production of feature and short films and other audiovisual content, intended for the European market.

contact details: irina.ghiurova@gmail.com Irina Gurova
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kNOWLEDGE NETWORk
British Columbia's Knowledge Network is a commercial-free, multi-platform public broadcaster. Through 
television and the web, Knowledge Network broadcasts a mix of arts and culture programs that explore 
the world from local, national and global perspectives.

contact details: rudyb@knowledge.ca | www.knowledge.ca

rudy Buttignol
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Taking place during the Hot Docs International Film Festival, The Hot Docs Industry Conference and 
Market (May 1-5, 2016) offers exceptional professional development, networking, and business oppor-
tunities to filmmakers and industry professionals at all levels of experience. Pitch your film to a room full of 
Decision Makers in our flagship Hot Docs Forum (deadline Jan. 9), take curated one-on-one meetings in 
Deal Maker (deadline March 9), meet sales agents and distributors for your completed film in Distribution 
Rendezvous (deadline March 27). Our conference sessions and workshops offer tools to navigate and 
take stock of the state of the documentary industry. Learn about commissioner and funding remits by taking 
part in Close Up Sessions and Micro-Meetings. For funding opportunities check out CrossCurrents Doc 
Fund (International),  the Hot Docs-Blue Ice Group Documentary Fund (for African filmmakers), or the Hot 
Docs Ted Rogers Fund (for Canadian filmmakers) for production funding.
contact details: mrusso@hotdocs.ca | www.hotdocs.ca

Madelaine russo
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SYNDICADO

TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIvAL

Syndicado is a Toronto based full-service world sales agency handling festivals, TV, theatrical, educa-
tional, DVD and digital sales worldwide. 

Toronto International Film Festival is the leading public film festival in the world, screening more than 
300 films from 60+ countries every September. We’re most famous for our passionate and discerning 
audience who by the hundreds of thousands fill our cinemas year after year. In 2015, we welcomed 
480,000 attendees to the Festival. It is immensely successful both locally and internationally, as it has 
become a “must-attend” destination. Our programmers have earned a reputation for excellence, and a 
diverse array of films are shown: Hollywood galas, complete with red carpet glamour; the best in interna-
tional cinema, the latest homegrown comedies… and everything in between. Our films are divided into 
programmes to help guide audience choices. Love horror flicks? Check out Midnight Madness! Feeling 
edgy? Try Vanguard. Are you a TV buff? Get into Primetime. A true cinephile? Discover Platform.

contact details: aleksandar@syndicado.com

contact details: andrei.tanasescu@gmail.com

Aleksandar 
Govedarica

Andrei tanasescu
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With their office in Santiago of Chile, and under the direction of Isabel Orellana Guarello, Araucaria 
Cine produces independent author cinema featuring new voices from Chile and Latin America, working 
in both fiction and documentary. 
Their first production White Death was awarded in film events such as Locarno, Karlovy Vary,DOK Leip-
zig & DocsDF and it screened in more tan 30 film festivals. During 2016 Araucaria presents their first 
feature film, You’ll never be alone by Alex Anwandter at Berlinale Panorama, and received the Teddy 
Jury Award during this event. 
Since its creation in 2014, Araucaria Cine has already participated at Ventana Sur, Marche du Film 
2015, Industry Days at Locarno, DOK MARKET, Curitiba Film Market, Guadalajara, SANFIC NET, 
among other industry events.
Currently working on Petit Frère, documentary directed by Roberto Collio and Rodrigo Robledo ( in pro-
duction, CORFO 2014 – CNCA grant 2015) and  THE VETERAN OF TINIAN by Jerónimo Rodríguez 
among other projects.

contact details: isaorellanag@araucariacine.com

Isabel orellana
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AART-kINO
Art-kino operates as a platform for developing audio-visual activities in Rijeka and it has undertaken a 
role of the main promoter of film cul ture. Art-kino is much more than a place for screening and watching 
films – it is a place for discussion, education, communication and research of motion pictures, film reflec-
tion and reflection on film.

contact details: info@art-kino.org | www.art-kino.org

liberta Mišan

slobodanka 
Miškovic

CED-MEDIA OFFICE CROATIA
Croatian Creative Europe Desk - MEDIA Office  is a promotion and information office for the European 
Commission’s Creative Europe Programme – MEDIA sub-programme, which offers a wide variety of funding 
for film and television, from training, through development and distribution to markets, events and festivals.
CED - MEDIA Office Croatia is hosted by the Croatian Audiovisual Centre. It offers advice and answers 
enquiries from Croatian film and TV professionals, explaining various funding strands and eligibility criteria.

contact details: martina.petrovic@mediadesk.hr | www.mediadesk.hr
Martina petrovic
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A CROATIAN AuDIOvISuAL CENTRE
The Croatian Audiovisual Centre (HAVC) is the central film funding and strategic film agency in Croatia. 
It provides public funding for development, production, promotion and sales of Croatian film abroad, fes-
tivals, schemes and programmes aimed at widening audience choice, supporting film education, culture 
and archives, as well as skills and training initiatives. The Centre also administers the Croatian tax rebate 
scheme for film and TV production, aimed at encouraging inward investment.

contact details: hrvoje.hribar@havc.hr | www.havc.hrHrvoje Hribar

kINORAMA
Kinorama is a production company specialized for production of feature films, founded in Zagreb in 
2003. Our permanent staff consists of six people, four of them producers. Kinorama has produced 20 
feature-length films, some of which co-productions, 20 shorts and two TV series. Kinorama's artistic team 
is composed of established authors and debutants alike. Special attention is given to the project develop-
ment and projects are regularly presented at numerous international production markets and developed 
at film workshops.
Kinorama's latest titles are "Quit Staring at My Plate" by Hana Jusic (Venice Days 2016), "The High Sun" by 
Dalibor Matanic (Cannes FF 2015 - Jury Prize winner; nomination LUX Prize, Croatian candidate for Acad-
emy Awards, 30 international and national awards) and "The Reaper" by Zvonimir Juric (Toronto FF 2014).

contact details: ankica@kinorama.hr | www.kinorama.hr

Ankica juric tilic
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TORO LAb
TOROlab. is a production founded in 2016., as a kreative production of documentary films, series, 
and also producer of audiovisual content for web sites. Its founder, Robert Tomic Zuber is ex commission 
editor, and Head of the documentary department of Croatian national television, whose wish was by 
founding this production to try to use his knowledge and network in documentary world to use it for start-
ing new creative production for television, but also transmedia projects for the platforms who more and 
more need quality project for their web sites.

contact details: rzuber31@gmail.com
robert tomic Zuber

NukLEuS FILM

In the past 15 years, Nukleus became a regional production company whose films crossed borders and 
were shown at important festivals such as Cannes, Berlin and Sundance. In 2012 together with director 
Miha Knific we established Nukleus film Slovenia as our new outpost. In 2013 we also established Jaako 
dobra produkcija (JDP), as a company specialized for co-productions and production service. The intent 
was to have a co-production/production service house to fully use cash rebate in Croatia for international 
projects. We get continuous support from Croatian Audiovisual Centre (HAVC) and Slovenian Film Centre 
(FCS). We regularly take part in co-production forums and successfully arrange co-productions. Nukleus 
is a member/participant of the European Film Academy, ACE, EAVE, as well as a regular attendant of 
the coproduction and pitching forums. We attended training programs such as EAVE, Producers on the 
Move, ACE Producers Network, Producers Lab Toronto and Torino FilmLab.

contact details: sinisa@nukleus-film.hr | www.nukleus-film.hr

sinisa juricic
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ANALOG vISION

Analog Vision is a brand-new film production and distribution company based in Prague, Czechia, and 
founded by 2 producers - Veronika Kuhrová and Michal Krácmer. They both produced more than 60 
short films during their studies at Prague FAMU or elsewhere and two feature films. The fusion brings a 
company, which focuses on creating and distributing films of young authors from the Central Europe, 
developing new audiovisual forms by combining the worlds of video games and movies and producing 
genre films targeting the worldwide market.
Currently there are 2 projects in production – a feature documentary Kiruna 2.0 about a Swedish ever-
moving town (dir. Greta Stocklassa) and a feature experimental archive documentary My Unknown 
Soldier about invasion into Czechoslovakia in 1968 (dir. Anna Kryvenko, Czech-Latvian co-production, 
Archidoc). We are also distributing 2 short films – a mystery thriller Ruchoth Raoth (dir. Emil Križka) and 
LGBT sci-fi I Sing the Body Electric (dir. Jakub Cermák)

contact details: info@analog.vision | www.analog.vision

Michal Kracmer

ZAGREbDOX - INTERNATIONAL DOCuMENTARY FILM FESTIvAL
ZagrebDox is an international documentary film festival taking place in Zagreb every year in late Febru-
ary. Launched in 2005, its aim is to offer audiences and film experts an insight into recent documentary 
film production, stimulate national documentary production and boost international and regional coopera-
tion in co-productions. In addition to several competition programs, ZagrebDox showcases a number of 
non-competition programs – retrospectives and films focused on specific subjects, genres, techniques and 
esthetics. Its continuous training program for film professionals, entitled ZagrebDox Pro, also takes place 
during the festival and consists of an intensive workshop, a Pitching Forum for 12 selected documentary 
projects in development, as well as other lectures, presentations, masterclasses and panel discussions. 

contact details: ivan@zagrebdox.net | www.zagrebdox.net

Ivan tofing
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ARTCAM FILM/SIRENA FILM

CZECh FILM CENTER

ARTCAM is an independent film distribution and production company established in 2000 in Prague by 
the producer Artemio Benki. ARTCAM distributes in theatres and all media arthouse films that are often 
awarded at the biggest  film festivals. 
ARTCAM also manages KINO BÉLA, an arthouse theatre with 100 seats in the Prague Center.
ARTCAM is also a producer with a lineup of arthouse films with international distribution potential, both 
feature documentary or fiction feature films. ARTCAM is currently in production of the feature documentary 
FUGUE by Artemio Benki, coproduced with Austria, France and Argentina.

SIRENA FILM is an independent production company founded in 1994 by Artemio Benki, which special-
izes in feature films, TV projects, commercials, music videos . The company develops original production 
and and European co-productions such as The Dancer, Personal Shopper or Marguerite. 

The Czech Film Center (CFC) was established in 2002 to market and promote Czech cinema and film
industry and increase the awareness of Czech film worldwide. CFC represents Czech cinema at major
festivals and markets and partners with festivals and co-production platforms. It organizes pitching forums
and workshops, provides up-to-date information and consulting, networks on the international level and
prepares specialised publications on Czech film.

contact details: artemio@sirenafilm.com 

contact details: marketa@filmcenter.cz | www.filmcenter.cz

Artemio Benki

Marketa 
santrochova
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In 2013 four producers, decided to join forces and create a single production company. This means that 
Adwood, Axman Production, Evolution Films and Offside Men became one and Pavel Bercík, Jan Kallista, 
Karla Stojakova and Ondrej Zima founded the Film Kolektiv Production Company. In 2015 Silvie Michajlo-
va joined the group and Film Kolektiv became even stronger with her production service experiences.
The strength of Film Kolektiv lies in the vast filmography that each of the creators brought with them. It’s 
also an award winning film production company with a great history. The produced films cover a wide 
range – feature films, short films, TV series, animation, commercials, documentaries, children TV shows. 
Some are commercially successful, while others are highly received by critics and international festivals 
worldwide. Some even have been short listed for the Oscars.

contact details: jan@filmkolektiv.cz | www.filmkolektiv.cz

jan Kallista

hbO EuROPE
HBO Europe currently provides basic and premium channels to fifteen countries: Hungary, the Czech Re-
public, Slovakia, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, Moldova, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Kosovo, Montenegro, 
Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Netherlands. HBO Europe offers five high quality movie 
channels (HBO, HBO2, HBO Comedy, Cinemax and Cinemax2); HBO Europe also offers the latest on 
demand services with HBO On Demand, the subscription video-on-demand service, and HBO GO, the 
broadband subscription service that gives the subscriber unparalleled flexibility and program choice.

contact details: info@hbo.eu | www.hbo.huHanka Kastelicova
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kARLOvY vARY INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIvAL
The Karlovy Vary International Film Festival is held annually in July in the Czech Republic. It gained worldwide 
recognition over the past years and has become one of Europe’s major film events. Its competitive program 
includes the section “Documentary Films – Competition”, the selection of twelve feature-length auteur documen-
taries. Each year, KVIFF also presents several informative (non-competitive) sections, focuses and retrospectives.

The Karlovy Vary IFF is held annually in July in the Czech Republic. It has gained worldwide recognition over 
the past years and has become one of Europe’s major film events. Its competitive program includes three sec-
tions, Main, East of the West and Documentary Competitions. KVIFF also presents retrospectives and other 
informative sections every year.

contact details: horyna@kviff.com, rosak@kviff.com | www.kviff.com

Martin Horyna
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Hugo rosak
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The Karlovy Vary IFF is held annually in July in the Czech Republic. It has gained worldwide recognition 
over the past years and has become one of Europe’s major film events. Its competitive program includes 
three sections, Main, East of the West and Documentary Competitions. KVIFF also presents retrospectives 
and other informative sections every year.

contact details: ivo@allfilm.ee | www.allfilm.ee

Ivo felt

ALASTI kINO
The diverse creative team of Naked Cinema is committed to making films of premium class. Whether it is a 
full-length film or a TV commercial, every piece of work for us, is a piece of art, and so it will be treated – 
with respect and with a heart.
Naked Cinema offers following services:
- commercials, corporate videos, music videos, documentaries, feature films
- cinematography, directing, production management, location management, casting, sound recording
- offline editing, sound design, VO recording, music for commercials
Naked Cinema provides production services of all kind to make your production come true.

contact details:  kristjan@alastikino.ee

Kristjan pütsep
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AMRION was established in 2003 by Riina Sildos to produce high quality feature films and documentaries for 
local and international cinema and TV markets. Since then Amrion has produced five documentary films and ten 
feature films. The box office hits „Mat the Cat” (2005), „The Class” (2007) and „I Was Here“ (Estonia-Finland, 
2008). The “Class" is one of the most successful films ever to come out of Estonia, winning 25 awards from more 
than 70 festivals, having been sold to more than 90 countries and evolving into award-winning  TV series. These 
films were followed by “The Poll Diaries” (2010, Germany-Austria-Estonia), “Hella W” (2011, Finland-Estonia) 
and “Une Estonienne a Paris” (2012, Estonia-France-Belgium). The latest productions include “Kertu. Love is Blind“ 
(2013, Estonia), “I Won’t Come Back“ (2014, Russia-Belorussia-Estonia-Finland-Kazakstan), “Seneca’s Day” 
(2016, Lithuania-Latvia-Estonia) and psychological drama “Pretenders” (2016, Estonia-Lithuania-Latvia).

contact details: info@amrion.ee | www.amrion.ee

Kadri pahla

riina sildos
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bLACk NIGhTS FILM FESTIvAL

Baltic Event, the largest co-production platform in Northern and Central Europe taking place from Novem-
ber 29 - December 1, 2017, highlights intriguing and challenging projects from the most professional 
producers and promising directing talents of the Baltics, Scandinavia, new EU countries, Russia, Georgia 
& Ukraine. Since 2015, the best project at Co-Production Market receives 20 000 Euros worth of Co-
Production Development Support from Eurimages. Baltic Event also showcases works in progress and 
newest films from the region.

One of the biggest North-European Film Festival, showing 250 feature and documentaries, more then 
300 short films, around 80 000 admission, around 70 countries  are participating every year, around 
1000 quests from 45 countries. Festival has subfestivals: Justfilm for Children and Youth, Sleepwalkers- 
student and shortfilms and Animated Dream- animations film festival and Industry@Tallinnand Baltic Event. 
A-class festival, accreditetd by FIAPF in 2014 with 2 internationally open competitions 

contact details: marge.liiske@poff.ee | be.poff.ee

contact details: tiina.lokk@poff.ee | www.poff.ee

Marge liiske

tiina lokk
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Estonian Film Institute is a national foundation, financed mainly by the Ministry of Culture. The institute is 
broadly divided in three departments: development and marketing, production and heritage. A subcom-
pany called Tallinnfilm belongs in the EFI family, managing a two-screen arthouse cinema. Another cut 
member is Creative Europe MEDIA desk, mediating the financing and educational opportunities of the 
European Union. 
What is the main incentive of the Estonian Film Institute today?
First and foremost, to remain approachable to all the filmmakers, make sure that Estonian film is and will 
be the pride of Estonian culture and last but not least - to evolve with time and make Estonian film more 
visible and competitive on the international arena.

contact details: katre@filmi.ee, kaarel@filmi.ee, edith@filmi.ee, piret@filmi.ee | www.looveuroopa.ee, www.filmi.ee

Katre Kajamäe

Kaarel Kuurmaa

edith sepp

piret tibbo-Hudgins
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INDuSTRY@TALLINN
Industry@Tallinn, the industry platform of the Black Nights Film Festival in Tallinn, Estonia (November 27 - De-
cember 1, 2017) focuses on connecting the Baltic film and entertainment professionals with the US, Asia and 
Europe through a series of education and panel programs, works in progress presentations, market screenings, 
talent development camp, and various showcases and events.The mission of Industry@Tallinn is to serve as a 
gateway for global audiovisual industries in the region as well a establish ties and collaboration points with the 
ICT, gaming, mobile, technology and venture capital sectors.

contact details: marge.liiske@poff.ee | www.poff.ee
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Marge liiske

kINOSAuRuS FILM

NAFTA FILMS

Kinosaurus Film is an Estonian film production company established by ambitious younger generation film-
makers. We have set our aim at filling screens with fresh and daring projects. In 2016 we released our 
first feature THE DAYS THAT CONFUSED by Triin Ruumet that won the Jury Special Prize in Karlovy Vary. 
Currently we are in production with two documentaries, co-producing two feature films and developing a 
new feature film with Triin Ruumet.

Production company Nafta Films is a full service production house established in 2001. We've also pro-
duced numerous short films, TV Series (cooperation with Disney) and our feature film "Secret Society of 
Souptown" that quickly became a box office hit and has been successful on numerous international festivals.
Nafta Films consists of 13 team members including 3 directors, 3 producers, line producer, art director, loca-
tion managers. Nafta is one of the biggest production service company in Estonia.

contact details: maie@kinosaurus.ee | www.kinosaurus.ee

contact details: esko@nafta.ee | www.nafta.ee

Maie rosmann-lill

esko rips
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ThREE bROThERS
Three Brothers is an Estonian production company created by the writer-director Martti Helde and pro-
ducer Elina Litvinova. Three Brothers is designed for creating remarkable films and audiovisual works 
that in their form and content express powerful authors’ handwriting. Three Brothers are currently in post-
production with Martti’s second feature film ‘’Scandinavian Silence’’, co-produced by ARP Selection (FRA) 
and supported by Eurimages. 

contact details: elina@helde.ee

YLE FINNISh bROADCASTING COMPANY
Yle, is the national public service broadcasting company in Finland with duties laid down by law. Yle 
operates 4 national television channels, 6 national radio channels and an extensive online service. Yle 
ranks first in television viewing in the country. Yle is the main purveyor and producer of domestic program, 
and 48% of its television programs are made in Finland. Yle is owned by the Finnish people and funded 
by a special Yle tax from January 2013. Yle is a media company free from commercial and political 
affiliations, and its programs carry no advertising. Yle was established in 1926 and joined EBU, the 
European Broadcasting Union at the very beginning in 1950.  

contact details: jenny.westergard@yle.fi | www.yle.fi

elina litvinova

jenny westergard
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ALTAMAR FILMS
Founded in November 2014 by Alexa Rivero after a decade of work experience in the film industry, 
Altamar films is a production company established in Paris to produce films with international scope. 
Altamar films is now in financing/development with a slate of fictions and documentaries.

contact details: alexa@altamar-films.com

Alexa rivero
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Guillaume de seille

ARIZONA PRODuCTIONS
Arizona Productions, Paris based, is led by Guillaume de Seille, Bénédicte Thomas and Rémi Roy to mainly 
produce art-house feature films directed by non-French emerging talents. Bénédicte Thomas is handling domes-
tic theatrical French distribution for most of the coproduced titles. To kill a man by Alejandro Fernandez Almen-
dras (Chile), Corn Island by George Ovashvili (Georgia), Paris of the North by Hafsteinn Gunnar Sigurdsson 
(Iceland), Los hongos by Oscar Ruiz Navia (Colombia), A corner of heaven by Miaoyan Zhang (China), The 
magic mountain by Anca Damian (Romania), Lazar by Svetozar Ristovski (Macedonia), Memories of the wind 
by Özcan Alper (Turkey), Much ado about nothing by Alejandro Fernandez Almendras (Chile), I, Olga Hepn-
arova by Petr Kazda & Tomas Weinreb (Czech Rep), Ali, the goat & Ibrahim by Sherif El Bendary (Egypt).

contact details: guillaume@arizonafilms.net | www.arizonafilms.net

eric Vicente

ARP SELECTION
French distributor, Producer and Co Producer with a large range of films from Lav Diaz to Steven Soderbergh 
with a lot of french and european films.

contact details: ev@arpselection.eu | www.arpselection.com
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ASAP FILMS
Independent production company interested primarily in feature films of authors from all over the world.

contact details: ckolar@noos.fr

cedomir Kolar

ARTE FRANCE CINEMA

AuRORA FILMS

Since its founding, Arte France Cinema has been involved in more than 600 films and has worked to-
gether with over 300 different directors representing more than 50 different nationalities. The subsidiary 
policy focuses on talent renewal, efforts to boost European and world cinema, and steps to revitalize 
French cinema. Roughly speaking, co-production may be broken down into three categories: one-third 
first features, one-third French films, and one-third international joint ventures.

Aurora Films is a French company founded by Charlotte Vincent in 2002. Over the past few years, 
Aurora Films, based in Paris has specialized in French and international co-productions. Aurora Films 
invests heavily in developing new talent and promoting debut directors, and has produced more than 
thirty short films along with acclaimed long features in international film festivals (“On the Edge”, “Iris in 
Bloom”, “Domain”, “The Wound” and “Exotica, Erotica, Etc.”). In 2016, Aurora films produced director 
Davy Chou’s film "Diamond Island" selected at the Critic’s Week of the 2016 Cannes Film Festival, where 
the film was awarded with the SACD Award. The same year, "Heaven sent "directed by Wissam Charaf 
was also selected at the Cannes Films Festival in the ACID program.

contact details: c-launay@artefrance.fr | www.arte.tv

contact details: katia@aurorafilms.fr

claire launay

Katia Khazak
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CAT&DOCS
CAT&Docs is a Paris based sales agent company set up by Catherine Le Clef. CAT&Docs is looking for 
pertinent and impertinent docs at any stage on topical questions and timeless subjects; docs that are 
carefully researched; docs that rigorously explore the subject matter, that are audacious, open to the 
diversity of the world and that have their place on the international scene; docs that question the world 
and propose new ways of looking at it. Docs that keep us from closing our eyes. Award winning docu-
mentaries such as: Cameraperson, Citizenfour,  To Stay Alive, The Good Postman, Stranger in Paradise, 
Communion, You Have No Idea How Much I Love You, Sonita , A Syrian Love Story, 5 Broken Cameras, 
The Grown-Ups, Planet of Snail, Last Train Home, The Optimists, to name a few.

contact details: cat@catndocs.com | www.catndocs.com

catherine le clef

bAC FILMS
For over 30 years, BAC FILMS has been amongst France top independent distributors and has distributed over 
500 films (8 of which have won the "Palme d'Or" in Cannes) BAC FILMS is active in : theatrical distribution, 
video publishing, VOD and TV sales, international co-production, international sales.

contact details: a.hofmann@bacfilms.fr

Alexis Hofmann
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Created by the law of 25 October 1946, the Centre national du cinéma et de l'image animée (CNC) is 
a public administrative organization, set up as a separate and financially independent entity. The centre 
comes under the authority of the ministry of culture and communication and Frédérique Bredin is its president.

The principal missions of the CNC are:
•regulatory
•support for the film, broadcast, video, multimedia and technical industries,
•promotion of film and television for distribution to all audiences
•preservation and development of the film heritage

contact details: pierre-emmanuel.lecerf@cnc.fr, michel.plazanet@cnc.fr | www.cnc.fr

EuRIMAGES

Eurimages is the cultural support fund of the Council of Europe. Established in 1989, the fund currently 
numbers 37 European member states and will welcome the arrival of Canada in 2017.
Eurimages promotes diversity in film by providing financial support to full-length fiction, animation and 
documentary works made as co-productions between companies established in its member states.

contact details: roberto.olla@coe.int | www.coe.int/eurimages

CNC

Michel plazanet

roberto olla

pierre-emmanuel 
lecerf
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EYE ON FILMS

Eye on Films (EoF) is a support platform for the diffusion of first and second feature films which gathers 
numerous film professionals (festivals, distributors, exhibitors, media, institutions, VoD platforms) and which 
guarantees the circulation and exploitation of the films enrolled in the EoF label.
Developed since January 2011 by Wide with the support of the European Commission's program Crea-
tive Europe, Eye on Films gathers now more than 120 international partners including 52 festivals and 
50 distributors in more than 40 countries with a catalogue of more than 70 films. We develop actions 
aiming at extending the visibility of independent cinema, notably by experimenting the Internet possibili-
ties through partnerships with VoD platforms and thanks to our own online channel Eyeflick.net.

contact details: info@eyeonfilms.org | www.eyeonfilms.org

Marco Urizzi

EWA NETWORk
EWA Network is ommunity of women working in the audiovisual sector in Europe. The network encour-
ages the professional development of women through networking opportunities in main festivals and 
market platforms, awards, training, research programmes and member benefits. EWA network promotes 
gender equality, solidarity, competence building and knowledge sharing.

contact details: alessia@ewawomen.com | www.ewawomen.com

Alessia sonaglioni

jean-laurent 
csinidis

FILMS DE FORCE MAJEuRE

Since 2010, we have been developing, producing, and distributing short and feature films with a special 
focus on feature documentaries and animated short films.
We are keen on strong commitments, innovating approaches, and projects which transcend boundaries. 
Our main goal is to make unusual films possible within the market, and ensure their visibility.
FILMS DE FORCE MAJEURE favours international collaborations and is part of several European networks 
such as EAVE, Emerging Producers, EURODOC, Emerging Producers, EP2C, Nisi Masa, and Film France.
Besides, we regularly provide production services for feature film shootings in the PACA Region.
FILMS DE FORCE MAJEURE received the France Télévisions Emerging Producer Award 2015/16.

contact details: production@films-de-force-majeure.com | www.films-de-force-majeure.com
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Laurent Lavolé is a film producer who set up GLORIA FILMS in 1994. It’s a Paris based independent pro-
duction company which produces fiction films and documentaries, by French and international directors. 
The films have regularly been international co-productions and have won awards and been distributed in 
the leading overseas territories and festivals. In 2016, Gloria Films is producing two feature length docu-
mentaries, including "The Prince of Nothingwood" by Sonia Kronlund, shot in Afghanistan. Also the last 
feature from Argentinian director Adrian Israel Caetano, as well as many other projects in pre-production 
or development. In 2015, Gloria Films released three feature films : “Lamb” by first time Ethiopian director 
Yared Zeleke, selected at Cannes Film Festival "Un Certain Regard". “Looking for her” by Ounie Lecomte 
and Sandra Kogut's “Campo Grande”, which premiered in Toronto.

contact details: ll@gloriafilms.fr | gloriafilms.fr

GLORIA FILMS

laurent lavolé

INITIATIvE FILM

Founded in 1993 by Isabelle Fauvel, Initiative Film is the first French consulting company specialized in 
the development of audiovisual projects for French and foreign professionals: producers, screenwriters, 
directors, artistic agents…
Initiative Film, an attentive partner, offers a tailor-made approach of the creative process and steps in at 
an early stage of the development phase. From the birth of the story to the start of production, we accom-
pany your creative progress and your thoughts on the artistic and economic feasibility of your projects. 
Occasional or long-term missions allow us to have the necessary distance in relation to a work in progress 
or to find new projects and recruit fresh talents.
Throughout the development period, which is such a crucial moment in the creative process, our expertise 
allows us to respond to the questions and expectations of the scriptwriters, film directors and producers.

contact details: isabelle.fauvel@initiativefilm.com | www.initiativefilm.com

Isabelle fauvel
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INSTITuT FRANçAIS

The Institut français is a cultural diplomacy organization which aims to point out France’ most innovative 
creative scene abroad. It promotes French cinema by setting up non-commercial screenings of recent films 
and showcasing artists. The Institut français supports world cinema through La Fabrique des Cinémas du 
Monde Pavilion at the Festival de Cannes, The Cinémathèque Afrique and the World Cinema support 
(Aide aux cinémas du monde) along with the Centre National du Cinéma et de l’Image animée.

contact details: nathalie.streiff@institutfrancais.com | www.institutfrancais.com
nathalie streiff

JbA PRODuCTION

JBA PRODUCTION Jacques Bidou & Marianne Dumoulin More recent credits include Rice people by Rithy Panh 
(Cannes 1994 Competition), Lumumba by Raoul Peck (Cannes 2000), April Captains by Maria de Medeiros 
(Cannes 2000), Pau et son Frère by  Marc Recha (Cannes 01 Competition), Salvador Allende by Patricio Guzman 
(Cannes 2004), Salt of this Sea by Annemarie Jacir (Cannes 2008), Face by Tsai Ming-Liang (Cannes 2009 Com-
petition), Corpo Celeste by Alice Rorhwacher (Cannes 2010), The Repentant by Merzak Allouache (Cannes 2012), 
A respectable Family by Massoud Bakhshi (Cannes 2012), The rooftops by Merzak Allouache (Venice 2013 com-
petition), Stray dogs by Tsai Ming-Liang (Jury Price Venice 2013), Eva doesn’t sleep by Pablo Aguerö (Competition 
San Sebastian 2015) and Jesus by Fernando Guzzoni (Competition San Sebastian 2016).
January 2017, in shooting Wajib by Annemarie Jacir, in development Yalda by Massoud Bakhshi, Sow the wind by 
Danilo Caputo, and Perro Negro by George Walker Torres.

contact details: jacquesbidou@jbaproduction.com, mariannedumoulin@jbaproduction.com | www.jbaproduction.com

jacques Bidou

Marianne dumoulin
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kINOELEkTRON
KinoElektron is a production company based in Paris, founded by Janja Kralj, working alongside a mix 
of established directors and emerging talents. Previous films include *STRANGE BIRDS* by Elise Gi-
rard, which will feature in the +Forum+ at Berlinale 2017, Sharunas Bartas’s *PEACE TO US IN OUR 
DREAMS*, (Director’s Fortnight - Cannes 2015), *THESE ARE THE RULES* by Ognjen Svilicic and the 
art-film *La Solitude* by Nir Evron (presented at his personal exhibition in Museum of Tel Aviv in June 
2016). The Company is in postproduction of *Son of Sofia* by Elina Psykou and *Good Luck*, by 
Ben Russell. KinoElektron is currently in production of *Frost*, next Sharunas Bartas‘s feature film, and 
developing upcoming projects by Vladimir Perisic, Ognjen Svilicic, Antonio Mendez, Elise Girard, Bani 
Khoshnoudi among other.

contact details: info@kinoelektron.com | www.kinoelektron.com

Maya leyva

kOMETA FILMS

Kometa Films is a Paris-based Film Production Company set up by Edyta Janczak- Hiriart in 2008.
Polish born Edyta Janczak-Hiriart graduated from Łódz Film School. In 2005, she joined Les Films du 
Worso in Paris. She then worked with Mezzanine Films before launching her own company.
In 2016, Anna Ciennik and Jennifer Sabbah joined Kometa Films as partners.
Anna Ciennik graduated from La Fémis. She worked for the French Film Academy (Les Césars), Delante 
Films and Les Films de Pierre.
Jennifer Sabbah has a Master in Audiovisual Law and Economics. She worked for Adr production before 
producing at Boa Films. Since 2010 she works at Arsam International and is an EAVE member.
Edyta, Anna and Jennifer have in common their passion for films, life and are deep european enthusiasts.
Thus naturally Kometa Films produces European and International cinema. Kometa always chooses daring 
director driven films and supports filmmakers searching for new forms of expression in the language of film.

contact details: anna@kometafilms.com

Anna ciennik
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LE PACTE

Thomas Pibarot started working as an intern at TPS CINEMA (pay tv satellite bouquet) in 1998.
He spent 9 years developping, programming and buying feature films for 7 Tv movie channels, including 
four years as Head of Acquisitions for Cinema. He then switched from tv to distribution and joined Bac 
Films in May 2007 to work in acquisitions. When Jean Labadie left the company he joined him in his 
new adventure in launching Le Pacte, a new Distribution, International sales and Coproduction company 
in December 2007. He's been Head of Acquisitions ever since.

contact details: t.pibarot@le-pacte.com | www.le-pacte.comthomas pibarot

LA vOIE LACTéE
La Voie Lactée is a cinema and TV production company favoring French and European directors with an 
original and distant look at French and European societies.
Our know-how is based on our experience of independent production and European co-productions. The 
3 producers, Marie Sonne-Jensen, Nathalie Algazi and François Drouot, are also working as line pro-
ducers and post-production managers, skills which allow them to produce ambitious films despite of low 
budgets. After 15 shorts, 2 feature films et 1 documentary for TV, the year 2017 will be a turning point 
for the company with 6 feature film projects for cinema (among which 3 coproductions with England, 
Spain and Sweden),1 web TV series and short films.

contact details: nathalie@lavoielacteeproductions.com | www.lavoielacteeproductions.com

nathalie Algazi
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contact details: jzelnik@lesarcs-filmfest.com | www.lesarcs-filmfest.com

Since 2009, Les Arcs European Film Festival takes place each year in the ski resort of Les Arcs in the 
French Alps. The festival consists in :
 - a selection of more than 100 films selected by Frederic Boyer our artistic director, including a competi-
tion, a focus on a country etc.
 - several professional events, the main one being our Coproduction Village which gather around 400 
professionals around a selection of 40 feature film projects at different stages of development (develop-
ment, financing, post-production).
One of the 15 work-in-progress selected will be granted with the Eurimage's Lab Project Award of 
50.000 euros in cash. This award is dedicated to innovative projects in terms of content and productions.
Les Arcs European Film Festival also organizes Paris Coproduction Village in June in the framework of the 
industry days of Champs Elysées Film Festival, which consists in a selection of 15 feature film projects 
from all over the world.

LES ARCS EuROPEAN FILM FESTIvAL

jeremy Zelnik

LES CONTES MODERNES

Les Contes Modernes, i.e. The Modern Tales, is aimed at taking part in intellectual debates within our 
contemporary societies by any means necessary (fiction, animation, creative documentary and transmedia).
Les Contes Modernes federates authors and artists of various horizons (film directors, visual artists, choreog-
raphers, graphic novelists, philosophers, game-designers etc.) who question the world surrounding us in all 
its complexity and who put the esthetic search at the heart of their creations. Our artistic process in favor of 
body movement more than dialogues is an attempt to draw a universal langage, to step across the borders.
Les Contes Modernes is a production company based in Auvergne-RhôneAlpes region, South of France, 
between Lyon and Marseille.
Les Contes Modernes supports projects which develop a humanist, empathic and creative approach on 
the world of today and of tomorrow.

contact details: contact@lescontesmodernes.fr | www.lescontesmodernes.fr

patrice nezan
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LES FILMS DE L'APRèS-MIDI

In 2001 François d'Artemare founded the Paris-based company Les Films de l’Après-Midi and produced 
films from all over the world: Bosnia (Snow by Aida Begic, Childrens of Sarajevo), Guinea-Bissau, An-
gola, Portugal (three feature by Manoel de Oliveira).
He produced in 2015 the first feature film of João Salaviza, Montanha, presented at Venice; the feature 
film by Radu Muntean, One Floor Below, presented at UCR at Cannes 2015; as the short movie by 
Hiwot Admasu Getaneh New Eyes, presented at Orizzonti Venice 2015 and TIFF the same year.
In 2016, he produced Drum by Keywan Karimi, presented at the Venice International Film Critics’ Week. 
He has currently four features films in post-production's stage: a film by Balint Kenyeres: Hier, Fatima by 
João Canijo, Our Madness by João Viana and Something useful by Pelin Esmer. He has also in prepara-
tion several projects as the next Radu Muntean's film and the first feature film by Colombe Schneck.

contact details: contact@films-am.com | www.en.films-am.com

françois d'Artemare

LES FILMS D'ANTOINE
Antoine Simkine is lead producer and managing director of the Paris based Les Films d’Antoine which 
was founded in 2004. He has produced or coproduced ten feature films that where presented in Berlin, 
Sundance, Toronto, Karlovy Vary and many others.
Antoine has participated in ACE, EAVE+ and INSIDE PICTURES, he is a member of the European Pro-
ducer’s Club, the EFA and the Cesars.

contact details: antoine@lesfilmsdantoine.com | www.lesfilmsdantoine.comAntoine simkine
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LES FILMS Du bALIbARI

Since 1998, Les films du balibari has worked both nationally and internationally, striving to focus on 
making documentary films with a unique voice.
Having managed to find both national and international distribution channels, our films travel to major 
festivals such as IDFA, HOT DOCS, VISIONS DU REEL, CINEMA DU REEL … Our choice of partners 
has no borders as we have worked with filmmakers and producers in countries such as: Bosnia, Poland, 
Sweden, UK, Canada, Greece and Niger, amongst others. In March 2016, L.F.D.B. released the 
feature-length documentary Comme des Lions (Brave as Lions), about the galvanising struggle of Peugeot 
factory workers against the closure of their plant. The film is still running in cinemas in France. Also in co-
production, with Greece and Canada, a theatrical documentary, entitled Dolphin Man, on the life and 
legacy of legendary free-diving champion, Jacques Mayol (due for release in May 2017).

contact details: estelle.robin@balibari.com | www.balibari.com

estelle robin You
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LES FILMS D'ICI

Les Films d’ici, created in 1984, is one of the biggest documentaries production company in France. Its 
catalog includes more than 700 movies: documentaries, series, collections, featurelength documentaries 
and feature films released in theatres and aired on television stations worldwide.

contact details: courrier@lesfilmsdici.fr | www.lesfilmsdici.fr
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LES FILMS Du TAMbOuR DE SOIE
Graduate from Eurodoc & Documentary Campus. He took part in the creation of the production com-
pany Les Films du Tambour de Soie in 1987 and became its manager in 1996. Member of the CNC’s 
Writing Grants Commission (Commission d’Aide à l’Ecriture) from 1999 to 2001. Member of the FACA 
(Regional Fund in Brittany, in 2004/2005), Languedoc-Roussillon region in 2006/2008, Rhône-Alpes 
region in 2009/2010 and currently member of the Documentary Commission in Region Nord – Pas 
de Calais. President of the PROCIREP’s Television Commission in 2005 and 2006. Member of the EDN 
Executive committee since December 2008.
For several years, he has been a workshop tutor, developing documentary projects for the Femis, EDN, 
DocuRégio, Lussas and Eurodoc (in France, Portugal, Greece, Czech Republic…).
Alexandre was selected (2001, 2004, 2011) for the Prix du Producteur Français (French Producer’s 
Award) granted by the PROCIREP. He hasn’t yet won!

contact details: tamtamsoie@tamtamsoie.net | www.tamtamsoie.net

Alexandre cornu

laurent danielou

LOCO FILMS

LOCO is a Paris-based world sales and production company created in 2015 by Laurent Danielou and 
Enrique Gonzalez Kuhn, cinema lovers and veterans in the European film industry who are joining forces 
in order to find and reveal the finest of independent filmmaking.

contact details: laurent.danielou@loco-films.com | www.loco-films.com
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A Paris-based company, Luxbox is dedicated to international sales and co-production of select projects. 
With a complementary industry knowledge built on experience in production, distribution, acquisitions, 
sales and festival programming, Fiorella Moretti and Hedi Zardi, start with a solid film catalogue and a 
passionate pool of world cinema directors.

contact details: fiorella@luxboxfilms.com | www.luxboxfilms.com

LuXbOX

fiorella Moretti

MANDRA FILMS

MANEkI FILMS

Mandra Films is production company based in Paris. Its aim is to produce author films for an international 
audience. Recent titles are MEN WHO SAVE THE WORLD by Seng Tat Lew and GROWN-UPS by 
Maite Alberdi.

Didar Domehri is a French producer, founder of the production Company Maneki Films and the Full House 
label. She has was head of international sales at the French sales company Films Distribution for 8 years 
(2001–2009). She has participated in several commissions for the CNC and is currently a member of 
the Selection Committee of CNC/ MAE - “Aide aux Cinémas du Monde” and the Aquitaine regional 
film fund. She has been a Producer consultant for the Cannes Film Festival Critics’ Week Next program 
and a producer trainee for the Torino Film Lab. She is also an independent Expert and a group leader 
for EAVE, and a member of the selection Committee for the Cinefondation residency organized by the 
Cannes Film Festival.

contact details: denis@mandrafilms.com

contact details: didar@maneki-films.com | manekifilms.com

denis Vaslin

didar domehri
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MPM FILM

MPM Film was founded in July 2007. During the last seven years we have produced more than ten 
feature films including:
In 2008, Hooked (Picnic) by Adrian Sitaru (Venice Days, Toronto IFF). 
In 2011, The Turin Horse by Béla Tarr, in Competition at the Berlinale, won the Silver Bear and FIPRESCI 
award; Historias by Julia Murat, (Venice Days, Toronto IFF, San Sebastian).
In 2014, Dzma/Brother (Notre enfance à Tbilisi), a first film of Georgian Teona Mghvdeladze, (co-
produced with ARTE France Cinéma); TARR Béla, I used to be a filmmaker, by Jean-Marc Lamoure (in 
co-production with Cine+) in competition at the FID Marseille, 2013; Xenia by Panos Koutras (in co-
production with ARTE France Cinéma and supported by Cinémas du Monde and Eurimages) presented 
at Un Certain Regard.
In 2015, Box by Florin Serban (co-produced with ZDF-Arte and supported by Cinémas du Monde and 
Eurimages). Currently, we are preparing next films of Paz Encina, Ejercicios de memoria and of Lucrecia 
Martel, Zama.

contact details: info@mpmfilm.com | www.mpmfilm.com

Marie-pierre Macia

MôMERADE
Mômerade is a Paris-based film company founded by Lucie Kalmar, producer and consultant, in 2005. 
We care for cinematic works, long and short, meant for festivals and theatres, galleries or the world wide 
web. We dedicate ourselves to the films we love and help them be financed, shot, edited, heard, sold, 
shown and seen (not necessarily in this order).

contact details: benjamin@momerade.fr

Benjamin  Mirguet
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Olffi.com is the largest database about public funding, covering over 85 countries and 80 financing 
scheme for development, production and postproduction for film and television. Olffi .com which is free. 
Registered users have access to several useful tools to better search the database and compare funds. 
Olffi is supported by Creative Europe/Media program as well as several film funds. It is run by Ilann 
Girard and Joelle Levie. Olffi aims at becoming a fully integrated portal for film financing.

contact details: info@olffi.com | www.olffi.com

OLFFI

Ilann Girard

PARISCIENCE

Christine is currently the curator of the international science film festival  pariscience and working as an 
independant consultant.
PARISCIENCE is a film festival which crosses science with cinema to shed light on the evolution of the 
various scientific disciplines and their impact on society, our condition as human beings and our place in 
the world. Each year, the festival showcases the very best of French and international science-linked films. 
Many of the films had never been shown on French television or screens.
The festival runs for 6 days in early October and is held at the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle in 
Paris. It is organised by the Association Science & Télévision (AST), a collective of independent produc-
tion companies working to promote science on film and television and developing relationships between 
the audiovisual sector and the scientific world, as well as a large audience (www.science-television.com).

contact details: christine.reisen@gmail.com | www.pariscience.fr/en

christine reisen
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quINZAINE DES RéALISATEuRS

The Quinzaine des Réalisateurs (Directors' Fortnight) is an independent section held in parallel to the 
Cannes Film Festival, eclectic and receptive to all forms of cinematic expression.
We aim to champion the best of the annual production amongst fiction features and documentaries, the 
emergence of independent fringe filmmaking and the contemporary popular genres, all expressions of 
individual talents and original directorial voices.

contact details: illos.b@gmail.com | www.quinzaine-realisateurs.comBenjamn Illos

PREMIuM FILMS
Created in 1998 Premium Films is a film sales company based in France and initially specialized in short 
film distribution. We represent many internationally acclaimed Academy Award and Palme d’Or winning 
shorts films. Over the last years we expanded the activity to include acting as a sales agent for feature 
films, unique, daring and engaging productions from all over the world.

contact details: jcm@premium-films.com | www.premium-films.com

jean-charles Mille

thomas 
ordonnneau

ShELLAC

Production, distribution, video edition.

contact details: toma@shellac-altern.org | www.shellac-altern.org
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Still Moving  is a new Paris based international production and distribution company founded by Juliette 
Lepoutre and Pierre Menahem, aiming to produce, co-produce and sell daring, challenging arthouse films 
by emerging or established directors.
Currently in post production with Pendular by Julia Murat (Brazil), the second film by the director of  His-
torias  (aka  Found Memories ) Venice and Toronto 2011, in production with The Gulf by Emre Yeksan 
from Turkey and in development with The Fever by Maya Da Rin (Brazil), The Reports on Sarah & Saleem 
by Muayad Alayan (Palestine) is the 2nd feature film by the director of Love, Theft and Other Entangle-
ments selected at Berlin 2015 (Panorama) and Feathers of a father by Omar El Zohairy (Egypt) is the 
debut feature film by the director of the Aftermath of the Inauguration of the Public Toilet at Kilometer 375, 
Cinefondation Cannes competition.
The sales lineup includes The Black Frost by Maximiliano Schonfeld (Argentina) Panorama Berlinale 20.

contact details: jlepoutre@stillmoving.fr | www.stillmoving.fr

STILL MOvING

juliette lepoutre

uDI - uRbAN DISTRIbuTION INTERNATIONAL

UDI – URBAN DISTRIBUTION INTERNATIONAL presents international arthouse films by promising young 
filmmakers and renowned directors whose films distinguish themselves through innovation and originality. 
Since its creation in 2004 by Frédéric Corvez, UDI has always been driven by the same goal: bring 
quality cinema to the largest audience possible on every continents.

contact details: delphyne@urbangroup.biz

delphyne  Besse
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WIDE

Founded by Loïc Magneron, WIDE is a leading independent sales company currently representing more than 
20 new feature films a year and a library of more than 500 fiction titles and 300 documentaries represented 
by the branch WIDE HOUSE. In 2011, Eye On Films (EOF) was created, which is a label focused on promot-
ing first feature films and highlights emerging authors through its unique global network of film professionals. 
Our catalogue contains a variety of movies from internationally acclaimed directors (restored classics by Max 
Ophuls LOLA MONTES, J-L Godard VIVRE SA VIE among others) but also a selection of genre/horror and 
edgy dramas from around the world. In 2015, WIDE launched its Distribution departement, with the release 
of « BONTE DIVINE », a film by Vinko Bresan, which was a box-office success in Croatia and internationally 
distributed in more than 32 countries. In less than a year, already 3 films released in France.

contact details: lm@widemanagement.com | www.widemanagement.com

loïc Magneron

vERSATILE
Versatile is a Paris-based sales company dedicated to supporting the widest range of independent cin-
ema and gifted filmmakers worldwide. Our goal is both to introduce radical new talents and to establish 
successful creative collaborations with already known and respected directors. Versatile is passionately 
committed to nurturing and consolidating privileged relationships - artistic and commercial – with the 
broadest range of international filmmakers and distributors, and to devising strategies to maximize the 
launch and continued life of our films in the market.

contact details: amoreau@versatile-films.com | www.versatile-films.comAlexandre Moreau

Created in 2002, Wild Bunch is a leading independent film distribution company. 
A major player in international sales, Wild Bunch is also active in France on theatrical distribution (Wild 
Bunch Distribution) and in video distribution (Wild Side Video). The company has developed a pan-
European distribution network with direct distribution arms in Italy (BIM Distribuzione), in Germany (Wild 
Bunch Germany) and in Spain (Vertigo). Wild Bunch has also positioned itself in the market of electronic 
distribution through its French VOD/SVOD platform FilmoTV.

contact details: mpvalle@wildbunch.eu

WILD buNCh

Valle Marie pierre
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42FILM

ARD/ MITTELDEuTSChER RuNDFuNk

CONNECTING COTTbuS

42film GmbH was founded in 2004. Based in Halle/Saale, the production company is lead by Chris-
toph Kukula and Eike Goreczka. 42film sees itself as Inhouse-production and as platform for young, 
talented filmmakers from Germany and abroad. In this framework the company develops and realizes 
documentaries as well as feature films. Among others, 42film produced Piggies (Director: Robert Glinski, 
2009), Zero (Gyula Nemes, 2015), Family Film (Olmo Omerzu, 2015), as well as Corn Island (George 
Ovashvili), winner of the Crystal Globe at the 49th International Film Festival Karlovy Vary 2014 and 
shortlisted for the Academy Awards 2015 as Best Foreign Language Film.

MDR is a public service channel of the ARD Network, based in Leipzig, Germany. 
The station runs a 24/7 channel covering regional news, documentaries, fiction, sport and entertain-
ment. It also delivers program to the national ARD network as well as to ARTE and 3sat. MDR is being 
broadcast by cable, satellite, terrestrial network and internet.
This department is responsible for the Factual program History, Wildlife, Science, Culture and Religion 
producing documentaries, features, magazines and live broadcast of cultural events.

Connecting Cottbus is an East-West co-production market which paves the way for ideas to be realised. 
We select projects which are presented to the professional audience of experienced producers, buyers 
and financiers – often for the first time outside of the home country.
Topical insights into the production landscape of East and Central European countries are offered in dis-
cussions and case studies. connecting cottbus created not only many exciting co-productions – screened 
at big festivals and cinemas worldwide – but also a lively network between Eastern and Western Europe.

contact details: sabina@42film.de | www.42film.de

contact details: claudia.schreiner@mdr.de | www.mdr.de

contact details: r.garrido@connecting-cottbus.de | www.connecting-cottbus.de

sabina Urbanska

claudia schreiner

rebekka Garrido
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Heino deckert

DECkERT DISTRIbuTION

Deckert Distribution is a world sales company for documentaries and stands for excellent, director-led, 
award-winning films, such as EMMY Award winners MINERS SHOT DOWN by Rehad Desai and NO 
BURQAS BEHIND BARS by Nima Sarvestani, the OSCAR nominated RABBIT A LA BERLIN by Bartek 
Konopka and Piotr Rosolowski, ¡VIVAN LAS ANTIPODAS! by Victor Kossakovsky,  SONG FROM THE 
FOREST by Michael Obert, as well as UNDER THE SUN by Vitaly Mansky, THE QUEEN OF SILENCE 
by Agnieszka Zwiefka, PEPE MUJICA by Heidi Specogna.   
The company was established by managing director Heino Deckert in 2003 and is based in Leipzig.

contact details: info@deckert-distribution.com | www.deckert-distribution.com

DOk LEIPZIG
Founded in 1955 DOK Leipzig is the oldest documentary festival in the world, but from its first edition on 
animated films were part of the programme which today extends into crossmedia art. This makes Leipzig 
unique in the international festival landscape as well as its strict attention to artistic quality.
The programme includes international competitions for long and short documentary and animated films 
as well as for animated documentary, for German documentaries and the Next Masters Competition. 
There are numerous special programmes like the regional focus, a rich historical retrospective, a homage 
to a master and many more.
Today, DOK Leipzig has grown into an international centre of competence for documentary and ani-
mated film that is active throughout the year.

contact details: busch@dok-leipzig.de, info@dok-leipzig.de | www.dok-leipzig.de

Kim Busch

leena pasanen
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DECkERT DISTRIbuTION

kICk FILM

Kick Film is an independent production company for high quality theatrical and television films. It was 
created in 1981 and is located in Munich. Kick Film’s CEO is producer Jörg Bundschuh, Head of De-
velopment is producer Moritz Bundschuh and Head of Financial Strategies is supervising producer Franz 
Hirner. Within the last 30 years Kick Film has developed and produced more than 200 films, most of 
them receiving international awards such as GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINATION, EMMY AWARD, HUGO 
AWARD Chicago Int. Film Festival, Int. GRAND PRIX for Authors Documentaries MONTE CARLO, FIPA 
AWARD BIARRITZ, FIFA AWARD MONTREAL, BAYERISCHER FILMPREIS, BAYERISCHER FERNSEHPREIS, 
ADOLF GRIMME PREIS... and invitations to some of the worlds most recognized film festivals.
Co-production partners or buyers of Kick Film productions come from more than 70 countries worldwide 
and include TV broadcasters such as ARD, ZDF, arte, BBC, HBO, HISTORY CHANNEL, PBS, BRAVO TV, 
Smithsonian, SBS Australia, Canal +, NHK, YLE

contact details: kickfilm@kickfilm.de | www.kickfilm.com

franz Hirner

FILMFESTIvAL COTTbuS
The FilmFestival Cottbus, founded in 1991, explores the trends of current feature and short filmmaking 
in Central and Eastern Europe. It gives special attention to how filmmakers from this region reflect the 
changings in their societies, by showing a variety of styles from arthouse to national blockbusters. Thus, it 
became one of the most important international showcases for Eastern European cinema. In three comple-
tion sections, awards in the value of more than 70.000 Euro, will be given to the award winners. Sidebar 
sections are dedicated to children's film, national blockbusters, youth film and regional filmmaking while 
Specials explore films about the Silesian region, explore new cinema from Belarus, Russia and Poland 
and focus on Vietnam and the Vietnamese diaspora in Central Europe. The festival dates are 7th to 12th 
November, 2017.

contact details: b.buder@filmfestivalcottbus.de | www.filmfestivalcottbus.de

Bernd Buder
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PARAbELLuM FILM
The company's focus is mainly on new talents (regardless of their age), female directors and international-
ly-appealing stories (no matter how local the setting). We have to date (co-)produced the documentaries 
"Status of Life" (Hof Intnl. Film Festival, MiradasDoc, broadcast by TVP Kultura, etc.), the multi-award-
winning "Los Increibles" by David Valero (San Sebastián Film Festival, DocAviv, DocumentaMadrid, etc.) 
and the German-Serbian-Croatian co-production "Four Passports" by Mihajlo Jevtic (Trieste FF, Beldocs, 
Sarajevo IFF, etc). All three films were their directors' feature length débuts.
We are currently working on several international documentary projects in various stages of development 
through post-production, mainly by female directors.

contact details: imaz@parabellumfilm.de | www.parabellumfilm.de

natalia Imaz

PATRA SPANOu FILM MARkETING & CONSuLTING
For over fifteen years Patra Spanou has been active in the film industry, in film festivals as also in domestic 
and in world distribution.
Specialised in independent cinema she supports producers by building tailor-made festival strategies for 
their films. With a focus on feature fiction and documentary films she makes international sales on behalf 
of the rightsholder.

contact details: patra.spanou@yahoo.com | www.patraspanou.com
patra spanou
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PLuTO FILM DISTRIbuTION NETWORk
PLUTO FILM is a Berlin-based world sales & festival agency, which was launched during Berlinale 2015. 
The company was founded by Torsten Frehse (Neue Visionen Filmverleih) and Heino Deckert (Majade, 
Deckert Distribution). We promote high-quality fiction films from Germany and around the world with a 
focus on arthouse and cross-over films as well as debut features by emerging talents. Our line-up includes 
KOZA by Ivan Ostrochovsky, IN THE CROSSWIND by Martti Helde and MELLOW MUD by Renars 
Vimba as well as German productions, for example SANCTUARY by Marc Brummund and WE MON-
STERS by Sebastian Ko. PLUTO FILM takes an individual approach to distribution combining new and 
old windows with emphasis on film festival exploitation. Our objective is to make our films circulate and 
to be seen across the world and distribution channels as much as possible.

contact details: margot@plutofilm.de | www.plutofilm.de

RISE AND ShINE WORLD SALES

Rise and Shine World Sales markets and sells outstanding documentary films to broadcasters and local 
distributors around the world. Founded in 2007, the company’s Managing Director Stefan Kloos and his 
team Diana Karklin and Anja Dziersk take a selection of 12-16 new films per year plus a growing exqui-
site catalogue to the major markets and directly to broadcasters and other distribution channels. Strong 
storylines and style, universal topics, personal perspectives. Youth and pop culture. Current affairs, human 
rights issues, popular science, ecology, geopolitics. We do everything to see each film “rise and shine”.

contact details: diana.karklin@riseandshine-berlin.de diana Karklin

Margot Haiböck
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SAXONIA ENTERTAINMENT

Saxonia Entertainment is one of Germany's leading producers of factual and factual entertainment pro-
gramming with special expertise in the fields of international co-production, history programming, quality 
dramatic reconstruction and production in the former Soviet Union as well as Eastern Europe. 
Simone Baumann is the head of the documentary department of Saxonia Entertainment. 
For documentary and international co-production, contact: simone.baumann@saxonia-entertainment.de

contact details: simone.baumann@saxonia-entertainment.de | www.saxonia-entertainment.desimone Baumann

RuShLAkE MEDIA
Rushlake Media represents producers and rights holders with their films or program libraries in the interna-
tional market place. We develop targeted strategies in close cooperation with our clients. It is key for us 
to find a common understanding with them in which markets the film or the program should be positioned 
in order to reach the defined goals.
Rushlake Media also develops new and innovative distribution-services like KINO ON DEMAND and 
RLM DIRECT ON DEMAND.

christoph Mathieu

SCREEN INTERNATIONAL

Martin Blaney studied German and Russian before completing a PhD on German cinema and television 
in 1987. He haa been living in Germany since 1988, working both as a journalist and a moderator for 
numerous pitching fora and film industry events throughout Europe.

contact details: mblaney@web.de | www.screendaily.com

Martin Blaney

contact details: info@rushlake-media.com | www.rushlake-media.com
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TANDEM PRODuCTION

SOFA - SChOOL OF FILM AGENTS

Tandem Production is Moscow, Russia and Berlin, Germany based company. It’s founder Anna Katchko 
has many international co-productions to her credit, including: HARMONY LESSONS (Kazakhstan-Ger-
many-France, 2013), Silver Bear Berlinale 2013 and more than 30 international awards; KALO POTHI 
(Nepal-Germany-France-Switzerland, 2015) Venice Critics Week 2015, Fedeora Award for Best Film, 
PUPPET SYNDROME (Russia-Germany-Switzerland, 2015), LUXEMBOURG (Ukraine-Germany-France-
Norway, 2016) and many others.
Katchko is one of the founders of Moscow IFF Business Square and of Eurasia Spotlight, the international 
Film Business Platforms in Russia and in Kazakhstan, she is EAVE representative in Russia and member of 
European Film Academy and also the organizer of the Ukrainian Film Days in Berlin in support of Oleg 
Sentsov (2015), member of European and Kazakh Film Academy.

SOFA – School of Film Agents invites young film agents for a workshop training to Wroclaw, Poland. The 
program’s special quality is its unique target group: upcoming film professionals from Middle and Eastern 
Europe, Germany, Greece, Central Asia and the republics of Caucasus. SOFA doesn’t aim to educate 
film directors or producers. SOFA supports culture promoters, mediators and catalyzers with unique film/
cinema project ideas for the local and international audience in their country of origin – in all possible 
creative shapes. SOFA helps its participants to make their innovative »dream project« come true and – at 
the same time – develops regional film culture and industry.

contact details: akatchko@gmail.com

contact details: nikolaj@joinsofa.org | www.joinsofa.org

Anna Katchko

nikolaj nikitin
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sabine Bubeck-paaz

Meinolf Zurhorst

ZDF/ARTE

ARTE is a European public-service cultural television channel. Its originality lays in the fact that it targets 
audiences from different cultural backgrounds, in particular French and German. It is composed of three 
entities: the headquarters in Strasbourg and two Members responsible for programme production and 
delivery, which are ARTE France in Paris and ARTE Deutschland TV GmbH in Baden-Baden.
ARTE’s broadcasting experience over the past years has shown that its name stands not only for innovative 
television, but also for the fundamental values set out in its mission statement. 
Top-quality, topical evening schedules, documentaries, feature films, TV films, music, theatre, informa-
tive programmes and much more can be seen on ARTE, with the exceptions of talk shows and sports 
programmes. The different programmes invite you to discover other people, regions and ways of life, to 
experience culture in Europe and to better understand political and social developments in today’s world.

contact details: bubeck-paaz.s@zdf.de, zurhorst.m@zdf.de | www.zdf.de, www.arte.tv

GREEk FILM CENTRE
The Greek Film Centre functions as a public liability company that belongs to the broader public sector, 
is supervised by the Ministry of Culture and subsidized by the state. Its structure, powers and operation 
are regulated chiefly by Law 3905/2010 “for the protection and development of the art of film and the 
support of Greek cinema”. The aims of the Organization are: “The protection, support and development 
of film production in Greece", "the showcasing, dissemination and promotion of Greek cinematographic 
art in Greece and abroad" and " the showcasing of Greece abroad as a suitable location for making 
films and audiovisual productions".

contact details: evenaki@gfc.gr | www.gfc.gr

elektra Venaki
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ThESSALONIkI INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIvAL
The Thessaloniki International Film Festival is the top film festival of South Eastern Europe, the presentation 
platform for the year's Greek productions, and the primary and oldest festival in the Balkans for the crea-
tions of emerging film makers from all over the world. In 2005 Agora/Industry, Thessaloniki’s Film Mar-
ket, was created and established a productive and unique form of helping and introducing professionals 
from South-Eastern and Central Europe, the Balkan region, the Mediterranean as well as the rest of the 
world to the invited industry professionals, consultants, tutors and potential collaborators. Its activities 
include the Film Market, the Agora Works in Progress and Crossroads Co-production Forum. The organi-
zation also hosts the Documentary Festival (March 3-12.3.2017), Docs in Progress deadline: 6.2.2017

contact details: vergou@filmfestival.gr | www.filmfestival.gr

Angeliki Vergou

CAMPFILM
Founded by producer Sára László, director-producer Marcell Gero and DoP Tamás Dobos, Campfilm 
mainly produces documentaries with various national and international partners. The films produced by 
Campfilm address social issues and have a strong cinematic demand. The works completed so far have 
participated and gained recognition at both national and international festivals, such as the 45th Directors’ 
Fortnight in Cannes, the 43rd IFF Rotterdam, the 21st Sarajevo Film Festival or the 62nd San Sebastian IFF. 
Since 2012 the films produced by Campfilm have received in a row the most prominent recognition 
awarded by the Hungarian Film Critics’ Association: CAUGHT BETWEEN TWO WORLDS - “Best Hun-
garian documentary of 2011”, ANOTHER HUNGARY - “Best Hungarian documentary of 2013”, SOFT 
RAIN - “Best Hungarian short film of 2013”, CAIN’S CHILDREN - “Best Hungarian documentary of 2014”.

contact details: dintino.patricia@gmail.com | www.campfilm.eu

patricia dintino
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The Hungarian National Film Fund was established in 2011 and started receiving applications in Octo-
ber that year. During the first 2 years 21 feature films and two documentaries were made and more than 
60 scripts developed with the contribution of the HNFF. The first 4 films have already been released in 
the movie theatres, among which Coming Out a Hungarian comedy had already 75 000 viewers. The 
latest Hungarian success is that The Notebook, the World War II feature film directed by Janos Szasz got 
to the shortlist of 9 foreign films for the Academy Awards. The film produced in an organic European co-
production: Hungary-Germany-Austria-France, won subsidy of the HNFF and received the support of Eu-
rimages. The film also won the Crystal Globe (Grand Prize) of the Karlovy Vary International Film Festival.

contact details: filmalap@filmalap.hu | www.filmalap.hu

Agnes Havas

SPEAk EASY PROJECT
SpeakEasy Project is a place for original ideas in motion picture and communications. We are based in 
Berlin and Budapest. We look at communication as a vital practice that leads to community, understand-
ing, intimacy and mutual valuing. We always keep that in mind when we create our products or carry 
out our services.We are open for original ideas and conversation.

contact details: info@speakeasyproject.com | www.speakeasyproject.comlaszlo josza

Balazs simonyi
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ELISRAEL FILM FuND
The Israel film fund was established in 1979 answering the need to create a public fund that will support 
Israeli filmmakers to realize their vision and talent, primarily supporting "art house" movies.
With an annual budget of 6 million Dollars, the main goal of the Fund is to facilitate the production of full 
length Israeli Feature Films produced by Israeli Production Companies, and to support their marketing and 
distribution in Israel and Worldwide. Throughout the years the Fund has positioned itself as the central or-
ganization in the Israeli film industry supporting full length feature films. 
Since its establishment the Fund is proud to have supported the production of more than 360 full length 
feature films which reflect the fascinating, complex and turbulent Israeli social and cultural fabric.

contact details: info@filmfund.org.il | www.intl.filmfund.org.il

Katriel schory
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4 Rooms is an Italian independent motion picture and television production company, established in 
2015 on the initiative of four professionals with a solid background in scriptwriting, film finance, produc-
tion and extensive network connections, who share the goal of producing quality entertainment and com-
mercially viable films, both for the domestic and global market. Besides developing original content, our 
aim is to work with national and international partners, creative and entrepreneurial producers committed 
to make and exploit genre driven, heart warming, entertaining stories for the screens, in an ever-changing 
and challenging marketplace.

contact details: info@4roomsfilm.it | www.4roomsfilm.it

claudia nicoletta 
rizzoglio

fabio canepa

Alessandro 
d'Alessandro
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ALTROvE FILMS
Altrove Films (Trento, Italy) is an independent production company with a focus on reality-based cinema 
and author-driven films, creative documentaries and new media, with a strong interest in international co-
productions and low to micro-budget film projects. Established in 2016 by Roberto Cavallini and Carla 
Esperanza Tommasini, it is currently developing different projects, among others 'Malditos' (directed by 
Angel Esteban and Elena Goatelli).

contact details: rcavallini@gmail.com
roberto cavallini

AGhEROSE

Agherose is an independent production company located in Udine, Friuli Venezia Giulia. Agherose has 
always been involved in social communication, by realising projects with the aim of raising awareness 
and promoting health, in network with local governments and private firms. Agherose develops and 
produces creative documentaries in co-production with national and international production companies 
and broadcasters, with the support of Italian and European film funds. Agherose is specialised in the 
production of documentaries regarding historical and current topics, characterised by a strong creative 
spirit and by social commitment.

contact details: dorino.minigutti@agherose.com | www.agherose.com 
dorino Minigutti
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Ang Film is an independent production company created in 2004 and based in Rome.
After producing documentaries and commercials for television (La7, Rai International, Fox, Discovery Chan-
nel and others) the company moved its focus to cinema, developing and producing shorts and feature films 
by young Italian authors.
In the last years Ang Film produced two successful first features: “Arianna” directed by Carlo Lavagna, 
which premiered at the “Venice Days” during Venice International Film Festival, and “Cloro” directed by 
Lamberto Sanfelice, which was selected at Sundance Film Festival and at Berlinale (Generation) and was 
nominated for Best Director Debut Award at David di Donatello. Both films has been sold all around the 
world by Rai Com.
Currently we are developing two feature films and looking for new projects.

contact details: info@angfilm.com | www.angfilm.com

chiara campara

damiano ticconi

tancredi campello
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Border Studio is an independent film studio, located in Friuli Venezia Giulia. It was awarded within a 
framework of start-ups dedicated to social innovation.
It was born in 2014 as the natural combination of the professional abilities of the three founding mem-
bers. Giordano Bianchi, author, director and DOP, gathered a decennial experience in the audio-visual 
and documentary sector, always accompanied by his colleague Martina Marafatto, author, director and 
editor. Paola Sponda, with a long experience in the private cultural sector as administrator and executive 
producer, joined them on a second instance.
The three of them contributed to documentaries funded by the Audiovisual Fund of Friuli Venezia Giulia 
region and purchased by RAI.
Border Studio also cooperates with film festivals, international cultural events, training agencies and 
schools.

contact details: info@borderstudio.it | www.borderstudio.it

Giordano Bianchi

paola sponda

Martina Marafatto
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An Italian distribution company, for theatrical and VOD releases.
Focused on the independent art house films.

contact details: info@cineclubinternazinale.eu | www.cineclubinternazionale.eu

paolo Vincenzo 
Minuto

CINEMA kEY

Cinema Key is a young and independent film production company based in Padua (Italy), specialized in 
documentaries, shorts, experimental films and new media. We aim at producing films that affect and engage 
different audiences, while exploring at best the creative potential of young local filmmakers. We develop and 
produce their projects in workshop based experiences like Kinocchio (www.kinocchio.com), with the clear aim 
to attract European and international co-productions. Our most effective project are: RePLAY – an upcycling 
tour (2015) -> youtu.be/KnPkFxucdTg [Cinemambiente 2015 - Environmental film festival]; Article 4 (2014) 
-> vimeo.com/69432962 [Italian Golden Globe nomination in 2015 and other prizes in festivals] and Vivo 
e veneto (2013) -> youtu.be/mycLpeDuwgk [over 40 film festival winning a dozen of prizes].
contact details: info@cinemakey.it | www.cinemakey.it

Marco fantacuzzi

CINEMA&vIDEO INTERNATIONAL

Trade magazine about cinema and audiovisual industry, distributed in the main European markets and 
festivals.

contact details: info@cinemaevideo.it | www.cinemaevideo.it

carolina Mancini
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In 1998 Luigi Musini and Roberto Cicutto joined director Ermanno Olmi, who is no longer in the ex-
ecutive board, in the film production company, Cinemaundici. They have co-produced Jacques Rivette’s 
“Histoire de Marie et Julien”, “Ne touchez pas la hache” and “36 Vues du Pic Saint Loup”, Otar Ioselli-
ani’s “Lundi matin” and “Jardins en Automne”, and Ermanno Olmi’s “The Profession of Arms” (selected 
In Competition at the Cannes Film Festival), “Singing Behind Screens” and “One Hundred Nails”. In 
2010 Cinemaundici produced Sergio Castellitto’s film “Love & Slaps”, distributed by Warner Bros. En-
tertainment Italia. In 2011 Luigi Musini became the sole owner of the company and in that same year 
Cinemaundici presented Ermanno Olmi’s last film “The Cardboard Village” at the Venice Film Festival. 
From 2012 Olivia Musini joined the company dedicating specific attention to the development of new 
projects. Cinemaundici is currently developing a number of feature films for theatrical release.

contact details: giovanna.nicolai@cinemaundici.it | www.cinemaundici.it

Giovanna nicolai

Cineofficina was founded in 1999 by director/film maker Luca Wieser encompassing the full knowledge 
of the technology and techniques most suitable for achieving a broad range of the best and most effec-
tive video product for film, television, and the web in the fields of fiction, documentaries, music, fashion, 
industry, advertisements, backstage, promos and corporate films.
Based in Trieste, in northeast Italy, Cineofficina focuses on telling great stories in unique ways and in a 
variety of genres to make movies that resonate with audiences both domestically and abroad.
“Our goal is to engage the emotions of the greatest number of people in the world”.

contact details: info@cineofficina.com

CINEOFFICINA FILM PRODuCTION

Bruce McGuire

luca wieser
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CREATIvE EuROPE DESk ITALY

Crazy Horse Pictures Srl is a film production company founded in 2011 by me and director Michele Fias-
caris in Udine, Italy. In 2012 I produced the award-winning feature film Fat Cat, starring Lorenzo Richelmy 
(title character in Netflix Original series Marco Polo).
The movie, distributed in Germany by Edel AG, went on to feature in several film festivals worldwide, includ-
ing Maremetraggio ShorTS. In 2014 I've produced documentary by Oscar nominated cinematographer 
Dante Spinotti about Italian region Friuli Venezia Giulia.
In 2016 I have acquired the rights of the novel "Lui non e' qui" (He's not here) from writer Lino Leggio.
"He is not here" is a coming of age story set in the late 1950s, a road movie where three Italian adolescents 
embark on a spectacular journey to West Germany in order to find their idol: Elvis Presley.
I am currently in development of short film Rain Catcher, produced in collaboration with London short film 
hub Shorts On Tap.

The Creative Europe Desk Italy for the Media Sub-programme is the national information and promotion 
office that offers free advice and help filmmakers and all audiovisual industry professionals to apply to 
the media’s funding schemes and benefit from the support system. Besides offering information on the 
various MEDIA funding and networking opportunities, our offices host and attends event across Italy to 
promote the programme.
CED Italy Media consists of three offices (Rome, Turin and Bari) operating within Istituto Luce and Mibact.  
Creative Europe Creative Europe is the European Union's programme to support the cultural, creative 
and audiovisual sectors. Launched in January 2014, Creative Europe brings together a Culture sub-
programme, which provides funding for the cultural and creative sectors, and a MEDIA sub-programme, 
which invests in film, television, new media and games.

contact details: info@crazyhorsepictures.it

contact details: s.sandrone@europacreativa-media.it | www.europacreativa-media.it

Marco cainero

silvia sandrone
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Duel:Film is an independent production company based in Turin, Italy. 
Since 2007 we are working locally and globally gathering partners on European and international level.
Our aim is to write and produce contents that matter and entertain niches and wider audience. 
Duel: Film partner attended programs such as Berlinale Talent, Torino Film Lab, Maia Producers Network, 
European Short Pitch.
We produced branded content for Vice Network and most of the biggest italian brands.
We received support from many national and international public funds as Mibact (Italian Ministry of 
Culture), HAVC (Croatian Audiovisual Centre), Film Commission Torino Piemonte.

contact details: info@duelfilm.com | www.duelfilm.com

Dugong’s specific strategy of finding talent, innovative projects and working in an international framework 
has proved extremely successful. Its productions have harvested a number of hits including: Stefano Savona’s 
feature documentary ‘Tahrir – Liberation Square’, won the David di Donatello as best feature documentary; 
the Venice Film Festival Orizzonti Award with ‘In Attesa dell’Avvento’ a short film by Lavorato & D’Agostino. 
‘A Short History of Abandoned Scenes’, short directed by the renowned artist Ra di Martino, is presented 
at Rotterdam FF, Tate Modern in London, Lima Museum of contemporary arts. The short film ‘Recuiem’ by 
Valentina Carnelutti, winner of Turin Film Festival. The short film ‘Stella Maris’ by Giacomo Abbruzzese, 
winner of Canal Plus Award, in 2015 Clermont Ferrand competition and winner of the Golden Egg at the 
Kustendorf FF  directed by Emir Kusturica. ‘The Challenge’ a documentary feature by Yuri Ancarani, winner 
of Jury Prize at Locarno Film Festival.

contact details: info@dugong.it | www.dugong.it

DuGONG FILMS

emanuela Barbano

Marco Alessi

franco dipietro
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EuFRASIA FILM

Established in 2007, EiE film is an independent production company based in Turin, Italy, always oriented 
towards the international market. For the first seven years of its activity, the company has been mainly de-
voted to the field of creative documentary, developing a strong network of worldwide partners. With the 
new acquisition, dated January 2015, the productive horizon of EiE film was widely expanded by the new 
management, opening to the production of serial content for television.
From the major international political events to the local micro-stories able to change the world, from the 
alternative economic models to the brilliant entertainment, our productions aim to tell stories of bright and 
surprising people, urgent and universal.

Eufrasia Film is an independent production house founded in 2010 by Pasqualino Suppa. We develop 
and produce documentaries and animation with an international scope and “glocal” issues related espe-
cially to highlight human being’s aspects in general. Even when we make storytelling for our commisioner 
customers we try to put on focus the human in the heart of narration in a broad sense. We are involved 
in autorial research projects, and social and trans-cross medial communication and we strongly believe 
in the value of artisanal, (hand-crafted) work. Humans first!

contact details: alessandro@eiefilm.com

contact details: pasuppa@gmail.com

Alessandro carroli

pasqualino suppa
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EXIT media’s contribution to international film community span over 10 years with experience in the arts 
and entertainment industry, providing professional services in film distribution and film production in sev-
eral countries.The company, founded by Federico Sartori and Iris Martín-Peralta, is based in Rome, Italy 
and Barcelona, Spain. Its first project is the annual festival del cine español in Rome (10 years) and Italy, 
sponsored among others by the Spanish Embassy in Italy.Following this strategy, in 2012 EXIT media 
became a distribution company specialized in independent and quality movies. EXIT media has in its line-
up the following titles: Arrugas-Rughe (2011) by Ignacio Ferreras, based on Paco Roca’s graphic novel; 
El estudiante (2012) by Santiago Mitre, winner of the Locarno Special Jury Prize; Dancing with Maria 
(2015) by Ivan Gergolet, finalist documentary at EFA 2015; La vita è facile ad occhi chiusi (2015), by 
David Trueba.

contact details: federico@exitmedia.org | www.exitmedia.org

federico sartori

FANDANGO
Fandango is a Film Production and International Sales company. More, Fandango is a Publishing House 
and and a Music Label. Fandango has unveiled many of the greatest Italian talents of the last decade: 
Gabriele Muccino, Emanuele Crialese, Matteo Garrone, whose two last movies Gomorrah and Reality 
have won the Grand Prix in Cannes and numerous awards. Among others Fandango also produced THE 
CONSEQUENCES OF LOVE by Paolo Sorrentino and in these past years some of the most important Ital-
ian successes: Loose Cannons and Magnificent Presence by Ferzan Ozpetek; Habemus Papam and MIA 
MADRE by Nanni Moretti, Diaz- Dont’t Clean up This Blood by Daniele Vicari which premiered at the Berlin 
International Film Festival and won the 2nd Panorama Audience Award Panorama. Currently in our line up 
ONCE IN SUMMER by Fiorella Infascelli, LONG LIVE THE BRIDE by Ascanio Celestini. In post production 
ITALIAN RACE by Matteo Rovere. We also handle an extensive library including titles by Nanni Moretti

contact details: stefano.basso@fandango.it

stefano Basso
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I am a documentary photographer based in Rome, specialized in Architecture and Documentary Photogra-
phy. Today I’m focusing also on video and production of social documentaries.

contact details: alessandra.zucconi@gmail.com | www.alessandrazucconi.com

Alessandra Zucconi
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First experience in the Italian panorama, the aim of the FVG AUDIOVISUAL FUND is to support the 
development of local film companies and promote the regional audiovisual works in national and inter-
national markets. The Fund operates in three main sectors: training, to encourage the participation of 
local audiovisual professional in national and international courses for directors, scriptwriters, producers, 
editors, camera operators, and sound engineers; development, to cover all the activities between the 
idea and the production phase, from the script-writing and the research, to the casting, the fund raising 
and the presentation of a teaser; distribution, along with the promotion of the projects, this last action 
includes a financial support to cover production expenses, so as to create more competitive products. 
Along with the ordinary management of the fund, the FVG AUDIOVISUAL FUND has organized several 
events aimed at creating platforms for cinema professionals from all around the world and developing the 
local audiovisual industry. The main purpose is to offer new training possibilities and set up new market 
places, where professionals can meet up, share experiences and start to collaborate.

contact details: info@audiovisivofvg.it | www.audiovisivofvg.it

paolo Vidali

Alessandro 
Gropplero

elisa Bordon
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The FVG Film Commission was born in 2000, one of the first to be founded in Italy. Since then, we’ve 
been supporting hundreds of projects – films, documentaries, TV series, music videos and commercials.
Oscar winning directors and young talents alike have accessed our services since, but our commitment 
has been exactly the same no matter how big a project. In 2003, we were the first to create a film fund. 
Since then, for more than 10 years, the FVG Film Fund has supported countless productions choosing 
to film in our region. We have proven experience in dealing with film production administration and 
logistics issues.
Given our thorough knowledge of a relatively small territory, we handle the location scouting directly. A 
gallery of locations is available on our website, and you may request to access our database of more 
than 35.000 pics, a mapping so extensive we are able to send photos in advance to schedulling your 
surveys, saving time and money and helping us establish your needs.

contact details: guido@fvgfilmcommission.com, gianluca@fvgfilmcommission.com, info@fvgfilmcommission.com
www.fvgfilmcommission.com

Guido cassano

Gianluca  novel

federico poillucci
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Gagarin is administrate since 2002 by Franco Bocca Gelsi. Graduate at EURODOC European Producer 
training (documentary) in 2007 and E.A.V.E. (European audio visual entrepreneur) (fiction) in 2006, he has 
a Master in Romance and Script obtained at HOLDEN SCHOOL by Alessandro Baricco.
Member of EPN (European Producer Network) since 2007, Member of Boards of Agenzia per il Cinema e 
l’Audiovisivo di Milano (Agency for cinema and audio-visual resources Milan) between 2008 and 2011, 
President of A.P.I.L. (Association of independent Producer Lombardy) until 2013 and Member of the execu-
tive board of A.G.P.C. (Association of Young Cinema Producer) since 2013. He taught at Civic School of 
Cinema Milan in 2010, and he is Academic at N.A.B.A. (New Academy of Fine Arts) Milan since 2011, 
and Academic at I.U.L.M. (Open University of Languages and Communication) Milan since 2012.
He produced seven films and five documentary. Among them: The Munchies by Paolo Vari and Antonio 
Bocola, winner of Grand Sl.

contact details: f.boccagelsi@gmail.com | https://vimeo.com/gagarin

franco Bocca Gelsi
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Founded in 2004 by three partners, following the international Eurodoc experience, Graffiti rapidly 
gained a solid reputation even across the country’s borders as a refined and high-level production com-
pany, both in terms of the quality of its authors and directors and in terms of subjects and issues engaged. 
Already since its first works, mainly creative documentaries, Graffiti developed projects alongside some 
of the best production companies on the European market, destined for the main international TV chan-
nels (the cooperation with the French-German cultural channel ARTE has been continuous for the past 10 
years), and selected at prestigious festivals. Graffiti’s capability to work on the international market was 
repeatedly recognized and rewarded by the EU MEDIA Programme, with the support granted to two of 
the company’s ‘Slate of Projects’ (in 2009 and 2012).
Having created a solid filmography, since 2010 Graffiti has dedicated its efforts to fiction film.

contact details: info@graffitidoc.it | www.graffitidoc.it

enrica capra

GONG FILM
Valeria Correale founded production company “gong film” in 2016. After fifteen years of experience 
in the cinema industry, she decided to channel her knowledge and expertise in the production of high-
quality films and in finding new talents.
The company aims to be a production partner for Italian and international projects.
In 2015 Valeria produced as part of the company Terranera in collaboration with Minerva Pictures the 
documentary film “Filmstudio mon amour” directed by Toni D'Angelo. The documentary was shown in 
the Rome International Film Festival in 2015 and was awarded the special “Nastro d’Argento” in 2016.
The company has in development a first feature film titled “Stella Amore” by Cristina Puccinelli and Valeria 
won a scholarship in 2016 to attend with this project the workshop “Digital Production Challenge II” held 
by Focal and supported by Creative Europe MEDIA.

contact details: correalevale@gmail.com, puccinellicri@gmail.com | www.cristinapuccinelli.com

Valeria correale

cristina puccinelli
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I Wonder Pictures is a distribution initiative that aims to acknowledge and promote the best international 
documentary features and the most compelling life stories among the Italian audience.
Thanks to the collaboration with Biografilm Festival International Celebration of Lives, that takes place every 
June in the medieval city of Bologna, I Wonder Pictures explores and investigates customs and consumptions 
of the contemporary society and offers a privileged perspective on culture and topical issues.
Catch up with an audience eager to engage with high quality documentaries thanks to a project of excel-
lence who is working with great life stories and remarkable examples of best practices.
Among the several titles distributed by I Wonder Pictures:
Searching for Sugar Man, The Gatekeepers, The Act of Killing, The Look of Silence, Stop the Pounding 
Heart, The Visit, Is The Man Who Is Tall Happy?, CITIZENFOUR, The Lesson, Best of Enemies,The Brand 
New Testament and The Pearl Button.

contact details: distribution@iwonderpictures.it | www.iwonderpictures.it

dario Bonazelli

IDEAL FILMWORkS ITALIA

Idealfilmworks acts as an Executive Producer, primarily responsible for raising financing for feature films, 
feature documentaries, animated features and TV series.  It also facilitates Strategic Planning workshops 
for production companies and consults on government policy and programmes relating to project funding.

contact details: idealfilmworks@gmail.com

linda Beath
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Intramovies is an independent sales company established over forty years ago with the intent to be the 
helping arm for creative producers and new directors. 
During all this time it has remained mainly and foremost an international distributor of quality movies from 
all over the world, particularly focused on first and second features directed by talent directors. 
Every year the company’s line-up is chosen among movies of high standard production value that get their 
highlights at major international festivals. 
Intramovies also boasts a wide catalogue that includes some of the most prestigious Italian classics di-
rected by acclaimed authors like Fellini, Antonioni, Visconti, Argento, Pasolini, De Sica and many others.

contact details: marco.fusco@intramovies.com | www.intramovies.com

Marco Valerio
fusco

kINEOFILM
Kineofilm was founded in April 2009. In 2012 kineofilm works out V.A.M. (video and multi-sensory 
literacy), that has been recognized by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion U.N.E.S.C.O. as a project sharing the same goals of the audio-visual communication paper rights.  
Kineofilm’s last two feature films, produced between 2010 and 2013, are taking advantage of the col-
laborations started with an American distribution and with an Italian VOD platform.
2011 "LA DONNA E IL DRAGO" Feature Film, 100 minutes, kineofilm production, 16:9, HD.
2013 "VOCI NEL BUIO" Kineofilm, Gianluca Arcopinto and Studio Arkadena co-production.
2015 "La crudeltà del mare" Kineofilm production.
IN DEVELOPMENT : aldioignoto.com

contact details: president@kineofilm.it | www.kineofilm.it

laura pellicciari
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Kino produzioni's main goal is to research and develop a new cinematic point of view strongly linked 
with reality. Kino is working to promote a new generation of emerging talents often coproducing with 
international production companies.
Kino's latest works were presented at A-List international film festivals.
In 2016 Kino's IL PIÚ GRANDE SOGNO (I WAS A DREAMER) debut feature film by Michele Vannucci 
was premiered in Orizzonti Competition at Venice Film Festival; VALPARAISO by Carlo Sironi won the 
Pardi di Domani's Prize Video und Surtitlung at Locarno Film Festival; IL SILENZIO (THE SILENCE) by ira-
nian directors Farnoosh Samadi and Ali Asgari was in the Official Short Film Competition at 69. Cannes 
Film Festival; ALMOST HEROES by Giovanni Piperno, created following up a the social inclusion project 
“TOR SAPIENZA FILM LAB” won the NASTRO D'ARGENTO award this year.

contact details: giovanni@kinoproduzioni.it | www.kinoproduzioni.it

Giovanni pompili

LA SARRAZ PICTuRES
La Sarraz Pictures since 2004 produces feature films, creative documentaries, animation and webplat-
forms /games for theatrical and tv release. La Sarraz Pictures like to work in co-production with EU and 
non EU countries.

contact details: lasarrazpictures@gmail.com | www.lasarraz.com

Alessandro Borrelli
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LuCANA FILM COMMISSION
The Foundation Lucana Film Commission (LFC) was born in 2012 with the purpose of promoting and 
supporting the production of Italian and foreign cinema, television, audiovisual and advertising works 
in Basilicata. Its mission is to promote and enhance of artistic and natural heritage, historical identity, 
the tradition of the Lucanian community, professional and technical skills with the aim of encouraging 
filmmakers to come in Basilicata. The LFC has established a film fund: the production and distribution of 
audiovisual and cinematographic works shot in the Region, will receive financial support thanks to grants 
and benefits provided through a specific fund.

contact details: lucanafilmcommission@gmail.com | www.lucanafilmcommission.it

LO SCRITTOIO

Cultural agency offering a wide range of integrated services for the entertainment sector, with a special 
focus on independent cinema. Projects development, marketing, promotional and communication ser-
vices, press office, unconventional distribution.

contact details: masotinac@scrittoio.net | www.cinecult.scrittoio.com

cinzia Masòtina

paride leporace
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Lumen Films Ltd. is an audiovisual company dealing with audiovisual services, film production, industry 
service and customer service.
Lumen Films Ltd. was founded in Rome in 2013 by three students attending a production course at Centro 
Sperimentale di Cinematografia.
Lumen Films Ltd. develops and produces various types of audiovisual programming, documentaries, web 
series, video clips, commercials, short films and feature films.
Lumen Films Ltd, as a small company has built up its skills to be competitive in today's independent au-
diovisual market.
Lumen Films Ltd strongly believes that cinema has a dual personality and a dual function  to propose 
new paths to the curious explorers of life and to excite those who simply have need for recreation and 
distraction from everyday life.
Lumen Films Ltd aims to collaborate with young authors of audiovisual programming and companies 
interested in promoting their products through the visual images.

contact details: andrea@lumenfilms.it | www.lumenfilms.it
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Andrea Gori
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Maia Workshops is an advanced training programme for young and upcoming producers supported by 
European audio-visual programmes and institutions since 2005. Its hands-on participative and creative 
approach to coaching young professionals has attracted more than 400 participants and over 20 part-
ners to its workshops held in 35 different countries.
Maia has a steady hold on the state of the art in the global audiovisual market and involves many among 
the best industry experts in the world. Its exclusive focus on new and innovative ways of making and mar-
keting films sets the participants at the very centre of the process and provides them with the fundamental 
skills to steer their projects to their chosen audience. 
Maia is made up of three independent five-day workshops across a year. Its offer also includes collabora-
tions with Festivals and markets and tailored events for partners.

contact details: graziella@maiaworkshops.org, alejandro@maiaworkshops.org, alessandra@maiaworkshops.org | 
www.maiaworkshops.org

Graziella 
Bildesheim

Alejandro
de la fuente

Alessandra pastore
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The MIA Co-Production Market is the co-production Platform of the MIA|Mercato Internazionale Audiovi-
sivo of Rome. It's the place where filmmakers and their producers – selected from among the world’s most 
interesting talents on the independent film scene – find an ideal platform for presenting their new projects 
and connect with key players in the International audiovisual industry.

contact details: a.devito@miamarket.it | www.miamarket.it

Alexia de Vito
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Italian Directorate-General Cinema is in charge of public functions and duties related to the Film Industry
within the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism.
The statutory mandate entails the promotion, the development, the protection and the diffusion of Italian
Cinema aiming to consolidate its paramount role in creating and preserving national and local cultural
identity. The main activities are: promoting and coordinating initiatives for film production, and spreading
European films in Italy and abroad; providing financial support to film production, distribution and
exhibition and promotion of film culture. Both direct support (through grants) and indirect support (through
fiscal incentives) are provided. Fiscal incentives are also intended to works for TV and Web. Directorate-
General Cinema supervises the Fondazione Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia, the Istituto Luce
- Cinecittà and the Fondazione La Biennale di Venezia.

contact details: dg-c@beniculturali.it | www.cinema.beniculturali.it

chiara fortuna

Iole Maria 
Giannattasio

Maria Giuseppina
troccoli
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MILANO FILM FESTIvAL
Milano Film Festival is an open platform for international cinema. With 21 years of activity, it looks for 
new cinema languages and contents to support young Italian and international talents as well as redis-
covers and reinterprets some of the greatest artists of Film History. Every year MFF travels to collect and 
discuss about films, different by length and genre, coming from all over the world. Our festival takes place 
in public spaces throughout Milan: for days and nights, MFF occupies squares, theatres, auditorium, 
streets, alleys, car parks, suburbs, parks, museums and galleries, frequented by people of different ages 
and nationality, to point up that Public Spaces must be always open, appealing, enlightened and lively.

contact details: carla@milanofilmfestival.it | www.milanofilmfestival.it

MIChELANGELO FILM

Michelangelo Film is an independent Italian production Company headquartered in Milan, dedicated 
to making auteur and quality films. The Company's objective is to support creative and exciting projects 
based on universal stories, to be developed through international co-productions involving the artistic 
contribution of foreign partners.   
Michelangelo Pastore is the Company's CEO which he manages together with Pepi Romagnoli, director.

contact details: pepiromagnoli@virgilio.it | www.michelangelofilm.it
pepi romagnoli

carla Vulpiani
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MFN - Milano Film Network unites the experience and resources of Milan’s seven film festivals for a 
cultural offering throughout the year and a series of services for those who operate in the cinema and in 
the audiovisual sector in Milan and in Italy.
The network is realized thanks to the contribution of the Fondazione Cariplo, is the result of the self-
organization of the seven film festivals held in Milan – African, Asian and Latin American Film Festival, 
Festival MIX Milano, Filmmaker, Invideo, Milano Film Festival, Sguardi Altrove Film Festival, Sport Movies 
& Tv Fest – and aims to include not only operators of the audiovisual sector but also institutions and socio-
economic players, in recognition of the value of the cinema as a form of art but also as a productive 
sector which generates positive consequences for the urban fabric.
The primary objective of the project is, in the short term, to create a system of cinema around the city of 
Milan, i.e. a stable model of collaboration.

contact details: coordinamento@milanofilmnetwork.it | www.milanofilmnetwork.it

Alice Arecco

MOvIMENTA
Movimenta is a production company, which was founded in 2004, based in Carpi (MO), Italy. Our 
core business is developing and producing creative documentaries and our horizon is the International 
market. We privilege social issues, stories of human interest, mainly character driven films, which reflect 
a universal meaning. We have established very successful and lasting co-productions with Italian and in-
ternational production companies in order to  bring awarded creative key members into our productions.

contact details: info@movimenta.net | www.movimenta.net
claudia tosi
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Nefertiti Film is an independent production company, located in the north-east of Italy, which operates at 
both the national and international level.
It creates research projects with a strong authorial orientation for film, but not only, all based on an "artisan" 
philosophy. It is a small but dynamic company, with a modular structure, that adapts itself to the work in 
progress. Nefertiti Film belives that cinema can be a means of social development. Its project stimulate the 
audience to active partecipation: the film becomes the starting point for personal reflection that is an integral 
element of viewing the film but also continues outside the cinematographic scope. Nefertiti Film have al-
ready partecipated in a number of international film festivals (Locarno, Rome, Munich, Reykjavik, Montreal, 
Belfort, Moskow...), being often praised and awarded.

contact details: produzione@nefertitifilm.it, nadia@nefertitifilm.it | www.nefertitifilm.it

claudia soranzo

nadia trevisan

NIGhTSWIM
Nightswim is a production company founded in 2015 and active in the development of cinema and 
television projects. The company was born from the combination of the authorial and editorial experience 
of Nicola Lusuardi and Stefano Sardo and the production experience of Ines Vasiljevic. Nightswim is 
presently involved in the development and production of 4 documentaries, 3 second feature films, 1 first 
feature and 3 projects for mainly short running series (30 minutes) at low budget. An extensive experi-
ence in scriptwriting and developing ( scouting, story-editing, editorial supervision and art production) 
combined with the professionalism in executive production, financing and international co-production is 
what Nightswim makes available to its projects and its mission focused on the scouting and developing 
of projects according to original editorial strategies of high aesthetic, narrative and commercial potential.

contact details: ines@nightswim.it | www.nightswim.it

Ines Vasiljevic
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OkTA FILM
In meteorology, the Okta is a unit of measurement used to indicate the level of cloudiness of the sky, 
estimated in terms of how many eighths of the firmament are obscured by clouds: from clear, 0 oktas, to 
completely overcast, 8 oktas.
Okta Film, the young, enterprising film production company founded by Paolo Benzi, sets out to be an 
indicator and a revealer of visibility, a “mariner’s warning” of our restless, fast-changing times.
Firmly biased towards the kind of filmmaking that is in love with reality, Okta Film proposes auteur-driven 
documentaries in which the activities of looking and listening intersect with the search for narrative forms 
that are new, skilful, experimental and enjoyable.
With a strongly international political outlook and intellectual perspective, Okta Film believes in filmmak-
ing which creates connections and reverberations, which works on analogies and on memory, and which 
stimulates the imagination.

contact details: info@oktafilm.it | www.oktafilm.it

paolo Benzi

NOMAD FILM DISTRIbuTION
Nomad Film Distribution is an independent company founded by Lydia Genchi. The aim of the company 
is to produce and distribute quality movies, documentaries, tv series and independent productions. No-
mad is a distribution and production company working on the international market. We give priority to 
Italian and French cinema, with a special attention to sophisticated comedies and to movies focused on 
social issues. The attention to French works reflects the will to export and support quality cinema. Further-
more we believe that French cinema is the cultural product of a country particularly close to Italy in terms 
of history, social habits and national audience tastes. The company is always searching for new projects 
with an European and International appeal. Most of the films distributed by Nomad Film have received 
several awards in some of the most prestigious festivals worldwide.
contact details: info@nomadfilm.it

lydia Genchi
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PACO CINEMATOGRAFICA
Paco Cinematografica is an independent production company established in 2003 by Isabella Cocuzza 
and Arturo Paglia. After the national hit "BASILICATA COAST TO COAST", Paco produced Giuseppe 
Tornatore's "THE BEST OFFER" starring Geoffrey Rush, Jim Sturgess and Donald Sutherland. Paco is cur-
rently producing several films, among them “MIMì, PRINCE OF DARKNESS”, by first time director Brando 
De Sica, co-produced with Nexus Factory (Belgium); “LUNA E L'ALTRA” by Michela Andreozzi, "THE 
EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY OF THE FAKIR" by Ken Scott, “THE EXTASIE" and “TOGETHER NOW”. 
Paco has recently completed “NO COUNTRY FOR YOUNG MEN” by Giovanni Veronesi, co-produced 
with Neo Art Producciones (Spain), and is in post-production with "THE MAGIC FLUTE AT PIAZZA VITTO-
RIO" by Mario Tronco and Gianfranco Cabiddu, co-produced with Denis Friedman Productions (France).  
Paco Cinematografica has recently released "CORRESPONDENCE", the new Tornatore's film, starring 
Jeremy Irons and Olga Kurylenko.

contact details: francesca.moino@pacocinematografica.it | www.pacocinematografica.it

ONEWORLD DOCuMAkERS

Manu Gerosa was born in 1975 in Rovereto in Italy and in 2001 he graduated in Contemporary History 
at the University of Bologna in Italy.
His first medium length documentary Kamenge Northern Quarters (2010), won 3 international awards, 
among them the "Silver Audience Award" at Amnesty International Film Festival in Canada. His second medi-
um-length documentary Lion Souls (2012), won the "Jury Prize" at Ismailia International Film Festival in Egypt.
His first feature documentary Between Sisters (2015), won the awards: Cinema AMoRe at Trento Film 
Festival (2016 - Italy), "Best Film" at Ismailia International Film Festival (2016 - Egypt), "Best Film" given by 
EFCA - Egyptian Film Critics Association (2016 - Egypt) and a Special Mention at SEMINCI - Semana 
Internacional de Cinema de Valladolid (2016 - Spain).
Actually Manu is working at his new project One More Jump, presented at the MeetMarket of Sheffield 
Doc Fest (UK) and winner of the award "When East Meets West" at the workshop ESoDoc.

contact details: info@manugerosa.com | www.manugerosa.com

Manu Gerosa

francesca Moino
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Partner Media Investment was founded in 2006 by Andrea Stucovitz, who had a long experience in the 
cinema industry. Since then, it has produced theatrical films and documentaries, all international copro-
ductions: PMI is an independent production company that mainly focuses on arthouse projects.
In production: a film by Andrea Pallaoro, a film by Andrea Segre.
In development: a film by Valerio Mieli and a film by Elisa Mishto.

contact details: info@pmisrl.eu | www.pmisrl.eu Andrea stucovitz

PAuLILLO&TETI
Leonardo Paulillo is the founder of the Boutique Entertainment Law Firm " Paulillo & Teti". Currently he is 
also Director of the Culture Desk of Confindustria Puglia, the main Industries Association in Italy. He has 
over 15 years experience dealing with intellectual property, working and negotiating contracts with many 
of the top companies in the entertainment industries and a deep commitment to providing the highest level 
of service to every client he works with.
His practice focuses on entertainment, intellectual property, fine arts, digital, communications and media 
transactional issues but he also handles corporate, LLC and other business matters, intellectual property 
agreements, Mr. Paulillo is responsible for structuring, and revising business proposals for acquisitions, 
strategic partnerships, co-financing, film library acquisitions, production financing matters, non-disclosure 
agreements and all contract related to audiovisuals.

contact details: l.paulillo@gmail.com | www.deskcultura.com

leonardo  paulillo
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Polis Ltd. was set up in January 2008 to produce the documentary “211: Anna” by Paolo Serbandini 
and Giovanna Massimetti, which was selected from 744 documentaries at the Sundance Film Festival 
2009 (Park City, Utah, USA). The documentary told the story of the Russian journalist Anna Politkovskaja 
who was assassinated in Moscow in 2006, was bought by RAI3 (Doc 3 broadcast) and by the satellite 
channel Current TV, and won the special judge’s prize at the Ilaria Alpi awards. The documentary was 
chosen at the following International Film Festivals: Newport Beach Film Festival (23 – 30 April 2009, 
Los Angeles – USA); Docaviv (7 – 16 May 2009, Tel Aviv International Documentary Film Festival); David 
di Donatello (Fifth round finalist) as best documentary 2008; Bellaria Film Festival (2 – 6 June 2009, spe-
cial mention by the judges, Current TV award, UCCA award from the Cinematographic Society linked 
to ARCI); Ilaria Alpi Awards (18 – 20 June 2009, Riccione, Italy).

contact details: info@polisfilm.it | www.polisfilm.it

stefano Alpini

quASAR MuLTIMEDIA
Quasar Multimedia was set in 2001, we have produced documentaries and short films  weaving up impor-
tant collaborations. In 2008 Marta Zaccaron joins the company with the aim of developing and producing 
high quality creative documentaries for the national and international television and cinema market. 
Quasar works with RAI and SKY, and co-produces with France, Slovenia, Croatia and Austria documenta-
ries that have a distribution on several European broadcasters - DR Denmark, YLE Finland, SRF Switzerland, 
Histoire, Vosges and Stylia TV France, TFO and Planète  Canada, C+ Poland, Cinema Prestige Russia, ZDF.
Quasar is constantly weaving up important connections with international co-producers and Television chan-
nels. The editorial line is to make documentaries for society and history slots.

contact details: marta@quasarmultimedia.it | www.quasarmultimedia.it

Marta Zaccaron
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Rai Cinema is a Rai Group Company established with the specific purpose of strengthening the Italian 
cinematographic industry. The obligation to invest in Italian cinema productions, originally provided for 
by the law, turned over time into an opportunity for developing the cultural industry of the country.
Rai Cinema offers its ideational, productive and financial contribution to independent producers who 
intend to implement projects in the cinematographic field.
In so doing, Rai Cinema has contributed and is still contributing to the realization of a considerable share 
of the Italian cinema, from the works of the great masters to those of quite a few neophytes that, in such a 
way, have the chance of taking their first steps in the cinema. Important films, bought in the international 
markets, back up this quality production, creating a list that succeeds in attaining mutual synergic effects.

contact details: alessandro.corsetti@raicinema.it, carla.decarolis@raicinema.it, federico.pedroni@raicinema.it
www.raicinema.it

Alessandro corsetti

carla de carolis

federico pedroni

Iseult Mac call
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RED ON PRODuCTIONS
Red On is a production company dedicated to the audiovisual sector. Our offer covers the entire creative 
process, from the concept until the post production.
Red On guarantees diversified and integrated skills that allow to get professional film and videos.
The presence in a single structure of screenwriting and directing in addition to the technique allows Red 
On to make a film product that the customer can immediately recognizes spendable in hypermedia 
environment.

contact details: marcofabbro.mf@gmail.com | www.redonmovies.comMarco fabbro
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REDIbIS FILM
Daniele Segre has been head of production at the Film Commission Torino Piemonte for twelve years 
for feature films and television series such as “La solitudine dei numeri primi”, “Il divo” and “La meglio 
gioventù”. In 2012, together with Daniele De Cicco, he has funded Redibis Film, a production company 
born with the ambition to realize unconventional films with a wide appeal, in co-production with interna-
tional partners. Redibis Film has produced four short movies, one documentary and is developing a first 
feature film, a new documentary and has in preproduction two short movies; it is also executive producer 
of international projects.
In development:
- IN ABSENTIA  by Matteo Bernardini (feature film) in coproduction with "Les films de l’Heure Bleue "(FR) with 
the development support of RAI CINEMA and Italy-France coproduction development fund (MiBACT-CNC);
- EARTH WIND AND FIRE by Alberto Segre, (DOC, 52’) with the development support of PDFF – Pie-
monte Doc Film Fund.

contact details: info@redibisfilm.it | www.redibisfilm.it

daniele segre
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From early stage, 2003, Revolver has been involved in international coproductions and domestic pro-
jects, both arthouse features or even TV movies. We are always scouting scripts and directors’ proposals 
with coherent, recognizable style. We also organize production services for foreign companies in Italy 
and other countries.
Revolver is also active in Italian distribution since 2003. We have already acquired several titles in main 
European festivals for the theatrical release and for all TV and Homevideo/DVD and Internet rights. We 
are mainly interested on arthouse features produced in any continent, lately from 2005 also in other 
genre films. With our acquired experience we also organize distribution services on Italian theaters. Re-
volver always looks for contents for the Italian broadcasters. We work worldwide searching for theatrical, 
Tv, and Home video productions and we can offer a wide range of films and TV series, mainly family 
but also genre.

contact details: revolver.produzione@gmail.com | www.revolverfilm.it

paolo spina

RING FILM/WIThSTAND FILM
Ring Film is based in Rome and is focused in documentary and feature films.
Withstand Film is based in Milan and is focused in documentary, shorts and animated films.

contact details: simona.chiarellociardo@gmail.com

simona chiarello 
ciardo
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SARDINIA FILM COMMISSION
Sardinia Film Commission was born with the aim of promoting, supporting film and audiovisual production 
in the Island and offering new opportunities to the professionals in the Island. The Sardinia Regional office 
contributes to the release of authorizations and offers assistance services to those people who come to 
shoot in the Island, giving preliminary technical, logistic and bureaucratic information also with data banks.

contact details: filmcommission@regione.sardegna.it | www.sardegnafilmcommission.itnevina satta

SAMANI LAuRA 
LAURA SAMANI was born in Trieste on 9th October 1989. She attended Philosophy and Literature fac-
ulty at Università di Pisa. In May 2012 she took a BA degree in Cinema and Communication Studies, 
graduating with a thesis focused on Twin Peaks. The following summer she decided to switch from study-
ing to actually doing cinema: she shot her first short movie that allowed her to be one of the six students 
in the Directing class at Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia di Roma, 2013-2015 triennium. Since 
then, she has tried to cope with the disorder of the world. With on and off results. “The Sleeping Saint”, 
her degree short movie, has been selected for Cinéfondation 2016, Cannes. After that, it has been 
screened in several international festivals, including Milano Film Festival, ISFVF in Beijing, Maremetrag-
gio, Carthage Film Festival, Cervignano Film Festival, Tirana Film Festival and Camerimage.

contact details: samanilaura@gmail.com

laura samani

ROSSI ERIkA
Erika Rossi, born in Trieste, is an italian screenwriter and documentary director. In the last ten years she has 
been telling stories from her home territory, collaborating with independent production houses based in FVG, 
gaining good experience of the international market. As a director she has been selected for Eurodoc (Euro-
pean Documentary Programme) and for Archidoc (European workshop for archive based stories). She has 
written and directed Trieste racconta Basaglia, documentary on the closure of psychiatric hospitals in Italy, 
winner at Trieste Film Festival and selected in some international festival (Glasgow, Split and Buenos Aires). In 
2014 her documentary Il viaggio di Marco Cavallo has been selected at Torino Film Festival, screened at the 
italian Senate and won the Franco Rossano’s prize for best social documentary. In 2016 her last work, Every 
soul of my body, premiered at Sguardi Altrove Film Festival and will have its international  premiere next april.

contact details: erika.rossi2712@gmail.com

erika rossi
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Beatrice spazzali

SLINGShOT FILMS
Launched in 2013, Slingshot Films is sales agency based in Italy specialized in creative documentaries 
and art-house fiction films. 
Our input include: project development, financing strategies, traditional and digital distribution, rights 
negotiation, promotion marketing and exploitation, project packaging.

contact details: festivals@slingshotfilms.it, sales@slingshotfilms.it | www.slingshotfilms.it
Manuela Buono

Michela pascolo
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Solaria film created on 2013 by the producer Emanuele Nespeca to produce cinema and television con-
tents. The first movie produced "I was born traveling" by Irish Braschi in collaboration with Rai Cinema and 
NBC Universal told a journey in the memories of the famous writer Dacia Maraini.
The company co-produced the feature film “7 Days” by Rolando Colla and collaborated to achieve the 
collective project “Short Plays” - a series of short films dedicated to the 2014 World Cup - produced by 
BROSSALCUADRADO GB in collaboration with UNIVISION and TELEAZTECA with the short film entitled 
“Hand” directed by Luca Lucini.
The last works are “Redemption Song” by Cristina Mantis a documentary about African immigration, 
“Mambo Italiano” by Marco Guelfi a documentary about the new Jazz Orchestra of young Italian talents. 
The company is member of the ACE - Atelier du Cinema Europeen and member of ANICA – National 
Cinema and Audiovisual Industry Association.

contact details: emanuele.nespeca@solariafilm.it | www.solariafilm.it

emanuele nespeca
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Stefilm is one of the leading Italian production companies.
Stefilm's founders, Elena Filippini, Edoardo Fracchia and Stefano Tealdi, have been working since 1985
with broadcasters and filmmakers to build a strong core of documentary professionals, developing stories
and characters that reflect the complexity of today’s society and the best of the world’s culture and art. The
three partners are active industry leaders both at home and abroad: Stefano Tealdi was chairperson of the
European Documentary Network (EDN), and is currently national co-ordinator of INPUT – Television in the
Public Interest. Stefilm is also a member of the steering committee of the Documentary Campus.
The company has a thorough understanding of the creative and production approach to the international
market. The most co-productions, developed with the support of the MEDIA Programme of the European
Union, have been financed by over 40 broadcasters and cinema funds across the world.
Documentary series include BUILDING THE WINTER GAMES (3 x 45'); PIEMONTE STORIES (12 x 10');
GLOBAL FOOD (6 x 52'), GLOBAL DRINKS (6 x 52') and FOOD MARKETS – IN THE BELLY OF THE
CITY (15 X 52’/43’). Award winning films include CITIZEN BERLUSCONI, nom. German Grimme Award
2004; PORTO MARGHERA, 59th Mostra del Cinema Venezia 2002, SORRISO AMARO (RICE GIRLS)
60th Mostra del Cinema di Venezia 2003 and MoMA Intern. Documentary Fortnight, MOSTAR UNITED
(IDFA 2009); VINYLMANIA (Goteburg IFF 2012 and IFF Rotterdam 2013); CHAR, NO MAN’S ISLAND
(Berlinale Forum 2013 + 23 awards in various festivals); THE QUEEN OF SILENCE (Int. Doc Competition
-IDFA 2014, Best Film Krakow FF 2015).

contact details: edoardo@stefilm.it, info@stefilm.it, stefano@stefilm.it | www.stefilm.it

edoardo fracchia

stefano tealdi

elena filippini
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ThE OPEN REEL

Studio AC was founded in 2002 by Anny Carraro, internationally awarded independent documentary 
filmmaker from Venice/Italy, branch office in Munich/Germany. 
16 documentaries produced, mainly Art&Culture, History, mixed genre, creative docs, as author and/or 
director/producer or co-producer. The last doc – “The Mandarin of Friendship” – a Chinese co-production 
2016, was selected at the Golden Tree Documentary Film Festival, Frankfurt/Germany, in October 2016. 
6 projects are in progress.

An International Sales Agency, The Open Reel, founded in 2012, aims to support and develop independent 
cinema on an international level.
The Open Reel wants to enlarge the visibility of those independents productions not supported by a staff 
devoted to develop their circulation and their positioning to festivals, events and sales.
The Open Reel is also active on a production level, supporting projects still in post-production.
The Open Reel is also focused in distributing in the Italian territory independent and arthouse productions.

contact details: cartom@tin.it | http://italiandoc.it/area/public/wid/QZS/scheda.htm

contact details: sales@theopenreel.com | www.theopenreel.com

Annamaria 
carraro

francesca delise
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TICO FILM is an independent film production company founded in 2005 by father and daughter Gino 
and Sarah Pennacchi.
Our diverse output of works varies from big screen cinema feature films, to broadcast and indie documen-
taries. We love strong and authentic stories, passionate and distinct voices and  investing in new talents.

contact details: sarah.pennacchi@ticofilm.com | www.ticofilm.com
sarah pennacchi

TORINOFILMLAb
TorinoFilmLab is a year-round, international laboratory that supports emerging talents from all over the 
world – with a special attention to those working on their first and second fiction feature films – through 
training, development, funding and distribution activities.

contact details: matthieu.darras@torinofilmlab.it, savina.neirotti@torinofilmlab.it | www.torinofilmlab.it

Matthieu darras

savina neirotti
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Transmedia Production is a fast-growing production company based in Gorizia, 
on the border between North-Eastern Italy and Slovenia. Our vision is to discover 
and accompany new international talents whose work combine cultural diversity 
and ambition on the film market. We focus on films with a strong narrative, which 
involve a European and international co-production.
Our goal is to produce powerful short or long feature films and documentaries that 
can travel widely thanks to quality storytelling. Therefore we work with eclectic 
authors and artists whose passion can touch a wide audience.

contact details: cej.david@gmail.com, chinaglia.luca@gmail.com, moviola35@gmail.com, 
menard.florence@gmail.com, antonspazzapan@gmail.com, barbiero1988@gmail.com, 
gianandrea@sasso.eu

Andrea Barbiero david cej

florence Ménard Igor princic

Gianandrea 
sasso

Anton spacapan 
Voncina

luca chinaglia Giulio de paolis
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Since 2011, Trentino Film Fund and Commission is committed to attracting films, documentaries and TV 
productions to the region and to boosting the flourishing ecosystem of local professionals and companies 
in the film sector. So far, TFC supported more than 100 national and international productions, offering 
financial support through the Film Fund, but also providing a very fluid and effective network of services 
and contacts with local public and private entities.

contact details: luca.ferrario@trentinosviluppo.it | www.trentinofilmcommission.it
luca ferrario

TRuE COLOuRS
True Colours is the name of a new shade in the palette of international sales companies.
The new company was established in a partnership between Italian powerhouses Lucky Red distribution 
and Indigo Film production whose credits include Paolo Sorrentino’s Oscar-winning "The Great Beauty”, 
with the aim of bringing the best of Italian and international arthouse cinema worldwide.

contact details: gaetano@truecolours.it | www.truecolours.it

Gaetano Maiorino
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Set up in 2008, Tucker Film is an independent production and distribution company that focuses on two 
main areas: our region (Friuli Venezia Giulia) and the Far East. Among the movies distributed by Tucker 
Film are: Departures by Takita Yojiro (2010 - Oscar Award 2009 for Best Foreign Movie), Poetry by 
Lee Chang-dong (2011), A Simple Life by Ann Hui (2012), L’Estate di Giacomo by Alessandro Como-
din (2012 - Pardo d’oro Cineasti del presente and Premio George Foundation at Locarno Film Festival 
2011), In Another Country by Hong Sang-soo (2012) and Zoran, Il mio nipote scemo by Matteo Oleotto 
(2013 – International Critics’ Week Award at Venice Film festival 2013). Recent distribution projects 
bear witness to Tucker Film’s stature and current direction: TIR by Alberto Fasulo (Marc’Aurelio d’oro at 
the Festival Internazionale del film di Roma, 2013), Class Enemy by Rok Bicek and High Sun (Best film 
award at Un certain regard, Cannes 2015) by Dalibor Matanic.

contact details: samantha@tuckerfilm.com | www.tuckerfilm.com

thomas Bertacche

samantha faccio

Giulia scarpa
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vENICE INTERNATIONAL FILM CRITICS' WEEk
Independently organized by the SNCCI (Italian National Union of Film Critics) within the Venice Interna-
tional Film Festival, the SIC finds and offers debut feature films to an audience of cinephiles and film indus-
try professionals.The selected films compete for an audience prize awarded on closing night. The prize 
facilitates international distributors in acquiring the films and allowing their release worldwide beyond the 
Venice Film Festival.

contact details: anettedujisin@gmail.com | www.sicvenezia.it
Anette dujisin

uCCA –uNIONE CIRCOLI CINEMATOGRAFICI ARCI
Ucca is an officially recognized cultural organization with 138 chapters across Italy. It promores film 
culture and helps smaller and repertoire cinemas to continue to operate.
Alonside managing actual cinemas, UCCA branches organize film events, conferences, panels and 
lectures at all levels to raise awarness of issues related to film and video culture and current trends. UCCA 
branches salso organize summer showings of films, what in Italian is known as ‘arena’. These events are 
extremely popular. In conclusion, the main aims of UCCA are: to promote Italian and European films that 
would not been seen otherwise; to foster the emergence of a new type of film public, through our cultural 
work; to show films in their original language; to promote film showing ‘on demand’ transformong the 
viewer into a promoter of film.

contact details: info@ucca.it | www.uccaarci.it

sabrina Milani

roberto roversi
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vIDEE
We have been providing broadcast services and content projects of all kinds for almost 30 years: Inter-
national Sporting Events, Live Events, Reality and Talent TV Show production, documentaries, short films, 
TV series. We personalise technical and creative solutions to meet specific requirement for all our clients. 
Each project is managed by a team of experts, who have worked together in technical support, logistics, 
creative content, management and administration. We use the latest generation of broadcast technol-
ogy and support each and every project based on specific needs, whether with production, location, 
transport or set up needs, all to guarantee maximum efficiency. Our professional team travels around the 
world: camera operators, sound engineers, crew managers, video mixers, control room operators, as-
sembly workers and graphics, audio and video assistants, satellite technicians.

contact details: francesca.daros@videe.it | www.videe.it/it_IT

francesca da ros

vERDEORO
Verdeoro is a company specialized in co-production with Europe and Latin America, established by Daniele 
Mazzocca, in 2006.
Verdeoro has three new productions lined–up for shooting 2017: "Rafael", an italian/dutch/belgian  co-
production, a love story set against the backdrop of thea arab spring, "Absolute Palate", an italian/brazil-
ian coproduction, the new "slow food comedy" from tuscan director Francesco Falaschi and “Porselein” an 
italian/dutch coproduction to be filmed in Italy and Holland.  With Francesco Falaschi, Verdeoro is also 
developping “Walking Pace”, a drama set between Italy, the Balkans and Turkey.
All of Verdeoro's productions have been recognized by the Italian Ministry of Culture as "films of national 
interest", and have obtained national contributions to support the production

contact details: danielemazzocca@gmail.com

daniele Mazzocca
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vIDEOEST
Videoest was founded in 1990 by five members already engaged in the professional video industry. 
After an initial start-up phase it gave rise to investments to enhance the productive capacity of society and 
bring the standard in broadcast production. The company deals with institutional documentaries, video 
advertising, promotional and product videos for trade fairs and exhibitions, educational videos, press 
releases, audio-visual documentation for the company archives. Its strength is the production of documen-
taries. In recent years Videoest has increased its productions of documentary about contemporary art and 
architecture. Its latest productions, MEMORY OF FLUIDS – GIUSEPPE PENONE SCULPTOR and WHY 
A FILM ABOUT MICHELE DE LUCCHI have been both selected in 2013 and 2014 for the International 
Festival of Films on Art in Montreal.

contact details: david.rabacchin@icloud.com | www.videoest.it

Alessio Bozzer

davide rabacchin
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YANEZ FILM
Yanez Film is a young independent movie production company, working on documentaries, feature films, 
commercials for web and TV and line production for foreign features on the Italian territory. Yanez Film is 
associated to AGPCI from 2015. 
Projects in development: 
MR. ZHANG - Feature Film, by COLLECTIVE JOHN SNELLINBERG with 8 Production; 
TFD - Tv mini series, by A. Albanese - C. Loforti - S. Misuraca; 
BIRTH - Documentary Feature, by MARIA IOVINE; 
ABBE’S NUMBER – Feature Film, by ANTONIO COSTA, screenplay by A. Costa and P. Tomaselli, with 
8 Production; 
MOTHER - Short Film, by ANTONIO COSTA, with Corvus Film.

contact details: info@yanezfilm.it | www.yanezfilm.it

Antonio tozzi
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 ZELIG SChOOL FOR DOCuMENTARY, TELEvISION AND NEW MEDIA
ZeLIG School for Documentary, Television and New Media is an educational centre running a three-years 
vocational training course in documentary filmmaking. All ZeLIG teachers are active professionals offering 
direct knowledge from the real world on the latest developments of the audiovisual industry. The training 
is held in Italian, German and English. An important part of ZeLIG’s mission is its creative focus on this 
multi-lingual, multi-cultural tradition. 
Within this vision ZeLIG developed ESoDoc - European Social Documentary and other training initiatives 
on an international level, in India LINCT, ESoDoc INDIA and in Africa  ESoDoc International. 
ZeLIG runs courses for professionals in project-development, like Raccontare l'Avventura, courses for as-
sistants to cinema productions like Movie-It  and courses in the technique of participatory video. 
ZeLIG has the mission to prepare professionals for the markets of tomorrow and make them part of the 
changing audiovisual world.

contact details: heidi.gronauer@zeligfilm.it, thomas.righetti@zeligfilm.it | www.esodoc.eu, www.zeligfilm.it

thomas righetti

Heidi Gronauer

ZAMOLO MARTINA
FILM EDITOR

contact details: martina.zamolo@gmail.com

Martina Zamolo
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FILM ANGELS STuDIO

Originally set-up as a production service company in 2008 BPF became one of the leaders in production 
services in the Baltic region. Successful have proven to be cooperation with: Discovery, NBC, ZDF, 
UK’s C4, BBC, Left Bank Pictures, Yellow Bird (Wallander III), WB. The company takes active part 
in the on-going processes led by the Latvian National Film Centre to improve their financing models, 
incentives schemes & international marketing for the industry. Together with Estonian Allfilm in 2012 BPF 
co-produced a multiple award winning feature film “In The Crosswinds” directed by Matti Helde screened 
at Toronto, Warsaw, Thessaloniki, Black Nights festivals. Today the company keeps stronghold in services 
& also develops the content with the local talent that we’ve seen grow up in servicing with us. Among 
several projects on our slate “Trajectory” is the most advanced and already received Latvian state finance 
for development. In 2016 BPF launched a short film script competition as a cultural initiative to discover 
and support new talent.

FILM ANGELS STUDIO (FAS) is one of the biggest and most active film production houses in Baltic region. 
Feature film, TV commercials and production services since 2002.  Our considerable experience in pro-
duction services allows us to offer you wide range of locations, casting services, tecnical equipment, lo-
cal or international crews and assistance arranging your travel, accomondation, transportation, research 
and more. FAS is making cooperation with Riga Film Fund and State Film Fund  in obtaining up to 25% 
rebate based on spent in Latvia. Our serviced projects include:
"A Gentle Creature" Slot Machine (France), 
“CZ12” China Hero (Hong Kona),
“Yae no Sakura Gettysburg” NHK – Japan BroadcastingCorporation (Japan) , “My Way” The Directors 
(South Korea), 
„Das Blaue von Himmel” Die Film GmbH (Germany), 
“Agent Vinod” Illuminati Films (India)
„Clouds Over the Hill” NHK – Japan Broadcasting Corporation (Japan)
We are member of major Latvian film trade organisations.

contact details: sergei@balticfilms.com | www.balticfilms.com 

contact details: kalejs@angels.lv | www.angels.lv

sergei serpuhov

janis Kalejs
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LOCOMOTIvE PRODuCTIONS
Film studio Locomotive Productions produces fiction, creative documentaries and animation. Founded in 
1999, in recent years it has become one of fastest growing, most creative and productive film studios in the 
Baltic Countries. Nearly all films produced by Locomotive Productions have been premiered in well-known 
international film festivals. Year 2014 has proved to be an exceptionally productive year, marked by two 
national entries for the Best Foreign Language Film at the 87th Academy Awards – the feature animation 
Rocks in My Pockets, as national entry from Latvia, and The Gambler, a Lithuanian - Latvian co-production 
as national entry from Lithuania. In 2014 alone Locomotive Productions received 12 nominations and 7 
awards at the Latvian National Film festival.

contact details: rv@locomotive.lv | www.locomotive.lv

roberts Vinovskis

LATvIAN TELEvISION
Latvian Television is a Public Broadcasting company with two channels LTV1 and LTV7. The slots for 52' 
documentaries are: current affairs, social issues/society, travel, wild life, natural history.

contact details: sarlote.liduma@ltv.lv | www.ltv.lsm.lv

sarlote liduma

kuLTFILMA
Film and video production company. 
The origins of KULTFILMA date back 10 years and during this time, the studio has worked both with 
local and international clients making films, documentaries, TV episodes, commercials, and other video 
projects together.
We’re quite driven. With film at the centre – in our minds, hearts and spirit.
With a desire to dig deeper, to get to the core. We’re the kind that stay 15 minutes longer in order to 
capture what others don’t see.

contact details: inga@kultfilma.lv | kultfilma.lv
dzintars dreibergs
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MISTRuS MEDIA
Film studio Mistrus Media was established in 2000 and has since become one of the leading film pro-
duction companies in Latvia. Mistrus Media is a producer of documentaries, TV projects, feature fiction 
films as well as provider of filming and location services. Mistrus Media brings together authors and na-
tional and international film professionals of different creative profile. Productions of Mistrus Media have 
received several national and international festival awards and they have been broadcast on various 
TV stations worldwide. Documentary My Father the Banker (dir. Ieva Ozolina, 2015) became the most 
watched documentary in Latvia of the year. In 2016 Mistrus Media released historical feature drama The 
Chronicles of Melanie (dir. Viestur Kairish), that has received the highest cinema admissions of 2016 in 
Latvia. The film premiered in November, 2016 at the Black Nights Film Festival in Tallinn Competition 
and received the award for the Best Cinematography.

contact details: inese.boka@mistrusmedia.lv, elina.gedina@mistrusmedia.lv | www.mistrusmedia.lv

Inese Boka-Grube

elina 
Gedina - ducena
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NATIONAL FILM CENTRE OF LATvIA
The National Film Centre is a State institution of direct administration under the supervision of the Ministry 
of Culture, which implements the national policy in the cinema and film industry. The objective of opera-
tion of the Centre is to implement the national policy in the cinema and film industry and to administer the 
funds from the State budget intended for the cinema and film industry.
The objective of the National Film Centre is to implement the national policy in the cinema and film indus-
try and to administer the funds from the State budget intended for film industry.

contact details: nkc@nkc.gov.lv, dita.rietuma@nkc.gov.lv, agnese.zapane@nkc.gov.lv | www.nkc.gov.lv, www.filmlatvia.lv laura Germane

dita rietuma

Agnese Zapane
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NIDA FILMA
Production company “Nida Filma” was founded in 2000 by famous Latvian director and producer Yevg-
eny Pashkevich. The aim of our company is to produce multicultural high quality art-house and commercial 
feature films with outstanding visual style and deep psychological studies of human nature for international 
market. Latest film produced by “Nida Filma” is internationally awarded “Gulf Strem Under the Iceberg”, 
directed by Yevgeny Pashkevich, which was Latvian entry for Academy Award as foreign language film 
in 2011. The company has several feature film projects in development: “Confessions of Felix Krull: 
Confidence Man” (based on work by Thomas Mann) and “Marquis de Bradomin’s Romantic Mirage”.

contact details: office@nidafilma.lv | www.nidafilma.lv

Yevgeny pashkevich

vFS FILMS

A-ONE FILMS bALTIC

VFS Films is a film production company which houses a large group of filmmakers around a tight nucleus 
– best at telling human stories through award-winning documentaries or creative TV productions. With a 
skin rough enough to spend much time outdoors.

A ONE FILMS BALTIC - distributes European films in the Baltic states (Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia) with the 
special focus on international film festival selections.

contact details: uldis@vfs.lv | www.vfs.lv

contact details: giedre@a-onefilms.ee

Uldis cekulis

Giedre Kriksciunaite
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Established in 2003 ARTBOX now is one of the leading film production companies in the Baltic region. 
ARTBOX works with new talents as well as experienced artists. Productions and co-productions with wide 
international appeal is main goal of the company. ARTBOX has co-produced films with Italy, Finland, 
Armenia, Latvia, Poland and other countries. As a production service provider, ARTBOX also produces 
big international films for partners from all over the world. Latest films coproduced by Artbox are the 
award-winning Finnish-Lithuanian feature “2 Nights Till Morning” starring Palme d’Or Best Actress winner 
Marie-Josée Croze and the Armenian-Lithuanian film “The Last Inhabitant”.

contact details: kestas@artbox.lt | www.artbox.lt

Kestutis 
drazdauskas

CREATIvE EuROPE DESk LIThuANIA MEDIA OFFICE

ERA FILM

MEDIA office at Creative Europe Desk Lithuania under Lithuanian Film Centre provides assistance for Lithu-
anian audiovisual sector professionals on how to benefit from EU audiovisual sectors support program 
Creative Europe MEDIA.

Established in Vilnius in 2001 by the Lithuanian producer, Rasa Miskinyte, ERA FILM is known for produc-
ing award winning international documentary films. 
Recently ERA FILM entered a new era with an additional focus on animation, feature films, transmedia 
projects. Made nearly 20 films in co-production with France, Germany, Poland, Ireland, Spain, Belgium. 
Have co-produced or cooperated with such broadcasters as: MDR (Germany), NHK (Japan), TG4 (Ire-
land), BBC-NI (UK), AVRO (The Netherlands), YLE (Finland), TVP2 (Poland), Belsat TV (Poland/Belorusia), 
ERR (Estonia), DR (Denmark), SVT (Sweden), NRK (Norway), TSR (Switzerland).

contact details: media@kurybiskaeuropa.eu

contact details: rasa@erafilm.lt | www.erafilm.lt

eva Brazdžionye

rasa Miskinyte
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FRALITA FILMS is young, but ambitious film production company actively involved in different projects, 
and works with established directors and new talents. Lately it has been more and more involved in 
European co-productions and seeks for the strong author driven film projects. The company has been 
established by producer Zivile Gallego in 2009, who gain first experience in film production at Lithu-
anian Film Studios. In 2015 Fralita Films celebrated Alante Kavaité's „The Summer of Sangaile“ winning 
the Best Director award at Sundance Festival. Currently in the Festival circuit anima-doc „The Man Who 
Knew 75 Languages“ by Anne Magnussen and Pawel Debski, and in post-production Donatas Ulvydas' 
drama „Emilia“ to premiere in 2017. Graduate of EAVE 2011 Zivile Gallego was selected among  the 
20 promissing European producers and has participated in the initiative Producer on The Move  2015 
organised by European Film Promotion Agency.

contact details: zivile.gallego@fralita.com | www.fralitafilms.com

Zivile Gallego

kETvIRTA vERSIJA
KETVIRTA VERSIJA film production company was founded in 2003. Company focuses on creating and 
production of art-house feature films and documentaries, TV shows . Currently in production we have 
feature documentary CHODAKOWSKI SISTERS.LITHUANIAN CASE, two TV shows – The History of 
Lithuanian Language (LRT) and Red Line (INFO TV). 
Projects in development include documentaries LITHUANIA IN PARIS PEACE CONFERENCE, animation 
series HAPPY HORSE (coproduction with Great Britain, supported by Creative Europe 2015), BARBARA 
RADZIWILL – feature mini series, costume drama, BIG BANG – feature film, script editing stage.

contact details: ketvirtaversija@gmail.com | www.unnecessaryfilms.eu

teresa rozanovska
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The Lithuanian Film Centre is a state institution. The aim of the centre is to participate in the designing an 
effective film and audiovisual sector policy and to foster the sustainability of the Lithuanian film industry. 
The Lithuanian Film Centre:
• allocates subsidies for the development, production and distribution of Lithuanian films and international 
co-productions; 
• promotes Lithuanian films at home and abroad, 
• implements programmes in areas of film education, national film heritage, training for professionals, 
research and statistics;
• administers The Film Registry and film ratings scheme; 
• represents Lithuania at international film festivals, fairs, organizations and programmes.

contact details: r.kvietkauskas@lkc.lt, vakarinaite@gmai.com | www.lkc.lt

rolandas
Kvietkauskas

Milda Vakarinaite
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M-FILMS

m-films production company has been established in 2008 by producer Marija Razgute, based in Vil-
nius, Lithuania, and has been producing short and feature films, mostly fiction. The filmography of the 
company consists of seven short films, most recent ones - Watchkeeping (2016), The Amateurs (2015), 
The Noisemaker (2014), etc., and a feature film The Saint (2016). At the moment there are two new 
feature films in development - Summer and Corcovado Borealis, both funded by Lithuanian Film Centre 
at this stage. The the editorial line of the company has a clear focus on social dramas and family issues.
m-film produces films of the young generation of Lithuanian film directors – such as Andrius Blaževicius, 
Karolis Kaupinis, Marija Kavtaradze and since 2013 has been working with international co-productions.

contact details: karolis_kaupinis@yahoo.com, marija@m-films.lt

Karolis Kaupinis

Marija razgute
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MONOkLIS
Studio Monoklis was established in 2006. The main companies goal is to create independent documen-
tary, fiction and experimental films. The company, since its foundation, has been constantly involved in 
one project after another. Its first production - fiction film "The Balcony" (2008, dir. G. Beinoriute) achieved 
commercial success, was screened in cinemas throughout Lithuania, attended by 15,000 viewers and 
received the Lithuanian Film Distributors' Award. And the documentary “Conversations on Serious Topics” 
was nominated for the Best Foreign Language Film for “Oscar’s” award.

contact details: jurga@monoklis.lt | www.monoklis.ltjurga Gluskiniene
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Studio Nominum was founded by award-winning film director and producer Arunas Matelis and mainly 
focuses on creative documentary production and the distribution of its own films. As a production com-
pany, Studio Nominum is among the leaders of creative documentary film producers in Lithuania. Since its 
establishment, Studio Nominum produced or internationally co-produced  around 40 creative documen-
taries . The films were selected for the Cannes (Directors’ Fortnight, Critics Week), IDFA, Leipzig, Torino, 
Oberhausen, Rotterdam, Moscow film festivals, screened at MoMA, G.Pompidou. Studio Nominum re-
ceived over 20 int. awards including main prizes at IDFA, Leipzig, Zagreb, Oberhausen, Directors Guild 
of America Award for the Best Documentary of year, European Film Academy nomination and more.

contact details: nominum@nominum.lt, ramunefilms@gmail.com | www.nominum.lt

Arunas Matelis

Algimante Mateliene

ramune rakauskaite
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vILNIuS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIvAL kINO PAvASARIS
Vilnius International Film Festival (Vilnius IFF) “Kino Pavasaris” is unquestionably one of the most antici-
pated annual cultural events in Lithuania. Now in its 22nd year,  Vilnius IFF presents more than 200 films 
divided into a range of categories, from Masters and Critic's Choice to Hot Documentaries, Shorts and 
much more. Meeting Point - Vilnius, the festival's film industry networking event is designed to promote 
the Baltic as well as European film industry, its serves as an intensive three-day platform for international 
film industry professionals.

contact details: rita@kinopavasaris.lt | www.kinopavasaris.lt
rita stanelyte
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Kristina trapp

EAvE
EAVE is a professional training, project development and networking organisation for producers. At the 
heart of our programmes is the EAVE Producers Workshop which has created a unique co-producing net-
work in Europe. The EAVE Marketing Workshop, EAVE+ and our international schemes (PUENTES, TIES 
THAT BIND) complete our core programmes. EAVE also offers various tailor-made 'EAVE on DEMAND' 
workshops all over the globe.

contact details: tina@eave.org | www.eave.org

STuDIO uLJANA kIM

Studio Uljana Kim is a leading company in Lithuania for producing full length features.
Since its foundation in 1997 eight feature films and six documentaries have been produced by the 
company. Half of them were premiered at the most important international film festivals and others were 
successful at the domestic box office.
The company’s goal is to produce high quality art-house films intended for a worldwide audience.
A parallel activity of Studio Uljana Kim is a project Lithuanian Film Promotion and Information Agency 
(Agency) which promote Lithuanian cinema.

contact details: kim@lfc.lt

Uljana Kim
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Marija dimitrova

LIST PRODuCTION
List Production is an emerging company looking to create a new, fresh and strong platform for film and 
theatre production. It aims to become a leading production company in the region and to take on con-
temporary and scene changing work that will empower our audience and address current social issues 
through authentic artistic expression.
Currently, List Production is shooting the short documentary GENTLEMEN FROM THE MUSEUM (directed 
by Ana Aleksovska), which was supported by the Macedonian Film Agency. This documentary highlights 
the loss of empathy in today's society as a worrying matter and a subject worth debating by analyzing its 
imprints over the contemporary art scene. In addition, the company is developing three feature projects: 
SISTER, which has won the Post Pitch Award at Connecting Cottbus 2016; SOUR CHERRY CHRONI-
CLES and ME AND LIN, AFTERWARDS, both adaptations of renowned Macedonian literature authors.

contact details: dimitrova@listproduction.mk | listproduction.mk

MACEDONIAN FILM AGENCY

The Macedonian Film Agency, established under the Film Industry Law, officially began its operation on 
01.01.2014 as a legal successor of the Macedonian Film Fund.Primary objective of the Agency is to 
stimulate and support the development of the Macedonian film industry. In order to achieve its goals the 
Agency aims at providing a continuous support to the production of films of national interest, stimulating 
international filming co-productions, encouraging expert and professional education of film industry pro-
fessionals, stimulating the creation of national screenplays, promoting Macedonian cinematography at 
renowned international film festivals and events as well as attracting foreign producers by offering them 
favorable conditions, thereby promoting Republic of Macedonia as a filming location.The funds needed 
for the operation of the Macedonian Film Agency are provided from the Budget of Republic of Macedo-
nia and from other sources established by the Film Industry Law.

contact details: mimi.gjorgoska@filmagency.gov.mk | www.filmagency.gov.mk

Mimi Gjorgoska 
Ilievska
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LAvA FILMS
Lava Films is an independent film production company collaborating with filmmakers from Poland and 
abroad. The company’s goal is to help artists transform their potential into features, documentaries and 
animated films bearing hallmarks of creative individuality and reflecting valid issues of our times. Believing 
that international co-productions are the most accurate answer to the needs of multicultural audience, Lava 
Films engages in projects with worldwide potential as the main or minor producer as well as conducts 
service productions. Our projects have been developed at such programmes as EP2C, Berlinale Co-
Production market, EAVE Producers Workshop, Ekran, CineKid, Cartoon Movie, Sheffield Doc Fest, Doc 
Lab Poland, NCN at MIA Market, among others. Lava’s latest feature “The Here After” (dir. Magnus von 
Horn) premiered in Quinzaine des Réalisateurs at Cannes Film Festival 2015 and the new documentary, 
Piotr Stasik’s “21 x New York” was nominated to European Film Awards 2016.

contact details: agnieszka@lavafilms.pl | www.lavafilms.pl

Agnieszka wasiak

AL ESTE DE LIMA FILM FESTIvAL
Al Este de Lima,  Film festival is a travelling festival which promotes the best and current independent films 
from Eastern and Central Europe in Peru, and Argentina. We also generate spaces for film trainning for 
peruvian directors and film professionals.

contact details: contacto@alestedelima.com | www.alestedelima.com

Ada quintana
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NEW EuROPE FILM SALES
Boutique sales company based in Warsaw, founded in 2010 by Jan Naszewski. The company’s cata-
logue includes the Icelandic RAMS (Prix Un Certain Regard in Cannes in 2015, sold to over 40 coun-
tries), Swedish-Polish debut THE HERE AFTER (Directors’ Fortnight 2015) as well as 9 Berlinale titles 
including the 2016 Silver Bear winner UNITED STATES OF LOVE and Generation winners VIOLET and 
MOTHER I LOVE YOU. In 2016 the company represented the Israeli black comedy ONE WEEK AND 
A DAY (Cannes Semaine de la Critique).

contact details: marcin@neweuropefilmsales.com | www.neweuropefilmsales.com
Marcin Łuczaj

NO SuGAR FILMS
No Sugar Films Ltd. is a Warsaw based production company established in 2012, focusing on projects 
which bring talented filmmakers together whose goals are to make films in a collaborative way, becom-
ing the new faces of European cinema. No Sugar’s mantra is no nonsense, no sugar coating, straight to 
the point, where story at  heart is a center point of every and each project.
Recent projects:
2016"La Habitacion" ("Tales of Mexico"),120', co-prod. MEX(Machete Producciones)/PL (No Sugar 
Films), dir.C.Carrera D.Gimenez Cacho, C.Bolado, E.Contreras, A.Pineda Uolla, A.Valle, I.Avila Due-
nas, N.Beristain, 
World premiere: Warsaw FF (Special Screenings)
Mexican premiere: Los Cabos IFF 
2016"The Saint", 90', co-prod, LT(M-Films) / PL(No Sugar Films), dir.A.Blazevicius
Warsaw FF  (1,2 Competition), Busan IFF (Flash Forward), Minsk IFF – Special Jury Prize
2016"Baba Vanga", drama, 76' dir. A.Niemczyk
New Horizons IFF (International Competition)
2016"Denial" 110', dir.M.Jackson
Toronto IFF

contact details: marta.lewandowska@nosugarfilms.com | www.nosugarfilms.com

Marta lewandowska
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POLISh FILM INSTITuTE
Established in early 2005, the POLISH FILM INSTITUTE (PISF) has the aim to support national film industry 
in Poland. His comprehensive system enables the support for film projects at all stages of film production, 
and helps to promote Polish films in Poland and abroad. With a budget of 22 M EUR for production it 
subsidies about 40 feature films par year, including minority co-productions. Among co-financed produc-
tion there are:  11 Minutes by Jerzy Skolimowski, Body by Małgorzata Szumowska, Game Count by 
Agnieszka Holland, United States of Love by Tomasz Wasilewski, Les Innocentes by Anne Fontaine, High 
Life by Claire Denis.

contact details: robert.balinski@pisf.pl | www.pisf.pl
robert Balinski
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TRANSATLANTYk FESTIvAL

WAJDA STuDIO

Carefully chosen films (both contemporary and classic) as well as music from all around the world. Leg-
endary and young artists, representatives of all film and music professions, hundreds of screenings and 
music events. Transatlantyk Festival is a new artistic platform aimed at showing what’s best in cinema 
as well as building a stronger relationship between society and art through music and film. It strives to 
inspire. Transatlantyk is Glocal and Open. Academy Award® winner, a well-known composer, Jan A.P. 
Kaczmarek is the founder and the director of the festival.

Wajda School & Studio was created in 2001 by Andrzej Wajda and Wojciech Marczewski with a 
mission to provide professional training to Polish and international filmmakers on a master level. Wajda 
Studio produced over 70 documentaries, short features and over 300 school films awarded at numer-
ous international film festivals. In 2013 Wajda Studio produced Joanna, an Academy Award nominee 
for the Best Short Subject Documentary in 2015. Wajda Studio's new production the Performer pre-
miered at IFF Rotterdam 2015 and IFF Berlinale 2015, where it received the Think:Film Award.

contact details: joanna@transatlantyk.org | www.transatlantyk.org

contact details: info@wajdastudio.pl | www.wajdastudio.pl

joanna lapinska

Zuzanna Krol
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with the support of
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EuROPEAN FILM FESTIvAL
Alex is a Romanian film consultant.He holds a diploma in Cinematography and has followed multiple 
training and workshops on creative producing, mentoring and marketing and is an EAVE Film Marketing 
workshop alumni. In 2006 established in Bucharest its own production company Steppenwolf Film. He is 
strongly involved in different industry platforms dedicated to South East & Eastern Europe such as CineLink 
– Sarajevo FF, WEMW – Trieste. Along with Connecting Cottbus East West Co-Production Market and 
WEMW has initiated #FEEDback the think tank platform tackling the future film policy in Eastern Euro-
pean territories. He is member of Romanian Film Centre’s board of management focused on European 
Affairs and recently appointed by the Representation of the European Commission in Romania as Artistic 
Director - European Film Festival.

contact details: alex@steppenwolf.ro

CTb FILM COMPANY
The CTB Film Company, with offices in St. Petersburg and Moscow, is one of Russia's most prolific and 
successful producers of theatrical motion pictures. Founded in 1992, CTB has released more than sixty 
five feature films in a whole range of styles unmatched in Russian production, from action, drama, and 
comedy to animation, auteur, and feature debuts.

contact details: drozd@ctb.ru

natalia drozd

Alex traila
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ART&POPCORN
During nine years' experience, Art&Popcorn produced 10 feature films which ranked the company
among the most productive Serbian film producers. Art&Popcorn films have been presented at more
than five hundred film festivals on six continents and won numerous international awards. Art&Popcorn
authors' team consists of distinguished filmmakers as well as young talents whose professional career is
still in its early and promising stage. Development, improvement, challenges and continuous presence in
the European audio-visual scene is the basic strategic principle of Art&Popcorn, as well as commitment
to the development and production of each film.
Since 2011, company Art&Popcorn has been very active in the field of executive production of European
films and co-productions in Serbia. As the time passes, this field of activities developed more and more
and in 2013 Art&Popcorn was Serbian partner and in charge for executive production of 4 feature films
with more than 120 shooting days.

contact details: mogorovic@artandpopcorn.com | www.artandpopcorn.com

Miroslav Mogorovic
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DRIbbLING PICTuRES
Belgrade-based production company devoted exclusively to creative documentaries and documentary 
academia, since 2002.
Its four previous productions, “Pretty Dyana”, “Unmik Titanik” and “Goodbye, How Are You?“ by Boris 
Mitic and “Cinema Komunisto“ by Mila Turajlic, have all premiered at IDFA, toured over 250 festivals, 
won 35 awards and were broadcasted on 25 TV stations.
TV partners include Arte, HBO Europe, MDR, WDR, BR, Pheonix, SVT, UR, YLE, YLE FST, RTS, RTSI, RAI 
3, TV3, TVP, TV Kultura, Sky Arts, ERT, ERR, LTV, IBA Channel 1, Yes Docu, CYBC, RTV SLO, RTRS, BHT, 
HRT, B92, Eurochannel and Al Jazeera, with major funding received from Eurimages, Cinéma du monde, 
Doha Film Institute, the IDFA Bertha Fund, the Croatian Audiovisual Center and the Serbian Film Center.

contact details: info@dribblingpictures.com  | www.dribblingpictures.com

Boris Mitic
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Film Center Serbia (FCS) is a government organization working under the patronage of the Ministry of 
Culture of the Republic of Serbia. FCS was founded in order to creatively stimulate and administrate 
financial support to Serbian film industry. Its goal is to direct and manage strategic development and 
reconstruction of Serbian film industry.

contact details: fcs.office@fcs.rs | www.fcs.rs

Boban jevtic
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ARSMEDIA
Production Company ARSMEDIA was established in 1990. 
It is a company with a big experience and high reputation, which confirms more than 25 years of experi-
ence and hard work.
On the web page: www.arsmedia.si you can find all our films which where produced, the new films, 
which are in production and films that are in development phase. 
Our last films are: 
Features films: Comedy of theirs (2016) Family Film (coproduction 2015), Chefurs raus (2013), Shang-
hai gypsy (2012) Piran – Pirano (2010)… 
Documentary films: To The Top And Back (Do vrha in nazaj) 2015, Living stone (Živeti kamen) 2014, At 
the end of Tržaške street (Na koncu Tržaške) 2010.
ARSMEDIA’s goal is to develop and finalize new screenplay, develop new project, search for co-produc-
tion, produce new films.
Also we can offer: scout location, organization of casting and find other crewmembers in basic produc-
tion, postproduction, promotion and distribution of films. 
Members of ARSMEDIA: producers Boštjan Ikovic & Franci Zajc,

contact details: info@arsmedia.si | www.arsmedia.si

Amela Ikovic

Boštjan Ikovic
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AvI FILM
We still rise, we still grow...

contact details: avifilm.info@gmail.com | www.nopage.com SL
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jurij Gruden

tanja Gruden

bELA FILM
Bela film was established in 1998. Its main activity is film production. Company also acts as domestic 
distribution company for own productions. 
We are interested in relevant stories, be it individually human or politically social, told by authors with a 
recognizable creative style.

contact details: ida@belafilm.si | www.belafilm.si

Ida weiss
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CREATIvE EuROPE DESk SLOvENIA
The Creative Europe Desk Slovenia (CED Slovenia) is the national information and advice service to pro-
mote Creative Europe (2014-2020), the EU programme for the cultural and audiovisual sector. 
CED Slovenia operates within Motovila, Centre for the promotion of cooperation in the cultural and creative 
sectors and is a member of the European network of CED offices in more than 35 European countries. Besides 
offering in-depth information and tailored guidance on various Creative Europe funding schemes offered by 
MEDIA and Culture sub-programmes, CED Slovenia organises various events to promote the programme as 
well as to facilitate cultural and creative projects with European added value in Slovenia and abroad.

contact details: sabina.briski@ced-slovenia.eu | www.ced-slovenia.eu
sabina Briski
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MONOO
MONOO is a Slovenia based production company. From 2012 on we have successfully devoted our 
first producing years to putting together a slate of films that entered production one after another and 
managed to start building a catalogue of ambitious and uncompromising films. We are interested in films 
that are characterised by a distinctive expression, and in intimate stories painted against a strong social 
commentary backdrop. 
After a documentary Man with a Raven and an awarded short film Morning we produced internationally 
and nationally awarded and critically acclaimed feature The Tree (wp. Karlovy Vary IFF 2014). In its 
festival run The Tree was awarded with FIPRESCI Prize, Youth Jury Best Film and other awards; and was 
presented as Slovenian OSCAR entry 2016. In June 2015 we completed another short Impromptu and 
are now in production of our feature History of Love, last year awarded at WEMW and planned for 
release in 2018.

contact details: sonja@monoo.si, rok@monoo.si | www.monoo.si

sonja prosenc

rok secen
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NOSOROGI
Ljubljana-based production company NOSOROGI was created in 2008 by a group of young Slove-
nian film graduates as a creative cooperative for production of their first professional films. In 2012, the 
company was taken over by Marina Gumzi. She reorganized the structure, setting the goal to establish 
a recognizable platform for production of original and daring visually-driven films, both fiction and 
documentaries, and assure for them visibility within and beyond the national borders. The company is 
devoted to discovering and promoting the new generation of filmmakers from the region and establishing 
meaningful connections with international partners. Current projects include Matjaž Ivanišin’s creative 
documentary Playing Men and a fiction debut Stories from the Chestnut Woods by Gregor Božic.

contact details: marina@nosorogi.com | www.nosorogi.com

Marina Gumzi
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SLOvENIAN FILM CENTER
Slovenian Film Center, a public agency of the Republic of Slovenia, was established in 2011 as a suc-
cessor of the Slovenian film fund – a public fund.
The goal of Slovenian Film Centre is to encourage creativity in the film and audiovisual field in Slovenia 
by creating suitable conditions for film, audiovisual and cinematographic activities. It is co financing all 
programmes dealing with development, production, promotion and distribution of films. Besides that it 
also supports film festivals, industry associations, promotion of film locations, film literacy and other.

contact details: info@film-center.si
natasa Bucar

Ana lampret
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vERTIGO
Independent production company, based in Ljubljana, Slovenia. Established in 1994, they (co)-produced 
more than 40 feature films incl. NIGHTLIFE (2016) by Damjan Kozole / Karlovy Vary IFF 2016: Best 
Director Award; HOME (doc, 2015) by Metod Pevec / Sarajevo FF Doc Comp. 2015, ZagrebDox 
2016: Special Mention; YOU CARRY ME (2014) by Ivona Juka / Karlovy Vary IFF 2015: East of the 
West Comp.; AN EPISODE IN THE LIFE OF AN IRON PICKER (2013) by D. Tanovic / Berlinale Comp. 
2013: 2 Silver Bears; CIRCLES (2013) by S. Golubovic / Sundance FF 2013: Special Jury Award, 
Berlinale 2013: Ecumenical Prize; WOMAN WHO BRUSHED OFF HER TEARS (2012) by T. Mitevska 
/ Berlinale Panorama Special; ALEXANDRIANS (doc, 2011) by M. Pevec / Trieste FF 2012: Best Doc; 
SLOVENIAN GIRL (2009) by D. Kozole / Toronto IFF 2009, Les Arcs FF 2009: Best Actress, Sales 
in more than 40 territories; SPARE PARTS (2003) by D. Kozole / Berlinale Comp.; BREAD AND MILK 
(2001) by J. Cvitkovic, Venice FF: Lion of the Future.

contact details: info@vertigo.si | www.vertigo.si
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danijel Hočevar

SPOk INSTITuTE
SPOK Institute is dedicated to discover, promote and distribute new talents of slovenian cinema worldwide 
as well as world cinema in Slovenia and South East Europe. The company was established by Jožko Rutar, 
who previously worked as a producer at STARAGARA Production and was a managing director of Slove-
nian Film Centre,  With more that 10 year of experiences in production, film funding and policy making, 
the focus of the company is dedicated towards development, production, promotion and distribution of high 
end art-house films, as well as offering wide range of various consulting on the film field.

contact details: jozko.rutar@gmail.comjožko rutar
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FEELSALES

Feelsales is an international sales agency devoted to documentary films and short films. Is part of The 
Circular Group, in which also participate Freak Independent Film Agency, agency specialized in interna-
tional film festivals distribution and Feelmakers.com, VOD platform dedicated to documentaries, anima-
tion and short films. The three companies together offers a complete service of films commercializing with 
a unique strategy to achieve the best results for the films.

contact details: pablobriseno@feelsales.com | www.feelsales.com
pablo Briseño 
Galván

FILM FESTIvAL MEETINGS ON ThE bRIDGE
MEETINGS ON THE BRIDGE (MoB), the industry section of the Istanbul Film Festival, primarily showcases 
film projects and films in post-production from Turkey and the neighbours at Film Development and Work 
in Progress workshops with the purpose of initiating negotiations for co-productions. Prior to the workshops 
a training program  is organized with international experts for the the selected filmmakers. 
Aiming at offering further incentives,  in collaboration with the Medienboard Berlin-Brandbenburg and Ham-
burg Schleswig-Holstein funds established a Turkish-German Co-Production Development Fund in 2011. MoB 
continues to offer new prospects to filmmakers in any stage of their films, and acts as a go-to destination of 
the Turkish film industry for international professionals.of the Turkish film industry for international professionals.

contact details: gulin.ustun@iksv.org | www.film.iksv.org/en/meetingsonthebridge

Gulin Ustun

FESTIvAL DEL FILM LOCARNO
With 12 sections, 3 competitions and 25 awards, quality and variety are key. This is the framework of 
a Festival that explores cinema from every perspective, to discover in the present the filmmakers and films 
destined to have a future.

contact details: lorenzo.esposito@pardo.ch
lorenzo esposito
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DIRECTORY FILMS
Promotion of new generation of cinematographers of Ukraine, training of high-quality specialists and involving 
of Ukrainian filmmakers into European projects are the aims of Directory films. 
The artistic board is created for achieving these aims, it supports young filmmakers from the development of 
the script via artistic supervising at the set to the consultations during film editing and festival road of movies.

contact details: info@directoryfilms.com | www.directoryfilms.com

Igor savychenko

FRESh PRODuCTION
Film Company FRESH PRODUCTION was founded in 2005. Its basic activity is the production of feature 
films, TV movies, TV Series and TV shows. Pursuing its goal to arrange the widest range of television and 
film production based on its own facilities and resources it had been transformed into Fresh Production 
Group later, in 2008. Today it unites under its umbrella the following entities:
FRESH PRODUCTION, FRESH RENTAL HOUSE, FRESH POST PRODUCTION, TORNADO SFX, PIRATE .
By now FRESH PRODUCTION GROUP has produced 22 full-length feature films, 4 TV series, 3 short films 
and one 165-series long TV novella.
FRESH PRODUCTION GROUP films and shows are highly rated. Their success among the viewers is 
confirmed both by the professional evaluation and the well-known international film festivals` awards.

contact details: info@freshproduction.com | www.freshproduction.com

Iryna Asonova

julia cherniavskaya
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TOY CINEMA

ODESSA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIvAL

Toy Cinema is a production company based in Kyiv, Ukraine. Toy cinema was founded in 2013 by 
professional film producers, who share experience of production of more than 20 feature films, TV series, 
documentaries and more than 500 commercials for more than 25 countries. We shoot films completely on 
our own as well as in co-production. We offer complete or partial production service.

Odessa International Film Festival is one of the biggest audience film festivals in Eastern Europe.
The program includes international competition, Ukrainian national competition, European documentary 
competition and non-competitive programs of art mainstream cinema as well as Film Industry Office, Film 
Market and Summer Film School.
Film Industry Office includes Pitching Competition, Work  in  Progress presentation, panel discussions and 
Film Market. Eventually, OIFF is becoming one of the main places for Ukrainian film industry, aspiring to 
cover all the stages of the film process from pitching of the project and production to distribution and audi-
ence feedback.
The 8th edition of Odessa IFF – 14 – 22 July 2017
Submissions are open: 10.12.16 – 10.04.17

contact details: belaya@toycinema.com.ua | toycinema.com.ua

contact details: info@oiff.com.ua | www.oiff.com.ua

Alla Belaya

julia sinkevych
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ukRAINIAN STATE FILM AGENCY

FILM LONDON

Ukrainian State Film Agency is a govermental authority, responsible for the execution of the state policy 
in the sphere of cinema.

Film London is the capital’s screen industries agency, connecting ideas, talent and finance to develop a pi-
oneering creative culture in the city that delivers success in film, television, animation, games and beyond.

contact details: pi@dergkino.gov.ua | www.dergkino.gov.ua

contact details: sara.bonakdar@filmlondon.org.uk, helena.mackenzie@filmlondon.org.uk | www.filmlondon.org.uk

philip Illienko

sara Bonakdar

Helena Mackenzie
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MPARkvILLE PICTuRES

Parkville Pictures is a BAFTA-nominated and multi award-winning independent film production company 
based in London, England.
Parkville Pictures’s feature projects include Indie Spirit Award nominated APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR, which 
premiered at Sundance Film Festival 2014, SPACESHIP made as part of Creative England, BFI, and 
BBC’s iFeatures production scheme and THE MISEDUCATION OF CAMERON POST, starring Chloe 
Grace Moretz and Sasha Lane, now in post-production.

contact details: cecilia@parkvillepictures.com cecilia frugiuele

TASkOvSkI FILMS
Taskovski films welcome innovative, playful and risky forms of filmmaking capable of engaging and sur-
prising audiences around the globe, with a passion to discover new talent and authorial stories in fields 
of history, society, justice, environment, and politics, while still maintaining high criteria when it comes to 
production value, content and form.
Taskovski films portfolio includes:
Lampedusa in Winter, Olmo and the Seaguall,  The Seasons in Quincy,   Work Hard Play Hard,  People 
I could have been and maybe I am, European Academy Awarded directors Audrius Stonys, Helena 
Trestikova, Tilda Swinton, Kristi Zea and others.

contact details: lusikuti2@gmail.com

tijana djukic



WEMW
PARTNERS



The 2017 edition of When East Meets West has 
several strategic industry partners. Each one of 
them has a key role in planning, promoting and 
organizing the co-production forum.
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PROFILE

PARTNERShIP

CONTACTS

EAVE is a professional training, project development and networking organisation for producers. At the heart of our 
programmes is the EAVE Producers Workshop which has created a unique co-producing network in Europe. The 
EAVE Marketing Workshop, EAVE+ and our international schemes (PUENTES, TIES THAT BIND) complete our core 
programmes. EAVE also offers various tailor-made 'EAVE on DEMAND' workshops all over the globe.

Since its foundation, the Trieste festival’s professional platform dedicated to co-producing with Eastern Europe – 
WHEN EAST MEETS WEST – has established itself as an important reference for European professionals. EAVE, 
one of the leading European training and development providers, is proud to have been a partner from the very 
beginning. In the framework of this partnership, EAVE is advising on the strategic planning and programming of the 
event and promoting WEMW among the members of our network. EAVE is involved in the market in various ways:
- the WEMW project selection (EAVE group leaders Danijel Hocevar and Didar Domheri, as well as EAVE gradu-
ate and Slovenian National Coordinator Jozko Rutar were part of the selection committee),
- the preparation day for the WEMW projects (EAVE graduate Stefano Tealdi is one of the tutors), 
- the First Cut Lab expert team (EAVE graduates Amra Baksic-Camo, and Giovanni Pompili, as well as EAVE group 
leaders Riina Sildos and Didar Domehri), 
- the panel co-producing with france and the Baltic countries – case study tHe sUMMer of sAnGAIle 
(EAVE graduates Antoine Simkine and Zivile Gallego)
- the panel How to AttrAct new fUndInG plAYers (EAVE graduate and legal expert Roberto Olla)
- the panel fVG Goes to cAnnes! – case study: tHe lAst resort (EAVE graduate Guillaume De Seille)
- the panel on woMen In tHe eUropeAn fIlM IndUstrY - success stories and challenges (EAVE Inter-
change graduate Marta Donzelli, moderator: EAVE graduate Alessia Sonaglioni)
- the award ceremony (EAVE CEO Kristina Trapp and EAVE graduate Nikolaj Nikitin are members of the interna-
tional jury selecting the best project/producer). 
- and the eAVe live stream session SHAKE UP IN THE DIGITAL MARKETPLACE by EAVE consultant Linda Beath.
With the support of FVG Audiovisual Fund, one of the producers and projects selected at WEMW will be 
awarded with a scholarship for the eAVe 2017 producers workshop.

Furthermore, we are delighted that the EAVE network has a strong presence at WEMW with 11 projects 
produced and/or co-produced by eAVe producers in the official and guest projects selection, including MAd-
AMe lUnA by Binyam Berhane (producer: david Herdies), which was developed at the EAVE Producers 
Workshop 2016, 1 project in the work in progress section Last Stop Trieste and 2 projects in the new workshop 
First Cut Lab, including storIes froM tHe cHestnUt woods (producer: Marina Gumzi), developed at the 
EAVE Producers Workshop 2015, as well as 62 EAVE network members attending the event.

2013 EAVE | 238c, 
Rue de Luxembourg
8077 Bertrange, Luxembourg
T: +352 44 52 10 1 
F: ++352 44 52 10 70
eave@eave.org

EAvE
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MEMbERS OF ThE 
EAvE NETWORk 
AT WEMW 2017

Jules Debrock flow postproduction BELGIUM
Amra Baksic Camo scca/pro.ba BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Ankica Juric Tilic Kinorama CROATIA
Sinisa Juricic nukleus film CROATIA
Marketa Santrochova czech film center CZECH REPUBLIC
Artemio Benki film distribution Artcam CZECH REPUBLIC
Riina Sildos Amrion oÜ ESTONIA
Aet Laigu Meteoriit ESTONIA
Esko Rips nafta ESTONIA
Alexa Rivero Altamar films FRANCE
Guillaume De Seille Arizona productions FRANCE
Claire Launay Arte france cinema FRANCE
Roberto Olla eurimages FRANCE
Alessia Sonaglioni ewA network FRANCE
Jean-Laurent Csinidis fIlMs de force MAjeUre FRANCE
Marianne Dumoulin jba production FRANCE
Nathalie Algazi la Voie lactÉe FRANCE
Jeremy Zelnik les Arcs european film festival FRANCE
Patrice Nezan les contes modernes FRANCE
Antoine Simkine les films d'antoine FRANCE
Estelle Robin You les films du balibari FRANCE
Denis Vaslin Mandra films FRANCE
Didar Domehri Maneki films  FRANCE
Heino Deckert deckert distribution Gmbh GERMANY
Simone Baumann saxonia entertainment Gmbh GERMANY
Nikolaj Nikitin sofA - school of film Agents GERMANY
Anna Katchko tandem production GERMANY
Julianna Ugrin Éclipse film HUNGARY
Roberto Cavallini Altrove films ITALY
Alessandro Carroli eie film ITALY
Alessandro Gropplero fVG Audiovisual fund ITALY
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Franco Bocca Gelsi Gagarin ITALY
Enrica Capra Graffitidoc ITALY
Linda Beath Ideal filmworks Italia ITALY
Marco Valerio Fusco Intramovies ITALY
Giovanni Pompili Kino produzioni ITALY
Nadia Trevisan nefertiti film s.r.l. ITALY
Stefano Tealdi stefilm International s.r.l. ITALY
Samantha Faccio tUcKer fIlM ITALY
Marta Donzelli Vivo film ITALY
Sergei Serpuhov Baltic pine films LATVIA
Inese Boka-grube film studio Mistrus Media LATVIA
Roberts Vinovskis locomotive productions LATVIA
Aija Berzina tasse film LATVIA
Zivile Gallego fralita films LITHUANIA
Dagne Vildziunaite just a moment LITHUANIA
Marija Razgute m-films LITHUANIA
Tina Trapp eAVe LUXEMBOURG
Agnieszka Wasiak lava films POLAND
Marta Lewandowska no sugar films POLAND
Natalia Drozd ctb film company RUSSIA
Milan Stojanovic sense production SERBIA
Miroslav Mogorovic soul food distribution SERBIA
Ida Weiss Bela film SLOVENIA
Rok Secen Monoo SLOVENIA
Marina Gumzi nosoroGI SLOVENIA
Jozko Rutar spoK SLOVENIA
Danijel Hocevar Vertigo SLOVENIA
David Herdies Momento film SWEDEN
Gülin Ustun Istanbul film festival TURKEY
Anna Maria Aslanoglu istos film TURKEY

MEMbERS OF ThE 
EAvE NETWORk 
AT WEMW 2017
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Maia Workshops is an international training programme specifically designed for emerging producers. Our 
mission is to create a space for a generation of new producers to express unique voices and foster fresh talent.
In a constantly evolving audiovisual landscape and in a time of economic upheaval we explore opportunities 
given by new collaborative and participative business models and we strive to empower the participants in 
developing their projects and  creating sustainable companies with a long-term strategy.
The programme is made up of three five-day residential workshops across a year respectively dedicated to Crea-
tive Skills, Legal & Financial Issues and Marketing & Distribution.
An important network of experts and peers, and a series of events and activities on major festival and markets, 
run parallel to the programme and support the professional development of each individual participant.
Maia, open to emerging producers, junior producers, development executives and graduates from film schools 
from all over the world, primarily targets particularly from Central, Eastern European and Mediterranean countries.
As the industry evolves, an increasingly important secondary target is made up of production managers and 
other industry professionals with a proven interest in acquiring producers’ skills.

Maia Workshops
c/o Genova-Liguria Film Commission 
Villa Bombrini, Via L. A. Muratori, 9
16152 Genova - Italy
T: +39 010 86 81 459
info@maiaworkshops.org

MAIA WORkShOPS 
PROFILE

CONTACTS



STAFF



paolo Vidali

Alessandro 
Gropplero

Giulia Battaglini elisa Bordon

cristina sainVittoria rusalen

Masha Markovic Max Mestroni
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Alessandra pastore



OLFFI
Funding opportunities 

in the spotlight countries
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OLFFI is the world’s largest database of public funding and tax incentives 
for the development, production and post production of film and TV 
projects, covering over 300 funding bodies, 550 support programmes, 
120 tax mechanisms, 300 co-production treaties, 470 film commissions, 
and 450 professional associations in more than 85 countries. 

OLFFI also offers comparison tools and information about co-
production treaties, production rules and more.

OLFFI is free and can also be accessed as an app available on 
iTunes Appstore and Google Play.

This year, thanks to the partnership with OLFFI, the WEMW catalogue 
includes a detailed overview of the funding programs in all 2017 
WEMW spotlight countries: Estonia, France, Latvia and Lithuania.
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seleCtiVe ProGrammes

Country name of the fund name of the Programme level activity maximum 
amount (€)

Cultural 
test

application 
dates

estonia Estonian Cultural Endowment EE - Production Support Scheme 
(feature films) National Production 120 000 • 

Estonian Film Institute EE - Film Production Support National Production 500 000 • 

Estonian Film Institute EE - Film Production Support 
Minority Coproduction National Production N/A • • 

franCe Centre national du cinéma et 
de l'image animée (CNC) 

FR - Aide aux cinémas du 
monde 

Suprana-
tional Production 250 000 • 

Fonds Images de la Franco-
phonie 

FR - Fonds panafricain pour le 
cinéma et l’audiovisuel 

Suprana-
tional Production N/A • 

Fonds Images de la Franco-
phonie FR - Production Fund Suprana-

tional Production 40 000 • 

Centre national du cinéma et 
de l'image animée (CNC) 

FR - Advance on Receipt After 
Shooting National Production 700 000 • • 

Centre national du cinéma et 
de l'image animée (CNC) 

FR - Advance on Receipts 
Schemes (before / after shoot-
ing) 

National Production 700 000 • • 

www.olffi.com

olffI is the world’s largest database of public funding and tax incentives for the development, production and post production of film 
and tV projects, covering over 300 funding bodies, 550 support programmes, 120 tax mechanisms in more than 85 countries. olffI 
also offers comparison tools and information about co-production treaties, production rules and more. olffI is free and can also be 
downloaded from the App store and Google play.
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Centre national du cinéma et 
de l'image animée (CNC) FR - Image and Diversity National Production N/A • • 

Centre national du cinéma et 
de l'image animée (CNC) 

FR - Support for Creation of 
Original Music/Score National Production N/A • 

Centre national du cinéma et 
de l'image animée (CNC) 

FR - Support to New Technolo-
gies / 3D Stereoscopy National Production N/A • • 

Centre national du cinéma et 
de l'image animée (CNC) 

FR - Support to New Technolo-
gies / Innovative Technologies National Production 200 000 • • 

Centre national du cinéma et 
de l'image animée (CNC) 

FR/CA - Coproduction Support 
France - Canada National Production 381 000 • 

Centre national du cinéma et 
de l'image animée (CNC) 

FR/DE - Coproduction Support 
France - Germany National Production 300 000 • • 

Centre national du cinéma et 
de l'image animée (CNC) 

FR/GR - Coproduction Support 
France - Greece National Production 500 000 • • 

Centre national du cinéma et 
de l'image animée (CNC) 

FR/PT - Bilateral Coproduction 
Fund France - Portugal National Production 500 000 • 

Department of Memory, Patri-
mony and Archives 

FR - Fund for Audiovisual 
Production National Production N/A 

Pays de la Loire Regional 
Council 

FR - Cinematographic Creation 
Support Regional Production 200 000 • • 

Alpes-Maritimes Departmental 
Authority FR - Fund for Cinema Production Regional Production 100 000 • • 

Aude, Regional Council FR - Production Support (Feature 
Films and Shorts) Regional Production N/A • 

seleCtiVe ProGrammes

Country name of the fund name of the Programme level activity maximum 
amount (€)

Cultural 
test

application 
dates
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Bourgogne-Franche Compté, 
Regional Council 

FR - Production Support (feature 
films) Regional Production 200 000 • • 

Brittany Regional Council FR - Production Support (docu-
mentary) Regional Production 35 000 • • 

Brittany Regional Council FR - Production Support to Fea-
ture Films (fiction & animation) Regional Production 200 000 • • 

Collectivité Territoriale de 
Corse FR - Production Support Regional Production 200 000 • • 

Haute Normandie Pole Image FR - Cinema Fund Regional Production 200 000 • • 

Ile de France Authority FR - IDF After Shooting Support Regional Postproduc-
tion 55 000 • 

Ile de France Authority FR - IDF Film Fund Regional Production 500 000 • • 

Languedoc Roussillon Midi 
Pyrénées Region 

FR - Production Feature Film 
Support (former Midi Pyrénées 
region) 

Regional Production 210 000 • • 

Limousin Region - Cinema Pôle FR - Production Support Limousin Regional Production 250 000 • • 

Nouvelle Region Aquitaine FR - Film and Audiovisual Sup-
port Regional Production N/A • • 

Pictanovo FR - Production Support Regional Production 200 000 • • 

Pole Image Magelis - An-
gouleme FR - Support to Feature Films Regional Production 200 000 • • 

Provence-Alpes-Cote d'Azur FR - Creation and Production 
Film Fund Regional Production 200 000 • • 

seleCtiVe ProGrammes

Country name of the fund name of the Programme level activity maximum 
amount (€)

Cultural 
test

application 
dates
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Provence-Alpes-Cote d'Azur FR - Documentary Support (all 
stages) Regional Production 50 000 • 

Region Centre CICLIC FR - Film Production Support Regional Production 200 000 • • 

Region Grand Est FR - Feature Film Production 
(Fiction) Regional Production 200 000 • • 

Région Occitanie - Pyrénées 
Méditérannée 

FR - Cinema Post-Production 
Support Regional Postproduc-

tion 5 000 • • 

Région Occitanie - Pyrénées 
Méditérannée 

FR - Feature Films Production 
Support (documentary) Regional Production 75 000 • • 

Région Occitanie - Pyrénées 
Méditérannée 

FR - Feature Films Production 
Support (fiction & animation) Regional Production 200 000 • • 

Reunion Island Film & TV 
Fund 

FR - Production Funding Pro-
gramme (cinema) Regional Production N/A • • 

Rhone-Alpes Cinema FR - Production Support (feature 
films) Regional Production 500 000 • • 

Eurometrople Strasbourg FR - Fund for Feature Film and 
TV Production Local Production 100 000 • • 

latVia National Film Centre LV - Support for Production and 
Development National Production N/A • • 

litHuania Lithuanian Film Center LT - Support for Film (Develop-
ment), Production and Promotion National Production 725 000 • • 

seleCtiVe ProGrammes

Country name of the fund name of the Programme level activity maximum 
amount (€)

Cultural 
test

application 
dates
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taX inCentiVes

Country name of the fund name of the incentive tax type financial supports to % on Qualifying 
expenses

estonia Estonian Film Institute EE - Film Estonia Cash 
Rebate 

National Productions, Coproductions, 
Foreign Productions 30% 

Tartu Film Fund EE - Tartu Cash Rebate Cash 
Rebate Foreign Productions 20% 

Viru Film Fund EE - Viru Film Fund Cash 
Rebate National Productions, Coproductions 

franCe 
Centre national du 
cinéma et de l'image 
animée (CNC) 

FR - Film Tax Credit Tax Rebate National Productions, Coproductions, 
Special Effects 30% 

Centre national du 
cinéma et de l'image 
animée (CNC) 

FR - Tax Rebate for 
International Productions 
(TRIP) 

Tax Rebate Foreign Productions, Special Effects 30% 

latVia National Film Centre LV - Co-financing Fund 
(foreign films) 

Cash 
Rebate Foreign Productions 20% 

Riga City Council LV - Riga City Council 
Financing Programme 

Cash 
Rebate Coproductions, Foreign Productions 20% 

litHuania Lithuanian Film Center LT - Lithuanian Tax Incen-
tive Tax Shelter National Productions, Coproductions, 

Foreign Productions 20% 



the world’s largest toolbox  
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